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^-^GIAL INSURANCE AND ALLIED SERVICES

^f’t/lelOth June, 1941, the Minister without Portfolio (the Rt. Hon.

Arthur Greenwood, M.P.) announced in the House of Commons that he had

arranged with all the Departments concerned for a comprehensive survey of

existing schemes of social insurance and allied services which would be con-

sidered in due course by the Committee on Reconstruction Problems of which

he was chairman ; and that Sir William Beveridge had accepted his invitation

to become Chairman of an interdepanmental Committee which would conduct

the survey, taking into account representations received from responsible

organisations and persons concerned witli the problems involved.

The constitution of the Committee was as follows

—

Chairman—Sir William Beveridge, K.C.B.

p
Departmental Representatives—Mr. R. R. Bannatyne, C.B., Home Office;

Air. P. Y. Blundmi, Ministry of Labour and National Service ; Miss M. S. Cox,

O.B.E., Ministry of Pensions ; Sir George Epps, K.B.E., C.B., Government
Actuary ; Mr. R. Hamilton Farrell, Ministry^ of Health ; Mr. E. Hale, C.B.,

Treasury ; Mrs. M. A. Hamilton, Reconstruction Secretariat ; Mr. A. W.
McKenzie, Board of Customs and Excise ; Sir George Reid, K.B.E., C.B.,

Assistance Board ; Miss M. Ritson, C.B.E., Department of Health for Scotland

;

Mr. B. K. White, Registry of Friendly Societies and Oftice of the Industrial

Assurance Commissioner.

Secretary—^Mr. D. N. Chester.

The terms of reference were :

—

To undertake, with special reference to the inter-relation of the
schemes, a survey of the existing national schemes of social insurance

and allied services, including workmen’s compensation, and to make
,

recommendations. /

The Minister without Portfolio announced in the House of Commons on c

27th January, 1942, that " it will be within the power of the Committee toi
consider developments of the National Insurance Schemes in the way of addingfl

death benefits with any other risks which are at present not coveted by suclw
schemes.”

The following letter was sent to the Chairman on the 27th January, 194^J
by the Minister without Portfolio.

Mj' dear Beveridge,

I have discussed with the Chancellor of the Exchequer the positionW
the departmental representatives on the Inter-departmental Commitfee fi
Social Insurance and Allied Services. In view of the issues of high pol^
which wiU arise, we think that the departmental representatives shoSffl..^

henceforward be regarded as your advisers and assessors on the various tech-

nical and administrative matters with which they arc severally concerned.
This means that the Report, when made, will be your own report ; it will be
signed by you alone, and the departmental representatives wiU not be
associated in any way with tlie views and recommendations on questions

of policy w'hich it contains. It would be well that the Report should contain
words to make it clear that this is the position.

Yotub sincerely,

,
(Signed) ARTHUR GREENWOOD.

The estimated gross cost ot the preparation of this Report is £4,625 Os Od , of which
£3,150 Os Od represents the estimated cost of prmtmg and publishing the Report and
the Volume of Memoranda from Orgaoi&atiozis. -



The Rt. Hon. Sir William Jowitt, R.C., M.P.,

His Majesty’s Paymaster-General.

Sir,

I have the Honour to submit the enclosed Report arising out of the work

of the Inter-departmental Committee on Social Insurance and Allied Services

appointed by your predecessor as Minister concerned with reconstruction

problems, Mr. Arthur Greenwood, in June, 1941. For the reasons set out

in the Report itself (paragraph 40), the Report is made by myself alone as

Chairman.

It falls to me, therefore, on behalf of the Committee, in transmitting this

Report to you, to express with more than conventional appreciation the

gratitude of the Committee, as well as of myself, for the work of their Secretary,

Mr, D. N. Chester. Without his able and untiring seivice and his orderly

marshalling of our proceedings, the preparation of this Report coidd not have

been accomplished. I take this opportunity of expressing at the same time

my gratitude to my colleagues on the Committee who have so unreservedly

placed at my disposal, in framing my Report and the recommendations for

which I alone am responsible, their infoimation and experience relating to,

the immense range of problems with which the work of the Committee was

concerned.

I have the honqur to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

W. H. Beveridge,

Chairman,

20th November, 1942.
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SOCIAL INSURANCE AND ALLIED SERVICES

PART I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1. The Inter-departmental Committee on Social Insurance and Allied

Services were appointed in June, 1941, by the Minister without Portfolio, then
responsible for the consideration of reconstruction problems. The terms of

reference required the Committee “ to undertake, with special reference to

the inter-relation of the schemes, a survey of the existing national schemes
of social insurance and allied services, including workmen’s compensation and
to make recommendations.” The first duty of the Committee was to survey,
the second to recommend. For the reasons stated below in paragraph 40 the
duty of recommendation was coirfined later to the Chairman of the Committee.

The Committee’s Survey and its Results

2. The schemes of social insurance and allied services which the Inter-

departmental Committee have been called on to survey have grown piece-meal.

Apart from the Poor Law , which dates from the time of Elizabeth, the schemes
surveyed are the product of the last 45 5’ears beginning with the Workmen's
Compensation Act, 1897. That Act, applying in the first instance to a limited

number of bccupafions, was made general in 1906. Compulsory health insurance

began in 1912. ^en^loyment insurance began for a’fe\v industries in 1912
and was made’genefaTm 1920. The first Pensions Act, giving non-contributory
pensionsjubject to a means test at the age of 7?!^ war passed in 1908. In 1925

came the Act which started contributory penaons for old age, for widow
and for orphans. Unemployment insurance, after a troubled history, was put
on a'fresli Uaiis by the Unemployment Act of 19^, which set up at the same
time a new national sennce of Unemployment Assistance. Meantime, the local

machinery for relief of destitution, after having been exhaustivelv examined
by the Royal Commission of 1905-1909, has been changed both by the new
treatment of unemployment and in man}' other ways, including a transfer of

the responsibilities of the Boards of Guardians to Local Authorities. Separate
provision for special types of disability—such as blindness—has been made
from time to time. Together with this growth of social insurance and
impinging on it at many points have gone developments of medical treatment,

particularly in hospitals and other institutions
; developments of servi^.

devoted to the welfare of children, in school and before it ; and a vast graaro
of voluntery provision for death and other contingencies, made by£HH^^
of th^ insured classes through Industrial Life Officps, Friendly Soci^^H^ff
Trade Unions.

3. In all this change and development, each problem has been dealt with

.separately, with little or no reference to allied problems. The first task of

the Committee has been to attempt for the first time a comprehensive survey
of the whole field of social insurance and allied services, to show just what
provision is now made and how it is made for manv different forms of need.

The results of this survey are set out in Appendix B describing social insurance

and the allied services as they exist today in Britain. The picture presented

is impressive in two ways. First, it shows that provision for most of the many
varieties of need through interruption of earnings and other causes that may
arise in modem industrial communities has already been made in Britain on
a scale not surpassed and hardly rivalled in any other country of the world.

In one respect only of the first importance, namely limitation of medical

service ,
both in the range of treatment which is provided as of fight and in

respect of the classes of persons for whom it is provided, does Britain's achieve-

ment fall seriouslv short of what ha-, been accompli.shed elsewhen* it falls



short also in its provision for benefit for maternity and ftincrala and
through the defects of its ssretem for workmen’s compensation. In aU other

fields“Britisn provision for security, in adequacy of amount mid in coropre-

hensiveness, will stand comparison with that of any other country ; few
countries w^ stand comparison with Britain. Second, social insurance and
the allied services, as they exist today, an conducted by a complex oi

disconnected adnunistrative organs, proceeding on diflerent principles, doing

invaluable service But at a cost in money and uouble and anomalous treatment

of identical problems for which there is no )ustification^ In a system of .social

security “better on the whole than can be found in almost any other country

there are serious deficiencies which call for remedy.

4. Thus limitation of compulsory insurance t<^ persons under contract

of service and“BeIbw a certain remuneration if engaged on non-manual wo^
is a senous'gap. Many persons working on their own account are poorer and
more in need' "of State insurance than employees ; the remuneration limit

for non-manual employees is arbitrary and takes no account of family

responsibihty. There is, again, no real difference between the income needs

of persons who are sick and those who are unemployed, but they get different

rates of benefit involving different contribution conditions and with

meaningless distinctions between persons of different ages. An adult insured

man with a wife and two children receives 38/- per week should he become
unemployed ; if after some weeks of unemplojunent he becomes sick and not

available for work, his insurance income falls to 18/-. On the other hand a
youth of 17 obtains 9/- when he is unemployed, but should he become sick his

insurance income rises to 12/- per week. There are, to take another example,

three different means tests for non-contributory pensions, for supplementary
pensions and for public assistance, with a fourth test—for unemployment
assistance—differing from that for supplementary pensions in some
pasticulars.

5. Many other such e.xamples could be given ; they are the natural

result of the way in which social security has grown in Britain. It is not
open to question that, by closer co-ordmation, the existing social services

could be made at once more beneficial and more intelligible to those whom
they serve and more economical in their administration.

Three Guiding Principles of Recommendations

6. In proceeding from this first comprehensive survey of social insurance

to the next task-^of making recommendations—^three guiding principles may
be laid down at the outset.

7. The first principle is that any proposals for the future, while they
should use to the full the experience gatheied in the past, should not be
restricted by consideration of sectional interests cstablisiicd in the obtaining

of that experience. Now, when the war is abolishing landmarlm of every

kind, is the opportunity for using experience in a clear field. A revolutionary

moment in the world's history is a time for revolutions, not for patching.

8. The second principle is that organisation of social insurance should

be treated as one part only of a comprehensive policy of social progress.

Social insurance fully developed may provide income security ; it is an attar k
upon Want. But Want is ont oni^ of five giants on the road of reconstruction

and in some ways the easiest to attack. The others are Disease, Ignorance,

Squalor and Idleness.

9. The third principle is that social security must be achieved by
co-operation between the State and the individual. The State should offer

security for service and contribution. The State in organising security should



not stifle incentive, opportunity, responsibility ; in establishing^ a national
minimum, it should leave room and encouragement for voluntary action by
each individual to provide more than that minimum fur himself and his family.

10. The Plan for Social Security set out in this Rejxirt is built upon these

principles. It uses experience but is not tied by experience. It is put
forward as a limited rontributiun to a wider social policy, though as something
that could be achieved now without waiting lor the whole ul that policy.

It is, hrst and foremost, a plan of insurance—of giving in letum for con-
tributions benents up to subsistence level, as of right and without means
test, so that individuals may build freely upon it.

The Way to Freedom from Want
11. The work of the Inter-depaitmental Committee began with a review

of existing schemes of social insurance and allied services. The Plan for

Social Security, with which that work ends, starts from a diagnosis of want

—

of the circumstances in which, in the years just preceding the present war,
families and individuals in Britain might lack the means of healthy sub-
sistence. During those years impartial scientific authorities made social

surveys of the conditions of life in a number of principal towns in Britain,

including London, Liverpool, Sheffield, PljTrnouth, Southampton, York and
Bristol. They detennined the proportions of the people in each town whose
means were below the standard assumed to be necessary for subsistence, and
they analysed the extent and causes of that deficiency. From each of these

social surveys the same broad result emerges. Of all the waArshowirBy "firs'

surveys, from three-quarters to five-sixths, according to the precise standard
chosen for want, was due to interruption or loss of earning power. Prac-

tically the whole of the remaining one-quarter to one-sixth was due to failure

to relate income during earning to the size of the family. These surveys were
made before the introduction of supplementary pensions had reduced the

amount of poverty amongst old persons. But this does not affect the main
conclusion to be drawn from these surveys : abolition of want requires a
double re-distribution of income, through social insurance and by family needs.

12. Abolition of want requires, first, improvement of State insurance,

that is to say provision against interruption and loss of earning power.

.All the principal causes of interruption or loss of earnings are now the subject

of schemes of social insurance. 11, in spite of these schemes, so many persons

unemployed or sick or old or widowed are found to be without adequate income
fur subsistence according to the standards h^opted in the social surveys, this

means that the benefits amount to less than subsistence by those standards

or do not last as long as the need, and that the assistance which supplements

insurance is either insufficient in amount or available only on terms which
make men unwilling to have recourse to it. None of the insurance benefits

provided before the war were in fact designed with reference to the standards

of the social surveys. Though unemployment benefit was not altogether out
of relation to those standards, siclmess and disablement benefit, old age

pensions and widows' pensions were far below them, while workmen’s com-
pensation was below subsistence level for anyone who had family responsi-

bilities or whos6 earnings in work vrere Jess than twice the amount needed
lor subsistence. To prevent intemiption or destruction of earning power
from leading to want, it is necessaiy to improve the present schemes of social

insurance in three directions : b}- extension of scope to cover persons now
excluded, by extension of purposes to cover risks now excluded, and by raising

the rates of benefit.

13. Abolition of want requires, second, adjustment cf incomes, ift periods

of earning as well as in intemiption of earning, to family needs, that is to say,



Ill uiie form or .iuotiier ii lequuca aliowaitccii iui children. Without such
allowances as part of benefit or

^ added 1o it, to make provision for large

families, no social insurance against interruption of earnings can be adequate.

But, if children's allowances are given only when earnings are interrupted and
are not given during earning also, two evils are unavoidable. First, a
substantial measure of acute want will remain among the lower paid workers

as the accompaniment of large families. Second, in all such cases, income
will be greater during unemployment or other interruptions of work than during

work.

14. By a double re-distribution of income through social insurance and
children’s allowances, want, as defined in the social surveys, could have been
abolished in Britain before the present war. As is shown in para. 445, the

income available to the British people was ample for such a purpose. The
Plan for Social Security set out in Part V of this Report takes abolition of

want after this war as its aim. Il includes as its main method compulsory
social inisurance, with national assistance and voluntary insurance as subsidiary

methods It assumes allowances for dependent children, as part of its back-

ground. The plan assumes also establishment of comprehensive health and
rehabilitation services and maintenance of employment, that is to say avoidance

of mass unemployment, as necessary conditions of success in social insurance.

These three measures—of children’s allowances, health and rehabilitation

services, and maintenance of employment— are described as assumptions A,
B and C of the plan

;
they fall partl5’ within and partly without the plan

itself, extending into other fields of social policy. They are discussed,

therefore, not in the detailed exposition of the plan in Pari V of the Report,

but in Part VI, which is concerned with social security in relation to wider

issues.

15. The plan is based on a diagnosis of want. It starts from facts, from
the condition of the people as revealed by social surveys between the two
wars. It takes account of two other facts about the British communit}',

arising out of past movements of the birth rate and the death rate, which
should dominate planning tor its futxire ; the main effects of these movements
in determining the present and future of the British peojyle are shown by
Table XI in para. 234. The first of the two facts is the age constitution of

the population, making it certain that persons past the age that is not^

regarded as the end of working life will be a much larger proportion of thd*

whole community than at any time in the past. /The second fact is the low
reproduction rate of the British community today

;
unless this rate is raised

very mateiially in the near future, a rapid and continuous decline of the

population cannot be prevented. The first fact makes it necessary to seek

ways of postponing the age of retirement from work rather than of hastening

it. The second fact makes it imperative to give first place in social expenditure

to the care of childhood and to the .safeguarding of maternity.

16. The provision to be made for old age represents the largest and most
lapidly growing element in any social insurance sclieme. The problem of age
is discussed accordingly in Part III of the Report as one of three special

problems ; the measures proposed for dealing with this problem are sum-
marised in paras. 254-257. Briefly, the proposal is to introduce for all citizens

adequate pensions without means test by stages over a transition period of

twenty years, while providing immediate assistance pensions for persons

requiring them. In adopting a transition period for pensions as of right,

while meeting immediate needs subject to consideration of means, the Plan
for Social Security in Britain follows the precedent of New Zealand. The
final rate of pensions in New Zealand .>s higher than that proposed
in this Plan, but is re.sched onlv after a transition period of
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twenty-eighi years as ooinpaied wth twenty years suggested heie

;

after twenty years, the New Zealand rate is not very materially different

from the basic rate proposed for Britain. The New Zealand pensions
are not conditional upon retirement from work ;

for Britain it is proposed
that they should be retirement pensions and that persons who continue at

work and postpone retirement should be able to increase their pensions above
the basic rate. The New Zealand scheme is less favourable than the plan for

Britain in starting at a lower level; it is more favourable in some other
respects. Broadly the two Schemes for two communities of the British

race are plans on the same lines to solve the same problem of passage from
pensions based on need to pensions paid as of right to all citizens in virtue of

contribution.

Summary of Pian for Sociai. Security

17. X^he main feature of the Plan for Social Security is a scheme of social

insurance against interruption and destruction of ^rning power and for

special expenditure arising at birth, marriage or death. The scheme embodies
six fundamental principles : flat rate of subsistence benefit ; flat rat^of
contribution

;
unification of admihistfati^u " i espuiisibilily ;

adequacy of

benefit ; comprehensiveness! and’ classification,> These principles are

explained in paras. 303-309. Based on than and in combination with
national assistance and voluntary insurance as subsidiary methods, the aim
of the Plan for Social Security is to make want under any circumstances

unnecessary.

18. A plan which is designed to cover so many varieties of human circum-

stance must be long and detailed. It must contain proposals of differing

orders of certainty and importance. In preparing the Report, the question

arose naturally as to how far it was necessary at this stage to enter into details,

and whether it might not be preferable to deal with principles only. For
two reasons it has appeared desirable, in place of giving an outline only, to

set the proposals out in as much detail as the time allowed. The first reason

is that the principles underlying any practical reform can be judged only by'

seeing how THey. would wqrK~'in practice. The secondTreasoii- is ftat-if-a

Plan for Social Se.cunty_is to come into operation when the war ends or soon
after, there is no time to^stiirigetting the plan'prepared'as fully as possible.

The many 'details "set forth nTParTTarelieither ^hauiti^' nor'final ;They
are put forward as a basis of discussion, but their formulation will, it is hoped,

shorten subsequent discussion. Even among the major proposals of the

Report there are differences of importance and of relevance to the scheme as

a whole. There are some proposals which, though important and desirable

in themselves, could be omitted without changing anything else in the scheme.

Three in particular in the list of major changes in para. 30 have this

character and are placed in square brackets to indicate it. This does not mean
that everything not bracketed is essential and must be taken or left as a whole.

The six principles named above and all that is implied in them are funda-

mental ; the rest of the scheme can be adjusted without changing its

character ; all rates of benefit and all details are by nature subject to

amendment.

19. The main provisions of the plan may be summarised as follows

:

(i) The plan covers all citizens without upper income limit, but has regard

to their different ways of life ; it is a plan all-embracing in scope of

persons and of needs, but is classified in application
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(ii) In relation to social security the population falls into four main classes

of working age and two others below and above working age respec-

tively, as follows

:

1.

Employees, that is, persons whose normal occupation is employ-
ment under contract of service.

II. Others gainfully occupied, including employers, traders and
independent workers of all kinds.

III. Housewives, that is married women of working age.

IV. Others of working age not gainfully occupied.

V. Below working age.

VI. Retired above working age.

(iii) ^he sixth of these classes will receive retirement pensions and the

fifth will be covered by children’s allowances^hich will be paid from
the National Exchequer in respect of all children wljen the responsible

parent is in receipt of insurance benefit or pension, ^d iff respect of

all children except one in other,cases. The four other classes will be

insured for security appropriate to their circumstances. All classes

will be covered for comprehensive medical treatment and rehabilitation

and for funeral expenses.

(iv) (Every person in Class I, II or IV will pay a single security contribution

by a stamp on a single insurance document each week or combination
of weeks. An Class I the emplover^also will contnbut^ affixing the

insurance «amp and deducting ghe *empto) ee's share from wages or

salary.
)
The contribution will differ fron' . .e class to another, according

to the benefits provided, and will be Lith^r for men than for women,
so as to secure benefits for Class 111.

(v)!^Subject to simple contribution conditions, every person in Class 1 will

receive benefit for unemployment and disability, pension on retirement,

medical treatment and funeral expenses. Persons in Class 11 will

receive all these except unemployment benefit and disability benefit

during the first 13 weeks of disability. Persons in Class IV will

receive all these except unemployment and disability benefit. As a
substitute for unemployment tenefit, training benefit will be available

to persons in all classes other than Class I, to assist them to find new
livelihoods if their present ones fail. Maternity grant, provision for

widowhood and separation and qualification for retirement pensions

will be secured to cdl persons in Cleiss III by virtue of their husbands’

contributions ; in addition to maternity grant, housewives who take

paid work will receive maternity benefit for thirteen weeks to enable

them to give up working before and after childbirth.

(vi) Unemployment benefit,^disability benefit, basic retirement pension

transiUoff'pertoa, and tfaimnglJenefit. will be at the same rate,

irrespective of previous earnings> This rate will provide by itself the

income necessary for subsistence in all normal cases. There will be

a joint rate for a man and wife who is not gainfully occupied. Where
there is no wife or she is gainfully occupied, there will be a lower single

rate ; where there is no wife but a dependant above the age for children’s

allowance, there will be a dependant allowance. Maternity benefit for

housei^ives who work also for gain wili be at a higher rate than the

single rate in unemployment or disability, while their unempluyinent
and disabihty benefit will be at a lower rate ; there are special rates

also for widowhood as described below. With these exceptions all

rates of benefit will be the same for men and for women. Disability

due to industrial accident or disease will be treated like all other
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disability for the first thirteen weeks ; i£ disability continues thereafter,

disability benefit at a fiat rate will be replaced by an industrial pension
related to the earnings of the individual subject to a minimum and a
maximum.

(vii) ‘Unemplo)mient benefit will continue at the same rate without means
test so'long as taiemplo3nncnt lasts, but will normally be subject to a
condition of attendance at a work or training centre after a certain

period. Disability benefit will continue at the same rate without means
test, so long as disability lasts or till it is replaced by industrial pension,

subject to acceptance of suitable medical treatment or vocational

trainii^.

(viii) Pensions (other than industrial) will be paid only on retirement from
work. Tfifey may be claimed at any time after the minimum age of

retirement, that is 65 for men and 60 for women. The rate of pension
will be increased above the basic rate if retirement is postponed.
Contributory pensions as of right will be raised to the full basic rate

gradually during a transition period of twenty years, in which adequate
pensions according to needs will be paid to all persons requiring them.
The position of existing pensioners will be safeguarded.

(ix) WTiile permanent pensions will no longer be granted to widows of working
age witliout dependent children, there will be lor all widows a temporary
benefit at a higher rate than unemployment or disability benefit,

followed by training benefit where necessary. For widows with the

care of dependent children there will be guardian benefit, in addition

to the children's allowances, adequate for subsistence without other
• means. The position of e.xisting widowrs on pension will be safeguawded.

(x) For the limited number of cases of need not covered by social insurance,

national assistance subject to a uniform means test vv^ be available.

(xi) Medical treatment covering all requirements will be provided for all

citizens by a national health service organised under the health
departments and post-medical rehabilitation treatment will be
provided for all persons capable of profiting by it.

(xii) A Ministry of Social Security will be established, responsible for social

insurance, national assistance and encouragement and supervision of

voluntary insurance and will t^e over, so far as necessaiy for these

purposes, the present work of other Government Departments and of

Tx>cal Authorities in these fields.

The Nature of Social Insurance

20. Under the scheme of social insurance, which forms the main feature

of this plan, every citizen of working age will contribute in his appropriate

class according to the security that he needs, or as a married woman will have
contributions made by the husband. Each wiU be covered for all bis needs
by a single weekly contribution on one insurance document. All the principal

Ccish payments—for unemployment, disability and retirement will continue

so long as the need lasts, without means test, and ivill be paid from a Social

Insurance Fund built up by contributions from the insured persons, from
their employers, if’any, and from the State. This is in accord with two views

as to the lines on which the problem of income maintenance should be

approached.

21. The first view is that benefit in return for contributions, rather than

free allowances from the State, is what the people of Britain desire. This

desire is shown both by the established popularity of compulsory insurance.
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and by the phenomenal growth of voluntary insurance cfgninst sickness,

against death and for endowment, and most recently for hospital treatment.

It is shown in another way by the strength of popular objection to any kind

of means test. This objection springs not so much from a desire to get

everything for nothing, as from resentment at a provision which appears to

penalise what people have come to regard as the duty and pleasure of thrift,

of putting pennies away for a rainy day. Management of one’s income is an
essential element of a citizen’s freedom. Payment of a substantial part of

the cost of benefit as a contribution irrespective of the means of the contributor

is the firm basis of a claim to benefit irrespective of means.

22. The second view is that whatever money is required for provision of

insurance benefits, so long as they are needed, should come from a Fund to

which the recipients have contributed and to which they may be required to

make larger contributions if the Fund proves inadequate. The plan adopted

since 1930 in regard to prolonged unemployment and sometimes suggested for

prolonged disability, that the State should take this burden ofi insurance, in

order to keep the contribution down, is wrong in principle. The insured

persons should not feel that income for idleness, however caused, can come
from a bottomless purse. The Government should not feel that by paying

doles it can avoid the major responsibility of 'seeing that unemployment and
disease are reduced to the minimum. The place for direct expenditure and
organisation by the State is in maintaining employment of the labour and other

productive resources of the country, and in preventing and combating disease,

not in patching an incomplete scheme of insurance.

23. The State cannot be excluded altogether from giving direct assistance

to individuals in need, after examination of their means. However compre-
hensive an insurance scheme, some, through physical infirmity, can never

contribute at aU and some wiU fall through the meshes of any insurance.

The making of insurance benefit without means test unlimited in duration

involves of itself that conditions must be imposed at some stage or another as

to how men in receipt of benefit shall use their time, so as to fit themselves or

to keep themselves fit for service ; imposition of any condition means that

the condition may not be fulfilled and that a case of assistance may arise.

Moreover for one of the main purposes of social insurance—provision for old

age or retirement—the contributory principle implies contribution for a

substantial number of years ; in the introduction of adequate contributory

pensions there must be a period of transition during which those who have not
qualified for pension by contribution but are in need have their needs met by
assistance pensions. National assistance is an essential subsidiary method in

the whole Plan for Social Security, and the work of the Assistance Board
shows that assistance subject to means test can be administered with sym-
pathetic justice and discretion taking full account of individual circumstances.'

But the scope of assistance will be narrowed from the beginning and will

diminish throughout the transition period for pensions. The scheme of social

insurance is designed of itself when in full operation to guarantee the income
needed for subsistence in ail normal cases.

24. The scheme is described as a scheme of insurance, because it preserves

the contributory principle. It is described as social insurance to mark
important distinctions from voluntary insurance. In the first place, while

adjustment of premiums to risks is of the essence of voluntary insurance,

since without this individuals would not of their own will insure, this adjust-

ment is not essential in insurance which is made compulsory by the power of

the State. In the second place, in providing for actuarial risks such as those

of death, old age or sickness, it is necessary in voluntary insurance to fund
contributions paid in early life in order to provide for the increasing risks of
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later life and to accumulate reserves against individual liabilities«^ The State
with its power of compellihg successive generations of citizens to become
insured and its power of taxation is not imder the necessity of accumulating
reserves for actuarial risks and has not, in fact, adopted this method in the

past. The second of these two distinctions is one of financial practice only
;

the first raises important questions of policy and equity. Though the State,

in conducting compulsory insurance, is not under the necessity of varying the
premium according to the risk, it may decide as a matter of policy to do so.

-25. When State insurance began in Britain, it was felt that compulsory
insurance should be like voluntary insurance in adjusting premiums to risks.

This was secured in health insurance by the system of Approved Societies.

It was intended to be secured in unemployment insurance by variation

of contribution rates between industries as soon as accurate valuation

became possible, by encouragement of special schemes of insurance by industry,

and by return of contributions to individuals who made no claims. In the
still earlier institution of workmen’s compensation, adjustment of premiums
to industrial risks was a necessary consequence of the form in which provision

for industrial accidents was made, by placing liability on employers individ-

ually and leaving them to insure voluntarily against their liability. In the
thirty years since 1912, there has been an unmistakable movement of public

opinion away from these original ideas, that is to say, away from the principle

of adjusting premiums to risks in compulsory insurance and in favour of

pooling risks. This change has been most mark^ and most complete in regard

to unemployment, where, in the general scheme, insurance by industry, in

place of covering a large part of the field, has been reduced to historical

exceptions
; today the cqmmon argument is that the volume of unemployment

in an industry is not to any effective extent within its control ; that all

industries depend upon one another, and that those which are fortunate in

being regular should share the cost of unemployment in those which are less

regular. The same tendency of opinion in favour of pooling of social risks has
shown itself in the views expressed by the great majority of witnesses to the

present Committee in regard to health insurance. In regard to workmen’s
compensation, the same argument has been put by the Mineworkers'
Federation to the Royal Commission on Workmen's Compensation ; as other

industries cannot exist without coalmining, they have proposed that employers
in all industries should bear equally the cost of industrial accidents and disease,

in coalmining as elsewhere.

26. There is here an issue of principle and practice on which strong

arguments can be advanced on each side by reasonable men. But the genersd
tendency of public opinion seems clear. After trial of a different principle, it

has been found to accord best with the sentiments of the British people that

in insurance organised by the community by use of compulsory powers each
individual should stand in on the same terms ; none should claim to pay less

because he is healthier or has more regular employment. In accord with that

view, the proposals of the Report mark another step forward to the develop-

ment of State insurance as a new type of human institution, differing both
from the former methods of preventing or alleviating distress and from
voluntary insurance. The term " social insurance ” to describe this institution

implies both that it is compulsory and that men stand together with their

fCilows. The term implies a pooling of risks except so far as separation of

risks serves a social purpose. There may be reasons of social policy for

adjusting premiums to risks, in order to give a stimulus for avoidance of

danger, as in the case of industrial accident and disease. There is no longer an
admitted claim of the individual citizen to share in national insurance and
yet to stand outside it, keeping the advantage of his individual lower risk

whether of unemployment or of disease or accident.
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Provisional Rates of Benefit and Contribution

27. Social insurance should aim at guaranteeing the minimum income
needed for subsistence. What the actual rates of benefit and contribution

should be in terms of money cannot be settled now, and that for two reasons.

First, it is impossible today to forecast with assurance the level of prices

after the war. Second, determination of what is required for reasonable human
subsistence is to some extent a matter of judgment ; estimates on this point

change with time, and generally, in a progressive community, change upwards.
The procedure adopted to deal with this problem has been ; first, from con-

sideration of subsistence needs, as given by impartial expert authorities, to
determine the weekly incomes which would have been sufficient for subsistence

in normal cases at prices ruling in 1938 ; second, to derive from these the rates

appropriate to a cost of living about 25% above that of 1938. These rates

of benefit, pension and grant are set out in para. 401 as provisional post-war
rates ;

by reference to them it is possible to set forth simply what appears to

be the most appropriate relation between difierent benefits and what would
be the cost of each benefit and of all benefits together ; it is possible to show
benefits in relation to contributions and taxation. But the provisional rates

themselves are not essential. If the value of money when the scheme comes
into operation difiers materially from the assumptions on which the provisional

rates are based, the rates covdd be changed without affecting the scheme in

any important particular. If social policy should demand benefits on a
higher scale than subsistence, the whole level of benefit and-<a>ntribution

rates could be raised without afiectir.- ihe slnicture of the scheme. If social

policy or financial strifigency_shouli‘ ‘dictate benefits on a lower scale, benefits

and contributions could be lowered', IhoS^lTaorpSrhaps'seTgaaily or without
some adjustments within the scheme.

28. The most important of t, provisional rates is the rate of 40/- a week
for a man and wife in unemplo.. i.ent and disability and after the transition

period as retirement pension, i<'. addition to allowances for children at an
average of 8/- per head per wee - These amounts represent a large addition

to existing benefits. They will mean that in unempIo}nnent and disability

a man and wife, if she is not working, with two children, will receive 56/- a
week without means test so long as unemployment or disability lasts, as

compared with the 33/- in unemployment and the 15/- or 7/6 in sickness, with

additional benefit in some Approved Societies, which they were getting before

the war. For married women gainfully occupied,- there will be a maternity
benefit at the rate of 36/- a week for 13 weels, in addition to the maternity
grant of £4 available for all married women. Other rates, as for widowhood
and for industrial disability, show similar increases, as set out in detail in

para. 284, in dealing with the Social Security Budget. There will be new
benefits for funerals, marriage and other needs, as well as comprehensive
medical treatment, both domiciliary and institutional, for all citizens and their

dependants which, subject to further enquiry suggested in para. 437, will be
without a charge on treatment at any point. At these provisional rates, the

total Security Budget, including children’s allowances and free health and
rehabilitation services, is estimated to amount to £697,000,000 in 1945 as

the first year of the plan, and £858,000,000 twenty years after, in 1965.

The extent to which these sums represent new expenditure which is

not now being incurred and the division of the total cost between insured

persons, their employers and the Exchequer are discussed in Pcirt IV of the

Report and provisional rates of contribution are suggested in para. 403. The
most important of these is the contribution of 4/3 a week by an adult man in

employment and 3/3 a week from his employer. At this rate, with corre-

sponding rates for other classes, the contribution of insured employees in
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Class I for cash benefits, when the plan, including contributor}' pensions, is

in full operation, is estimated to amount to about 25 per cent, of the cost of

their cash benefits exclusive of allowances for children ; the balance will be
provided by the employers’ contributions and by taxation based on capacity
to pay. At the outset, the contributions of insured persons will represent a
larger proportion of the total cost ; the net addition to the burden' on the

National Exchequer in the first year, as compared with expenditure under the

existing arrangements, will be about £86,000,000.

29. The attempt to fix rates of insurance benefit and pension on a
scientific basis with regard to subsistence needs has brought to notice a serious

difficulty in doing so in the conditions of modern Britain. This is the problem
of rent discussed in paras, 197-216. In this as in other respects, the

framing of a satisfactory scheme of social security depends- on the solution of

other problems of economic and social organisation. But subject to un-
avoidable difficulties in giving a numerical value to the conception of a
subsistence minimum, the scheme of social insurance outlined in this Report
provides insurance benefit adequate to all normal needs, in duration and in

amount. It is at the same time a scheme from which the anomalies and over-

lapping, the multiplicity of agencies and the needless administrative cost

which mark the British Social Services today, have been removed and have
been replaced by co-ordination, simplicity and economy.

Unified Social Security and the Changes Involved

30. The advantages of unified social security are great and unquestionable.

They can be obtained only at the cost of changes in the present administrative

machinery whose necessity needs to be proved and can be proved case by case.

The principal changes from present practice that are involved in the plan are

set out below. The reasons for each of these changes are given in Part II

;

in one or two cases they are set out there only briefly, in anticipation of fuller

discussion.

1. Unification of social insurance in respect of contributions, that is to

say, enabling each insured person to obtain all benefits by a single

weekly contribution on a single document (paras. 41-43).

2. Unification of social insurance and assistance in fe.spcct of administra-

tion in a Ministry of Social Security with local Security Offices within
reach of all insured persons (paras. 44-47).

3. Supersession of the present system of Approved Societies giving
unequal benefits for equal compulsory contributions [combined with
retention of Friendly Societies and Trade Unions giving sickness benefit

as responsible agents for the administration of State benefit as well as

voluntary benefit for their members] (paras. 48-76).

4. Supersession of the present scheme of workmen's compensation and
inclusion of provision for industrial accident or disease within the

unified social insurance scheme, subject to (a) a special method of

meeting the cost of this provision, and ip) special pensions for prolonged
disability and grants to dependants in cases of death due to such
causes (paras. 77-105).

5. Separation of medical treatment from the administration of cash benefits

and the settmg up of a comprehensive medical service for every citizen,

covering all treatment and every form of disability under the super-

vision of the Health Departments (para. 106).

6. Recognition of housewives as a distinct insurance class of occupied

persons with benefits adjusted to their special needs, including (a) in

all cases [marriage grant], maternity grant, widowhood and separation
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provisions and retirement pensions (b) if not gainfully occupied,

benefit during husband’s unemplo5rment or disability ; (c) if gainfully

occupied, special maternity benefit in addition to grant, and lower

unemployment and disability benefits, accompanied by abolition of the

Anomalies Regulations for Married Women (paras. 107-117).

7. Extension of insurance against prolonged disability to all persons

gainfully occupied and of insurance for retirement pensions to all

persons of working age, whether gainfully occupied or not (paras. 1 18-

121 ).

8. Provision of training benefit to facilitate change to new occupations

of all persons who lose their former livelihood, whether paid or unpaid
(para. 122).

9. Assimilation of benefit and pension rates for imemplo3meut, disability

other than prolonged disability due to industrial accident or disease,

and retirement (para. 123).

10. Assimilation of benefit conditions for unemployment and disability,

including disability due to industrial accident or disease, in respect of

waiting time (paras. 124-126).

11 . Assimilation of contribution conditions for unemployment and disability

benefit, except where disability is due to industrial accident or disease,

and revision of contribution conditions for pension (paras. 127-128).

12. Making of unemployment benefit at full rate indefinite in duration,

subject to requirement of attendance at a work or training centre after

a limited period of unemployment (paras. 129-132).

13. Making of disability benefit at fu-l rate indefinite in duration, subject

to imposition of special behaviour conditions (paras. 12^132).

14. Making of pensions, other than indualrial, conditional on retirement

from work and rising in vaLie with each year of continued contribution

after the minimum age of retirement, that is to say, after 65 for men
and 60 for women (paras. 133-136).

15. Amalgamation of the special schemes of unemployment insurance, for

agriculture, banking and finance and insurance, with the general

s^eme of social insurance (paras. 137-148).

16. Abolition of the exceptions from insurance
(a) of persons in particular occupations, such as the civil service, local

government service, police, nursing, railways, and other pensionable
employments, and, in respect of unemployment insurance, private

indoor domestic service

;

(b) of persons remunerated above £420 a year in non-manual occupa-
tions (paras. 149-152).

17. Replacement of unconditional inadequate widows’ pensions by provision
suited to the varied needs of widows, including temporary widows’
benefit at a special rate in all cases, training benefit when required and
guardian benefit so long as there are dependent children (paras. 153-156).

18. Inclusion of universal funeral grant in compulsory insurance (paras. 157-
160).

19. Transfer to the Ministry of Social Security of the remaining functions
of Local Authorities in respect of public assistance, other than treatment
and services of an institutional character (paras. 161-165).

20. Transfer to the Ministry of Social Security of responsibility for the
maintenance of blind persons and the framing of a new scheme for

maintenance and welfare by co-operation between the Ministry,
Local Authorities and voluntary agencies (paras. 166-170)
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21. Transfer to the Ministry of Social Security of the functions of the
Assistance Board, of the work of the Customs and Excise Department
in respect of non-contributory pensions, and probably of the employ-
ment service of the Ministry ot Labour and National Service, in addition
to unemployment insurance, and the work of other departments in

connection with the administration of cash benefits of all kinds,

including workmen’s compensation (paras. 171-175).

22. Substitution for the Unemplojmient Insurance Statutory Committee of

a Social Insurance Statutory Committee with similar but extended
powers (paras. 176-180).

[23. Conversion of the business of industrial a.s.surance into a public service

under an Industrial Assurance Board.] (paras. 181-192).

31. This considerable list of changes does not mean that, in the proposals
of the Report, either the experience or the achievements of the past are for-

gotten. What is proposed today for unified social security springs out of

what has been accomplished in building up security piece by piece. It retains

the contributory principle of sharing the cost of security between three parties

—the insured person himself, his employer, if he has an employer, and the
State. It retains and extends the principle that compulsory insurance should
provide a flat rate of benefit, irrespective of earnings, in return for a flat

contribution from all. It retains as the best method of contribution the
system of insurance documents and insurance stamps. It builds upon the

experience gained in the administration of unemployment insurance and later

of unemployment assistance, of a national administration which is not
centralised at Whitehall but is carried out through responsible regional and
local officers, acting at all points in close co-operation with representatives of

the communities which they serve. It provides for retaining on a new basis

the association of Friendly Societies with national health insurance. It

provides for retaining within the general framework of a unified scheme some
of the special features of workmen’s compensation and for converting the
associations for mutual indemnity in the industries chiefly concerned into new
organs of industrial co-operation and self-government. While completing the
transfer from local to national government of assistance by cash payments,
it retains a vital place for Local Authorities in the provision of institutions

and in the organisation and maintenance of services connected with social

welfare. The scheme proposed here is in some ways a revolution, but in more
important ways it is a natural development from the past. It is a British

revolution.

32. The Plan for Social Security is put forward as something that could

be in operation in the immediate aftermath of the war. In the Memorandum
by the Government Actuary on the financial aspects of the plan, which is

printed as Appendix A to the Report, it is assumed, for the purpose of relating

the estimates of expenditure to the numbers of the population, that the plan

will begin to operate on 1st July, 1944, so that the first full year of benefit

will be the calendar year 1945. But in view of the legislative and adminis-

trative work involved in bringing the plan into force, so early a date as this

will be possible only if a decision of principle on the plan is taken in the near

future by the Government and by Parliament.

Pkocedore of Committee

33. Before concluding the Introduction, it is necessary to say something

as to the procedure of the Committee. They were appointed in June, 1941,

held their first meeting on 8th July, 1941, and gave immediate noiice of tbeir

terms of reference to the principal organisations concerned with the vaiious

insurance schemes and allied services and invited the submission of^p^poc^da
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of evidence. They gave general notice through the press and in other ways of

their activities. While organisations outside the Government departments
should be preparing their evidence, the Committee asked the departments
themselves to furnish detailed memoranda describing each of the insurance

schemes and allied services as it stood today and from this constructed
the survey to which reference has been made and which is set out in detail

in Appendix B. The first of the interested organisations to appear before the
Committee gave evidence on 26th November, 1941, and from then till the end
of September, 1942, the Committee received memoranda from more than a
hundred representative organisations whose names are given in Appendix C.

The Minister without Portfolio (Mr. Arthur Greenwood) announced in the
House of Commons on the 27th January, 1942, that " it wilt be within the
power of the Committee to consider developments of the national insurance
schemes in the way of adding death benefits or dealing with any other risks

which are at present not covered by such schemes.” In accord with this

announcement, the Committee discussed problems affecting insurance for
funeral benefit with the Industrial Life Offices which are concerned with such
matters.

34. Those memoranda which appear to be of most general interest are
given in Appendix G,* with any alterations made by their authors after
submission , certain other memoranda are summarised briefly. While
Appendix B presents a general picture of the insurance schemes and allied
services as they stand after forty years of piece-meal growth. Appendix G
shows how those schemes and services and their problems are viewed by the
persons outside Government departments who are most deeply concerned in
their administration or interested in their results. A large number of those
who presented written memoranda attended the Committee for oral examina-
tion. The minutes of these meetings will not be published as it was desired
to inake discussion on these occasions as informal and as informative as
possible. In the case of several organisations whose interest in social insuranceWM of a general character the Committee have held more than one meeting
with their representatives. In addition the Chairman has either individuaUy
or with particular members of the Committee directly interested in the
particular aspect had many discussions with individuals and representatives
of organisations. On two occasions, accompanied by members of the Committee,
the Chairman held meetings in Edinburgh to hear oral evidence from Scottish
organisations. Altogether the full Committee met on forty-eight occasions.

35. Social security is firrt and foremost an interest of the individual
citizen, of the consumer of social insurance and allied services even more than
of the administrator. With a view to obtaining, so far as possible, through
persons engaged in forms of public and citizen service making them familiar
with the working of the existing schemes, indications of the views, experiences
and difficulties of the consumers of insurance, the Nuffield College Social
Reconstruction Survey were invited to make an investigation of such matters
and collected material for this purpose from many quarters.

36. The main problems of social security are common to all nations. In
order to be sure that, in making their survey, the Committee had the benefit
ot the experience of other nations, so far as it could be made available
in the abnormal circumstances of the time, they sought the help of the
International Labour Office, which arranged for Dr. Oswald Stein, Head of the

. .

Insurance Section, and one of h s chief assistants, Mr. Maurice Stack,
to visit Bntam for the purpose of conferring with the Committee. This visit
was stunulatmg ^d informing in the highest degree. It is appropriate that
tne C^imttee should express in wai-m terms their gratitude for the help
thus afforded by the International Labour Office. Some comparisons between
the presrat British schemes, the proposals of this Report and the practice of
otHer nations are given in Appendix F. '

'Pnnted tepantely,
™
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37. In regard to physical needs for subsistence, the Committee invited an
independent Sub-Committee including Professor A. L. Bowley, Mr. Seebohm
Rowntree, Mr. R. F. George and Dr. H. E. Magee to advise them. The
results of this Sub-Committee’s work are discussed in paras. 193-232 dealing

with Benefit Rates and the Problem of Rent.

38. In regard to workmen's compensation, a Royal Commission on this

subject, under the Chairmanship of Sir Hector Hetherington was appointed on
22nd December, 1938, and between February, 1939, and June, 1940, received

a good deal of evidence which has been published. Some of the bodies most
deeply interested, on the side of the employers, expressed their inability

through pre-occupation with urgent war problems to give time to the
preparation of evidence, and the Royal Commission suspended its sittings in

July, 1940. Workmen’s compensation, however, was expressly included in the
reference to the Inter-departmental Committee, and it has been the duty of

the Committee to deal with this question in their survey. The Report, with
its wider reference, approaches the question from a different standpoint from
that open to the Royal Conunission, but taking into account both the printed
evidence before the Commission and further evidence tendered to the

Committee. It is recognised that, in this field particularly, there are many
technical problems for which it would be premature now to suggest detailed

final solutions. As to the general lines on which the results of industrial

accident and disease should be treated in future, the Report is clear.

39. There will, it may be hoped, come a season when it is profitable to

consider the practical relations of social insurance in Britain and of schemes
for the same purpose in the Dominions, in the Colonies and in other countries

of the world. On the assumption that once again it will be possible for men
to move from one countiy to another to find the best use for their powers, it

will be desirable to consider the making of reciprocal arrangements between
the schemes of different countries facilitating transfer from one to the other,

that is to say, arrangements enabling men on migration to avoid forfeiting

security and allowing them to carry with them some of the rights that they
have acquired in their former country. That should, in due course, become a
practical problem. It is not possible today to do more then mention the

problem to show that it has not been forgotten.

Signature of Report
40. The Report is made by the Chairman alone. This calls for explana-

tion and can be explained briefly. All the members of the Committee other

than the Chairman are civil seiwants. Many of the matters dealt with in the

Report raise questions of policy, on which it would be inappropriate for any
ciA^ servant to express an opinion except on bfehalf of the Minister to whom
he is responsible ; some of these matters are so important as to call for

decision by the Government as a whole. When the nature of the issues that

would be raised before the Committee became apparent, the following letters

were exchanged between the Minister without Portfolio who had appointed
the Conunittee and the Chairman of the Committee.

'nth Jammry,
“ My dear Beveridge,

" I have discussed with the Chancellor of the Exchequer the position of the deptiri.-

mental representatives on the Inter-departmental Committee on Social In-urtuice and
Allied Services. In view of the issues of high policy which will arise, we thi'ik that the
departmental representatives should henceforward be regarded as your advisers and .

assessors on the various technical and administrative matters with which they arc

severally concerned. This means that the Report, when made, will be your own report

;

it will be signed by you alone, and the departmental representatives will not be associated

in any way with the views and recommendations on questions of policy which it contains.

Itwould be well that the Reportshould contain words to make it clear that this is theposition.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed)' Arthuk Grbenwood."
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iSth January, 1942.

My dear Greenwood,

“ Many thanks for your letter as <to the work of the Committee on Social Insurance

and Allied Services and the position of departmental representatives thereon. I had
already communicated the substance of what you \vTite to the Committee at their last

meeting and will now circulate your letter.

“ Needless to say I entirely accept the view taken by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
and yourself. I believe that in this way the departmental representatives will be even
more useful than if they had to sign the Report and I shall encourage them within the
Committee itself to express their views with complete frankness, to me so that whatever
1 may say 1 shall say after getting the best possible advice.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) W. H. Beveridge.’’

In accord with the last sentence of the Chairman’s letter, the departmental
representatives have given their views within the Committee and have placed

at the disposal of the Chairman their expert knowledge of the problems with
which the Committee was concerned. In discussion and in examination of

witnesses the Committee has functioned as a Committee. Through their

representatives and otherwise the various Departments have been able to

express views on questions arising in the course of the enquiry, but they have
done so, if at all, without associating themselves or any Minister or the

Government in any way whatever with anything that is written here. For
every recommendation and every word in the Report and in Appendices D,
E and F the Chairman alone is responsible. The Report stands or falls on its

merits and its argument, with no authority behind it except that of a sincere

attempt, with expert guidance from the departments and after consideration

of views presented by interested bodies, to understand the innumerable
problems of social security, to balance arguments and equities, to compare
desires and resources, and to devise methods of making all the immense good
that has been accomplished into something better still.

PART II

THE PRINCIPAL CHANGES PROPOSED AND THEIR REASONS

Change 1 . Unification of social insurance in respect of contributions,
that is to say, enabling each insured person to obtain all
benefits by a single weeUy contribution on a single document.

41. The advantages of this are obvious. It means having one insurance
document in place of two d icuments a year with stamps to correspond, for
each of about 20.000,(K)0 persons. This is a saving of paper, a saving of trouble
to the insured persons and a saving of administration to the employers. The
administrative costs of compulsory insurance, as they are usually reckoned,
are not the whole costs. They show what the Government Departments or
Local Authorities or Approved Societies spend on administration. They do
not show the cost to employers of affixing insurance stamps, calculating and
making deductions from wages, and dealing with insurance documents. The
estimate made in Appendix E suggests that the employers’ costs for the
administration of the present schemes of compulsory social insurance ate of
the order of magnitude of about ^^1.200,000 a year, and that unification of
insurance documents or stamps would reduce this by about £400,000 a year.
Neither of these amounts is large in relation to the total sums involved in social
insurance but the saving is worth making. The advantages of a single contri-
bution on a single insurance document are so clear that the only question
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that can be asked is whether the advantages would be bought too dear. What
other clianges in the present insurance schemes are involved in unifying the
contribution ? The answer is in two stages.

42. In the first place, unification of contributions does not of itself involve

any change in the present practice of keeping separate the money required
for different purposes—unemployment or sickness or pensions. The proceeds
of the single stamp which is now affixed to the health and pensions card are
divided absolutely between health insurance and pensions insurance. It will

be convenient, though not absolutely necessary, for all the contributions to

go into a single Social Insurance Fund. But that is consistent with having
fixed proportions of the contributions earmarked by Statute for named
purposes, so that they can not be spent on anything else. Completely separate
accounts could be kept in the Social Insurance Fund for unemployment, for

sickness, for pensions, for widows and so on, as they are kept now in the
single UnempIo3anent Fund, in respect of the general and agricultural schemes
respectively. It may be doubted whether this degree of separation in the
Social Insurance Fund would be desirable or in the interests of the contributors

;

it might mean that the Fund simultaneously had a surplus on one account

—

say, unemployment—so as to be able to increase that benefit, while a prospec-
tive deficiency on pensions or on sickness was making necessary a decrease

of those benefits, bringing them out of line with other benefits, or a raising

of contributions. To some extent a Social Insurance Fund raised to meet the
various needs of the same general body of insured persons should be a common
fund, and will be the stronger for being so. But some degree of separation is

necessary and any desired degree of separation can be laid down by Parliament,

either by earmarking most of the single contribution for specific purposes while
leaving a fraction for aUocation according to circumstances, or by fixing

statutory minimum rates and periods of benefit for each purpose, so that the
money needed for each purpose up to that minimum has to be kept available

and cannot be absorbed by deficiency on another purpose. Whatever the
procedure, there is no difficulty in providing safeguards for particular benefits

under a scheme with a single contribution to a single fund.

43. In the second place, unification of contributions and insurance docu-
ments is hard -to reconcile with administration of sickness benefit, as at present,

through numerous financially separate societies. The approved society system
means that the contnbutions of each individual insured person for health must
be associated with a particular society ; the present and most practical way
of doing this is to have a document for these particular contributions which
gets into the hands of the society, and is used to establish the total number
of its contributions, that is to say, its share of the proceeds from sales of

insurance stamps. The administrators of unemployment insurance at the

same time may need an individual’s contribution record to determine his

claim to unemployment benefit. The administrators of pensions will need it

to determine the claim to pension. It is true that at present a single

contribution card is used for health and for pensions. The card finds its way
to the Approved Society and the society is required to keep records and
furnish information to the pension authorities showing whether the contri-

bution conditions for pension have been fulfilled. This is practicable with
the present system, under which right to pension depends on contributions

made in the last five years ; the Approved Societies need not keep records

covering more than thiit period. If, however, with the making of contributory

pensions universal, the right to such pensions is made conditional on payment
of contributions throughout working tile (as is proposed in para. 367), it will

probably prove impracticable to rely upon Approved Societies for this inform-

ation : apart from differences in the organisation and efficiency of different
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societies, difficulties would anse through the fact that any individual may
have changed his society. If there is to be a single insurance contribution for

all purposes on a single insurance document, the document, when stamped,

must be retained by the central insurance administration. In order to assign

the health insurance contributions on it to a particular society, cither the

document itself must show to what society the insured pei'son belongs or he

must have a separate membersliip card of which the central insurance

administration takes note. The need for such additional work, as an alternative

to having more than one insurance document to be stamped for each person

under the approved society system, is one of the minor arguments set out in

Change 3 below in favour of changing that system.

Change 2. Unification of social insurance and assistance In respect
of admlolstration in a Ministry of Social Security with local

Security Offices within reach of all Insured persons.

44 The main advantage of this change is immensely improved efficiency,

in the sense of greeter satisfaction to insured persons as consumers of social

insurance. In detail, this advantage may be .set out under several heads :

—

(a) Convenience to the insured person of having one authority to deal with,

in place of being bandied about from pillar to post.

\b) Avoidance of demarcation problems, that is to say, of disputes as to

which authority is responsible for dealmg with a particular case and
on what principles.

(c) Avoidance of overlapping and dupheation of benefits.

(d) Avoidance of gaps : unified insurance can become, even if it does not
.start as, " all-in insurance,” covering fresh needs as they are recognised,

without dispute as to which authority is responsible for dealing with

them.

(e) Absolute security of benefit, such as is not now guaranteed in workmen’s
compensation.

(/) Uniformity of benefit rates and conditions, except in so far as differ-

entiation is justifiable by real difierences of need, or other circumstances.

(g) Uniformity of procedure for determination of claims to benefit, except
in so far as differences ot procedure are justified.

The main ground for this proposal, as stated above, is greater efficiency in

satisfying the needs of citizens ; it is obrious that there can also be economies
through concentration of administrative machinery.

45. Unification of social insurance and assistance does not mean that the
citizen must obtain all benefits in the s^Lme way or from the same place.

Unification of administration is entiiely consistent with the citizen getting
money when sick in a different way from that in which he gets money when
unemployed and, normally, he will do so. He can have disability benefit or
pensions taken to him or posted to him just as at present. More than that,

under the proposals made in Change 3, a man who is entitled to voluntary
benefit as well as State benefit for sickneas will be able to continue,
if he desires, to obtain these benefits just as at present through his society.

Unification, again, does not exclude an extension of such arrangements and the
use of special schemes such as that now established for the insurance industry
or for banldng or finance to administer State benefit with their own benefit
to their own members. Unification does not mean ruling-OUt differences where
Terences are appropriate, ana in the intCTest of the con.sumer. It means
gyoidahce ^ departmentalism whicit-is-of- no conceivable advantageTo'Em
and oltenTeads to his distress and confusion.
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46. Unification of responsibility for administration involves the setting

up of a Ministry of Social Security. This is one of the main proposals of the
Report. Through this Ministry unified responsibility for administration is

extended beyond social insurance to the sphere of assistance. This question

is discussed further in connection with Change 21 below. That imification of

departmental responsibility is in the interests of the consumer of social

services is clear.

47. The obtaining of the full advantages of co-ordination is inconsistent

with maintenance in its present form of the approved society system and also

with mamtenance of a separate scheme of compensation for industrial accident
and disease. It is not inconsistent with giving to the consumers all the advan-
tages which they now obtain from the approved society system ; it is not
inconsistent with making special provision for the results of industrial accident

or disease or with raising the funds required to meet the cost of this provision

in part, at least, in a special way. These issues are dealt with in connection
with Changes 3 and 4.

Change 3. Supersession of the present system of Approved Societies
giving unequal benefits for equal compulsory contributions
[combined with retention of Friendly Societies and Trade
Unions giving sickness benefit as responsible agents for the
administration of State benefit as well as voluntary benefit
fo their members].

48. One of the most important features of the scheme of national health

insurance, as established in 1911, is the administration of its cash benefits

by autonomous Approved Societies, each with separate finance. In the first

draft of the Bill of 1911, it was proposed that recognition as an Approved
Society should be confined to Friencfiy Societies of a particular type, those

giving sickness and other benefits for actuarial risks without division of any
part of their fun<L> on other occasions. This limitation was removed, through
mtroduction of a proviso to Section 23 (1) of the Act of 1911, which allowed

any society registered for any purpose to form a separate section as an
Approved Society. Under the proviso it became possible, not only for the

various twies of dividing and deposit societies which would otherwise have
been excluded, but also for the Industrial Life Offices, that is to say, the

companies and Collecting Societies engaged in industried assurance, to enter the

field of national health insurance. Only two main conditions were imposed
by Statute on all Approved Societies, namely :

—

(i) that the Society should not be conducted for profit ; and
(ii) that its constitution should provide for its affairs being subject to the

absolute control of its members.

Types of Approved Societies

49. The societies approved under these wide provisions are of every size

and of many difierent types. They can be grouped under five main heads
according to the kind of office or soaety with which they are associated,

namely. Friendly Societies with branches. Friendly Societies without branches,

Industrial Life Offices, Trade Unions and Employers’ Provident Funds.
Fnendly Societies, whether with or without branches, are engaged in the main
in voluntary insurance against sickness on a mutucil basis. But many or

most of them, in addition to sickness benefits, give benefits for death or

maternity, and recently they have undertaken a growing amoimt of endow-
ment and deposit insurance. The Industrial Life Offices are engaged primarily

in insurance for burial expenses and other expenses connected with death,

.

but like the Friendly Societies have developed in the direction of general life

insurance and endowment insurance. The work of these Offices is examined
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in more detail in Appendix D The primary function of Trade Unions is in

dealing, on behalf of their members, with employers in regard to terms and
conditions of work. But a large number of them also provide insurance

benefits of various kinds for unemployment, sickness, old age and other

contingencies ; most, but not all. of the Trade Unions with which Approved

Societies are associated have a friendly side. Employers Provident Funds

are societies consisting of persons entitled to rights under superannuation

or other provident funds established for the benefit of persons employed by

one or more particular emplo3'ers.

50. Under each of the five heads there are great differences both of size

and of method. As a whole, the Approved Societies range in membership

from under 50 up to the 3.000.000 of the National Amalgamated Approved

Society associated with a group of Industrial Life Offices, or the 4.000.000 of

the four technically separate societies associated with the largest of these

offices—the Prudential Assurance Company, Ltd. The number of Approved
Societies is about 800. but some of these have branches which are separate

financial units : the total number of units which are valued separately and
each of which, therefore, may give benefits differing from those of other units,

is now about 6.600. a substantial reduction from the number at earlier valua-

tions. The reduction has been most marked among the Friendly Societies

with branches, from about 15.500 units in 1912. to less than 8.500 at the first

valuation in 1918. and about 5.700 at the fifth valuation in 1938.* Some of

these societies, while retaining separate branches tor their own benefits, group

the branches into larger units for administration of national health insurance,

thus diminishing the number of valuations and the chance that two members
of the same society in different neighbouring branches may receive different

rates of national insurance benefit.

51. The Approved Societies are formed on manv 4i{ferent bases, some
with trade or local associations, but many without. Even where a society
starts with a definite local association its members may move, so that any
Approved Society may carry on business in my part of the country. In any
moderate-sized town the insured persons aie liktty to be scattered among some
hundreds of societies and branches, each of which has to make arrangements
for administration of cash benefits to members entitled to them. The Royal
Commis.rion of 1926 obtained information as to the numbers of separate
societies functioning in several typir i! towns, and this information has been
brought up to date for the present Jornmittee. The numbers of societies in
each of those towns in 1942, with ihe corresponding figures from the Royal
Commission Report of 1926 given .n brackets, are as follows : in Liverpool
437 (488) societies had members ; in Bolton 248 (285) : in Brighton 324 (304).;
in Norwich 241 (213) ; in Reading 361 (245) ; and in Tynemouth 181 (168).

52. The membership of a particular society in a particular town is often
very small. Figures for some t3rpical towns in 1941, with corresponding figures
from the Royal Commission Report of 1926 in brackets, are as follows : in
Glasgow in 1942 out of 396 (384) societies, 97 (98) had each one member
only : in Dundee, out of 219 (217) societies, 61 (52) had each one member,
and another 54 (47) had each from 2 to 9 members. Almost any town
would give similar results. The number and variety of administrative units
functioning in each town is actually greater than is suggested by the above
figures which relate to societies ; some of these societies have branches which

• After the first valuations at 1918 each subsequent series of valuations has been spread
over several years; the quinquennial years 1923, 1928, 1933 and 1938 relate to the years
at w^ch the larger societies, comprising the bulk of the insured persons, were valu^ on
tn<9 2iid. 3rd, 4th aod 5th occasions.



die iiaaricially aepurate. 'Hiougii the aamber of hnaiicially separate branches
of societies with branches is now only about a third of the origiaal number,
it still remains very large

Distribution of Insured Persons by Societies

53. While in essentials the approved society system has remained the
same as in 1912, there have been interesting changes in the relative importance
of different types of society. In 1912, according to the not entirely adequate
statistics which were compiled at the ontset, the distribution of insured persons

in Great Britain, according to the five principal types of Approved Society,

was as follows -

T.SBLE t

NaTioHAi. Hkaltb Xm&hrancs.—Disikibvtion of Insurbd Ficrsoms in Grbat Britain
BY TYPK OF APPROVBO SOCIBTY IN 1912

Men ' Women
Type of Society Numbers

(m 000'«;
I’ercentage

Distribution
Numbers
(in OOO’s)

Industrial Life Offices 2,971 34 1 2,172 59-1

Friendly Societies without branches ... 2,178 25-0 648 17-6

Friendly Societies with blanches 2,348 27-0 587 15-9

Trade Unions 1,159 13-3 259 7-0

Employers’ Provident Funds 53 0-6 15 0-4

Total 8,709 lOO-O 3,681 100-0

I

54. The more precise statistics for later years, compiled in connection
with the several valuations of Approved Societies, are not exactly comparable
with those given above. The difierences, e.g., the inclusion of Northern Ireland

membership in the valuation statistics, affect particularly the actual numbers ;

the percentage distributions may be regarded as broadly comparable. The
following statement gives the numbers and percentage distributions for the
second valuation (corresponding to the vear 1923) and the fifth valuation

(corresponding to 1938) ;

—

lAULE XI

National Healih Insurance—Distribution of Insured I’frsons in Great Britain
AND Northern Ireland by type of Apppoved Society in 1923 and 1938

1

(

1

1

Jlen
1

Women

Type o" Society
]

Numbers
j

(in OOO’s)
j

1

Percentage
Distribution

j

Numbers
(m OOO's)

Percentage
Distribution

1923 1938 1923 1938 1923 1938 1923 1938

Industrial Life Offices ... .3,810 37-7
1

42-5 3,060 59-9 54-7
X-'nendly Societies without

branches i.540
\

25-2 28-8 19-9 27-3
Friendly Societies with

branches ! 2,390
i

23-7 18-5 14-8 12-7
Trade Unions 1 1,270

1

12-6 9-8 4-8 4-7
Employers’ Provident Funds 80

1
30

1

mm
Total ...

j

^10,090

1

1

1

100-0 i

1 1

' 5,100

1 !

1

6,110

1

1 1

100 0
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These figures sliow a steady increase both in the number and in the

proportion of insured men coverwi by the Industrial Life Offices and by the

Friendly Societies without branches. In the case of women, however, the

ludustnal Lite Offices have a declining pioportion of the whole {though their

women's membership has actually incredsed), whereas the Friendly Societies

nwthout branches have substantially incieased their proportion of the female

insured population. Taking men and women together, the Industrial Life

Offices had nearly 42 per cunt, of the total membership in 1912, and had nearly

47 per cent, in 1938 . the Friendly Societies v/ilhout branches had 22 per

cent, of the membership in 1912 and had more than 28 per cent, in 1938.

Taking these two types of centiahscd societies together, they accounted for

about 64 per cent, of the total men's and women's membership in 1912, nearly

69 per cent, in 1923 and puctically 75 per cent, in 1938. The two other

principal types—Fiiendly Socieites with branches and Trade Unions—each

have a steadily declining pfoportion of the whole membership. They
accounted tor 35-2 per cent, of tlie insured population in 19)2, 30'7 per cent,

in 1923, and only 24-6 per cent in 1938. It seems safe to say that of the total

increase in the insured n'cmbcrsliip in Uritain between 1912 and 1938 (probably

about 5,400,000), practically the whole hao taken place in the Approved
Societies associated with Industrial Jrife Offices or with the Friendly Societies

without branches. The other three groups—Friendly Societies with branches,

Trade Unions and Employers' PriAddcnt Funds—have been retrograde or

stationary.

55.

Looking at the porition in 1938, and taking men and women together,

of the 18,170,1100 insured persons who were members of Approved Societies,

8.470.000 or 46-6 per cent, were in Approved Societies associated with

Industrie Life Offices
; S.UO.OLKl or 28-3 per cent, in Friendly Societies without

branches ; 3,000,000 or 16'5 per cent, in Fnendly Societies with branches

;

1.480.000 or 8-1 per cent, in Trade Union societies ; and 80.000 in Employers'
ftovident Fund.s. '

Aimn/oNAL Benehts

56. The essence of the approved society system is financial responsibility
;

each society can realise a surplus or a deficiency for its members out of the
administration of the contributions collected compulsorily from them. After
each quinquennial valuation, surpluses, after retention of suitable reserves, are
distributed in additional benefits. A deficiency means that the society can
give no additional benefits

;
deficiencies are in practice made up from a central

pool reserved tor tliat purpose from tlte contributions. The finance of the
national JieaUh insurance scheme has been .such as to yield surpluses in
societies covering a largn proportion of the whole imsured population. At the
fifth valuation, relating approximately to J938, addttioDEil benefits were made
available in rociedeo with about 88 per cent, of all insured men and 81 per cent,

of all tbe insured women ; that is to say, only 12 per cent, of the men and
19 per cent, of the women bail no more than ibe statutory benefits.

57. The surpluses were very substantial in amount, as well as in the
numbers covered. The annual allocatiuii ui schemes adopted on the fifth

valuation amounted to £5,S5U,OtiO as compared with a total expenditure on
benefit of all kmds, including additional benefits, of about £35,000 000. The
distribution of this total of £5,y5*.>.fi00 Irctwcscp different purpo.ses is shown in
the following table

-
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TABLE ni
National Hbalth Zmsurakcb—Annual Allocations for Additional Bknrfits

(Stb Valuation Schemes)

Annual' Percentage of
Allocation Total Allocation

£000
Dental ... ... 2,420 41-4
Ophthalmic ... ... 630 10-8

Medical and Surgical Appliances ... ... 200 3-4

Convalescent Home Treaiment ... ... 160 2-7

Hospital Treatment ... ... 90 1-5

Other Treatment ... ... ISO 2-6

All Treatment Beneiits 3,650 62-4

Cash Benefits 2.200 .S7-6

Total ... ... 5,850 100-0

The cash benefits at £2,200,000 represent 37 -6 per cent, of the whole
allocation. Additional sickness and disablement benefits were given in

societies containing 63 per cent, of all insured men, but only 28 per cent, of the

spinsters and widows and 20 per cent, of the insured married v/omen. That
is to say, while rather over one-third of ail the irsuicd men got no more than
the statutory siclmess and disablement benefit, three-quarters of all the in-

sured women were in the same position. The average weekly addition to

sickness benefit in societies giving such an addition was 3-2s. for men and 2-2s.

for women, but these averages, paiiieularly for men, cover great differences

in the actual addition. The additional sickness benefit langeil from 1/- a
week to as much as 15/- a week, though this last is an abnonnal figure

applying only to a few hundred persons ; less than 3 per cent, of the men
and practically none of the women received an increase of more than 5/- a
week.

58. Of the £2,200,000 allotted to additional cash benefits about £250,000
was for maternity and practically the whole of the rest was for sickness or

disablement. Of the money allocated to tieatmcnt benefits an overwhelmingly
large proportion, more than four-fifths, was devoted to dental and ophthalmic
benefit. Most of the remaining one-fifth of the money for treatment benefits

was devoted to the provision of medical and surgical appliances, convalescent

homes and hospital treatment.

Views of Royal Commission of 1924-26

59. The approved society system was examined at some length by the
Royal Commission of 1924-26. The majoiity of the Commission', after con-
sidering a variety of criticisms, concluded that the Approved Societies should
be retained as an essential part of the health insurance scheme and submitted
a recommendation to that effect. They added that " it must be clearly under-
stood that our recommendation is made in relation to the scheme of National
Health Insurance as it exists at present, and that onr view in favour of the
letention of Approved Societies does not neccsssrilv imply that developments
in the system of social insuiance outside the tango of present contemplation
might not necessitate a reconsideration of the position."* The Minority of

the Commission took the opposite view. They held " that it is undesirable

to retain Approved Societies any longer as the agencies through which benefits

paid in cash are distributed to insured persons ” and recommended “ that Local
Authorities could and should take the place of Approved Societies as the

Royal ConunissiMi on National Hnalth liv>ui;aB«e, 1926. Majority Rmpoxt, pam. 228.
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administered.”*

60. Today the question comes up once more at a time when, in the words
of the Majority of the Commission of 1924-26. developments in the s}'3tem of

social insurance then outside the range of contemplation are in view. The
case for reconsideration is clear. Reconsideration leads to the conclusion

that the approved society system in its present form has served its purpose
and had its day. Without belittling in any way the services rendered by all

kinds of societies in the launching of health insurance, it is possible to decide

that the time has come to make health insurance national. The reasons

leading to this conclusion may be summed up under two heads : first, that

the approved society system is inconsistent with the policy of a national

minimum
;

second, that the approved society system has disadvantages for

insured persons and involves unnecessary administrative costs, while the

compensating advantages which it may provide for such persons can be

obtained in other ways.

.Approved Societ*/ Svstem inconsistent with the Policy of
Naiional Minimum

61. If the Approved Societies are to have responsibility for administering

cash benefits for sickness and disablement, they must be independent finan-

cially and have the possibility of giving or withholding according to their

financial results, additional benefits, which must both be so valuable that it

IS right to spend upon them money collected compulsorily and at the same
time not so important that they ought to be available for every insured person.

These additional benefits mast either be cash benefits or treatment benefits.

62. As regards cash ’ .nefits, with two exceptions, all the organisations

directly concerned in the administration of national health insurance which
gave evidence to the present Committee, including the National Conference
of Friendly Societies, t; e National Conference of Industrial Assurance
Approved Societies, the Prudential Assurance Company Limited, the Trade
Union Approved Societies, the Association of Approved Societies, and the
National Union of Holloway Friendly Societies, agreed in recommending that
Approved Societies should no longer have power lo add to the statutory*

sickness and disablement benefits ; the .societies represented by these organisa-

tions include over 90 per cent, of the 18,000,000 members of Approved Societies.

The only organisations which gave evidence in a contrary sense were the
National Federation of Employees’ Approved Societies, representing about
300,000 insured persons, and the National Federation of Rural Approved
Societies, representing about 400,000 insured persons. This nearly unanimous
agreement of the various groups of Approved Societies for the abolition ot

the principal additional cash benefits is clearly in accord with the general
sentiment of insured persons and the development of social policy. It is felt

to .be inequitable that for uniform contributions under a national scheme
difierent rates of cash benefit should emerge. If the State provides a minimum
statutorv' benefit based upon assumed subsistence needs, it is felt to be
anomalous that from contributions collected for these purposes particular
groups should be able to secure benefits above that minimum. As regards
treatment, to provide any form of treatment as an additional, rather than
as a statutory benefit, means that it is given selectively, with reference not
to the degree to which it is wanted but according to valuation results. An
overwhehuingly laige proportion of the valuation surpluses devoted to treat-
ment benefits in the past has been allocated for the provision of dental and
ophthalmic treatment, showing a need for these services which led all the

• Royal Conuni^on on National Health Insnrance, 192fi. Minority Report,
panui 3 and 7



associations of Approved Societies which gave evidence to the present

Conunittee to reconmiend that these particul^ forms of treatment should be

made available for all insured persons.

63. The representatives of the principal groups of Approved Societies

who urged the retention of their financial autonomy and separate valuation,

combined with standardisation of all the benefits on which any substantial

sums had been spent hitherto, were asked to suggest how they proposed that

valuation surpluses should be distributed in future. The principal suggestions

made were that surpluses could be used :

—

(a) to give additional cash benefits other than for sickness and disablement,

such as for maternity, paying for waiting time and making grants for

relief of distress

;

(p) to provide medical treatment for rheumatism, or provide surgical

appUances, convalescent homes or nursing services.

It is unlikely that all these suggestions together would make it possible to

dispose with advantage of an3d:hing like the surplus which would be realised

by some societies, if the present system were retained. Most of the organisa-

tions representative of Approved Societies which gave evidence to the Com-
mittee recognised that their proposals for standardising the principal cash bene-

fits and for making statutory the principal treatment benefits involved further

pooling of surpluses between societies. Eighty-five per cent, of the very substan-

tial annual sum (about £5,850,000) allocated for additional benefits on the

last valuation was devoted to the provision of benefits—sickness, disablement,

dental and ophthalmic—^which in the opinion of practically every one who
gave evidence to the Committee ought now to be made statutory and universal.

With the raising of the rates of contribution to provide the subsistence minimum
in all cases, the surpluses of the more fortunate societies will be increased

proportionately. But, apart from this practical difBculty of finding a means
of isposing of surpluses which must remain large in total if they are to give

an adequate motive for economical administration, the more serious objection

of principle remains. Why should treatment for rheumatism, why should
surgical appliances, convalescent homes and nurses be reserved for those
classes of the community which are already the most healthy, and denied
to others, by the results of a valuation surplus ? Why, if adequate maternity
grants are important, should they be given selectively ? If the State, as a
general principle, lays down one provision as to waiting time, why ^ould
that be modified for a particular group of individuals ? Once it is accepted
that prolongation of illness means need for at least as much income, and
not for less income, than at the beginning of illness, a policy of enabling persons
with low risks of illness to get for their shorter periods of illness higher cash
benefits or better treatment than those with less favourable sickness experience,

becomes indefensible in a national insurance scheme.

Disadvantages to Insured Persons of Approved Societv System

64. Apart from inequality of benefits, the approved society system has
five principal disadvantages for insured persons :

—

(1) The Approved Societies are of every size and sort. Insured persons
are continually liable to change their place of woji^ and residence.

Unless, therefore, an insured person belongs to one of^ larger societies

with agencies everywhere, he has no assurance of any personal treat-

ment or contact, if he has to move his residence.

(2) Maintenance of the approved society system, invo^l^ng separation of
responsibility for ordinary sickness from responsibility for industrial
accident and disease or for unemployment, involves, by consequence.
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maintenance of the conflict of interests between difierent administrative

authorities, each rightly endeavouring to reduce charges on its own
fund, and referring any doubtful claims to some other agency.

(3) Maintenance of the approved society system involves maintenance of

different procedures for determination of claims, different and often

not well-known routine as to appeals, and different principles of decision.

(4) The approved society system, as explained in para. 43, requires either

the keeping of separate contribution cards for health and unemploy-
ment insurance or special machinery for assigning health contributions

to particular societies. Whichever method is adopted, there must be
a separate valuation every five years of each of the financial units, now
numbenng about 6,600. Whether through duplication of insurance

documents or through the setting up of alternative machinery, additional

cost and trouble to all parties is involved, not for the purpose of enabling

ins.ured persons to pay for additional insurance, but in order to enable

particular groups of such persons to obtain larger or smaller shares

of a fund to which all alike have contributed compulsorily.

(5) No organised disinterested information is available to guide insured

persons in the choice of an Approved Society, and no such information

could be provided by any official or semi-official body, since this would
mean favouring some societies and appearing to criticise others.

Officially, all the societies must be allowed to compete for members on
equal terms, and the insured persons must make their choice—which
may affect their benefits very substantially over long periods of time

—

without systematic guidance or any easy means of comparing different

societies.

65. Some of these disadvantages have become apparent only in the
course of time. If they had all been realised in 191 1, it might still have seemed
worth while to adopt the approved society system at the launching of national

health insxirance. The system made it possible to build State insurance

upon the foundations of voluntary insurance, and brought to the service of

the community in a wider field the experience and the organisation of the
great friendly society movement. There was no suggestion, at that time, that
State insurance of itself should give benefits up to subsistence level, that
is to say. there was no policy of a national minimum

;
-the benefit provided

when the approved society system began was 10/- a week for men and 7/6
a week for women for 26 weeks of sickness, and 5/- a week thereafter.

New Basis foe Co-opebation between State and Fbiendly Societies

66. Today, views on social policy differ in two respects from those accepted
in 1911. There is wide-spread acceptance of a principle of a national minimum.
There is growing support for the principle discussed in paras. 24-26 that in

compulsory insurance all men should stand in together on equal terms, that
no individual should be entitled to claim better terms because he is healthier

or in more regular employment. With both these .principles the approved
society system, in its piesent form, is in irreconcilable conflict. If the combina-
tion of State insurance and voluntary insurance against sickness which was the
corner-stone of the plan of 1911 is to be retained, it must be on a different

basis. The attempt to find such a basis is well worth making for several reasons.

As against the disadvantages named above, it can be claimed that two
advantages are secured by the approved society system to the insured person.
First, if in addition to the benefits of compulsory insurance he wishes to
increase his provision against sickness by voluntary insurance through a society
giving sickness benefit, it is possible for him now to obtain both the compulsory
and the voluntary benefit through the same source. Second, combination of
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compulsory health insurance with voluntary insurance for other purposes,

such as sickness benefit through a Friendly Society or Trade Union or funeral

expenses through an Industrial Life Office', may make it possible for the

combined insurance to be administered at lower cost than if each was dealt

with by a separate organisation ; there is here a possible saving to set against

the additional administrative cost of the approved society system.

67. Each of these possibilities is a real advantage secured today under
the approved society system, though neither is of first-rate importance, or

comparable to the disadvantages. If both had to be sacrificed in making
national health insurance truly national, the gain would outweigh the loss.

But no such sacrifice is necessary. The first advantage, of enabling insured

persons to obtain State and- voluntary sickness benefit through the same
agency, can be retained completely, and the second advantage, of possible

administrative economy through combination of services, can be retained

wholly or in large measure, with<jut maintaining Approved Societies as separate

financial units giving unequal benefits in compulsory insurance. The purpose
in view in giving each Approved Society its separate finance is to give it an
interest in the re.sults of its management. This is a necessary purpose ; it

would be impossible to entrust the administration of national sickness benefit

to independent bodies under arrangements which did not make them feel

direct responsibility for careful administration. But in the case of societies

giving voluntary sickness benefit from their o'wn funds in addition to benefits

provided by compulsory insurance, it is possible to give a motive for care in

administration in another way than that adopted in 1911. This other way
depends on requiring the societies to expend money from their own funds in

some reasonable proportion to the money wliich they pay as State benefit on
behalf of the Social Insurance Fund.

68. This leads to a proposal that the Department concerned with social

insurance—that is to say, the Ministry of Social Security—should be prepared
to make arrangements with societies fulfilling certain conditions, under which
these societies could act as responsible agents for the administration of

disability benefit to their memlxjrs. The conditions to be fulfilled by any
society desiring to make an arrangement would include the following :

—

(fl) That it gave a substantial disability benefit from its own resources,

i.e. from the voluntary contributions of its members.

(6) That it had an efficient system for sick visiting its members wherever
they might be.

(c) That it was effectively self-governing.

{d) That it did not work for profit and was not associated with any body
working for profit.

[e) That it was registered imder the Friendly Societies Acts or the Trade
Union Acts or if not registered that it conformed substantially to the

requirements for registration.

How closely pa5nnent of State benefit would have to be associated with pay-
ment of voluntary benefit is a matter for further consideration. It does not
seem necessary to require that for each individual pa

5
nnent of State benefit

there should be a simultaneous payment of voluntaiy benefit
; some general

condition relating the expenditures on the two purposes should be sufficient

to give the society a motive for careful administration of State benefit, and to

make it possible to trust it as a responsible agent, taking decisions in individur!

cases, subject only to general supervision. It would no doubt be necessary

or the Ministry of Social Security, before making arrangements, to be satisfied
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had an adequate tmancial basis ; the prestige of being recognised as agent for

the national scheme should not be used to attract voluntary contributions to

an unsound society. But no question on this would be likely to arise in regard

to most of the societies which might contemplate making arrangements.

69. By arrangements on the lines suggested above, even if the approved
society system as such is ended, a responsible function in the administration

of social security benefits can remain for societies which give sickness benefit

of their own. This would secure the first of the advantages claimed above
for the approved society system, and would secure the second advantage
also so far as the members of these societies are concerned. Most of these

members would not notice any difference between the present system and
what is now proposed, except in liigher benefits. The proposal has other

objects even more important. One is to enlist fhe help of the Friendly

Societies in ensuring that individual problems are handled with local know-
ledge and that the general welfare of sick persons, as well as provision of cash
benefits, receives adequate consideration. The second object is that of

encouraging voluntary insurance to supplement the subsistence benefits

provided by compulsory insurance. With this in view, it might well be
provided that societies making arrangements as proposed, should be allowed
to recruit juvenile members for State benefits only, with a view to their

subscribing for voluntary benefits on becoming adults.

The Problem of Industrial Life Offices

70. Arrangements on these lines could be made with Friendly Societies

add with Trade Unions giving friendly benefits. They could not be made with
bodies like the industrial assurance companies and collecting societies, in

which the administration of health insurance is now associated, not with the
payment of voluntary sickness benefits, but with industrial assurance, that is

to say, life assurance through collectors. It is not easy, indeed, to see how
supersession of Approved Societies as separate financial units, with a view to

standardisation of adequate benefits both of cash and of treatment, can be
combined with giving to the Industrial Life Offices in their present form any
continuing association with the administration of health insm'ance. To say
this is not to belittle the service rendered by these offices in the past, in

providing efficiently and on reasonable terms the machinery of heMth
insurance for the large numbers of insured persons who were not members
of Friendly Societies

; this service was acknowledged in emphatic and generous
terms by the originator of national health insurance in 19^. But this service

to national health insurance is directly associated with the purpose of securing
customers for industrial assurance, and has undoubtedly been of great ad-
vantage to the Industrial Life Offices in the extension of their business. Whether
or not this association of social insurance with private business was necessary
or desirable in the past, there can be no justification for continuing it in the
future, under a system of uniform adequate benefits for disability. It is

impossible to contemplate an arrangement under which bodies working for
private profit were allowed to act as agents of the Social Insurance Fund at
the risk of the Fund, and to use this agency as a means of extending their

business ; on these terms the Industrial Life Offices, so far from having any
motive for careful administration of disability benefit, would have a direct

economic motive to be liberal with the money of the Social Insurance Fund,
in order to obtain or retain customers for industrial assurance and to increase
the profits of their shareholders or the pay of their staff. The third and
fourth of the conditions suggested above for societies desiring to make agency
arrangements are fundamental
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future of national health insurance there are three possibilities alone :
(i) to

keep the approved society system with substantial inequalities of benefit and
therefore with substantial inadequacy of benefit, either of cash or of treatment,

for those who are not fortunate in their society ; (ii) to break the association

established in 1911 between national health insurance and industrial assurance,

extending now to nearly half the insured population
;

(iii) to convert industrial

assurance itself from a competitive business into a public service. The first

possibility should by now be regarded as excluded by argument and evidence.

The choice between the second and third possibilities depends upon many
considerations, some of which are unconnected with health insurance ; they
are discussed in Change 23 below and in Appendix D, and reasons, both of

public policy and of administrative convenience, are given for preferring the
third. Not the least of the reasons is that this third course, more fully than
any other course, would make it possible to retain for the service of insured

persons the organising a.bility and the experience of the staff of all grades
who now serve the Industrial Life Offices.

72. As is shown above, there is no need, in ending the present approved
society system, to break or even to weaken appreciably the close relation

that has existed hitherto between the administration of State insurance for

sickness and of voluntary insurance for the same purpose. If the reasons

given for bringing the approved society system as such to an end are accepted
by the Government and Parliament, it is to be hoped that those voluntary
organisations with which the arrangements suggested could appropriately
be made will be willing to join in them and to continue to serve the people
both in voluntary and in Stale insurance. But these arrangements, though
desirable, are not an essential part of the scheme. If it should appear to the
Friendly Societies and Trade Unions that, under the new scheme of social

security, they could serve their members best by confining themselves to
voluiitary insurance, managing their own affairs only and not those of the
State as well, they would be free to take this course. In that event, in place

of the suggested arrangements there would be no difficulty in organising, for

these members atid for all other insured persons, decentralised administration

of disability benefit as part of the work of the Ministry of Social Security,

taking over whatever staffs were available for this purpose from Approved
Societies of every type ;

there are arguments, on merits, for making sick

visiting a unified national service, as it is in effect in Northern Ireland, and in

associating it with nursing service. The suggestion made for arrangements
with Friendly Societies and Trade Unions giving sickness benefit to replace

the present system of Approved Societies, and to continue in substance under
a slightly different form, the association of these organisations with State

insurance, is eminently desirable. But it is not essenti^ in the Plan for Social

Security, and if for any reason it does not commend itself it can be omitted,

in favour of national administration throughout of a national service. It

is included, therefore, as one of the bracketed proposals of the Report.

73. In any case there is no reason for the State to enter directly or in-

directly the field of voluntary insurance against sickness. Voluntary insurance

to supplement compulsory insurance is an integral feature of the Plan for

Social Security, and there are other fields in which direct State action may be
needed for control or development of such insurance, but this particular field

of voluntary insurance against sickness is covered adequately and on
right principles bv the Friendlv Societies, with their long traditions of

disinterested service and brotherly co-operation. It can be left safely in

their hands.
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Views of Organisations Giving Evidence

74. Abolition of the present S3^tem of Approved Societies with separate

finance and giving unequal benefits for compulsory uniform contributions

was recommended by the great majority of the bodies that expressed views

on the system to the present Committee. These bodias included the Trades

Union Congress Genercd Council, and the Scottish Trades Union Congress

;

all other organisations of employees which submitted memoranda or gave

evidence, such as the National Union of Railwaymen and the National Associa-

tion of Local Government Officers ; the only employers’ organisation which
made definite recommendations on the general problems before the Committee,
namely the Shipping Federation ; and the National Council of Women. The
various associations of Local Authorities, including the Association of Municipal

Corporations, the County Councils Association and the Association of County
Councils in Scotland, recommended a comprehensive and unified scheme of

social insurance and assistance and either by inference or specific reference

envisaged the supersession of Approved Societies as separate financial and
administrative units. Similar views were expressed by the bodies devoting

themselves to the study of social problems, such as Political and Economic
Planning (P.E.P.) and the Fabian Society ; the former of these argued that

public administration could provide a much simpler, cheaper and more
constructive type of service ; they said that for the great majority of insured

workers an Approved Society is not a society at all
;

it is not an association of

members for mutual aid with any kind of corporate spirit or social life, but
merely a complicated system of book-keeping and of officers who pay out or

withhold benefits,

75. Abolition of the approved society system was accepted as necessary'

to a national scheme of unified insurance by two of the smaller groups of

Approved Societies—namely the Association of Approved Societies and the

Trades Union Approved Societies. It was opposed only by the remaining
groups of societies concerned with the administration of health insurance

;

these include the National Conference of Friendly Societies, the National

Conference of Industrial Assurance Approved Societies, the societies associated

with the Prudential Assurance Company, and the National Federation of

Employees’ Approved Societies. The first three of these, as stated, recom-
mended standardisation of all the principal benefits, whether of cash or of

treatment given hitherto. On the view taken in this Report, this involves

seeking some other basis than the present one—of financial autonomy and
separate valuation of Approved Societies—for continuing the association of

these organisations with the administration of national insurance. This
basis can be found by arrangements on the lines suggested above for the

Friendly Societies and Trade Unions gi\'ing sickness benefit. It can be found
for the Industrial Life Offices by converting them into a public service.

76. At the introduction of national health insurance, recourse to the
device of Approved Societies was natural. It made possible full utilisation in

this field of the magnificent pioneer work of the Friendly Societies. By
enlisting the business motive, eneigy and organisation of the Industrial Life

Offices, it ensured that the machinery for dealing with the new masses brought
into insurance for the first time, was available at once wherever there was
need. But it did so at the price of including now nearly half of the insured
population in Approved Societies which cannot by any stretch of the imagina-
tion be described as under the absolute control of their members and which,
though making no profit—perhaps even a loss—themselves, are in effect

governed by the profit motive either of the offices with which they are associated
or of their agents. The advantages of direct selt-govemment in social insurance
can indeed be bought too dear ; the smaller the unit, the greater the reality
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of self-government, but the greater also the disadvantages of any change of

residence or employment, such as may be forced on insured persons by economic
circumstances. The history of the first thirty years of national health insurance,

while it preserves many instances of lively democratic self-help in small

societies connected with particular places or trades, shows also an unmistakable
general tendency towards larger units of administration. The evidence given
to the present Committee presents an overwhelming consensus of public

opinion that equal contributions to a national scheme of insurance should
lead to equal rates of adequate benefit. Experience and evidence together

point the way to making a single Approved Society for the nation. Examina-
tion shows that this can be done without losing any of the main advantages
of the system of today or breaking the fruitful association between the State

and the Friendly Societies that began in 1912.

Change 4. Supersession of the present scheme of workmen’s com-
pensation and inclusion of provision for industrial accident
or disease within the unified social insurance scheme, subject
to (a) a special method of meeting the cost of this provision,
and (b) special pensions for prolonged disability and grants
to dependants in cases of death due to such causes.

77. The system of workmen’s compensation, introduced in a limited
form in 1897 and generalised in 1906, is the oldest of the varied schemes
which have come under review by the Committee and differs in principle

from the methods adopted for dealing with all other forms of interruption

of earnings. It places upon each employer a legal liability to compensate
any employee for loss of earning capacity due to accident or industrial disease

arising out of and in the course of his employment, and, breaking away from
the general principles of the common law, provides compensation irrespective

of any direct or indirect negligence of the employer and in spite of negligence

by the employee. It fixes the compensation accordingly, not on the indemnity
basis applicable under the common law to cases ot injury due to the fault

of another, but on the principle of a division of loss between the employer
and the employee, and relates the amount of the compensation, subject to a
maximum, to the average earnings of the employee. The employer’s liability

to pay compensation is excluded only where the injury was caused by serious

and w^ful misconduct of the employee himself and did not result in death or

serious and permanent disablement ; for everything else, including accidents

over which the employer had no control, even accidents caused by the wilful

misconduct of the employee himself if they result in death or serious and
permanent disablement, compensation must be paid. The employer may
insure himself cigainst his liability in any way he pleases, or, except in co^
mining (where compulsory insurance has been in force since 1934), he may not
insure at all.

78. This system has conferred great benefits in the past. It may be
claimed for it that it has enabled employees in the great majority of cases

to obtain the compensation provided for them- without serious difficulty and
without unreasonable delay and that by preserving the connection between
the employer and the injured employee, it has facilitated the return of the

employee, on recovery, to his former employment. At the same time it has
given employers freedom in their arrangements for insuring against their

liabilities and so has enabled the large employers and employers in organised

industries to cover these liabilities on economical lines ; it has enabled all

employers to cover, by one and the same policy, their workmen’s compensation
liability and their liabilities at Common Law. By making it possible for the

premiums or levies to be adjusted to ascertained nsks, it has given a financial



incentive towards prevention of accidents, to the benefit of employers and
employees alike. The existing scheme of workmen’s compensation has

conferred benefits and has certain merits. If the conclusion is reached now
that that system should be superseded in a unified Plem for Social Security,

this conclusion rests not on a denial of any good in the present system, but

on the possibility of replacing it by a better system. Neither m this, nor in

any other field should ^e good be allowed to be the enemy of the better.

Disadvantages of Workmen’s Compensation System

79. There are disadvantages in the present system of providing for the

results of industrial accident and disease which could and should be eliminated

by change to a new system. The disadvantages include the following ;

—

(i) The present system rests in the last resort upon the threat or the

practice of litigation : a misfortune which is often not in any sense

the fault of the employer and which he could not have prevented, is

treated by methods applicable to fault. This method imports the

risk of contention between employer and employee and of legal expenses

on a scale exceeding that of the other forms of social security in this

country .or of compensation for inrtistrial accident or disease in other

countries. The authors of the or v .lal Act contemplated that disputes

would be settled by friendly an • .nformal arbitration, but this hope
has not been realised and dispute are now generally settled by formal

proceedings in the Courts. In < few mining areas joint committees

of employers and employees hr % i been establi^ed for settlement of

claims, but even these do not ai.vays prevent formal legal proceedings

in cases where agreement is not i iached.

(ii) No machinery is provided for assisting the employee in presenting

his claim and, except where he has efiective backing from a Trade
Union, Approved Society or other association, he is apt to feel that if

depends upon his own strength and vigour in pressing demands to

secure a fair deal. He suspects injustice often when there is no ground
for the suspicion. He feels often, rightly or wrongly, that he is being

subjected to improper pressure to reduce his claim, to accept an unfair

lump sum settlement, to go back to light work which is not really

beneficial or for which he is not ready.

(iii) No complete security is afforded for the pa3mient of compensation.
Insurance of the employer against his liability is not compulsory except
in the mining industry. No doubt, in the vast majority of cases

employers are adequately insured and failure to obtain compensation
either in whole or in part is a compEiratively rare occurrence. But
the security is less absolute than that for benefit either under health

insurance or under unemployment insurance.

(iv) The system fails to secure maintenance of necessary income. The Act,
subject to certain safeguards, recognises the right of employer and
workman in all cases to agree to settle a claim by payment of a lump
sum, and tliis right—which finds no counterp2irt in systems of most
other countries—^is extensively exercised, particularly in cases of

permanent or prolonged disability. Divergent views have been
expressed as to the advantages or otherwise of thir practice, but from
the point of view of social security it is impossible to justify. It is

certain that in many cases, whether because the sum agreed proves
insufficient for the purpose or because it is injudiciously expended by

• the workman or used by him to meet pressing, but temporary, needs,
the lump sum fails to provide any permanent source of income. It

should be added that, in the process of hafgaining about a lump sum.
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the injuied vvurkman is discouraged Irom lecovery or from taking any
kind of work lest he should prejudice his bargain.

(v) Demarcation disputes are inevitable, if compensation for disabilities

has to be provided from different funds by different authorities, according
to what may often be a difficult decision as to causation.

(vi) Theie are differences of principle in defining dependants under workmen’s
compensation from that adopted for unemployment insurance or for

contributory pensions.

(vii) The costs of administration are higher in relation to workmen’s compen-
sation than they need be or than they are in compulsory social insurance.

The relatively high percentages ol administrative costs'" recorded in

the case of some insurance companies are not, in fact, typical of work-
men’s compensation as a whole, since the greater part of insurance

is undertaken by mutual indemnity associations and mutual insurance
companies. The information collected in Appendix E shows costs of

administration for employer’s liability insurance, ranging from
45 per cent, of the premiums paid to insurance companies such as those

represented by the Accident Offices Association down to 7 per cent,

of the premiums paid to some of the mutual indemnity associations

in coal mining
;
insurance through mutual companies generally appears

to cost about 20 per cent, of the premiums. Even this figure is

substantially higher than the administrative costs of any form of

compulsory State insurance. Procedure by negotiation between
the parties, followed, if no agreement is reached, by litigation is

inevitably and needlessly expensive as compared with procedure
for determining claims by an administrative authority subject to

appeal to special tribunals. The costs incurred by or on behalf of

workmen in presenting claims are not included in the figures cited

above, and are sometimes consideiable.

(viii) The inclusion of certain industrial diseases, as well as accident, for

purposes of compensation, while necessary in principle, makes the
fixing of liability on individual employers particularly inappropriate.

The onset of disease is often gradual. If a workman has been engaged
by a number of employers in succession, it may be difficult or impossible

to decide with any certainty in which particular employment his

disease began. There is risk, moreover, that an employee showing
s^miptoms of an industrial disease may be discharged. Difficulties are

experienced also, when an employee affected by disease of a recurrent

nature changes or seeks to change his employment between successive

attacks.

(ix) In the 45 years of its existence, the present system of dealing with the

results of industrial accident and disease has contributed little or

nothing to the most important purpose of all, which should have come
first, namely, restoration of the injured employee to the greatest possible

degree of production and earning as soon as possible. This failure was
a natural, perhaps an inevitable, consequence of the principle adopted,

of fixing liability for compensation on the individu^ employer. The
Holman Gregory Committee, who more than 20 years ago recommended
that the cost of any medical and surgical aid required by injured

workmen over and above the medical treatment already available

under national health insurance should be provided at the cost

of the employer, recognised that this could not be done with

advantage, either by increasing the monetary compensation of the

workmen or by placing the onus of providing treatment upon the
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individual employer. They held that tlie solution lay in an extension

of medical services already available under the National Health
Insurance Acts, with the proviso that the expense of the additional

services should be provided by the employers. No action in the

direction suggested by the Holman Gregory Committee has yet been
taken and the Accident Offices Association in giving evidence to the

Royal Commission on Workmen’s Compensation in 1940, described

rehabilitation as not being their concern, though they modified this

attitude somewhat in evidence to the present Committee. A few of

the indemnity associations and mutual insurance companies have
recently taken systematic steps to provide medical treatment or post-

medical rehabilitation, but such action is a rare exception. Failure

to provide adequately for the restorative treatment of persons injured

in the course of their employment is a special case of the general in-

adequacy of treatment in the Brirish social services. Industrial

accidents, more commonly than not, call for hospital treatment at the

medical stage and after that thej' require, in many cases, post-medical

rehabilitation. Hospitcd treatment is just that for which no provision

worth mentioning was made under national health insurance. Post
medical rehabilitation has only just begun to receive practical attention.

Failure to make provision for restoration of persons injured in employ-
ment is an illustration also of the objection to splitting social insurance

into separate sections. The industrially disabled are a proportion

only of all casualties by accident. An investigation made for the

Departmental Committee under the Chairmanship of Sir Malcolm
Delevingne in 1936-39 showed that in a large sample of fractures

treated in hospitals only SU per cent, arose through industrial accidents,

while 15 per cent, came through road accidents and the remaining

55 per cent, were of a miscellaneous character arising through sport,

accidents in the house and in other ways. What is needed is not a
special arrangement for the industrially disabled, but rather a com-
prehensive scheme covering all casualties, however caused. Such a
proposal, however, could not arise out of the scheme of workmen’s
compensation as it stands today.

80. The pioneer system of social security in Britain was based on a wrong
principle and has been dominated by a wrong outlook. It allows claims to

be settled by bargaining between unequal parties, permits payment of socially

wasteful lump sums instead of pensions in cases of serious incapacity, places
the cost of medical care on the workman or charity or poor relief, and over
part of the field, large in the numbers covered, though not in the proportion
of the total compensation paid, it relies on expensive private insurance. There
should be no hesitation in making provision for the results of industrial accident
and disease in future, not by a continuance of the present system of individual
employer’s liability, but as one branch of a unified Plan for Social Security.

If the matter were now being considered in a clear field, it might well be argued
that the general principle of a flat rate of compensation for interruption of

earnings adopted for all other forms of interruption, should be applied also with-
out reserve or qualification to the results of industrial accident and disease,

leaving those who felt the need for greater security, by voluntary insurance, to
provide an addition to the flat subsistence guaranteed by the State. If a workman
loses his leg in an accident, his needs are the same whether the accident occmred
in a factory or in the street ; if he is killed, the needs of his widow and other
dependants are the same, however the death occurred. Acceptance of this
argument and adoption of a flat rate of compensation for disability, however
caused, would avoid the anomaly of treating equal needs differently and the
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administrative and legal difficulties of defining just what injuries were to be
treated as arising out of and in the course of employment. Interpretation of

these words has been a fruitful cause of disputes in the past : whatever words
are chosen, difficulties ajid anomalies are bound to arise. A complete solution

is to be found only in a completely unified scheme for disability without
demarcation bj' the cause of disability.

The Case for Special Provision for Industrial Disability

81. Nevertheless, apart from the historical ground that compensation
for industrial accident and disease has been established for more than forty

years upon the different principle of being related to earnings, three arguments
based on merits may be advanced for di.stinguishing between disability arising

through industrial accident or disease and other forms of disability if it appears
practicable to make such a distinction. First, many industries vital to the

community are also specially dangerous. It is essential that men should
enter them and desirable, therefore, that they should be able to do so with
the assurance of special provision against their risks. Those who in taking
such risks suffer prolonged or permanent disablement or death, should have
a claim to compensation relating to their earnings, not to a subsistence

minimum for themselves and their families. Second, a man disabled during
the course of his employment has been disabled while working under orders.

This is not true generally of other accidents or of sickness. Third, only if

special provision is made for the results of industrial accident and disease,

irrespective of negligence, would it appear possible—as on grounds of equity
and for the avoidance of controversy it is desirable—to limit the employer’s
liabihty at Common Law to the results of actions for which he is responsible

morally and in fact, not simply by virtue of some principle of legal liability.

82. The first of these arguments is a strong one. If an occupation is

specially hazardous it should carry special remuneration
—

" danger money."
But to give danger money only in the form of higher wages, that is to say,

only so long as no accident has occurred, is of little value
; it does not ensure

that more money is available when alone it is needed, i.e., when the danger
has resulted in accident. This argument standing alone would justify

provision of compensation on special terms in occupations with more than an
average risk of accident or disease, while leaving accident or disease in other

occupations to the general pro\dsion for disability however caused. If an
occupation is such that the risk of accident in the place of employment is not
materially greater than the ordinary risks of the streets oi home, there may
appear to be no strong reason for making special provision for the former,

better than that which is made for the latter.

83. But the second and third of the arguments named above, though
weaker than the first argument, are not easy to disregard. Moreover, to

distinguish in the provision for disability, not only by the cause but also by
the occupation or industry, or by occupation and industry in combination,

is to multiply distinctions where there should be as few distinctions as possible.

If compensation for disability due to industrial accident or disease is to be
related to earnings at all, this had better be done, irrespective of the industry
or occupation in which the disabled employee was engaged.

84. The question may be asked whether, before a final decision is taken
on this point, any regard should be paid to the possible relation between
compensation for industrial casualties and compensation for casualties due to

enemy action. Such action may affect either persons serving in the Armed
Forces of the Crown, or others such as members of the mercantile marine, or

civil defence services, or civilians pursuing their normal avocations.

Compensation for disability incurred during armed service is related to the
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service rank ol the m]area person, bat it is not related in any way to his

previous earnings in civil li/e. It is possible, therefoie, that of two men with
equal civilian earnings of whom one undertakes military service and is totally

disabled, while the othei, remaining in civilian employment, is similarly

disabled by an industrial accident, the latter will obtain more as industrid

pension than the former as war service pension. But it is equally possible

that a man will obtain more as war sendee pension than he would have
obtained if he had remained in civilian life and had suffered an industrial

accident. On general grounds the scheme for social security after the war
should be framed with regard to permanent peace conditions, to suit those

conditions as well as possible ; it should not be distorted from what will be

best in itself by consideration of the special problems and exigencies of war.

This applies both to war pensions for armed service and to the other cases of

compensation for enemy action that axe mentioned above.

85. On balance, the reasons for distinguishing between accident and
industrial disease in any employment and other causes of injury, at least

where death occurs or disability is prolonged, outweigh the reasons on the

other side in favour of complete uniformity. The proposal made in Part V,

accordingly, is that provision for industrial accident and disease in a unified

Plan for Social Security can, and should be, combined with the advantages of

making discriminating provision for the results of industrial accident and
disease where these lead to death or prolonged disability. All forms of short-

,

time disability up to 13 weeks will be dealt with by cash disability benefit,

that is to say, by payments at the same flat rates irrespective of earnings.

On the other hand, after 13 weeks of disability, compensation will be paid

on a different principle, taking account of the earnings that have been lost

:

there will be industrial pensions for prolonged incapacity due to accident or

disease arising out of and in the course of employment. There will be industrial

grants for dependants, in addition to the general widowhood provisions, where
death results from such disease or accident. This proposal does not mean
that there will be no need for Security Offices to derermine, so far as they can,

the causes where disability lasts for less than 13 weeks.. It is essential, with

a view to diagnosis and prevention, that the Ministry of Social Security should
record and auedyse all its experience. But there will, as a rule, be no need
to make a decision as to cause before giving benefit

;
attribution of a case of

disabilit}’ toindustrial accident or disease will make a practical difierence in

the treatment of two cases only :

—

{a) If death results or disability lasts moie than 13 weeks. Less than

10 per cent, of till claims to workmen's compensation now last as long

as that, though the cost of compensating such cases is a much larger

proportion of the whole. On the scales suggested iu para. 401, it is

estimated that nearly three times as much in total will be paid
as pension for disability due to industrial accident or disease after the
first 13 weeks as will be paid in benefit for such disability during the

first 13 weeks.

(b) If the disabled person has begun work so recently as not to have paid

the minimum number of contributions required to qualify for disability

benefit in general (para. 366). This will alfect, as a rule, only juveniles

at the beginning of their industrial careers, but it must be provided for.

That is to say, there will be no contribution condition where disability

arises through industrial accident or disease.

Retention of compensation adjusted to earnings’ in cases of prolonged
disability wiQ mean that there must be machinery for assessing compensation,
but this can become administrative, subject to appeal to special tribunals,
in place of being legal machinery.
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Tut Ca'sI' lou ^ SpRctAL Method of Meeting Cost of Industhiai
Disability

88. Provision for industrial accident and disease by workmen’s com-
pensation in Britain differs from the provision made by social insurance for

other interruptions of earning, not only in the basis upon which the com-
pensation or benefit is calculated, but also in the method by which the
necessary funds are obtained. The form in which provision for industrial

accidents was made when workmen’s compensation began in 1897, had two
consequences. First, it threw the whole cost in the first instance upon the
emplo3^ers

;
second, it adjusted the burden in each industry to the degree of

risk in that industr}'. This method was justified in 1897 by the Home
Secretary of that time, in introducing the Workmen’s Compensation Bill on
the ground that “ when a person on his own responsibility' and for his own
profit sets in motion agencies which create risks for others he ought to be
responsible for what he does." This principle, enunciated when the VV^orkmen’s

Compensation Act was being applied to a limited class of industrial under-
takings, is clearly appropriate only to a system of individual liability and
is not even verbally appbcable to workmen’s compensation with its

present extension to a large range of employments which are not conducted
for profit, including both all employments under public authorities and those
of domestic and institutional service. More important than this, the principle

that each industry should bear its ow'n risks of accident, conflicts with the
principle which has found growing acceptance in other fields, of pooling of

risks in social insurance. This view, now dominant in regard to unemploymaent
insurance and asserted by an overwhelming majority of general opinion in

regard to health insurance, has been advanced also in regard to workmen’s
compensation by the Mineworkers’ Federation, representing the industry in

which this issue is of primary importance. Under the wage system in mining,
compensation for industrial accident and disease enters into the ascertainment

of costs and, therefore, affects wages whenever these are above the minimum,
so that the miners may claim that the cost of the exceptionally high risk of

accidents in their industry is borne by themselves. 'The proposals of the
Mineworkers’ Federation as put to the Royal Commission on Workmen’s
Compensation were as follows :

—

" The contributions to the fund should be payable only by the
employers. The cost of maintaining the Compensation Fund should be
borne equally by all the industries in the country, and the contributions

should be at a fixed flat rate calculated on a weekly basis in respect

of each worker employed.

" We consider that it would be inequitable to impose the heavy
burden of unequal contributions upon the industries in which the
incidence of accident and disease is inevitably high. The amount in

respect of each workman should be assessed so as to cover the whole
of the liabilities to be provided for.’’*

87. This argument for pooling of social risks is in accord with the general

stream of public opinion and has force. It must be realised, however, that
pooling of a risk between industries makes it difficult or impossible to maintain
that the cost should be borne by employers only. In so far as industries depend
upon one another, both employers and employees in each industry depend
upon all other. industries. There is no reason why the employer of a bank
clerk or of a domestic servant, rather than the clerk or the domestic servant

himself, should contribute to the cost of accidents in mines and in ships. In

* Memorandum oi Evidence by Mineworkers’ Federation to the Royal Commission
on Workmen's Compensation, 1939, para. 173.
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so far as there is community of interest between different industries, making
h fair that all industries should share equally in providing for a risk which
affects them unequally, this community of interest applies to the employees
as well as to the employers. It is clear also that even if the risks of sickness

and unemployment are pooled completely between aU insured persons, as is

proposed in this Report, there is a good social reason for taking a different

line, in part at least, about the dangers of industrial accident and disease.

Though a high risk of accidents is inevitable in mining, shipping and some
other industries, it does not follow that all accidents are inevitable ; the

number and severity of accidents can be diminished or increased by greater

or less care on the part of those who manage industry. It is as just and
socially desirable that part of the risk of industrial accident and disease should

be borne separately by the employers in each industry, on the ground that

part is within their control, as it is that part of the risk should be pooled, on
the ground that some accidents are inevitable.

88. In meeting the costs of industrial disability, as in respect of the form
of cash benefit for the persons disabled, the right course lies in a combination
of methods. In part the risks should be pooled and met by the general uisurance

contribution. In part they should be kept separate and placed on employers,

in order to give a definite financial incentive for prevention of accident and
disease. It is not necessary for this purpose that employers in each industry

should bear, as at present, the whole of its particular costs, provided that they
bear some of it. Nor is it necessary to give a special financial incentive for

prevention of danger in all employments ; in many employments the risk of

industrial accidents is less than the risk of accident outside the place of work
or is almost negligible. The special charge on employers designed to

stimulate prevention of accidents and disease can in practice be confined to

industries in which there is need for special precautions.

89. This is the proposal made here. One part of the funds required for

benefits, pensions and grants in respect of industrial accident and disease will

be obtained as part of the weekly contribution paid by an insursmce stamp in

respect of every employee, whatever the nature of his employment. Another
pcirt will be obtained by a levy on employers in industries scheduled as having
materiaUy more than the normal risk of accident or disease in industry as a
whole. This levy will be based on the wages paid and on the degree of risk

and can be raised or lowered, as the risk in any such industry or in any
particular place of employment is found to be above or below expectation.

The levy will cover not the whole of the excess cost in the scheduled industry
above the normal, but only a prescribed proportion

; if it covered the whole
there would be no pooling of risks between the hazardous and the non*
hazardous industries ; the former would pay their costs up to the normal by
instu-ance contributions and beyond the normal by levy. What proportion of

the excess cost above the normal in the hazardous industries should be borne
by levy and what part should be pooled is amatter for argument. Provisionally,

it is suggested the levy should cover two-thirds only of the excess cost, leaving

one-third to be borne by the general contributions of employers and insured
persons and the State to the Social Insurance Fund. This plan introduces in

a defined field of scheduled industries covering the most hazardous occupations,
the principle of merit rating, with the object of giving to employers a financial

incentive lor diminution of accidents, and to the Mnistry of Social Security
a basis on which to press for preventive measures.

Statutory Associations in Scheduled Industries

90. Exactly what industries should be scheduled as hazardous in whole
or in part is a matter for further detailed enquiry. It may be assumed that
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bix of the seven gioups for which compensation statistics are now collected

by the Home 0£5ce, namely, mines, quarries, docks, shipping, constructional

work and railways (apart from their clerical stall), would be scheduled. Some
forms of factory work, such as woodwork, metal extraction and shipbuilding,

would be scheduled, while others would not. It might be found desirable

also to schedule certain sections of the building industry and also of
agriculture. This is a matter in which trial and experience will be the best

guide.

91. The proposal made in the preceding paragraphs for an industrial levy

leads also to an important suggestion as to the machinery of administration.

The risks dealt with by workmen's compensation are to a marked extent

risks incidental to particular industries and occupations. In all these

industries, as in many others that are less hazardous, employers have protdded

against their individual liabilities for compensation, by forming mutual
indemnity companies specially associated with those industries. Within the
framework of a general scheme of social security covering disability due to

industrial accident and disease as well as all other forms of disability, there

is advantage in recognising the specialised character of industrial accident

and disease by setting up, at least in every industry scheduled as hazardous,

and, therefore, liable to the special levy proposed, a statutory association of

employers and employees to deal with this problem. Such a statutory asso-

rialion might have the following among other functions :

—

() Promotion of safety in the industry, in co-operation with the department
or departments responsible for safety regulations by research into the
causes of accidents, by propaganda and instruction, and in other ways.

() Promotion of measures for rehabilitation and re-employment in that

industry, in co-operation with the general national organs for that

purpose covering all industries.

(c) Advice on the maldng of all regulations affecting safety in the industry,

the scheduling of industrial disease, and methods of assessment of

earnings.

(i) Collecting from mdividual employers their quotas of the total levy

required in the industry as a whole, in accordance with a scheme to be
prepared by the association and approved by the Ministry of Social

Security.

(e) Establishment of schemes to supplement the benefits statutorily secured

to all injured employee.'!.

92. The statutory associations should be bilateral, combining the
management and the labour in each industry. In so far as they dealt with
matters that might be regarded as solely the concern of the employers (such

as the method of fixing the employer's quotas in individual cases) it could be
provided that decision should rest with the employers’ side alone ; this power
would make it possible for the employers in each scheduled industry as a body,
subject to approval by the Ministry of Social Security, to adopt whatever
system of levy, by individual merit rating or otherwise, they thought most
conducive to the prevention of accidents or disease, and the consequent
reduction of the levy. The distribution of the levy, however, though one of

the necessary functions of a statutory association, is not its only or its main
one. The main purpose of the proposal made here is, within the framework
of general social secmdty to utilise the knowledge, the initiative and the interest

of those concerned in each industry, first, in making it as safe as possible, and,

second, in mitigating as far as is humanly possible the consequences of those

accidents and injuries that defy prevention.
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Views of Organisations Giving Evidence

93. The Trades Union Congress General Council urged to the Royal
Commission on Workmen’s Compensation that workmen's compensation
should become a social service separate from all the other services, with

compensation related to earnings in all cases and financed by a direct levy

on all employers varying with the degree of risk. This involves complete
duplication in the raising of funds, not from some industries only but from
every one of hundreds of thousands of employers, many with a few employees
or perhaps one or two only and with hardly any risk of accidents. It involves

distinguishing the cause of disability and making an immediate wage
assessment, sometimes for the purpose of giving little or no greater com-
pensation for a few days or weeks in every case of apparent industrial accident

or disease, in place of doing so at leisure in about 10 per cent, of the cases.

As has been stated already, one of the most important sections of workmen
in this connection—the Mineworkers’ Federation—^while agreeing in other

respects with the Trades Union Congress, opposed the suggestion of making
each industry contribute according to its risks ; they urged that the cost of

aU accidents wherever occurring should be borne by all employers equallJ^

94. On the side of the employers, as on that of the employees, there were
differences of opinion. Several associations of employers—in mining, ship-

building, cotton spinning, and the iron and steel trades—surged the retention

of the present system ;
in each of these industries there are strong mutual

indemnity associations which take the burden of workmen’s compensation
off the individual employer at low administrative cost. Another association of

employers—the Shipping Federation—urged the complete absorption of

provision for industrial accident and disease in a unified scheme of social

security, with flat rates of benefit in all cases and with funds raised for all

purposes by equal contributions of employers and employees and at least as

much from the National Exchequer. They argued (a) that there was no
justification for removing administration of workmen's compensation from
employers while requiring them still to pay the whole cost, and (i>) that there

was no justification for making the more dangerous industries pay higher*
premiums on account of their special risks. Compensation, in their view,
covered innumerable cases where prevention was entirely beyond the control

of the employer
;
prevention of accidents was a matter for factory legislation

which had been developed very largely since the first Workmen’s Compensation
Act of 1897. In view of the divergence of opinions between employers in the
different industries on the question of amalgamating workmen’s compensation
with the other social services, the British Employers Confederation staled to

the present Committee that they were not in a position to express a Con-
federation view on the question. They desired, however, to make it clear

that “ notwithstanding this divergence of opinion, the employers in all in-

dustries are unanimous on the principle that, so long as workmen’s compensa-
tion is paid for entirely by employers, the administration of that service should
continue to remain in the hands of the employers."

95. In addition to all the employees’ organisations and the Shipping
Federation among the employers’ organisations, nearly all the bodies not
directly concerned with the administration of workmen’s compensation who
expressed an opinion to the present Committee urged that the present system,
based on individual liability and litigation, should be replaced by social

insurance in one form or another. This view is accepted here and leads to
the proposal for supersession of the present scheme. In framing a new scheme,
the Report takes a middle line between the strongly conflicting views set out
above. It accepts the argument of the Mineworkers’ Federation for the pooling
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of the cost of industrial accident and disease. It accepts, as limiting the applica-

tion of this argument, the view of the Trades Union Congress General Council

that these risks should remain, in part at least, a charge on particular industries

or particular emplo3mients. It recognises the value of the work done by mutual
indemnity associations in the main hazardous industries and provides for a

substantial measuie of iiidustiial belf-goveiiiment and co-operation in adjusting

the unified scheme to the diflerent circumstances of different industries. It

avoids the demarcation difficulties, delays and disputes which are inevitable

if industrial accident and disease are dealt with separately from all other forms
of interruption of earnings. Ninety per cent, of all cases of industrial accident

and disease, those causing disability for less than thirteen weeks, will be dealt

with in exactly the same way as other disability, by a flat rate of benefit. For
most industries the cost wUl be met wholly and for the other industries to

some extent as part of the single security contribution. Administration both
on the side of contribution and on the side of benefits will be simplified,

cheapened and, so far as possible, unified. Differentiation between disability

due to industrial accident or disease and other cases of disability will be
maintained only where it serves an important purpose

; in respect of benefits,

by making special provision for cases where earning is stopped for a long

period or completely ; in respect of contributions, in those industries in which
it is just and desirable to emphasise the need for precautions, by making a
special charge.

96. It may be claimed that whatever the form of the new scheme,
employers should continue to bear the whole cost of industrial disability in

future, as they have done in the past. To this there are three objections.

First, as stated above, this claim is inconsistent with the argument for pooling

costs in full or in part between different industries. Second, if employers are

to bear the whole cost it is hard to justify taking the administration out of

their hands ; it is hard, therefore, to give to the responsible organisations of

workmen the chance of taking a part, not in litigation, but in co-operative

treatment of industrial disability. Third, it is undesirable that, while most
forms of interruption of earnings are met by benefit to which the insured

persons, with others, have contributed and out of a fund in whose stability

and economical administration they are directly interested, there should be
one form of interruption for which the funds are provided wholly by someone
else. Such an arrangement will lead to constant pressure to push up the

compensation for that particular misfortune, though it needs in reality no
more than other forms of misfortune. The actual contribution involved in

this question is small. The employee’s share of the insurance stamp that

wiU be required to provide for industrial disability at the higher rates now
proposed is less than l|d. a week and, as is pointed out in para. 291, it would
be easy to justify the same distribution of the total contribution, even if the

employer was assumed to bear the whole of industrial disability. But the

claim that he should do so is today no more than a claim of historical

privilege and cannot in principle be adnutted.

Unification of RfsponsiSility with Differentiation of Treatment

97. The proposals made in regard to provision for industrial accident

and disease are a leading illustration of the general principle underlying the

Plan for Social Security, of unification of responsibility in order to avoid
needless and harmful diiflerences, combined with classification, that is to say,

with giving to each need the treatment most appropriate for that need. It is

important to notice that the two main differences proposed between provision

for industrial accident and disease and provision for other forms of disability

are not in themselves connected. The industrial levy is designed, not to meet
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the cost of industrial pensions after thirteen weeks as distinct from disability

benefit during the first thirteen weeks, but to meet a proportion of the additional

cost both of disability benefit and of industrial pensions in industries which are

specially hazardous, over and above the average cost in other employments.
Industrial pensions will be paid to employees in all industries who are disabled

by an accident arising out of, and in the course of, employment, if the disability

lasts beyond thirteen weeks. The industrial levy will be imposed not on all

employers, but only on employers in scheduled industries.

98. If the proposal made is accepted in principle—of including provision

for industrial accident and disease within the general framework of social

insurance but treating it in some ways differently— several important
questions will remain for discussion and settlement. These include the
treatment of partial incapacity and the relation between any pa}mient made
for this and other security benefits and pensions, such as those for unemploy-
ment, disability or retirement ; the rules by which earnings should be assessed

;

the treatment of special schemes and contracting out : the methods by which
grants on death through industrial accident or disease should be assessed,

distributed and administered ; the definition of industrial accident and
disease

; the methods of transition from the existing system to the new system
and the relation between claims for security benefit and claims against the
employer for negligence. The last of these questions is considered briefly in

paras. 258-264 as one aspect of the problem of alternative remedies.

Retention of the employer’s common law Uability unchanged, in spite of the
development of workmen’s compensation, marks a departure in Britain from
the practice of other countries, where the making of provision for the results

of industrial accident and disease by way of social insurance has normally
been accompanied by restriction of the employer’s liability to cases of wilful

or gross negligence. It is obviously desirable as a matter of social policy to
remove provision for the consequence of industrial hazards from the arena of

litigation and conflict between the parties to production, so far as this can
be done without condoning reprehensible carelessness by the employer. One
of the objects of the greatly improved provision for the results of industrial

accident and disease that is now proposed is to secure this, and a review of

the law of employers’ liability is a natural corollary of making this provision.

Some of the other questions named above are dealt with in Peurt V. It is

clear, however, that to many of these questions no final answers can be given
without further enquiry, and discussion with the organisations concerned.

The fitting of workmen's compensation into the general Plan for Social

Security should be accepted in principle : smooth fitting will require careful

adjustments of detail.

s

New Scale of Compensation for Industrial Accident and Disease

99. The foregoing discussion is concerned with the methods of maintaining
income when earning has been interrupted by accident or industrial disease

arising out of and in the course of emplojmient. Detailed discussion of the
amount to be paid must be reserved for another section. But it is appropriate
here to take note of the fact that the existing system of workmen’s compensa-
tion in Piritain compares unfavourably with the systems of other countries,

not only in methods, but in relation between the basic rate of compensation
and the earnings which have been lost. The basic rate in Britain as fixed by
the original Act of 1897 and continued in the Act of 1906 was a weekly pay-
ment not exceeding half the average earnings lost subject to a maximum of

20/-. In 1923 the maximum was raised to 30/- and special provisions were
introduced to allow the lower paid workers, with average weekly earnings
of less than 50/-, to receive a higher proportion on a scale ranging from one-
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half to three-quarters. In 1940 the compensation was further improved by a
flat rate addition of 5/- to the weekly benefit and by the provision of allowances

for children under 15 years of age at the scales in force for unemployment
insurance—^but subject to these special provisions and additions the rule

of half earnings has remained unaltered. A higher proportion of earnings has
been adopted in neeirly all other countries. In a memorandum* submitted

by the International Labour Office to the Royal Commission of Workmen’s
Compensation the practice of other countries is summarised as follows :

—

" According to the t5q)ical practice of the European and Canadian
laws, pensions are granted at the rate of two-thirds of the wage loss

for permanent incapacity whether total or partial. In particular the

percentages fixed by these laws are as follows, excluding the dependant’s

allowances :

—

66| per cent. ; Belgium, British Columbia, Ontario, Germany, Italy,

Sweden.

70 per cent. : Netherlands, Switzerland.”

A percentage of 66§ is also common in the American States.

100. In the Plan for Social Security it is proposed, accordingly, that the
rate of industrial pension shall be two-thirds of the eaniings that have been
lost subject to' a maximum fixed provisionaUy at and to a minimum of

being not less than would have been received as disability benefit. In addition

to this, the injured employee will receive children’s allowances for all children.

101. The question arises whether the new rates of industrial pension
should apply to the existing cases of permanent disability due to accident

occurring before the beginning of the scheme, and if so from what source and
by what machinery the additional payments should be made.

102. As regards the main question, it will undoubtedly be in accord with
the sentiments of the British people that the benefit of the new rates should
be given to existing cases and this principle has been adopted in the past.

The temporary increase provided under the Workmen’s Compensation (War
Addition) Acts of the last war and the increase provided in this war by the
Workmen’s Compensation (Supplementary Allowances) Act, 1940, were both'

applied to existing cases in receipt of weekly payments, liability being placed
in each case on the employers responsible for the weekly payment under the

principal Act. This increase, £is stated, was confined to men still in receipt

of weekly payments, that is to say, there was no revision of lump sum settle-

ments. In accord with this precedent it is proposed that the new rates of

industrial pension should apply to existing cases of prolonged disability in

respect of weekly payments. There would be no re-opening of lump sum
settlements. For accidents occurring within thirteen weeks before the beginning
of the new scheme compensation would be paid under the existing law for the

fiirst thirteen weeks of disability.

103. The subsidiary questions of the source and machinery for providing

the new rates of industrial pension in existing cases of dirability present

several points for settlement. In the last war and in the present war, the

giving of the increases at the cost of the employer already responsible was
made possible by general agreement with the employers’ representatives and
with the insurance companies, in view of the continuance of the existing

scheme of insurance and of premiums to the companies. If the existing

scheme is being superseded, whether on the plan proposed here or on any
other plan, the cost of bringing existing cases of disability up to the new

* Royal Commission on WorUmen’s Compensation, 1939: Memorandum oi Evidence
by the International Labour Office, paras. 114 and 117.
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scales must be provided as an iuitiai chaige on the new scheme in some special

way, either by the State or by a levy on employers.

104. As to machinery of payment there are two main alternatives.

Liability for the present payments rests upon the employers and insurance

companies or indemnity associations which have accumulated reserves of

meeting their liabilities ; the alternatives are :

—

(a) That the existing payment should continue to be provided as at present

by the insurance companies, with the Social Insurance Fund giving the

additions involved in the new scales. On this plan the Security Offices

would presumably have to accept without question the assessment of

the employee's earnings and the amount of compensation agreed upon
between employer and the employee or determined by any legal

proceedings and would have to make its supplementary payments
accordingly

;

(J) That the Social Insurance Fund should take over the whole responsibility

for the existing cases, making a single payment at the new scales to

the employee. This would be advantageous for the employee, but would
involve considerable financial and other difficulties. The Social

Insurance Fund would have to take over such proportion of the reserves

of insurance companies and mutual indemnity associations of the

Refractories Industries and Sandstone Industry, Silicosis Compensation
Funds, and of such reserves set aside by individual employers as have
been earmarked for purposes of this liability. The Security Office

would be required to have power to recover any deficit from the

individual employer concerned.

105. The practical questions tL i will arise as to the treatment of existing

cases of disabihty are difficult, 'fj / ore raised here, not in order to suggest

that theie is no answer t- >. ..i, but in order to ensure that all the problems
involved in unifying soti..l insurance and making it adequate are considered

before they become actu '

'
problems, and that after examination of all aspects

they receive whatever ution wiU yield the maximum of justice for the

minimum of administrative complexity. It should be added that if there is

any prospect that week!*, payments wffi be raised to new levels and that the

increase will apply to .. payments in force when the scheme begins, but
will not lead to revisipn . lump sums, the attitude of employees towards the

acceptance of lump sun ' under the existing law is likely to be affected. The
application of the new i les and conditions of benefit or pension to existing

cases other than those ’ Ue to industrial accident or disease, namely, un-
emplo}mient, non-indust.’.al disability, widowhood and so forth is considered

in para. 353.

Change 5. Separation of medical treatment from the administration
of cash benefits and setting up of a comprehensive medical
service for every citizen, covering all treatment and every
form of disability under the supervision of the Health Depart-
ments.

108. This is the first part of Assumption B of the Plan, namely that there
will be comprehensive health and rehabilitation services for all citizens who
need them. The assumption ^md some of the principal problems involved in

realising it are discussed in Part VT, paras. 426-437.

Change 6. Recognition of housewives as a distinct insurance class of
occupied person^ with benefits adjusted to their special needs,
including (a) in all cases [marriage grant], maternity grant.
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widowhood and separation provisions and retirement pensions;
(b) if not gainfully occupied, benefit during husband’s un-
employment or disability ; (c) if gainfully occupied, special
maternity benefit in addition to grant, and lower unemploy-
ment and disability benefits, accompanied by abolition of the
Anomalies Regulations for Married Women.

107. The census includes married women who do not work for money
outside their homes among unoccupied persons. The unemployment insur-

ance scheme recognises such women as adult dependants on their husbands,
in respect of whom the benefit of the husband is increased if he is unemployed.
The health insurance scheme does not recognise such women at all, except at

the moment of maternity. None of these attitudes is defensible. In any
measure of social policy in which regard is had to facts, the great majority
of married women must be regarded as occupied on work which is vital though
unpaid, without which their husbands could not do their paid work and without
which the nation could not continue. In accoid with facts, the Plan for

Social Securit)' treats married women as a special insurance class of occupied
persons and treats man and wife as a team. It makes the standard rate of

benefit or pension that for a man and a wife, subject to reduction if there is

no wife or if there is a wife who is also gainfully occupied. It reserves the

description of *' adult dependant ” for one who is dependent on an insured

person but is not the wife of that person. It treats a man s contributions as
made on behalf of himself and his wife, as for a team, each of whose partners

is equally essential, and it gives benefit as for the team. It meets the costs

of all the various benefits required by the special class of housewives, partly by
contributions made by their husbands and partly by contributions made by
men and women before and after marriage. The nature of the benefits required

depends upon consideration of the economic and social implications of marriage.

Special Insurance Spaius of Married Women

108. Most married women have worked at some gainful occupation before

marriage ; most who have done so give up that occupation on marriage or soon
after

; all women by marriage acquire a new economic and social status, with
risks and rights different from those of the unmarried. On marriage a woman
gains a legal right to maintenance by her husband as a first line of defence

against risks which fall directly on the solitary woman ; she undertakes at the

same time to perform tdtal unpaid service and becomes exposed to new risks,

including the risk that her married life may be ended prematui ely by widowhood
or separation. At the last census in 1931, more than seven out of eight of all

housewives, that is to say married women of working age, made marriage their

sole occupation ; less than one in eight of all housewives v/as also gainfully

occupied. There has been an increase in the gainful emplo5nnent of married
women since 1931, but the proportion so employed was probably little above
one in seven just before the present war. Moreover, even if a married woman,
while living with her husband, undertakes gainful occupation, whether by
employment or otherwise, she does so under conditions distinguishing her from
the single woman in two ways. First, her earning is liable to interruption by
childbirth. In the national interest it is important tUat the interruption by
childbirth should be as complete as possible ; the expectant mother should be

under no economic pressure to continue at work as long as she can, and to

return to it as soon as she can. Second, to most married women earnings by
a gainful occupation do not mean what such earnings mean to most soBtary

women. Unless there are children, the housew'ife’s earnings in general are a
means, not of suKsistence but of a standard of living above subsistence, like
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the higher earnings of a skilled man as compared with a labourer ; the

children’s allowances proposed in paras. 410-425 will make this true in most
cases in future, even where there are children. In sickness or unemplo3nnent
the housewife does not need compensating benefits on the same scale as the

solitary woman because, among other things, her home is provided for her

either by her husband’s earnings or benefit if his earning is interrupted. She
has not as a rule as strong a motive as other earners for returning to paid work
as rapidly as possible.

109. The treatment of married women under the existing insurance

schemes has been unsatisfactory, largely because it has notrecognisedsufficiently

the effect of marriage in giving a new economic status to all married women.
In national health insurance, women are allowed to carry on into the first year

of marriage claims in respect of contributions made before marriage, though
their needs in this initi^ period are not substantially different from their

needs later. They are given a lower rate of sickness benefit, uncompensated
by an5rthing else ; though maternity is the principal object of marriage, there

is no adequate provision for it in any case, and little or none for any loss of

earnings involved. In unemployment insurance women equally cany on
into marriage claims in respect of earlier contributions with full rates of

benefit, but the Married Women's Anomalies Regulations are then invoked
to raise a special barrier against their claims. The provision made for widow-
hood is at once inadequate to > needs where there are children, and lavish

to unreal needs where there are no children. Provision for end of marriage
by separation or desertion is left to public assistance.

110. The principle adopted here is that on marriage every woman begins

a new life in relation to social insurance. She acquires at once under a House-
wife’s Policy, endorsed on or attached to her previous insurance document, a
right to the benefits and grants set out in the plan under Marriage Needs
(marriage gremt, maternity grant, widowhood and separation provision,

benefit during her husband’s unemployment or disability if not herself gain-

fully occupied). She does not carry on rights to unemplo5mient or disability

benefit in respect of contributions before marriage ; she must acquire those

rights, if at aU, by fresh contributions after marriage. To mark the transition

it is proposed that she should receive a marriage grant which, besides giving

money when there is likely to be a felt need for it, has administrative con-
venience in encouraging early notification of marriage to the Security Office.

The marriage grant, however, is not an essential part of the insurance scheme,
and is, therefore, shown in brackets. It could be omitted and would make
possible a reduction of the insurance contributions proposed for women.
But it is proposed as something that is desirable even though not essential.

111. During marriage most women will not be gainfully occupied. The
small minority of women who undertake paid emplo3mient or other gainful

occupation after marriage, as shown above, require special treatment dhiering
from that of single women. Such paid work in many cases will be intermittent

;

it should be open to any married woman to undertake it as an exempt person,
paying no contributions of her own and acquiring no claim to benefit in un-
employment or sickness. If she prefers to contribute and to re-qualify for

unemployment and disability benefit she may do so, but will receive those
benefits at a reduced rate. On the other hand, whether she claims exemption
or decides to contribute, she will, on giving up earning for the period of child-
birth, in addition to the maternity grant available for all married women,
receive maternity benefit for 13 weeks at a rate above the normal rate of

unemployment and disability benefit for men and single women.
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Unemployment, Disability and Maternity Benefits

112. The proposal to pay less than the normal rate of unemployment
and disability benefit to housewives who are also gainfully occupied is likely

to be questioned, but the case for it is strong, both on practical grounds and
in equity. It is undeniable that the needs of housewives in general are less

than those of single women when unemployed or disabled,' because their house
is provided either by their husband's earnings or by his benefit. The rates of

benefit proposed in the Report rest in the last resort on an analysis of sub-

sistence needs, including the need for rent, which does not arise normally for

housewives. If the proposal discussed in paras. 197-216 had been adopted,

for giving as benefit in each individual case the actual rent for which
the unemployed or disabled person was responsible, together with a fixed

sum for the estimated cost of food, clothing and other necessaries, married
women generally would automatically have received less than single women.
Though, for the reasons given in that discussion, this particular proposal has
not been adopted, the principle applies. Subsistence benefit for housewives
who are also gainfully occupied need not cover their rent.

113. On grounds of equity a proposal to pay lower unemployment and
disability benefit to married women is right in view both of the special maternity
benefit proposed and of the general balance of contributions and benefits. The
special maternity benefit is obviously the most important of all the benefits

required by housewives gainfully occupied. The actual proposal is that, while
in unemplo

3mient and disability housewives gainfully occupied should get

two-thirds of the normal rate for those benefits, for maternity benefit they
should get 50 per cent, above that rate, that is to say, more than double of

what they would get in unemployment or disability. No one is likely to

challenge this, but the special maternity benefit must be paid for by someone.
It is a benefit additional to other benefits, which will be confined almost wholly
to gainfully occupied married women and will reduce the contributions avail-

able for supporting their unemployment and disability benefits. Even if

in the interests of the child, maternity grant and benefit are made as fully

available to the small class of unmarried mothers as they are to married
mothers (as probably most married women themselves would desire) this does
not affect the equities on this point as between married women and other

women. Apart from this particular point, in the unified scheme the balance
of contributions and benefits must be looked at as a whole and not individually.

In that scheme housewives cannot complain of inequity. This can be seen bj’

comparing what is proposed here with the present treatment of married
women in unemploylnent insurance under the Anomalies Regulations and in

health insurance.

Anomalies Regulations for Married Women

114. Both the Anomalies Regulations and the present reduction of sickness

benefit to married women are based on facts which it would be wrong to ignore.

The attitude of the housewife to gainful employment outside the home is not
and should not be the same as that of the single woman. She has other duties.

As regards sickness, experience has shown that at aU ages up to retirement,

claims for sickness benefit among married women are higher than among
single women. The rate of benefit for married women Wcis reduced, because,

as matters stood, single women whose needs during sickness were greater

appecired to be paying more than their share. The Anomalies Act of 1931

was introduced to deal with what was undoubtedly a scandal in unemployment
insurance : the drawing of unemployment benefit by women who were in no
real sense in search of employment. In districts and industries where married

women were never accustomed to work and did not exjiect to find work, the



Unemployment Fund, before the Anomalieii Act, was tending to beionie a

means of endowing young married life.
115.

The Anomalies Regulations, however, as they stand are open
to the objection that they penalise the woman who marries, as compared
with a woman who lites as a wife, without giving any compensating
advantage to the former. This is a well-founded objection, but does not

apply to the comprehensive insurance scheme now proposed. Quite apart

from maternity grant and benefit, the unified scheme attaches advantages

to the condition of marriage amply compensating for any loss involved in

the lower rate of unemployment and disability benefit for those married

women who are gainfully occupied. The unmarried woman living as a wife

will get no widowhood benefits. If she is gainfully occupied she will pay
contributions for all purposes, including medical treatment, pension and
funeral grant which she would get without contribution if married ; she will

not have the married woman’s option of exemption. If she is not gainfully

occupied she will be in Class IV and will equally be required to make contri-

butions for medical treatment, pension and funeral grant which she would
get without contributions if she were married. Though it is proposed that

medical treatment should be given without contribution conditions, the legal

liability of the unmarried woman in Class IV will remain and will be enforced,

if she is not exempted for poverty under para. 363. For pension she will

have to contribute throughout her working life, and if she does not do so will

not be qualified for a pension. The contributions of the man with whom she

is living, if he is married to someone else, will go to secure pensions and other

benefits for his legal wife ; if he is not manied, his contributions as a single man
will go to support the benefits of married women generally.

116. The proposed abolition of the Anomalies Regulations for Married
Women does not mean that the harm which they were intended to cure was
unreal. But the harm was not confined to married women. Unmarried
women living as wives, spinsters living at home and combining household
duties with gainful occupation when and to the extent that it suited them,
men with alternative independent occupations, might all have the same
attitude towards regular employment, because they were not dependent on it.

The remedy in all these cases lies partly in enforcing genuine availability for

work, partly in imposing contribution conditions for full benefit which will

limit the claims of all persons alike—married women and others—who are

not in fact wholly or mainly dependent on employment for a living (as proposed
in paras. 367-368). Such conditions would in effect be Anomalies Regulations
directed, not against married women, but against the anomaly of providing

compensation for loss of earnings to people who are not in intention or in

practice dependent upon earnings.

117. Taken as a whole, the Plan for Social Security puts a premium on
marriage, in place of penalising it. The position of housewives is recognised

in form and in substance. It is recognised by treating them, not as dependants
of their husbands, but as partners sharing benefit and pension when there are

no earnings to share. It is recognised in substance in the greatly improved
provision made for the real needs of widowhood and separation, for maternity
in grant and benefit, for children’s allowances and foi medical treatment
both of the housewife and of the children for whose care she has special responsi-

bility. Though it is proposed that children’s cdlowances, both when the
responsible parent is earning and whei; his earning has been interrupted,
should be paid from the National Exchequer and not from the Social Insurance
Fund, this proposal, as is explained in para. 415, is based, not on principle,

but on financisd and practical grounds. The allowances are part of social
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security, and a foim of expenditure whose advantage will be felt by married
women more than by^any other class in the community. In the next thirty

years housewives as mothers have vital work to do in ensuring the adequate
continuance of the British race and of British ideals in the world.

Change 7. Extension of insurance against prolonged disability to all

persons gainfully occupied and of insurance for retirement
pensions to ail persons of working age, whether gainfully
occupied or not.

118. Many independent workers —small shopkeepers, crofters, fishermen,

hawkers, outworkers—are poorer than many of those employed under contract

of service and are as much dependent on good health for their earnings. All

persons, even if not gainfully occupied throughout their working years, should
have certainty of a subsistence income when they are too old to work if their

other income fails, and should secure that subsistence income by contributions
made by or on behalf of them throughout their working life. Each of the two
extensions proposed here raises different questions and needs separate
examination.

119. As regards insurance against disability, this is proposed only for

persons gainfully occupied and not for persons, who, since they have no
earnings, do not lose income if sickness prevents them from earning. It is

proposed also that the disability for which benefit should be provided in the
case of persons gainfully occupied otherwise than under contract of service

(Class II) should be limited to “ prolonged disability.” The actual proposition is

that to such persons benefit should be paid only if, and to the extent that, the
disability lasts more than 13 weeks. The main ground for this limitation lies in

the importance of avoiding the dififtcult administrative questions that will arise

in regard to the control of benefit for short illnesses in the case of people working
on their own account. The secondary reason for this limitation is that it makes
a substantial difference to the contribution. Many of the independent
workers are people who have limited means ; the contribution required of

them since they have no employer should be kept as low as possible. It is

proposed in effect that persons in Class II should carry the risk of their minor
illnesses, as far as cash benefit is concerned ; like all others they will be entitled

to treatment. Certain classes of persons not under contract of service, such
as outworkers, share fishermen and small contractors for service, are now
included under health insurance. Under the new scheme they should probably
be placed in Class II, which would mean that they would no longer be insured
compulsorily against the first 13 weeks of sickness. On the other hand, for

prolonged disability, they will get altogether better provision than at present
and they will continue to be qualified for pensions.

120. As regards pensions, the need to extend them to persons gainfully

occupied as independent workers (Class II) is obvious, but it is not possible

in a full security scheme to stop there. The persons of working age not
gainfully occupied include a few who, through infirmity, are permanently
incapable of work, and a few who, by possession of private means, may never
need to work. They include many more who will work for gain at a later

stage in their lives—students over sixteen—and many who may alternate

between paid work and rendering unpaid service otherwise than as housewives
—daughters looking after parents or sisters looking after brothers. Such
persons do not need disability benefit, because disability should not affect

their income, but they cannot count on continuance of their support throughout
life and during the years of retirement. If they lose their unpaid livelihood

through a change of family circumstances, while they are of working age,

they will be able to obtain training benefit as a means of passage to other
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livelihoods. They need lu be assured of pensions for their old age. Those who
work in employment all their lives will pay contributions for retirement

pensions throughout ; it is contrary to insurance principle that others who
equally need pensions should contribute only in part of their lives, or should
be able, as at present, to make factitious contracts of emplo3nnent late in life

with a ^w to securing pensions at minimum cost. The proposal here is in

principle to require contributions for pensions from or on behalf of all citizens

throughout their working years and to make receipt of full pension depend
upon contribution (paras. 367-368). This raises problems of enforcement but
none that should be insoluble.

121. There is no doubt as to the desirability of applying insurance for

treatment, funerals and pensions to persons in Class IV, having regard to

the fact that most of them will be in that class only temporarily. The main
difficulty in making this extension of insurance lies in the fact that there may
be no income under the control of the insured person to which liability to

contribute can attach. Where such persons are in fact doing unpaid work for

a relative, it will be reasonable to expect the relative to provide the contribution

as part of the reward of their service. But having regard to the relatively

high level of contributions required, it is necessary to make provision for

exempting from liability to contribute on the ground of possessing less than
a certain income. This provision for exemption is made applicable also to

Class II. The piactical implications are considered in para. 363.

Change 8. Provision of training benefit to facilitate change to new
occupations of all persons who lose their former livelihood,

whether paid or unpaid.

122. Routine unemployment benefit, that is to say, payment to persons

capable of work on the simple test of offering themselves as available for

work at an employment exchange, must for practical reasons be limited to

people who, by contributions in Class I, prove that they are, in fact, dependent
upon employment. Only in employment are earnings related closely to

particular days of work. The income of a farmer, a shopkeeper or a business

manager may come at any tur ; how busy or how active he is on a particular

day is largely within his own mtrol. It is not practicable to have a general

system of maintaining earnin. i of persons gainfully occupied otherwise than
by way of emplo3nnent, by benefits conditional upon not working or appearing
to work on a particular day. But some general provision must be made,
not only for persons gainfully occupied whose livelihood may fail, but also

for persons whose unpaid livelihood may fail, as it may for housewives in

Class III, or for daughters and sisters and others who have kept house for

their relatives in Class IV, and find a change in their household circumstances.
The general provision for this is training benefit—^a payment for a limited

period at unemployment benefit rates, given in accord with Regulation without
means test, but subject to conditions of training.

Change P. Assimilation of benefit and pension rates for unemploy-
ment, disability, other than prolonged disability due to
industrial accident or disease, and retirement.

123. There is no difference between the subsistence needs of those affected

by different forms of interruption of earnings which is large enough and clear

enough to justify a differentiation of benefits. Uniformity has the advantage
of giving no motive to the insured person to claim one form of benefit rather
than another (.say unemployment rather than disability) because it is higher
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and not because it really fits his case. The following notes deal with particular

comparisons.

(i) Unetnployment and disability. The sick man needs as a rule more
income than the fit unemployed man, for special food or for attention

;

the unemployed man also has more chances of small subsidiary earnings.

If theie were to be any difference between the two benefits, disability

ought to be higher than unemployment benefit, tiot lower as at present.

On the other hand, voluntary provision to supplement State benefit

is both easier to make and much more widely made, for sickness than
for unemployment. Equality of benefit is the safest line.

(ii) Short and long disability. As is pointed out in relation to Changes 12
and 13 below, it can be argued that benefit should increase rather than
decrease as disability becomes prolonged. It may be argued, on the
other hand, that after being disabled for some time the insured person
should have been able to adjust his expenditure and lower his standards.

But in general it is clear that in a long illness the sick man needs at

least as much as at the beginning of illness. There is no real argument
for the present practice of making disablement benefit less than sickness

benefit, except the argument of expense.

(iii) Unemployment or disability and retirement. As is shown in para. 224,

the needs of a retired person are in some ways less and in other ways
more than those of an unemployed or disabled person of working age.

On balance, the strict subsistence needs of the retired person are

probably slightly less. But the difference is not great and the advantage
of avoiding any stepping down from unemployment or disability benefit

to retirement pension is considerable. Uniformity of rates for long
and short disability and for retirement avoids the awkward problem
of the point at which a reduction could be made if the> were not uniform.
Serious difficulties arise whatever the point chosen for reduction

;

whether it be proposed after disability has lasted six months or two
years or ten years, or to apply when a disabled man reaches his sixty-

fifth birthday. The full rate of contributory pensions is put accordingly

at the same amount as the rate of working age benefits (para. 251).

But this full rate under the transition arrangements proposed in

paras. 241-243 will be readied only in 20 years. During the transition,

stepping down from disability benefit to contributory pension will be
inevitable.

(iv) Men and Women, As is shown in paras. 217-222 the subsistence

needs of men and women do not differ except in food, where the needs of

the latter may be put at about 1/- a week less. On the whole it appears

not worth while to distinguish the rates of benefits for single women
from those for men, on account of 1/- difference in food. Different

rates are proposed for married women gainfully occupied for the reasons

given in Change 6.

Change 10. Assimilation of benefit conditions for unemployment
and disability, including disability due to industrial accident
or disease, in respect of waiting time.

124. In all three schemes of pro\'ision for interruption of earnings, by
unemplo3ment, by industrial accident or disease, and by sickness or other

accident, as they stand at present, payment is withheld for the first three

days of interruption which are usually described as “ waiting time But
wMe some form of waiting time is found in all three schemes, the form is now
different in eacH of the cases. In workmen's compensation for industrial

accident or disease, the waiting time is provisional, in the sense that if thq
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iuterraptjon of earnings lasts for as mnch as fonr weeks altogether, payment
« made retrospectively for the three first days, for which it had been withheld

till then. In health insurance and in unemplo3nnent insurance the waiting

Lime is absolute, that is to say no pa5nnent is made for the first three days of a

continuous penod of sickness or of unemployment however long it lasts

;

but the rules defining a continuous period of sickness and of unemplo5mient

respectively, are different. It may be added that payment for the waiting

time can be given as an additional benefit under health insurance, though this

power has not been widely used ; in 1939 it covered about 4 per cent, of the

total insured membership.

125 The question of the waiting time for unemployment insurance was
considered recently by the Unemployment Ins'iiance Statutory Committee
on a reference from the Minister of Labour anl National Service and the

Report made by the Statutory Committee has been sent to the present Com-
mittee. In preparing this Report the Statutory Committee made a study of

the praclice of Trade Unions in regard to the waiting time in their schemes of

out-of-work benefit. They found a considerable variety of practice, some
Trade Unions having an absolute waiting time, others a provisional waiting

time, and others no waiting time at aU. The second of these groups, with

provisional waiting time, was the largest both in total of members and in

volume of benefit and the Statutory Committee concluded that if there were

no question of saving money for more urgent needs, a provisional waiting time

was the plan with most general advantage. They expressed the opinion

accordingly " that as and when occasion offers steps should be taken to make
the waiting time for unemployment insurance provisional as that for workmen’s
compensation is provisional.” They added that " though some differences

between the different insurances may be necessary and be justified by differences

in the risks insured against, unnecessary differences are an obvious cause of

inju.stice and discontent. If it proves possible to introduce for all forms of

lost earnings in common the principle of provisional waiting time, a very

desirable simplification of our social insurance will have been effected ” The
proposal now made is in accord with this recommendation of the Unemploy-
ment Insurance Statutory Committee. It adopts, for unemployment and for

disability alike, both the principle of the workmen's compensation scheme
and the period of four weeks, as that for which interruption of earnings should

last before payment is made for the first three days.

126 There remains the further question of defining what is meant by a

continuous period of unemplo
3
mient or disability. This is a highly technical

matter in regard to which it may be necessary to adopt different procedure
for imcmployment and disability respectively.

Change 11. Assimilation of contribution conditions for unemploy-
ment and disability benefit, except where disability is due to

industrial accident or disease, and revision of contribution
conditions for pension.

127. Some contribution conditions for receipt of the benefits, pensions,
and grants of the social insurance scheme are essential in order :

() To maintain the insurance principle that people should pay for their

security, though not in full

;

() To determine the social security class in which each person falls ;

(c) To facilitate enforcement of contributions by meiking it to the interest
of individuals to contribute regularly.

"The need for simplifying and co-ordinating the present conditions is as
obvious as the need for having some conditions at all. In regEfrd to the working
age benefits—for unemployment and disability—the simplest method would



be le make tue qaenUon whetuer a person m lull beneiit or not during a
benefit year (say 12 months beginning 1st Oclobei

) depend upon contributions

made by him in the preceding contribuiion year (12 months ending in the
preceding Juiy). The administrative practicability of this particular method
needs further exainination, having regard to the probable numbers of persons
to be dealt with at any one time But that, either in this way, or m some other
way. great simplification of contribution conditions can be achieved under a
unified system of insurance, is clear. Contribution conditions wQl not apply
to claims lor disability benefit arising out of industrial accident or disease.

128. In regard to pensions, the position is changed by extension of the
scope of insurance from those employed under contract of service to the whole
population of workuig age. With the limitation of scope hitherto, it was felt

necessary to allow persons to qualify for pensions by a relatively short period
of contribution of five years as employees ; this gave temptation to the making
of factitious contracts of employment with relatives foi the last five years of

working age. Extension in the scope of insurance makes it possible and
desirable to insist on contributions covering the whole of working life as a
condition of pensions.

Change 12. Making of unemployment benefit at full rate Indefinite
in duration, subject to requirement of attendance at a work
or training centre after a limited period of unemployment.

Change 13. Making of disability benefit at full rate indefinite in
duration, subject to imposition of special behaviour con-
ditions,

129. Prolongation of interruption of earnings, whether through un-
employment or through disability, has normally two consequences :

—

(i) The income needs tend to increase rather than to decrease ; the other
means at the disposal of the insured person become exhausted ; expendi-
tmes on clothing and equipment which he may have been able to

postpone become unavoidable, since they cannot be postponed in-

definitely.

(ii) Measures other than the provision of income become increasingly

necessary, to prevent deterioration of morale and 1o encourage recovery.

In view of these considerations, the existing provisions for dealing with
prolonged interruption of earnings are imsatisfactory. For disability the

cash benefit is drastically reduced, though the needs have almost certainly

increased ; for unemplo)mient the insured person is referred from benefit to

assistance, which may give him higher, or lower, or equal income, but will

give it subject to a means test, and normally will do nothing but give an
income. The needs of persons suffering from prolonged unemployment or

disability axe, on the one hand, for as much income at least as before, without
any means test discouraging voluntary provision, and, on the other hand, for

the taking of steps to prevent deterioration and encourage recovery. It is

proposed, accordingly, that the rates both for unemployment and for disability

should continue without diminution so long as unemployment or disability

lasts ;
this abolishes the present distinction between sickness and disablement

benefits under health insurance.

130. To reduce the income of an unemployed or disabled person,, either

directly or by application of a means test, because the unemployment or

disability has lasted for a certain period, is wrong in principle. But it is

equally wrong to ignore the fact that to make unemployment or disability

benefit, which is adequate for subsistence, also indefinite in duration involves

a danger against which practical precautions must be taken. Most men who
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have once gained the habit of work would rather work—in ways to which
they are used—than be idle, and all men would rather be well than ill. But
getting work or getting well may involve a change of habits, doing .something

that is unfamiliar or leaving one's friends or making a painful effort of some
other kind The danger of pio^nding benefits, which are both adequate in

amoxmt and indefinite m duration, is that men, as creatures who adapt them-
selves to circumstances, may settle down to them In the proposals of the

present Report, not only are insurance benefits being made for the first time
adequate for subsistence without other means, but the possibility of drawing
them is being extended to new classes not hitherto accustomed to industrial

discipline. The correlative of the State's undertaking to ensure adequate
benefit for unavoidable inteiruption of earnings, however long, is enforcement
of the citizen s obligation to seek and accept 0JI reasonable opportunities of

work, to co-operate in measures designed to save him from habituation to

idleness, and to take all proper measures to be well. 1 he higher the benefits

provided out of a common fund for unmerited misfortune, the higher must
be the citizen's sense of obligation not to draw upon that fund unnecessarily.

131. This general principle leads to the following practical conclusions ;

(i) Men and women in receipt of unemplojunent benefit cannot be allowed

to hold out indefinitely for work of the type to which they are used
or in their present places of residence, if there is work which they could

do available at the standard wage for that work.

(ii) Men and women who have been unemployed' for a certain period

should be required as a condition of continued benefit to attend a
work or training centre, such attendance being designed both as a
means of preventing habitation to idleness and as a means of

improving capacity for earning. Incidentally, though this is an
altogether minor reason for the proposal, such a condition is the

most effective way of unmasking the ' itively few persons who may
be suspected of malingering, who h? jrhaps some concealed means
of earning which they are corabinir, u an appearance of unemploy-
ment. The peiiod after which att-'’, nee should be required need not

be the same at all times or for ah persons. It might be extended
in times of high unemployment reduced in times of good employ-
ment ; six months for adults woUid perhaps be a reasonable average
period of benefit without conditions. But for young persons who have
not yet the habit of continuous work the period should be shorter

;

for boys and girls there should Ideally be no unconditional benefit at

aU : their enforced abstention h-.}m work should be made an occasion

of further training.

(iii) The measures for control ot claims to disability benefit—^both by
certification and by sick visiting—will need to be strengthened, in

view of the large increases proposed in the scale of compulsory insurance

benefit and the possibility of adding to this substanti^y by voluntary
insurance through Frieniy Societies.

(iv) Special attention should be paid to the prevention of chronic disability,

by intensified treatment, advice and supervision of cases in which it is

threatened and by research into its causes.

(v) Conditions imposed on benefit must be enforced where necessary by
suitable penalties.

132. The practicability of adopting the principle of special treatment for

prolonged disability depends on adequate development of the medical service

(Assumption B in paras. 426-437). Practicability of the same thing in regard
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to uneinplo> meal depends on the satisfaction of Assumption C (pai as. 440-443),
that is to say, on maintenance of employment to keep within reasonable
numbers the men who are likely to exhaust unconditional benefit.

Change 14. Making of pensions, other than industrial, conditional
on retireinetil from work and rising in value with each year
of continued contribution after the minimum age of retire-

ment, that is to say, after 65 for men and 60 for women.
133. The grounds for this proposal are set out in the general discussion

of the Problem of Age in Section 2 of Part III. Briefly, they are (1) that
making retirement from work a condition of pension is a logic^ consequence
of giving adequate pensions

; (2) that giving to each individual an incentive

to continue at work so long as he can, in place of retiring, is a necessary attempt
to lighten the burden that will otherwise fall on the British community,
through the large and growing proportion of people at the higher ages

, (3) that

the age to wliich men can go on working with' satisfaction to themselves
and advantage to the community varies with every individual and from one
occupation to another. The proposal to make the age of retirement flexible

meets human as well as economic realities. Adequate pensions with a flexible

age of retirement will increase happiness and wealth in many ways. Early
retirement of men on pension is not wanted or useful as a cure for unemploy-
ment. On the contrary, theie should be as few idle mouths as possible, at any
age after childhood is past. This general statement requires two glosses.

134. First, in any particular occupation there may be a reason for

enforcing early retirement and pension. Some occupations—e.g. service in

the Armed Forces or the police—are not suited for men past middle life. In
other occupations, e.g. the public service, it may be desirable to retire senior

men before they are past work, in order that younger men may be able to get
responsibility early enough to make good use of it. But neither of these

reasons applies with anything like the same force to the ordinary industrial and
clerical occupations.

135. Second, to make the age of retirement flexible is one way of adjusting

supply of labour to fluctuations in demand. In times of good trade the older

men will find it easier to keep their work and postpone retirement. In times

of bad trade they will tend to retire earlier and reduce the supply of labour

;

it is an essential part of the proposal that the period for which unemplo5nnent
and disability benefit can be drawn after the minimum age of retirement should

be restricted.

136. Minor but not unimportant advantages of the proposal as put here
are (a) that it will facilitate enforcement of a retirement conchtion

; (6) that it

will simplify administration by abolishing all exemptions for age ; and (c) that
it will strengthen the finance of the Social Insurance Fund.

(a) There is no difficulty in making retirement from the service of a particular

employer a condition of drawing pension. To enforce abstention from
any kind of work as condition of a social security pension is less easy

;

but the proposal that an insured person should be able to get a larger

pension if he postpones claiming it while working after pensionable age,

should facilitate enforcement, since those who do postpone while they
can work will get an advantage by doing so. The practical problems
of enforcing a retirement condition are discussed in para. 248.

{b) Abolition of exemption on account of age will meem that persons
continuing to work after 65 for men or 60 for women will contribute

as before, on ordinary employment books or occupation cards

(para. 354).



(c) The rate ol muease of pension above the basic rate that Is proposed
for each year of postponement (para. 246), while it should be sufficient

strongly to encourage postponement, is below the full actusrial value of

postponement. (Appendm A, para. 20.)

Change 15. Amalgamation of the special schemes of unemployment
insurance, for agriculture, banking and finance and insurance,
with the general scheme of social insurance.

137. At the introduction of unemplo3mient insurance in 1911 for a limited

group of industries, importance was attached to adjusting the premiums as far

as possible to the risks, by giving rebates to regular employers, by refund of

their personal contributions at 60 to men who by then had drawn less in benefit

than they had paid, and in other ways ; it was contemplated moreover that,

after experience had been gained, diflerent rates of contributions, involving

separate insurance stamps, should be fixed for different industries, and the Act
of 1911 contained a section providing for tliis. On the generalisation of

unemployment insurance in 1 920, while the hope of having differential rates of

compulsory contribution for dffferent industries by means of distinctive

insurance stamps was abandoned, the principle of differentiation was retained,

through a provision authorising the Minister to approve special schemes of

insurance, to be set up by agreement between employers and workpeople in

particular industries. These industries would thus contract out of the general

provisions of the Act. At one time it was contemplated that contracting out
would be extensive ; the Actuarial Report of 1919 indicates an expectation
that roughly one-thud of the insured population would be segregated from the
General Scheme. The possibility of contracting out by establishing special

schemes was considered by a number of industries, but the onset of the
depression in 1921 put an end to all such projects, except in two cases : the
industries of insurance and of banldng and finance. The former of these

establislied a special scheme in 1921, the latter at about the same time
formulated proposals for a scheme which materialised in 1924.

138. In the summer of 1921 power to contract out by any fresh industries

was suspended, until the Unemployment Fund should again be solvent. By
the time that the Committee under Lord Blanesburgh appointed in November,
1925, considered the matter, views as to the nature unemployment insurance
had undergone change. The power of the Minis*^ • Labour to approve special

schemes and allow industries to contract out ..ac been suspended in 1921 on
grounds of expediency. The Blanesburgh Cor -"ittee in 1926 objected to this

power on principle, and they found them- '
r supported in their objection by

all the principal associations of em^ v ^ jrs and of workpeople. "All
industries are, in a sense, inter-re'ated and the effects of the lessening of

production in one are felt to a grr -te or less degree by the others.
" " As

soon as an industry or other unit is s.Lown to be within the scope of compulsory
State insurance, there is no justification for allowing that industry or unit
to derive any advantage from its lower than average risk of unemplo3mient.”

139. The Blanesburgh Committee recommended accordingly that power
to approve special schemes contracting out of the general scheme ^ould
cease and this recommendation was adopted in the Unemployment Insurance
Act of 1927. The Committee recognis^ also that as a matter of principle

' the special schemes for the in- .irance industry and the banking industry'

ought not to be allowed to contin le." But they came at the same time to the
conclusion that these schemes " should not now be interfered with. The
provision of the 1920 Act, rmder which they were sanctioned, was quite
legitimately taken advantage of by those concerned, and it would not . . .

at this distance of time, be fair to withdraw from them the privileged position

so acquired." The Royal Commission of 1832 also decided to leave the position

unchanged.
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140. The actual provisions oi the two schemes as they are today may be

summarised as follows : The Insurance Special Scheme covers about 150,000
persons, with rales of contribution of 7/7 a quarter for men and 6/6 a quairter

for women, paid by the employers. There is no contribution by the employees
or by the State. The standard rates and conditions for receipt of benefit

are the same eis in the general scheme. Special higher rates and benefits for

periods after exhaustion of the ordinary benefit may be granted at the dis-

cretion of the Insurance Board ; in practice, higher rates are granted to those
who prove that they are regularly employed in the insurance industry and
that they are seeking to continue in it. The Banking and Finance Special

Scheme covers about 60,000 persons. The rates of contribution are 2/2 per
quarter for men and women alike, payable by the employers. There is no
contribution either from the employee or from the State. Conditions for the
receipt of benefit are the same, and the rates for adults are the same as under
the general scheme, with higher rates for young persons and juveniles, and
higher allowance for dependent children (5/- a week each in place of 4/- a week
for each of the first two and 3/- for each additional child). There is also power,
at the discretion of the Board, to pay allowances to persons who have exhausted
their rates of benefit. Both schemes maintain an effective employment
register.

141. The case for amalgamating them with the general scheme is that
implied in the Report of the Blanesburgh Committee. Unemployment
insurance by industry is a line of development on which progress has ended.
For historical reasons banking and insurance today hold a privileged position,

allowing them the benefit of their specially low rate of unemployment. This
privilege is not accorded to any industry included in the general scheme of

unemployment insurance, though there are other industries with rates of

unemployment well below the average. Nor has it been accorded to any
of the classes of employees, such as institutional domestic servants or non-
manual employees above the old remuneration limit of £250 a year, to whom
the scheme has recently been extended. Retention of this historical privilege

by these two special industries can no longer be justified.

142. On the other hand, both schemes are undoubtedly administered with
efiSciency and satisfaction to the persons covered by them. It would be
regrettable to lose unnecessarily the interest and the good will that they
represent. The suggestion is made in para. 378 that these schemes might
administer statutory benefit to their members and become means of developing
voluntary insurance to supplement statutory benefit. This is an arrangement
that it might prove possible to extend to other industries ; contracting out
could not be extended.

Agricultural Unrufloyuent Insurance Schebie

143. The position in regard to agriculture is, in principle, the same,
though ill some important respects different. Agriculture was excluded from
the general scheme of unemploj^ent insurance in 1920. When unemployment
insurance was extended to agriculture in 1936, this was done by special legis-

lation, providing benefits and contributions different from those of the general
scheme. This difference of treatment was based on three grounds :

—

() That agriculture should not be called on to contribute towards the
debt (then exceeding £100 million) of the general scheme

;

() That agriculture, owing to its low wages, could not afford the contri-

butions of the general .scheme ;

(c) That the rate of unemployment in agriculture was lower than that in

industry as a whole and that agriculture should be given the benefit

of this lower rate of unemployment.
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144. The special scheme for agriculture differs from those of banking and
insurance in respect of contributions. Employer and employee contribute by
stamps, as in the general scheme, though at lower rates ; the State contributes

the same proportion as in the general scheme. .\11 contributions, general and
agricultural, go to a single Unemployment Fund, but separate accounts are

kept and agricultural contributions (from employer, employee and the State)

are reserved for agricultural benefit. The rates of benefit in the agricultnral

scheme are a little less than those of the general scheme, while the rates of

contribution are much less. The rules governing the period of benefit are

different.

145. The question of the amalgamation of the agricultural with the
general scheme has been considered recently by tlie Unemplojnnent Insurance
Statutory Committee on a reference from the Minister of Labour and National
Service. The Report of that Committee has been communicated to the Inter-

departmental Committee and is to the effect that no immediate change should
be made, but that the question should be considered in its wider aspect by the
Inter-departmental Committee on Social Insurance and Allied Services.

146. Of the three reasons named above for keeping agriculture separate,

the first no longer applies, as the debt of the general scheme has been repaid.

The second reason does not apply with anything like its former force, in view
of the recent rise of agricultural wages, and it seems right to base social

security for the future on the assumption that agriculture will have
a status equal to that of other industries in respect of terms and conditions

of service. The third reason is contr^ to the general principle which has
now become accepted for unemployment insurance, namely that all industries

stand together
;
that the contributions in one industry should not be increased

on the grounds that it has an especially high rate of unemployment ; that no
industry should keep the advantage of its low rate of unemployment. The
principle underlying unemployment insurance today is that industries cannot
to any substantial extent control their own volume of unemployment and that

no industry, accordingly, should contribute less to unemployment insurance

because its normal rate of unemployment is below the average. The
Unemployment Insurance Statutory’ Committee stated that if they were now
considering the extension of unemployment insurance to agriculture they
would not, on the sole ground of the lower risk of unemployment in agriculture,

propose that the contributions should be lower than in the general scheme.

147. Two of the three reasons given for a special scheme for agriculture

are no longer valid. As to one of the three, namely the level of wages and by
consequence the level of benefits and contributions appropriate to agriculture,

there may be uncertainty, that is to say it can be argued that the wages and
conditions in agriculture will be materially different from those in other
industries. This, however, would be a reason, not for giving agriculture the
privilege of its lower rate of unemployment, but for gi^dng it a lower scale

both of benefits and of contributions. Sharing of risks between agriculture and
other industries would be consistent with providing a lower rate of benefit

in agriculture on the ground of lower cost of living
; there is still a substantial

difference between the rents paid by agricultural households and by industrial

households. In the discussion of benefit rates in Part 111, the suggestion is

made accordingly (paras. 214-215) that the question of having, either for

particular occupations or for particular regions, rates of unemployment and
disability benefit below the general level, with a proportionate reduction of

contributions, should be the subject of a special enquiry in preparing the
detailed insurance scheme.. One of the problems to be considered in such an
enquiry would be the treatment for disability benefit of independent rural



workers with low money incomes, such as small-holders, crofters and fishermen.

No differentiation is suggested in the rate of pensions.

148. The case for the retention of the special scheme for agriculture by
which it can obtain benefits approximating to those of the general scheme
at one-third of the present cost is a claim of privilege In this case the
privilege is recent, dating from the Act of 1936 while the privilege of the
insurance and banking schemes is older, dating from 1921 or 1924. The view
taken in this Report is that no claim of privilege should stand against the
imification of social insurance today

Change 16. Abolition of the exceptions from insurance

(a) of persons in particular occupations, such as the civil service,
local government service, police, nursing, railways, and other
pensionable employments, and in respect of unemployment
insurance, private indoor domestic service ;

(b) of persons remunerated above £420 a year in non-manual
occupations.

149. The argument for the first of these changes is much the same as in

regard to the preceding change. If those industries which have a small risk of
unemployment are required to stand in, together with all others, those
indastries which claim to have no risks of unemployment may also be required

to stand in with the others. Any distinctions within the scheme lead to
difficult demarcation problems. Where as with the central government and
with railway companies, some of the employees contribute for unemployment
insurance while the others are exempt, the additional objection may be made
that the industry escapes contnbuting its full share to the Unernployment
Fund. \Vhere one section of domestic service, namely indoor servants in

private houses alone are excluded, while other domestic servants; such as
those in establishments and institutions are included, anomalies and passage
into and out of iasurance are unavoidable. The view taken here is that, as
regards unemplo5unent, all industries should stand together ; as regards pensions

and sickness insurance, if there are any occupations which have already made
provision for these circumstances, they should do so m future in the light

of the basic provision being made for all including their members, by the

national Plan for Social Security. All that is needed is that they should be
given time to re-adjust their own schemes.

150. The proposal made here will mean that employees in the excepted
occupations and their employers will have their contributions for social security

increased very substantially and more than employees and employers in other

occupations. The greater part of the security contribution is required as

provision for contributory pensions, which under the plan will be paid up to a
subsistence minimum to all citizens But the full rate of contributory pensions
will not be reached till the end of a substantial transition penod Within that

period there is time for readjastment of occupational schemes of superannuation
to the fact of the national scheme and. if this is desired by the insured persons

and their employers, for a reduction of any contributions made to the voluntary
schemes. It will probably be desirable by legislation to simplify the necessary

procedure for such readjustments subject to suitable safeguards.

151. Of the pensionable employments which are excepted, other than
the civil service, the two largest are the railway service and local government
service. The railway companies and the principal organisations of railway

employees asked that the existing exceptions should be continued On the

other hand, the largest group of employers in local government service, namely
the Association of Municipal Corporations in England and Wales and the

representatives of one of the most important organisations of employees.
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inclusion of all persons now ezceptsd in the general insurance scheme on the

same terms as all others. The same view was taken by the Association of

County Councils in Scotland.

152. The second change proposed, that is to say, abolition of exception on
account of remuneration above the rate of £420 a year in non-manual occupa-
tions, rests on four distinct reasons ;

—

(i) Abolition of the remuneration limit follows from the argument for the

abolition of exceptions in particular occupations, including the civil

service and other pensionable emplojunents. It would be unjust to

require lower paid civil servants to contribute to a scheme of which
they felt little or no personal need, while exempting higher paid persons

in the same occupation on the ground that they were paid more.

(ii) Abolition of the remuneration limit avoids all the difficulties which
arise through persons passing out of the insurance field in middle life

or afterwards as their remuneration increases. In place of the com-
plicated and unsatisfactory devices for continuance of voluntary
insurance, all such persons wUl remain permanently insured compulsorily.

(iii) Abolition of the remuneration limit puts an end to the troublesome

questions as to the rare of remuneration in fluctuating occupations

and as to the definition of non-manual work, which were discussed by
the Unemplo3nnent Insurance Statutory Committee in 1936 when they
recommended the raising of the remuneration limit from its then

figure of £250 to £420 a year.

(iv) Any remuneration limit, since it caimot in practice take account of

family responsibilities, is bound to produce anomalies. If, for instance,

medical service free of charge on treatment, but in respect of compulsory
contributions, is limited to people with an income below £420, this will

mean that a bachelor with an income of £410 a year gets his treatment
without charge, while a man with an income of £430 and a family to

support is required to pay for his own treatment and that of all his

family

Change 17. Replacement of unconditional inadequate widows’
pensions by provision suited to the varied needs of widows,
including temporary widows’ benefit at a special rate,

in all cases, training benefit when required, and guardian
benefit so long as there are dependent children.

153 Widowhood is now dealt with by the grant of a small unconditional

pension taking no account of real needs, inadequate in many cases and
superfluous in other cases, as is the unconditional pension for old age. There
is no reason why a childless widow should get a pension for life ; if she is able

to vrork, she should work. On the other hand, provision much better than at

present should be made for those who, because they have the care of children,

cannot work for gain or cannot work regularly. The proposals set out in

Part V (para. 346) include accordinglj? the following :

—

() In all cases widow’s benefit for thirteen weeks at a rate equivalent to

maternity benefit, that is to say, 50 per cent, higher than unemployment
and disability benefit, to allow time for readjustment to new conditions.

() So long as there are dependent children, guardian benefit adequate for

subsistence subject to adjustment for actual earnings

(c) Training benefit with a view to resumption of gainful occupation



154. They include, also. letention o£ differeatiation between deaths of

breadwinners due to industrial accident or disease and such deaths due to other

causes, by providing industrial grant in the former case, subject to fiurther

consideration of the amount, allocation and method of payment of this grant

in the light of the general insurance proposals. Where the death of the

breadwinner is due to a cause other than industrial accident or disease, there

may in many cases, if not most cases, be a need for a cash grant over and
above the special widow’s benefit. Payment made on a death where this

involves not merely funeral expenses but loss of maintenance should be
sufficient to cover not only funeral expenses, but to provide a lump sum.
This, however, is probably in general a matter for voluntary rather than
compulsory insurance and is to a large extent provided voluntarily through
industrial assurance policies taken out by men on their own lives or by wives

on the lives of their husbands. The treatment of this problem depends upon
the decisions taken on Change 23 below.

155. The rate of guardian benefit proposed is designed to be shfficient, in

combination with children's allowances, to meet subsistence needs, even if

the widow does not undertake any gainful occupation while she is looking after

the children. Some widows in such a p>osition may nevertheless be able to

work and earn and may desire to do so. Tbe right principle appears to be to

treat such earnings, as it is proposed to treat earnings made by persons in

receipt of retirement pension, by making a reduction of the benefit which
allows the widow to retain a proportion, but not the whole, of her earnings

in addition to fuU benefit.

156. The proposal to abandon the present system, under which pensions/

for life or till re-inamage are paid to widows irrespective of their family

responsibilities, was supported by nearly all witnesses who expressed an
opinion to the Committee on this point. In many cases, if not most,

these witnesses, while holding that the widows of working age without children

should be expected to work and not to receive pensions, emphasised the

difficulty in which those who became widowed late in life, though before

pensionable age. or whose children ceased to be dependent when they were
already advanced in age, would have in finding, or being trained for, new
emplo3Tnent. They suggested, in effect, that some special provision should
be made for those who became widowed or whose children ceased to be
dependent when tiiey were. say. 50 and upwards. On this difficult point,

after full consideration, the view taken in tbe Report is that no benefit as

of right should be provided Having regard to the prospective age constitution

of the population, the principle that any person physically fit for work should
be entitled to retire from work upon pension before reaching the minimum
pension age of 60 for women or 65 for men cannot without grave danger be
admitted in any scheme for social insurance '1 hose whose widowhood is due
to industrial accident or disease will be cefvered by the special provision made
for such cases. Those who at the time of the husband s death are totally

disabled v/iU get disability benefit. All other widows who, for any other

reason, after the ending of widow’s benefit are unable to obtain paid work
of any type within their powers can and will be provided for by assistance.

Per.manent provision for widowhood as such, irrespective of the care of

children and of need, is a matter for voluntary insurance by the husband.

Change 18. Inclusion of universal funeral grant in compulsory
insurance.

157. All people when they die need a funeral. This need is now met for

most, though not quite all, people in Britain by voluntary indiLstrial in-

surance, but at an excessive expense—certainly in admimstration, probably
also in expenditure.
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Substantial sums are distributed as death benefit by Friendly Societies

other than collecting societies and Trade Unions, and some of these benefits

are used for funeral expenses, but for the great majority of people provision

for funeral expenses is undertaken through the Industrial Life Offices, whose
work is described briefly in paras. 182-189 and more fully in Appendix D.
The cost ratio of all the Industrial Life Offices talcen together (including

profits and tax) in 1937-40 was 37-2 per cent, of the premiums, nearly 7/6

in the
158. As compared with this, the cost of administering a funeral grant as

part of social insurance woiild be negligible. On the contribution side, it

would mean adding one or two pence to the value of the insurance stamp,
which would have to be affixed in any case to the insurance document ; on
the benefit side it would mean paying one claim only for each person in respect

of a fact of whidi there could be no doubt and which must be formally recorded

by the State for other purposes. With this simple administrative task may
be compared the work involved in unemployment insurance, in which on
an average for every 100 insured persons 30 claims may be expected in every
year. In each case there must be reference to a central register of contribution

records and previous pajunents ; a number of difficult questions as to the fact

of unemployment, as to cause of unemployment, and as to the availability

of the insured person for work, may have to be answered ; in each case pay-
ment is a weekly one, spread probably over many weeks. Yet the administra-

tive cost of unemployment insurance in 1939 was less than 10 per cent, of the
contribution income. The administrative cost of contributory pensions in the

same year was only 2^ per cent, of the amount paid as pensions. (See

Appendix E, paras. 27-30.) The administrative expenses of funenral grant in

social insurance could not well be more than 2 or 3 per cent, of the contribution,

that is to say, more than about 6d. in the £ of premiums in place of 7/6 in the £
under the present voluntary system. There can be no justification for

requiring the public who need insurance for direct funeral expenses to pay the
heavy tax involved in industrial assurance.

159. The amount suggested for the funeral grant, namely, £20 for an adult
with less for younger persons, is based on the following considerations. The
cost of a funeral, as put to the Departmental Committee under Sir Benjamin
Cohen in 1932 by the representative of the Undertakers Association, was for

an adult £15 in London and £13 in industrial centres, with amounts ranging
from £6 to £9 for children. These estimates, from their source, are not likely

to be too low
;
they are about twice as much as the costs actually incurred

by Local Authorities today in providing not " pauper funerals ” but funerals

as far as possible indistinguishable from those which relatives of the dead might
provide. Taking these estimates, and adding a margin for cemetery fees, it

seems reasonable to put the necessary expenses of decent funeral for an adult
at the figure suggested, though if it appeared desirable there would be no
difficulty in providing a larger grant, as the contribution required is small.

The weekly contribution required to secure a funeral grant of this amount
is put in the Memorandum of the Government Actuary at about l-8d. per
week for an adult man and 1-ld. per week for an adult woman during worlong
years, to cover themselves and dependants.

160. Some Regulation will be required to determine to whom in doubtful
cases funeral grant for meeting expenses on a death should be paid, but in

most cases there would be no doubt ; the spouse, the parent, the child—would
be the obvious recipient. It will be reasonable also to exclude from fimeral grant
persons who are above the age of 60 when the scheme begins, leaving them
to be covered by existing policies. The grant will be a money grant, and will

not involve standardisation of funerals, since individuals will be able to spend
either more or less than the grant, according to their resources and desires.

^ r •
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with the undei taker of their choice. There are other problems ol iran.sition

from the existing system, and there is the general problem, dealt with below in

Change 23, of the treatment of industrial assurance as a whole, in the light of

the proposal of this section and of Change 3 in regard to Approved Societies.

Change 19. Transfer to the Ministry of Social Security of the remain-
ing functions ofLocal Authorities in respect of public assistance

,

other than treatment and services of an institutional

character.

161. The Poor Law, founded originally on the obligation of every parish

to prevent destitution, was, until comparatively recently, the basic service

for meeting need. But during the past 40 years there has been a strong
trend away from the Poor Law and in favour of contributory State insurance
and assistance administered on a national basis. The proposals in this Report
(extending State insurance to new classes and new needs, raising rates of

benefit, and prolonging the period of benefit) will considerably reduce the scope
both of public assistance and of the Assistance Board. There can be no case
for maintaining two or more large organisations performing precisely the same
functions (payment of assistance according to needs) in respect of a reduced
and declining number of recipients. It is therefore proposed that there should
be one authority administering assistance on the basis of a uniform means test.

162. It is essential to the logic and aims of the Plan of Social Security
that this authority should be national and part of the Ministry of Soci^
Security. This view was accepted or recommended by the Association of

Municipal Corporations, the County Councils Association and the London
County Council, that is to say, by all the public assistance authorities in

England and Wales. Representatives of Local Authorities in Scotland, while

in general they held that the cost of public assistance should be made a national

charge, suggested that in the interests of preserving local knowledge, administra-

tion should remain with the Local Authorities and staffs employed by them
The same view was presented by the National Association of Local Government
Officers.

163. It is clear that the administration of the Ministry of Social Security

must be decentralised, so that its local officers are in intimate touch with the

problems and circumstances in their localities. This can be secured without
making these officials servants of, and subject to the control of, the Local
Authority. The present important function of the Relieving Officer of giving

relief in cases of sudden and urgent necessity will, in future, have to be per-

formed by the equivalent local officer of the Ministry of Social Security. There
is no difficulty in practice in arranging for local administration by local officials

of a Central Department. But, to make such officials servants of the Local
Authority means either that the Local Authority has discretion in spending
money to which it does not contribute in any way and in which, therefore,

it has no motive to economise, or that it has no discretion, in which case the

Local Authority becomes an agent without responsibility. It is neither

desirable for the strength of local democracy that Local Authorities should
have to administer a service without discretion and according to detailed

ules nor compatible with a national minimum and a national Plan of Social

Security that people should be given assistance according to a scale and
conditions whi(^ vary from place to place.

164. The abolition of the Poor Law will still leave in the hands of Local
Authorities the important and growing task of organising and maintaining

institutions of various kinds, for treatment and welfare. In view of the

increasing number of old persons, there is probably considerable scope for

experimentation with and development of services concerned with the recrea-

tion and welfare of the old, including special housing facilities. The domiciliary



Poor Law Medical Service will presumably be merged iato the comprehensive
hesdth service which is Assumption B of the Report, and in which Local

Authorities will continue to play a very important part. Local Authorities

also will have a vital part to play in the other fields of social welfare, such as

housing, education and the recreative and cultural services. But these services

tvill not be provided as part of the Poor Law. The Poor Law Code will, it is

proposed, be abolished. The many-sided activities of Local Authorities

in relation to social security will be organised either as part of the different

main .social services under the appropriate Committees for Public Health,

Education and so forth, or under a special Social Welfare Committee concerned

with or co-ordinating such cash-aid functions as rent rebates, or cheap or free

school meals, to which a single means test would be applied.

165. The proposal in the Report, in accord with the views expressed by
the English Local Authorities, is that responsibility for assistance should be

transferred to the Ministry of Social Secunty while provision for institutions

will in general remain with the Local Authonties, who will be empowered to

give cash payments which are incidental to institutional treatment. The
precise dividing line and the details of the transfer, including the consequential

financial adjustments, will have to be worked out in consultation with the

Local Authorities. But one thing is clear ; there will be need for continuous

and friendly collaboration between the proposed Ministry of Social Security

and the Local Authorities. Both Central and Local Government have in

their different ways a contribution to make to the futme security and welfare

of the people of this country.

Change 20. Transfer to the Ministry of Social Security of responsibility

for the maintenance of blind persons, and the framing of a
new scheme for maintenance and weifare by co-operation
between the Ministry, Local Authorities and voluntary agencies.

166. Under the Blind Persons Act, 1920, a complete register of blind

persons is made. Help to them takes three main forms

:

(«) Non-contiibutory pensions subject to a means test payable as from
the age of 40, but otherwise on the same terms as non-contributory

old age pensions at 70 and, like them, administered by the Customs
and Excise Department.

(J) Assistance by Local Authorities under the Blind Persons Act, 1938,

including both money grants subject to means test, and provision of

workshops, training centres and home teaching.

(c) Help by voluntary agencies.

167. These arrangements are open to two main criticisms. The first

is that a plan of treating blind persons as if they were prematurely aged is

not in accord with realities. Blmd persons, though they may need some
allowance to compensate them for their infirmity, should not get it in a form
which assumes that they are past work and discourages earning. Nor is

there any virtue in the age 40 as that at which blind persons are assumed to

become the equivrJent of sighted persons of 70. Second, placing primary
responsibility on Local Authorities and local rates for assistance supplementary
to the pension leads both to unjustifiable inequalities in the amounts granted
according to the different policies of different authorities, and to settlement
difiiculties, since authorities which could find places for blind persons from
other districts in their workshops and training centres may suffer by doing
so, through becoming permanently liable for such persons.

168. The future treatment of the problem of blindness is profoundly
affected by ihe general proposals of this Report. From this point of view
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the most impoitant fact in regaid to blindness is that it now occurs mainly
late in life. At one time one of the most fiequent causes of blindness was
disease within a few days of birth. Fortunately, the successful campaign
against ophthalmia neonatorum is steadily reducing blindness from this cause.

The age distribution of the registered bhnd in Great Britain in 1941 was as

follov/s :

—

Age Group Number
Percentage

of total

Under 5 . 215 0-3

5-15 1,551 1-9

16-39 10,389 12-5

40-49 8,514 10-2

50-69 32,320 38-8

70 and over 30,218 36-3

83,207 100-0

The great majority of blind persons, therefore, wiD be contributors either in

Class I or in Class II in the years between 16 and onset of blindness. If,

therefore, their blindness renders them incapable of work within the general

definition of disability, they will be entitled to the appropriate rates of disability

benefit and in due course to the appropriate retirement pension.

169. This does not mean that blindness needs no special consideration

apart from general disability. On the contrary, it is a special problem, to be
dealt with within the general framework by methods appropriate to the

special conditions of the blind. These conditions are :

—

(i) Blindness is a handicap not only in earning but in all occupations,

such as that of a housewife. Even if in most cases this produces no
need for cash income, additional to the earnings of the husband, it

may do so in some cases.

(ii) Blindness is a handicap not only in useful occupation, whether for pay
or not, but also in other sides of life. The subsistence needs of a totally

incapacitated blind person may be more than those attached to many
other, though not to all other, forms of disability.

(iii) Blindness may not prevent earning wholly and should not be tieated

on the assumption that it means total loss of earning power. Some
kind of provision for partial incapacity is required.

(iv) The special provision needed by the blind is not wholly or even in the
main a cash provision. The care of the blind is largely a matter of

treatment and welfare, and the provision of special institutions.

From this last feature flows, in accordance with the general principles of the
Plan for Social Security, the consequence that the special responsibilities now
given to Local Authonties in respect of blind persons should to a large extent

continue. Some of the Local Authorities' who advocated transfer of public

assistance cash payments generally to a national authority took a diflerent

line in regard to blindness.

170. The practical conclusion is that set out at the head of this section,

namely, that the Ministry of Social Security should assume general responsi-

bility for the blind as for other disabled persons and should prepare a revised

scheme for dealing with the problem in consultation with the Local Authorities

and voluntary agencies.
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Gbange 21. Transfer to the Ministry of Social Security of the func-
tions of the Assistance Board, of the work of the Customs
and Excise Department in respect of non-contributory
pensions, and probably of the employment service of the

Ministry of Labour and National Service, in addition to

unemployment insurance, and the work of other Departments
in connection with the administration of cash benefits of all

kinds, including workmen’s compensation.

171. The precise form of departmental organisation to be adopted for

administration of social security cannot be determined finally without reference

to the general organisation of the work of the Government. There will clearly,

however, be a considerable transfer of functions from other departments

to the proposed new Ministry of Social Security. The following notes deal

with the principal changes which seem likely to be required.

172. Assistance Board: There are arguments, on the one side, for

associating assistance as closely as possible with insurance in administration,

and there are arguments, on the other side, for keeping it distinct. In favour

of a close association are (i) the general advantage from the point of view of

the citizen of being able to deal with a single agency in place of being sent

from one Department to another
;

(ii) the fact that, in the transition period,

a large proportion of those in need of assistance will be in that position only

because the date of their birth brings them to retiring age before contributory

pensions have risen to subsistence level. There will be others whose need for

assistance is equally independent of any kind of default of their own, either

trivial or serious. In favour of maintaining a distinction between the adminis-

tration of assistance and insurance two arguments also may be advanced

:

(i) that it is important to make insmance appear to be, as it is in fact, some-
thing different from assistance and better, and that this end will be defeated

if the two systems are administered together ; (ii) that the work of administer-

ing assistance, which is necessarily to some extent discretionary and involves

domiciliary visits, requires a staff different in qualifications and training from
the stafi for insurance. On balance, the arguments for making assistance

definitely part of the responsibilities of the Ministry of Social Security outweigh
the arguments on the other side, and suggest that a separate organisation like

the Assistance Board will no longer be appropriate. In any case, a specialised

staff will be needed for assistance. There must also be special provisions for

dealing with those who are in need of assistance through deliberate failure to

comply with the conditions of insurance, that is to say, there must be machinery
for meeting their needs without condoning their breach of citizen obligations.

173. Customs and Excise Department

:

The present work of the
Customs and Excise Department in the administr tion of non-contributory
pensions must clearly be combined with the aaministration of assistance

pensions, that is to say, on the proposals made above, it will be transferred to

the Ministry of Social Security.

174. Employment Service

:

The administration of unemployment
benefit depends on the test of availability for work which is the function of

employment exchanges
:
payment of unemployment benefit and placing in

employment must in practice take place at the same local offices. The question
arises whether this necessary combination can be secured best by transferring
the registration and placing function of the Ministry of Labour and National
Service to the new Ministry of Socicil Secmity, or by retaining these functions
in the Ministry of Labour and National Service, but housing the staff at the
local Security Offices. Probably the former plan will be the more convenient,
thoufrh either alternative is possible. In any case the Ministry of Labour and
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National Service will continue to deal with labour questions generally, including
training for which it will provide institutions, post-medScal r^abilitation,

wages and conditions of employment, disputes, survey of the labour market
and welfare in places of employment. The Ministry of Social Security must
co-operate closely with the Ministry of Labour and National Service, particu-

larly in regard to training and must co-operate also with the department or
departments responsible for administration of the Mines and Factory Acts
and the prevention of accident and disease.

175. Other Departmental Transfers: In addition to the transfer of

unemployment insurance from the Ministry of Labour and Natioucil Service,

there will be transfer of health insurance from the Health Departments and
of workmen’s compensation from the Home Office. The position of the
Registry of Friendly Societies, office of the Industrial Assurance Commissioner,
will depend to some extent upon the decision on Change 23 below. It will

probably be desirable in any case for the Minister of Social Security to answer
for the work of the Registry in Parliament, though it should be noted that
this work is concerned also with Trade Unions, and with other types of society

not closely associated with problems of social security.

Change 22. Substitution for the Unemployment Insurance Statutory
Committee of a Social Insurance Statutory Committee with
similar but extended powers.

176. The Unemployment Insurance Statutory Committee has three main
functions in relation to unemployment insurance :

—

{a) Supervision of the finance of the Unemployment Fimd, including power
to recommend changes of benefit and contribution which can be carried

out without legislation, in order to adjust the income and the expendi-
ture of the Fund ;

(6) Reporting on all Draft Regulations, after giving an opportunity to

interested parties to make representations ;

(c) Reporting on any other matters referred to it by the Minister, acting

thus as a standing Royal Commission.

The Committee consists of seven members, each holding office for five years,

within which he cannot be dismissed ; none of the members can belong to the

House of Commons ; one member at least must be a woman ; two are appointed
after consultation with organisations of employers and employees and one
after consultation with the Government of Northern Ireland. The Committee
is independent of the Minister, but has no executive powers. Its function is

that of making reports upon which the Minister and Parliament decide.

177. There will clearly be need for a similar body to give considered,

impartial attention to the problems of unified social insurance. Such a body
might well be constructed on the same lines as the Unemployment Insurance

Statutory Committee, with or without the special representation of Northern
Ireland. It would give to employers and employees a regular opportunity of

making representation as to branches of insurance, other than unemployment
insurance, which they do not enjoy at present. But there will be important

differences of detail between the functions of the Unemployment Insurance

Statutory Committee and those of a similar body for social insurance as a
whole.

178. One difference will be that the Social Insurance Statutory Com*
mittee, even if it makes a financial report each year, should not be expected
each year to bring the income and expenditure of the Social Insurance Fund
into adjustment, or to make some recommendation for change each year.

The finance of pensions and sickness is an affair not of a year, but of a lifetime.



It is not, in fact, desirable that the nneiiiployinejit account of the Social

Insurance Fund should be kept in balance every year. On the contrary, the

Fund, by accumulaiing reserves in periods of good trade, and spending them
or even running in+o debt on its unemployment account in period's of declining

activity, may help to stabilise empIo5niient {see para. 442).

179. Another difference is that the So' ial Insurance Statutory Committee
will have to deal with two problems which do not arise in the narrower scope

of unemplo3mient insurance—namely that of keeping benefits and contri-

butions in relation to changes in the value of money and that of keeping
benefits for different purposes in the right relation to one another, subject to

whatever statutory' minima are prescribed.

180. A number of problems of a type suitable for investigation by such
a body as the suggested Social Insurance Statutory Committee will arise in

the framing of the unified insurance scheme and in adjusting its details. It

may be found convenient to have the Committee established in advance of

the coming into operation of the scheme, so as to get these problems dealt

with in good time.

[Change 23. Conversion of the business of industrial assurance into

a public service under an Industrial .'issurance Board.]

181 . The business of indu-strial assurance is life assurance conducted with
the use of collectors, that is to say, it is life assurance in which the premiums
are received by means of collectors vrho make h('use to house visits for that

purpose at weekly or other short intervals Life assurance in which the premiums
are not collected or are collected at intervals of two months or more is described

as " ordinary ” life a.ssmaace. The offices undertaking industrial assurance
are described as Industrial Life Offices They are of Iwo kinds known as

industrial assurance companies and collecting societies respectively ; the
companies themselves are ffivided into proprietary companies paying dividends

to shareholders and mutual companies. Beginning as insurance for burial

expenses, the business has developed to include insurance for a variety of

expanses that may arise at death, and life and endowment assurance generally,

among persons of limited means ; it is now very large. In 1939 there were
103,000 000 policies of industrial assurance in force, more than two-and-a-
quarter policies for every man, woman and child in Britain. There were
about 65,000 full-time collectors in addition to several thousand part-time

and spare-time collectors The premiums received were over £74.000,000,
and the expenses of management were nearly £24,000,000 in addition to

dividends to shareholders amounting to over £1,750,000 after payment of

£1,600.000 income-tax. In addition to premiums, the Industrial Life Offices

received in 1939 about £20.000.000 as interest, representing the return on
accumulations of earlier premiums. The premium income was nearly two-and-
a-half times the total contributions of employers and insured persons to

national health insurance : that is to say. it was equivalent to the amount
tliat would be raised by a contribution in the case of national health contributors
of 1/10 a week for a man and 1/9 a week for a woman.

182. Though the total number of Industrial Life Offices is 160, neafly

90 per cent, of the whole business is concentrated in eight large offices, the
Prudential, Pearl, Liverpool Victoria, Refuge, Co-operative, Royal London
Mutual, Royal Liver and Britannic, each with a premium income in 1939
of more than £4,000.000 a year. All the larger offices except (in England)
the Co-operative, have associated with them Approved Societies engaged in
administering health insurance through the collectors engaged on industrial
assurance. Most of the large offices undertake also a growing volume of ordinary
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life assurance. The premium income of their ordinary branches in 1939 was
about ;£30,000,000 a year ; a considerable proportion of this business is done
with people who hold industrial policies as well.

183 The main facts as to the business of industrial assurance, the criticisms

which have been made on it in the pact and the reasons leading to the proposal

made here for converting it into a public service under an Industrial Assurance
Board are set out fully in Appendix D. to which reference should be made.
Here they are given briefly :

184. Two of the proposals made above as integi al parts of a comprehensive
scheme of social insurance, namely supersession of the approved society system
in its present form of giving unequal benefits for equal compulsory contri-

butions (Change 3) and provision of funeral grant for all deaths (Change 18)
affect directly the work of the Industrial Life Offices Though much of the

business undertaken by these offices, particular^ their large and growing
endowment assurance and the work of their ordinary branches, would not
be directly affected by these proposals, the whole of their work probably
depends for its economical and effective administration so much upon associa-

tion with health insurance or on provision for funerals, that it is doubtful

if any satisfactory or just scheme dividing the work of the offices could be
devised. Moreover, to divide the work would deprive the administration of

health insurance, to some extent at least, of the sendee of the present skilled

staff.

185 Industrial assurance as now conducted has an excessive cost of

administration. Including expenses of management, dividends to share-

holders and income-tax, all of which are costs from the point of view of the

policy-holder, the cost ratio of all the Industrial Life Offices taken together in

1937-40 amounted to about 7/6 in the £, or 4Jd. in the 1/- of premimns.
That is to say. of every 1/- paid by the policy-holders only 7id. goes

to the assurance fund. While a relatively high administrative cost is inevitable,

so long as collectors are used, the actual cost is higher than necessary even
with collectors, as is shown by the success of some of the larger companies
in reducing their expenses of management materially by ralion^isation. The
business of industrial assurance could not have been built up without collectors,

but it cannot be admitted that weekly collection of premiums is a permanent,
indispensable requirement for securing regular voluntary contributions from
persons of limited means. The centralised Friendly Societies have an adminis-

trative cost of 10 per cent, or 2/- in the £ of contributions. (See Appendix E,

para. 23.) The Hospital Contributory Associations and the War Savings
Committee are able to obtain small regular savings in peace as in war at a very
small fraction of the administiative cost involved in industrial assurance.

186. Industrial assurance as now conducted is puslied in the interests

of the Industrial Life Offices and their agents as sellers of insmance to a point

beyond the interests of the public as buyers of insurance. This is shown both
by the high proportion of their total incomes that is devoted to industrial

assurance by persons of insufficient means and by the high proportion of

abortive insurance, that is to say, of policies failing to reach maturity. In
each of the three years just before the war the number of policies in six of

the largest offices which, after some premium had been paid on them, ended
prematurely, by lapsing, surrender for cash, or being made free for a reduced
sum, was about two-thuds of the total number of policies issued and taken up
in the year ; more than half of this two-thirds were forfeited completely.

From these returns for six large offices, it may be estimated that, taking all

offices together, there were issued in each of the last years before the present

war about 10 million policies and that each year about 6i million policies

ended prematurely. Of these, J million were policies not taken up ; about
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3i million were forfeited outright after the polic5' had been taken up and
premiums had been paid on it ; about 2| million were converted into free

policies for reduced sums or surrendered for cash. All the premiums paid
on these policies had borne their share of the high administrative cost of

collection. A higher proportion of abortive policies is probably ine\ftable in

industrial assurance than in ordinary' life assurance in view of the limited

means and economic insecurity’ of the policy-holders. This makes it all the

more important to remove the pressure upon the public to insure which results

from the financial interest of the offices and the terms of remuneration of

their agents.

187. Every independent Committee which has investigated the business

of industrial assurance in the past—the Select Committee of 1889, the Parmoor
Committee of 1919-20 and the Cohen Committee of 1931-33—^has made strong

criticisms on the conduct and results of the business. The last of these Com-
mittees attributed the " principal defects ” of the business to “ excessive

competition with its almost feverish pressure for ‘ increase.’ ” While ruling

out nationalisation of industrial assurance " as it now exists ” as not a practical

proposition they' added as a final sentence to the main body of their Report
the following words :

" IVe are convinced that if the changes which the due
protection of the assuring public demands cannot be effected by less drastic

measures the difficulties in the transference of the business to a single organiza-

tion to which we have referred at length wiU ultimately have to be faced.”

No effect has been given to the proposals of the Cohen Committee for

changes in the law of industrial assurance. The Industrial Life Offices have
taken steps to meet some of the criticisms of this and earlier Committees, by
grant of surrender values and free policies in place of lapsing and in other

way's. But on the main subjects ot the Cohen Committee's criticism—high

cost of administration and high proportion of abortive insurance—the position

was not substantially different in 1937-39 than at the time of the Committee's
Report. Though many changes and improvements have been made in the

business, there is no sign of a radical change, and no prospect of any general

large reduction of administrative costs. Since the date of the Parmoor Report
the largest of the life offices, the Prudential, with a premium income in 1937-40

of nearly £24,000,000, has by rationalisation of its staff decreased its expenses
Ilf management by one-third. The two next largest proprietary companies,
the Pearl and the Refuge, with annual premium incomes in 1937-40 of about
£9,000,000 and £6,000,000 respectively, have decreased their expenses of

management by about one-quarter. These are noteworthy achievements, but
they leave the total cost ratio in 1937-40 of the proprietary companies as a
whole at 36’3 per cent, of tlie i^remiums and they cover only a part of the
whole field of industrial assurance. In the fifty years from 1887 to 1937-40
the four chief mutual offices (societies or companies) operating throughout
that period have reduced their expenses of management only from being

44 per cent, of the premiums to being 40 per cent, of the premiums. During
that period of fifty' years, the premium income on which these percentages are

charged lias risen from under £1,000,000 in 1887 to nearly £18,000,000 in

1937-40 ; the business of this group of offices has been growing more rapidly

than that of the Prudential. In this group of offices recognition of book
interest, that is to say, of the right of each agent to nominate his successor

and in effect to sell his book, practically excludes the prospect of any large

change of terms of service or reduction of costs.

188 The proposal to transfer life assurance among persons of limited

means from the sphere of commercial undertaking to that of public service

rests upon two sets of facts which distinguish such life assurance both from
ordinary life assurance and from most other forms of business. In the first place,
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lile assurance is a contract ior life or for a long period ol years. It is not an
article in regard to which the buyer can, wi&out loss, change his purchase
or his seller, if he is dissatisfied. He cannot, having bought insurance from
one company one day, buy less insurance or different insurance another day,
as he can change his grocer or buy less of an article which he can no longer

afford. Life assurance is also an article of whose value in relation to other
things it is difficult for the buyer to judge. It is important, therefore, that in

buying life assurance persons of limited means should be guided by advice
from the seller which is wholly disinterested. This does not apply to life

assurance by people who have larger means and in general can have recourse

to skilled, disinterested advice. In the second place, industrial assurance
is now so closely associated with other forms of insurance that are either already

the business of the State (health insurance) or should, as a means of reducing
costs to the public, be undertaken by the State (such as funeral insurance), that
it will probably be less difficult and more advantageous to make the association

still closer than to break it up. The difficulties seen by the Cohen Committee
in transferring the business to a single organisation are probably now less than
the difficulties of dividing the business, which is the only alternative.

189. In addition to these two features, as to which there should be general

agreement,' industrial assurance has a third distinguishing feature, in judging
of which there may be differences of opinion, namely, that it is a business
requiring little or no investment of capital. The Parmoor Committee pointed
out that “ the share capital of industrial assurance companies exercises much
less important functions than that of commercial or manufacturing under-
takings,” and added that “ in these circumstances the case for high dividends
appears ... to rest upon somewhat slender foundations.” Since the date
of the Parmoor Committee, the industrial assurance companies have increased
the share of valuation surpluses going to policy-holders and in other ways
have improved the terms offered by them. But largely increased sums continue
to be paid as dividends on capital which either has not been increased or does
not need to be increased. All the money to speak of in industrial assurance
has come from the policy-holders. The large dividends to shareholders are

only to a very limited extent payment for necessary services by capital.

190. Conversion of the business of industrial assurance into a public

service would involve the creation of a statutory corporation, that is to say,

the setting up of an Industrial Assurance Board which would naturally to a

large extent be founded on the experience and abilities of those now engaged
in the business. The Board would have a statutory monopoly of the use of

collectors and would be authorised to undertake life assurance, whether through
collectors or otherwise, up to a low maximum sum assured, say ;£300. It

would take over all the existing policies and honour them, safeguarding the

rights of every policy-holder. It would compensate the shareholders. It

would employ or compensate the staff, including dealing fairly with book
ijiterest, that is to say, with the valuable right of agents in certain offices

to nominate their successors and in effect to sell their books. There will

naturally be many difficult problems to solve ; in particular that of the line

which should be drawn between the business taken over and that not taken
over. There will be difficult problems of transition, involved in the introduction

of the State funeral grant. But transition will be more easy if industrial

assurance is made a public service than if the alternative plan is adopted of

leaving it to continue as a competitive business in a restricted field.

191. Once established, the Industrial Assurance Board would set out to

encourage more economical methods of insurance and saving than are repre-

sented at present by industrial assurance ; would reduce the staff required

for collection as rapidly as this could be done 'without hardship, and would at
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ihe same time place the staff at the disposal of the Ministry of Social Secunty
for other work in the field of social insurance, whether in connection with
health insurance or with other forms of insurance. The collectors now visiting

at short intervals most of the houses in Britain have become in thousands of

cases the fnends and advisers of the families with whom they deal. Many of

them are in effect travelling Citizens’ Advice Bureaux ; they regard themselves

as servants of the public. They can find in a new relation a better opportunity

and not a worse opportunity of living up to that ideal.

192.

The proposal made here is bracketed ; that is to say, it is not essential

to the whole of the rest of the Plan for Social Security. The alternative

(assuming the acceptance of the changes which are necessary, in relation to

Approved Societies and in relation to a State funeral grant) is to leave to the

Industrial Life Offices as business concerns the great and growing sphere

which would stiU remain—of insurance for indirect expenses connected with
funerals, of life and endowment assurance for purposes other than funeral

expenses, and of insurance against minor needs. That is a possible alternative,

but presents almost as many administrative difficulties as that of the proposal

made here. It does not yield as good results to the public. It makes more
difficult the problem of doing justice to the existing staff.. It means a greater

not a smaller breach of continuity for all concerned than does the proposal for

conversion to a public service.

PART III

THREE SPECIAL PROBLEMS

SECTION 1

BENEFIT RATES AND THE PROBLEM OF RENT
193. The rates of benefit or pension provided by social insurance should

be such as to secure for all normal cases an income adequate for subsistence,

on the assumptions :

—

(a) that assistance will be available to meet abnormal subsistence needs;

(i) that voluntary insurance and saving to provide for standards of life

above subsistence minimum will be encouraged and made easy.

It is assumed, further, that there will be allowances for all dependent
children, while the parent on whom they are dependent is on benefit or pension.

The rates of allowance required for subsistence needs of children are considered

in this section. The general question of children’s allowances, both when the
parent is earning and when he is not earning, is discussed in paras. 410-425.

194. Determination of the minimum income required for subsistence,

though simplified by the foregoing assumptions, remains a difficult problenf

on two grounds :

—

(a) No reasoned forecast can now be made of the cost of living at the time
when the insurance scheme may be expected to come into force. All

that can be done is to make estimates of subsistence income at pre-war
prices (for convenience the year 1938 is taken) and to say how these

estimates would be changed for any assumed increase in prices above
the pre-war level.

(b) The cost of living is not the same for all families, or in all parts of the
country. The main difference is in respect of rents, which differ markedly
between London, the rest of England and Scotland, and betwew
industrial and agricultural households.
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195. The problem presented by inequality of rents is discussed in paras.

197-206, as a preliminary to determining rates of benefit. Thereafter sub-

sistence needs are considered separately for persons of working age, for letired

persons, for young persons and boys and girls of working age, and for children

below working age.

196. It will be seen, from the discussion which follows, that any estimate
of subsistence income for the population as a whole during unemployment
and disability even at known pre-war prices, is to some extent a matter of

judgment. Nor can any single estimate, such as is necessary for the deter-

mination of a rate of insurance benefit, fit exactly the differing conditions of

differing households ; while the main differences in the cost of living arise

through variation of rents, there are differences also in the cost of fuel and
other articles. The calculations made have been prepared in consultation

with a Sub-Committee including Professor A. L. Bowley, Mr. Seebohm Rowntree,
Mr. R. F. George and Di. H. E. Magee, and in respect of items other than rent,

have been approved by the Sub-Committee as affording a reasonable basis for

fixing rates of unemployment and disability benefits which at 1938 prices

would provide a subsistence minimum in normal cases. In regard to rent,

the Sub-Committee express the view that no single figure can be justified on
scientific grounds as fitting the needs.

The Problem of Renf
197. Rent has three characteristics differentiating it from other forms of

expenditure :

—

(i) Rent varies markedly from one part of the country to another.

(ii) Rent varies markedly as between different families of the same size in

the same part of the country.

(iii) Expenditure on rent cannot be reduced during a temporary interruption

of earning as that on clothing, fuel or light can.

- 198. The first of these differences between rent and other necessaries is

illustrated by Table IV giving, for industrial households in each division of

Britain and for agricultural households, the weekly expenditures in 1937-38

on rent and on food, clothing, fuel and light respectively, as deduced from
the Ministry of Labour Family Budgets.* In order to aUow for the differing

numbers of persons per household in different divisions of the country, the

expenditures are shown in columns 4 and 5 for *' standard households " of the

same size in aU cases ; adjustment to standard households reduces the expendi-

ture shown where the number of persons per household is above the average for

the country as a whole and increases it where the number is below average.

In columns 6 and 7 these standardised expenditures are shown for industrial

households in each division as a percentage of the mean for all divisions.

199. It will be seen that, for food, clothing, fuel and light, the percentages

for the separate divisions all lie in a narrow range, between 94-2 and 104-9,

with agricultural households spending 76-6 per cent, of the industrial mean.
For rent, the range is much greater, from 70-4 per cent, in Scotland to

148-1 per cent, in London in industrial households, with agricultural house-

holds spending only 43-5 per cent of the industrial mean. The average of

the actual rents runs from 16-0 shillings a week in London to 7-6 shillings in

Scotland for standard industrial households, and is 4-7 shillings in agricultural

households. The expenditures of agricultural households relate to a time

before the recent raising of agricultui^ wages.

* The main results were published in the Labour GazcUis for December 1940 and
January 1941.
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rABLE rv

VlaSKLY KXrMi>mjM on NECBSSAltlBS, 1937 - J 938

1

1

Persons per
Household

(1)

Per Household
in shillings

Per Standard
Industrial House-
hold, in shillings

Percent, ofMean
for all Industrial

Households

Food,
Clothing,
Fuel and
Light

(2)

Rent

(3)

Food,
Clothing,
Fuel and
Light

1

(4)

Rent

(5)

Food,
Clothing,
Fuel and
Light

(6)

Rent

(7)

Industrial Houss-
ioUs by Divisions*
London (1456) 3-66 i 50-1 15-7 51-1 16-0 104-9 148-1

South-East (839) 3-67 45 0 11-2 45-9 11-4 94-2 105-5

South-West (776) ! 3-66 46-4 10-3 47-4 10-5 97-3 97-2
1

Midland (1276) 3-77 50-5 10-3 50-0 10-2
1

102-7 94-4

North-East
(1035)

No!th-West
(1281)

North (572)

3-68 46-6 10-1 47-4 10-3 97-3 95-4

3-73 47-8 10-7 47-8 10-7
1

98-1 99-1

3-69 46-0
1

46-6 95-7 86-1

Wales (434) 3-71 47-1 9-1 47-4 9-1 97-3 84-3

Scotland (980) 4 02 53-7 8-2 50-0 102-7 70-4

All Industrial
Households

(8649)
dgricultural

Households
(1313)

3-73 48-7 10-8 48-7 100-0 100-0

3-79 37-9 4-8

i

,37-3 1 76-6 43-5

Source : Ministry of Labour Family Budget Enquiry.

* The figures in brackets give the numbers of households in each division for which
budgets were obtained. The divisions arc those of the Mimstry of Labour and National
Service.

200. Table IV gives averages for large regions. It conceals the second

characteristic of rent, that within any region there are great differences of

expenditure by individual households. The cost of necessary food, clothing,

fuel and light is much the same, or C8ui be made much the same, for all

households of the same size in the same region. This is not true of rent. The
wide variation of the rents paid by individual households is sufficiently illus-

trated by the following table from the Report of the Unemployment Assistance

Board for 1938.

TABLE V
Distribution of Rents Paid by Apfeicants for Unemploymbnt Absistancb, 1938

Rent
Free
to

2/5

2/6
to

4/11

5/-

to
7/5

7/6
to

9/11
mwm 12/6

to

14/11
ngl 17/6

to
19/11

20/-
and
over

England and Wales ...

%
1-5

%
8-0

%
27-5

%
29-6

%
17-8

%
7-3

%
4-6

%
1-7

0/
70
20

Scotland 6-6 23-8 39-7 22-7 5-3 1-2 0-4 0-2 0-1

London 0-8 2-0 8-6 14-7 22-6 17-6 15-7 7-2 10-8

Source ; Unemployment Assistance Board Report, 1938, p. 198
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201. The average weekly rent paid by all industrial households included
in the Ministry of Labour Family Budget in 1937-38 was 10/9. If any single

figure is to be taken as the pre-war requirement for rent in fixing rates of

benefit, a figure of 10/- a w'eek is the natural suggestion. The figure should be
below rather than above the average shown in the budgets, since these cover
families living well above the subsistence level ; the average rents of applicants

for unemployment assistance deduced from the table given above for each
of the three regions would be appreciably below those shown by the family

budgets for those regions. Mr. Rowntree by independent enquiry reached
9/6 a week as the best single figure for rent requirement in 1936. The figure

of 10/- is for a household. For solitary individuals a figure of 6/6 is taken.

202. But neither 10/-, nor any other single figure, can fit the true require-

ments even reasonably well. A glance at Table V shows that an allowance
of 10/- a week for rent in 1938 would have been anything from 2/6 to 7/6
too much for more than two-thirds of the Scottish households and anything
from 2/6 to 10/- and upwards too little for half the London households. In
no part of the country would it.have been within 2/6 of the actual rent for as
many as half the households. It would have been at least twice as much as

was needed for more than half the agricultural households. With the present

variety of rents, it is not possible to fix any uniform rate of insurance benefit

as meeting subsistence requirements with any accuracy. Even when differences

in the size of the family have been provided for by allowances for dependants,
any uniform rate must be many shUlings a week too high for many cases and
many shillings too low for many other cases.

203. These misfits are made more serious by the third characteristic of
rent—that it is a form of expenditure in which adjustment or postponement,
when earnings are interrupted, is difficult or impossible. A man who feels

able to commit himself to a high rent because his earnings are high, remains
liable for it when his earnings stop ; unless he can meet the rent, he has not
enough for subsistence. This consideration is relevant particularly to un-
employment, sickness or accident, whose onset cannot be foreseen ; for

retirement, which can be foreseen, there is greater possibility of adjusting

rent to prospective resources.

204. In the social surveys which have been made shortly before the present

war of living conditions in various British towns, Mr. Rowntree and others,

in judging of subsistence needs and estimating what proportions of the

population are in poverty or in varying degrees above it, have invariably and
unavoidably allowed for the actual rent paid by each family and have
calculated the income required for the other necessaries—food, clothing, fuel

and so on—according to the size and constitution of the family. The question

arises whether the rate of insurance benefit ought to be determined on the

same principle, securing to each insured person when Ms earnings are

interrupted the actual rent paid by him and a fixed weekly sum on top of that

for his other needs. The suggestion that benefit should be determined in this

way was made by the Association of Municipal Corporations, speaking from
their practical experience in dealing with need, and by the Fabian Society. It

was strongly urged by some members of the sub-committee who were asked
to advise on the rates of benefit that would ensure adequate subsistence.

205. There is no doubt that if insurance benefit could be made variable,

so as to allow for actual rent and not for an assumed average rent, it would
meet subsistence needs more closely. This is the main argument for the

proposal put to the Committee by the Association of Municipal Corporations

and the Fabian Society. The proposal has other advantages also. First,

if the actual rent is covered in every case, children’s allowances can safely
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be made exclusive of rent. There will be no risk of benefit being inadequate
because a large family has made a large rent necessary. Second, the
differentiarion suggested elsewhere (paras. 1 1 1-1 13) between the benefit rates

for single and for married women would take place automatically. The
former will have rent to pay ; the latter, apart from exceptional cases, will not
be responsible for rent. Third, the future course of rents is, if possible, even
more problematical than that of prices generally, and may be difierent in

different parts of the country, according to the housing policy of the Local
Authority. It will be anomalous that of two people in the same town getting

the same benefit for subsistence, one should be comfortable on a low rent in a
subsidised municipal house or with a rebate because he is unemployed, while

the other is left in want because he is paying a rack rent.

206. If benefit is to be related to needs, the case for adjusting it, if

possible, to the actual rent paid is strong. This adjustment can be m^e and
is made in paying assistance. Should it be made in determining benefit ?

Should men who pay the same contribution get difierent rates of benefit

w'hen they are unemployed or sick, according. to the rent which they pay?
The suggestion raises questions of principle and of practice.

207. On the question of principle, it can be argued that, as men for the

same contribution get difierent rates of benefit, according to the number of

dependants they must maintain, there is nothing unjust in differentiating

benefit by reference to the rent which men have to pay. When a man
contributes, he does not know just how much rent he wifi be paying when he
next falls out of work or is sick. He ought to be insured against that liability

for rent, whatever it may be ; social security, as the representatives of the

Fabian Society put it, should guarantee the home, and an income for other

necessaries.

208. Against this, it can be argued that the analogy between providing

for dependants and providing for rent is a false one, because the amount
of rent which a man pays is not independent of his will or of his financial

resources
, a high rent is to some extent at least the sign of a larger income ;

it is paid not for subsistence but as part of a standard of living above the

minimum. Men with larger incomes do not as such have more dependants,
so that giving aUowances for dependants does not mean that high wage
workmen get on the whole more benefit than low wage workmen when
unemployed. But to adjust benefit by rent would mean this : on the average
the skilled men would be found paying higher rents than the unskilled

;
for

equal contributions they would get, on an average, higher rates of benefit when
unemployed or sick. Granted that the man with greater liabilities for rent

should be insured against them, it can be urged he ought to be so by voluntary
insurance to supplement the compulsory subsistence benefit.

209. This argument raises the fundamental question of fact as to whether
rents above the average represent the wishes or the necessities of those who
pay them. It is a question to which a clear-cut answer cannot be given ; the
answer probably varies from time to time and from one town to another,
according to the housing situation. Such direct evidence as is available

about the relation of rent and income shows that while rents, on an average,
increase with income, the increase is not rapid, so that the proportion of

income devoted to rent falls as income rises. The following Table VI relates

to a random sample of more than 6,000 applicants for War Service Grants
in 1939-42. The farts as to voluntary insurance payments are referred to in

para. 28fi and in Appendix D on Industrial Assurance. Here the table is used
only in relation to rents.



TABLE VI

Ri:N:rs and Voluntary Insurance Payments of Applicants forWar Service (jRant^
IN Relation to Income, 1939-42

Income (*)

shilbngs per week

Average Rent per household
Average Voluntary
Inswance Payments

Shilhngs
Per cent,

of Income
Shillings

Per cent,
of Income

Under 40 10-2 33-5 2-29 7-5

40-60 10-2 20-4 2-41 4-8

60-80 11-2 16 0 2-49 3-6

80-100 11-9 13-2 2-84 3-1

100-120 12-4 11-3 3-16 2-9

120-1-10 14-0 10-7 3-73 2-9

140 or over 15-3 8-4 4-55 2-5

All households ... 11-3 15-1 2-64 3-5

(•) Pre-service income.

There is no difference between the average rents paid by households
with incomes below 40/- a week and between 40/- and 60/- ; thereafter the
average rent rises slowly to 12-4s. in the group between 100/- and 120/-
of income ; beyond that it rises more rapidly. The table suggests that rents

behave in main as necessaries in households with incomes up to £6 a week.
The percentage of total income spent on rent falls from a third in the poorest

group to a twelfth in the group with incomes of more than 140/- a week.
These results for the country as a whole in war-time are similar to those for

York in 1936. Mr. Rowntree’s investigation showed that the average rents

paid by the income classes into which he divided the working-class population
differed only by l‘3s. a week as between the poorest and the most prosperous.

This appears from Table VII below.

TABLE VII

Rents in Relation to Income in York, 1936

Net income after deducting rent

and rates

Rent including
rates

Shillings

Income
(incl amount
paid for rent)

Shillings

Rent as per
cent of

Income

Class A Under 33/6 8-57 40-87 20-9

Class B 33/6 and under 43/6 8-47 45-74 18-5

Class C 43/6 and under 53/6 9-62 58-26 16-5

Class D 53/6 and under 63/6 9-65 70-47 13-7

Class E 63/6 and over 9-87 97-60 10-1

Source Rowntree, Poverty and Progress, p 262

The net incomes shown are those left after allowing for rent so that a high
rent in itself tends to put the household in a lower income class ; this accounts
no doubt for the fact that the rents in Class A are higher than those in Class B.
But subject to this caution, the table supports the view that the level of

rents is largely a matter of necessity, not of choice. Undoubtedly, those whose
work compels them to live in London cannot in general avoid paying rents

materially higher than their fellows elsewhere : those who in any region pay
rents above the regional average often do so because they have no alternative.

On the other hand, individuds can and do choo.se to some extent between
expenditure on hoii.se-room and other forms of expenditure

,
sometimes they

pay high rents because they can afford it or because they value good
accommodation more than other things , sometimes they pay low rents at

the cost ot hcdvkr expenses in traveUmg to work. The amount of rent that



a man pays represents often both a necessity and a comfort or a luxury, but
is not divisible between these purposes. On the question of principle raised

by the proposal to adjust security benefit to the actual rent paid by the

individual, reasonable men may take different views.

210. On the question of practice, it is clear that to make the benefit

vary with the actual rent would involve additional administration. Every
applicant for unemployment or disability benefit or retirement pension (if

the plan applied there) would be required to state the rent for which he was
responsible, and the benefit to be paid to each applicant would have to be
calculated separately. This in itself is not a serious objection

; unemployment
benefit payments have now to be adjusted individually, according to the

number of dependants. The extra work involved in this question on the

application form and in checking the rent paid, where necessary, would be
relatively small. A much larger practical difficulty would arise in determining
the amount of the rent for which the applicant was responsible, in cases in

which he was not the only earner in the house—where for instance he was one
of an earning group, or was a householder with independent lodgers or a lodger

himself. It is clear that such questions would sometimes prove very difficult

;

they would arise often enough to add appreciably to the task of administering

benefit. All that can be said is that the administrative difficulties of adjusting

benefit for rent cannot be regarded as insoluble. They should be faced, if the

proposal is necessary and right in principle.

211. As a modification of the proposal to adjust benefit to rent which
would simplify administration while preserving its principle, it has been
suggested that a standard allowance for rent, say 8/- a week, should be
included in the benefit, and that anyone paying more rent than this could
apply to have his benefit increased accordingly, up to a maximum rent of,

say, 16/-. This plan would reduce the number of cases in which the actual

rent had to be taken into account and would thus reduce administrative

labour. But it would not touch the main practical difficulty of determining
for what rent any particular applicant in a composite household was responsible,

and, unless the standard allowance was made low, it would increase appreciably

the cost of benefit as compared with the proposal to allow for actual rent in

every case. There would be no saving on the persons with low rent (including

all the agricultural labourers) to set against the additional payments to persons
with high rent ; if, to avoid this result, the standard allowance was put low,

the saving on administration would be small. It can be urged, on the other
hand, that unless some allowance is made, either in this way or in another,

for the exceptionally high level of rents in London, substantial supplementation
of benefit by assistance may prove unavoidable in London. Even if differ-

entiation for rents in the manner now suggested increased expenditure on
benefit, this might Le less than the saving which it would bring about on
assistance. If the j'.mciple of adjusting benefit to rent without any difference

of contributions is admitted, the suggestion made in this paragraph is probably
the most practical way of giving effect to that principle.

212. As a second modification, it has been suggested that allowance for

actual rent should be confined to the working age benefits, for unemployment
and disability, and that retirement pensions shoffid be uniform. There is much
to be said for this modification on grounds of principle and of practice. While
men cannot foresee unemployment and disability, they can foresee the coming
of old age and its date ; they have time to adjust expenditure to the means
which they have been able to provide, through compulsory insurance and
through voluntary additions to it. Pensions, moreover, will as a rule be drawn
for much longer periods than unemployment or disability benefits. It will

appear indefensible that those who just before retiring have been able to
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Secure good accommodation at a relatively high rent should thereb}^ ictaiii

this advantage' for the rest of their lives, in kind if not in cash, as compared
with those who have been less fortunate or less foreseeing. On the other hand,
if those who are already drawing pension on the basis of one rent are free to
move to more expensive accommodation and have their pension increased
accordingly, pensions will come to look like a subsidy to landlords. On all

grounds of principle and of practice, the basic provision made by compulsory
insurance for retirement pensions should be uniform for all citizens in dU
regions.

213. With these two modifications, the proposal to vary the benefit m
individual cases so as to allow for the actual rent paid cannot be dismissed
either as impracticable or as clearly wrong in principle. Nevertheless the
balance of argument in the end appears to be against the proposal, even with
these modifications. The principle that a flat rate of insurance contribution
should lead to a flat rate of benefit has a strong popular appeal and is much
easier to defend than any departure from it. Some at least of those who
advocated variation of benefit according to individual rents objected to any
application of " insurance principle ” to social security ; they favoured the
financing of social security not by insurance contributions, but by graduated
income-tax. If insurance contributions are retained, as is proposed in this

Report, it seems best also to keep a rate of benefit without adjustment for

individual rents. This decision is supported by the hope that the launching
of the Plan for Social Security will coincide with a determined and successfid

effort to deal with urban congestion and shortage of housing. If and so far as
this hope is realised, inequalities of rent bearing no relation to the accom-
modation obtained will disappear : a high rent will then represent a free choice

by the householder and it will become indefensible to favour that form of

expenditure over other forms of expenditure in fixing scales of benefit.

214. But while the difficulties of principle and of practice, in the way of

adjusting benefits to individual rents are probably sufficient to justify rejection

of tins proposal, the difficulty of meeting the differing requirements of house-
holds by a uniform rate of benefit in all parts of the country remains. The
difficulty presents itself in regard to benefits and contributions alike. A rate

of benefit adequate for needs, where rents are high, will be more than adequate
for regions of low rent, and will involve contributions that may appear excessive

in relation to the wages earned. The preceding discussion of rents raises the
question whether a rate of benefit and of contribution uniform in every part
of Britain and in every occupation is right. On an average, the rent of an
industrial household in London in 1937-38 was about 6/- a week above the
average of industrial households in the rest of Britain, and the latter in turn
was about 6/- a week above the rent paid by agriculture househol(^. It

would be inequitable to pay different rates of benefit in differing regions while
charging a uniform contribution ; some people outside London pay higher
rents than some people in London. But there would be nothing inequitable

in making regionffi or occupationffi differences in the rates of benefit and of

contribution alike. To increase unemployment and disability benefits in

London by, say, 3/6 a week for a single person, with 2/6 a week more for wife
or dependant, making 6/- for man and wife, would mean adding about
6d. to the joint contribution of employer and employee in the case of a man
and 4d. in the case of a woman. To provide, either for agricultural households
as such or for rural regions, benefits lower by the same amounts than the
general standard for industrial households outside London, would make
possible a corresponding reduction of joint contributions. Any regional or
occupational differentiation of benefits and contributions would detract from
the simplicity of the social insurance scheme and would raise some difficulties
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in administration. But so long as differentiation applies to contributions

as well as to benefit it is equitable, and so long as it is confined to working age
benefits, the administrative difficulty, which is chiefly that of determining the

rate to be paid to a man who has moved from one region or occupation to

another region or occupation with different rates, cannot be regarded as

insuperable or, indeed, eis extremely serious. For pensions, it is right and
necessary to maintain a uniform basic rate on retirement at the minimum
pension age with a uniform contribution, and this is proposed in the following

section. For unemployment and disability differentiation of insurance

contribution and benefit may well appear preferable to a situation in which
benefit in London had to be supplemented in a large proportion of cases in

order to cover rent, and in which agricultural labourers and their employers

found themselves paying unwillingly the high contributions which are needed
for benefit to suit urban conditions.

215. The practical conclusions which emerge from this discussion are as

follows :

—

(1) For the purpose of determining standard rates of unemployment and
disability benefit household rent at pre-war levels is taken as 10/-

a week for a household and 6/6 a week for a solitary individual.

(2) The practicability and desirability of differentiation of both benefits

and contributions, regionally or occupationally, in the way suggested

in the last paragraph should be examined further in consultation with

the persons and bodies affected. If some such body as the Social

Insurance Statutory Committee proposed in Change 22 of Part II is

established, this question might conveniently be referred statutorily

to that Committee, as the question of applying unemployment insurance

to agriculture was referred to the Unemployment Insurance Statutory

Cpmmittee under the Unemployment Act of 1934.

(3) The proposal to adjust benefit according to the rent actually paid by
individuals should, provisionally, be rejected.

In accord with the first of these conclusions and with the estimates of other

needs made below, a scale of uniform benefits and of the contributions needed
to provide them has been prepared. If the further examination suggested in

the second conclusion leads to regional or occupational differentiation of

working age benefits and of the corresponding contributions, this differentiation

can be introduced without affecting in any important way either the structure

of the social insurance scheme or its financii implications. If, contrary to

the provisional view taken here, it should be decided that adjustment for

individucil rents is desirable and practicable, this change also could be made
without affecting the main structure.

216. These practical conclusions are suggested to make the best of a
difficult situation, not as a solution of the problem of finding a subsistence
basis for rates of benefit. The extreme variation of rents, l^tween regions

and in the same region, for similar accommodation is evidence of failure to

distribute industry and population and of failure to provide housing according
to needs. No scale of social insurance benefits free from objection can be
framed while the failure continues. In this, as in other respects, the framing
of a completely satisfactory plan of social security depends on a solution of

other social problems.

Persons of Working Age

217.

In considering the minimum income needed by persons of working
age for subsistence during interruption of earnings, it is sufficient to take
into account food, clothing, fuel, light and household sundries, and rent.
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though some margin must be allowed for inefficiency in spending. Persons
not working will not have to spend money in travelling to work, and it is

assumed that there will be provision for excusing insurance contributions,

both compulsory and voluntary, during interruption of earning. In so far as

these contributions are not excused, fiiey must be covered by the margin
So also must be covered by the margin any diversion of expenditme from thmgs
which are necessary to things which, though not necessary, may appear prefer-

able to the individual.

218. Food. For food it is possible to make estimates on the basis of

dietaries. At 1938 prices, it would have been possible to provide an adequate
dietary, either on the scale laid down in the 1936 and 1938 Reports of the
Technical Commission on Nutrition by the League of Nations or on the scale

laid down in 1933 by the Committee on Nutrition of the British Medical
Association, for a man and woman together at a cost of about 13/- a week.
Reference to these dietaries does not imply a view that they are themselves
incapable of improvement or would be accepted today as final by all

authorities. The science of nutrition, like other sciences, progresses and shows
how health may be improved by different ways of feeding. But a better
dietary is not necessarily a more expensive dietary. Although the constituents

of the League of Nations and the British Medical Association diets differ, there

is no marked differencem their total cost. The 13/- may reasonably be divided
as 7/- for a single man and 6/- for a single woman. These figures exclude
special needs, such as those of invalids and of expectant and nursing mothers.
For the latter additional nourishment is necessary and the question may arise

of providing it as part of a health service.

219. Clothing. In respect of clothing it is not possible to determine
the necessary expenditure with anything like the same accuracy as with food.

The expenditures of industrial households in 1937-38 may be estimated from
Ministry of Labour Family Budgets as 2/4J a week for a man and 2/6^
a week for a woman or for a man and woman together 4/lOi ; for agricultural

households the figures are 1/8 for a man and 1/7^ for a womem, or 3/3^
together. These expenditures are above the subsistence requirement, since

they relate to households which are living above the minimum. Moreover,
clothing is an item of expenditure which can for a time be postponed. In
none of the Social Surveys undertaken in various towns before the war was the

weekly cost of clothing for men and women together put as high as 3/-, the

actual figures assumed ranged from 1/1^ to 2/11, and most of the estimates

were below 2/-. It is reasonable to put the allowance for clothing in unemploy-
ment or disability benefit as 1/6 each for a man and a woman, or 3/- together.

This is very little below the actual expenditure of agricultural households in

1937-38.

220. Fuel, Light and Household sundries. The average weeldy expenditure

of industrial households of two persons in 1937-38 on coal, gas and dectricity

as given in Table VIII varied from 4/1 in the Northern Division to 5/4 in the
North-East, averaging 4/10 for the whole of Britain. For households of one
person the divisional averages varied from 6d. in Wales (very few house-

holds) to 3/1 in the North-West, the average for Britain as a whole being

about 2/8. Subsistence expenditure can clearly be put below these figures,

which relate to households living on an average well above the minimum. In

a sample tabulation of households in the lower quartiles for fuel consumption,

taken as representative of the poorer households, the average expenditure

(as given in the last column of Table VIII) was 3/7 for a two person family,

as compared with 4/10 in all industrial households. There is also some
possibility of reducing or postponing expenditure on fuel and light, though
not as much as in the case of clothing. On the other hand, some provision
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must be made for household necessaries other than fuel and light. It is

suggested that 4/- for a man and woman together and 2/6 for a man or a
woman separately to cover these other necessaries, as well as fuel and light,

should be adequate.

221. Margin. The foregoing calculations, particularly that for food,

assume complete efficiency in expenditure, i e. that the unemployed or
disabled person buys exactly the right food and cooks and uses it without waste.

This assumption is clearly not likely to be realised. Some margin must be
allowed for inefficiency in purcha.sing, and also for the certainty that people
in receipt of the minimum income required for subsistence wll in fact spend
some of it on things not absolutely necessary. It is suggested that a margin
of 2/- a week for a man and a woman togetlier and 1/6 a week for a man or a
womein separately should be allowed.

222. From these considerations there emerges as a basis for fixing the
rate of subsistence benefit at 1938 prices the following table :

—

TABLE IX

Requirements for Adults of Working Age at 1938 Prices

Man and Wife Mon Woman
Food ... 13/- 7/- 61-
Clothing ... ... . . 31- 1/6 1/6
Fuel, Light and Sundries 41- 2/6 2/6
Margin 21- 1/6 1/6
Rent ... 10/- 6/6 6/6

32/- 19^ is/T

223. Strictly the figures for clothing and one or two minor items relate

only to short periods of unemployment and disability, during which
expenditure on renewals can be postponed ; more will be needed in prolonged
interruption of earnings. On the other hand, there should be room for re-

adjustment in such matters as rent or of retrenchment in the margin. On the
whole, it seems fair to balance these considerations against one another and
make no change' in the rate of benefit as between short and long interruption

of earnings during working years.

Retired Persons

224. The subsistence needs of retired persons are in some ways less and
in other respects greater than the needs of persons of working age during
interruption of earnings. The differences in respect of the main heads of

expenditure are as follows :

—

Food .—^The food requirements of old people are placed by all authorities

at substantially less than those of persons of working age. In calories they
need about 75 per cent, of what is needed by working age adults. Some
writers in the past have reduced the money requirement for the food of old

persons in something like the same proportion. But there is no adequate
reason for putting the needs of old persons for constructive and protective

foods more than slightly below those of working age adults, while on the

other hand, the food of old people will be more expensive because of their

failing mastication and digestion. It is suggested that the food requirements

of retired persons, in place of being put at 75 per cent, of those of a working
age adult, should be put at about 85 per cent., or for a man 6/- a week and for

a woman 5/6 a week.

Clothing.—^The requirements of old people for clothing are not more than
two-thirds of those of adults of working age. On the other band, in contrast
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to unemployment and disability benefit for assumed temporary intermption

of earnings, the pension must allow for renewals of clothing. Mr. Rowntree

put the long period requirement for clothing at 4/- for a man and woman
of working age, as compared with 3/- during temporary interruption of earnings,

making the long period amount for a single person 2/-. It is suggested that

the allowance for a pension for a retired person should be put at two-thirds of

this, that is to say, 1/4 per week.

Fuel, Lighting and Household Sundries .—^Thc requirements of retired

persons are higher than those of persons of working age. It is suggested that

they should be put at 3/- for one person in place of 2/6, and 5/- for two

persons.

Margin .—^This should be left for retired persons as for others at 2/- for

two and 1/6 for one.

Rent .—Retired persons should be able to adjust their rents. It is suggested

that 6/- for a single person and 8/6 for a couple should be sufficient.

225.

The requirements for retired persons at 1938 prices become
accordingly ;

—

TABLE X
Requirkments for Retired Persons at 1938 Prices

Man and Wife Man Woman
Food n/6 61- 5/6
Clothing 2/8 1/4 1/4

Fuel, Light and Sundries ... ‘ 51- 31- 31-
Margin 21- 1/6 1/6
Rent 8/8 61- 61-

29/8 17/10 17/4

This suggests that at pre-war prices the subsistence pension on retirement

for a man and wife would be about 2/4 a week below the rate of benefit for

unemployment or disability.

Young Persons and Boys and Girls of Working Age

226. The food allowance for boys and girls of working age and of young
persons up to 21 should be slightly more than that for adults, say 7/6 a week
for males and 6/6 for females. The clothing allowance should be the same as

for adults, say 1/6 wnth the same margin of 1/6. These items accordingly

add up to 10/6 for a male and 9/6 for a female. Rent can be presumed to be
covered for boys and girls by their parents, and the actual contribution which
such earners will make to other common costs will vary with circumstances.
Adding 1/6 for this, to the figures of 10/6 or 9/6 for food, clothing and margin,
the benefit needed for boys might be put at 1 2/- with girls 1 /- less. For young
persons of 18 to 20, who will in some cases already have separate households,

a larger addition, including something for rent is needed. The determination
of benefit rates' in these cases must to some extent be arbitrary. As a practical

conclusion it is suggested that the benefit rate at 1938 prices might be 12/-

a week for boys and girls alike, for young men 16/- and for young women
either 15/- or the same as the rate for young men, according to the decision

taken (in para. 230) as to equalising or differentiating benefits for men and
women.

Dependent Children

227. For children, 5/- a week has commonly been assumed in the past as
a suitable allowance. It seems doubtful, however, whether a figure 2a low as

this can be justified if it has to cover subsistence needs. On the League of
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Nations dietary the weekly cost of food for a child at 1938 prices would be as

follows :

—

0-5 years 4/6 10-14 years 7/-

5-10 „ 6/- 14-15 „ 7/6 •

The actual expenditure on clothing in 1937-^8 for each child under 14 may be
estimated from the Ministry of Labour Family Budgets at 1/4J a week in

industrial households and 9^d. a week in rural households. In the case of

children the allowance must cover -the cost of clothing over a long period

;

that is to say, it cannot be reduced on the assumption that such expenditure

would be postponed as in the case of an adult during unemplo3nnent or dis-

abilit}^. The minimum weekly cost of clothing for a child can hardly be put
at less than an average of lOd. a week. If it is assumed that clothing costs

vary with age in much the same way as food costs, the weekly requirement
for each age group may be put as foUows ;

—

0-5 years ... ... 7d. 10-14 years 1/-

5-10 „ lOd. 14-15 „ 1/3

For fuel and light Table VITI, based on the Ministry of Labour Family Budgets,
shows average weekly cost rising fairly steadily from 4-86 shillings for two
person households to 6-38 shillings for eight person households, i.e. by just

over 1/6 for 6 persons. This suggests an allowance of 3d. per week per child

to cover fuel, light and household sundries.

228.

Even without any margin for inefficiency in purchasing, this

calculation yields at 1938 prices the following amounts as required for

children’s allowances to cover subsistence needs without rent :

—

0-5 years 5/4 10-14 years 8/3

5-10 „ 7/1 14-15 „ 9/-

This malces the average subsistence allowance at 1938 prices for each child

about 5/1 1 for food, lOd. for clothing and 3d. for fuel and light or 7/- a week
altogether instead of the 5/- which it has been common to assume in discussing

children’s allowances in the past.

Conclusion

229. The foregoing discussion suggests that at 1938 prices and on the
assumption of a uniform allowance of 10/- a week for rent of a household
the subsistence benefit should be 19/- a week for men of working age and 18/-

a week for women of working age, and 32/- for a man and wife together. The
corresponding subsistence pensions for retired persons should be 17/6 single

and 29/6 for a couple, assuming 6/- for rent in the former case and 8/6 for rent

in the latter case. The subsistence needs of children should be put materially

higher than has been customary hitherto in discussions of children’s allowances.

230. On these estimates of subsistence needs, two practical decisions

have to be taken. The first is whether differentiation by sex should be
maintained. The strongest reason for giving women, as such, lower rates

of benefit than men would be a desire to avoid imposing on women rates of

contribution excessive for their wages. Women's contributions will in any
case be substantially below those of men, which have to carry provision for

housewives. To make any further substantial difference between the con-

tributions of the sexes women’s benefit rales would need to differ from men's
rates by much more than the 1/- a week during unemplo5unent and disability

than can be justified by examination of subsistence needs. On balance it

seems not worth while to maintain any difference between the rates of single

men and of single women. The second question is whether the pensions on
retirement shoidd, in accordance with subsistence needs, be put below the
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working age benefits. I he final ansv/ei to this depends on the discussion ol

the problem of old age in the following section. For the reasons given in

para. 251 it is suggested that the insurance scheme should provide retirement

pensions at the level of working age benefits and above subsistence needs.

231. The rates named above are based on 1938 prices. At the date

of this Report (November, 1942) the cost of living is about 30 per cent,

above the level of 1938. The level at which prices will tend to settle after

the war cannot be foretold ; it is unlikely that they will return in any short

period to the pre-war level ; it is reasonable to hope that they may be kept

near the present level. As a basis of discussion, in framing the Social Security

Budget, it has been assumed that the cost of living after the Wcir will settle

at about 25 per cent, above 1938. This yields in round figures a provisional

post-war rate of benefit for a man and wife together of 40/- a week, and for a

man or woman alone of 24/- a week, neglecting any difference of sex and
rounding the single person’s rate up to the nearest 1/-. These provisional

rates allow for a rise of 25 per cent, or a little more in the cost of all necessaries,

including rent and including also the margin suggested in para. 221. If rents

can be kept at their pre-war level, the provisional rates are sufficient for a rise

of about 33 per cent, on the other necessaries, including the margin. If, in

spite of a rise of materially more than 25 per cent, over all necessaries, including

rent, the provisional rate of unemployment or disability benefit for a man and
wife together is kept at 40/- a week, this means cutting into the margin ; if

the margin is left out altogether, 40/- a week covers a rise of 33 per cent, in the

cost of living, including rent. If retirement pensions are put at the same
provisional rate of 40/- joint and 24/- single there is a further margin, because

the actual subsistence needs are lower. For young persons of both sexes 18-20

a provisional rate of 20/- a week is suggested and for boys and girls one of

15/- a week.

232. For children’s allowances it seems reasonable to take a provisional

post-war rate of 9/- a week, covering an increase of nearly 30 per cent, in cost

of subsistence above the 7/- required at 1938 prices. This does not include

anything for rent or allow any margin. On the other hand, substantial pro-

vision in kind is already being made for children through school meals and
supply of free or cheap milk. Allowing for this, in framing the Social Security

Budget in Part IV the average cost of allowances in addition to existing

provision has been put at 8/- per head per week.

SECTION 2

THE PROBLEM OF AGE
233. The problem of the nature and extent of the provision to be made

for old age is .the most important, and in some ways the most difficult, of all

the problems of social security. It is so for two main recisons.

234. First, age, as a cause of inability to earn after childhood is pcist,

exceeds in importance all the other causes of such inability together. Just
before the present war there were at any moment about twice as many people
in Britain of pensionable age, that is to say, 65 and upwards for men and 60
and upwards for women, as there were men and women of working age
dependent on their earnings who could not earn through unemployment or
disability of all kinds. The cost of pensions relatively to the rest of social

security will increase inevitably through increase in the proportion of people
of pensionable age in the population. This is shown by Table XI based on
the White Paper as to Current Trends of Population in Great Britain prepared



by the Registrar-General and on further information supplied by him. The
persons of pensionable age (65 for men and 60 for women) at the beginning

of the century were about 2^ millions or 1 in 17 of the whole population ; in

1931 they were about 4^ millions or 1 in 10 of the population
; in 1961, less

than twenty years from now, they will be more than 8 millions or 1 in 6 of

the population, and they will continue to increase proportionately to the rest.

On the other side, the Table shows the continuous decline of the child popula-
tion which, if not arrested, will after 1971 bring about a rapid diminution of

the whole population. In 1901 there were more than five children under
15 for every person of pensionable age. In 1961, less than twenty years from
now, there will be one child under 15 for every person of pensionable age,

and in 1971 the children will be outnumbered by the possible pensioners.

These figures depend upon the assumptions made as to the future of birth-

rates and death-rates, and the results will be different if these assumptions are

not realised. In particular a large increase in the birth-rate would increase

the number of children relatively to others.

TABLE XI
EanuATED Population' op Great Britain bv Age Groups 1901 to 1971

Year
Total

Popula-
tion

Under
IS

Per
cent.
of

Total

Men 15-64
Women

15-59 (both
inclusive)

Per
cent.

of
Total

Men 65
and over
Women 60
and over

Per
cent.

of
Total

12.040,841 32-5 22,674,624 61-3 2,284,481 6-2

1911 12.587,504 30-8 25,495,097 62-4 2,748,416 6-7

1921 11,940.167 27-9 27,479,043 64-2 3,349,222 7-8

1931 10,825,072 24-2 29,674.695 66-2 4,295,430 9-6

1941* 9,573,000 20-6 31,421,000 67-5 5,571,000 12'0

19S1* 9,054,000 191 31,548,000 66-4 6,899,000 14-5

1961* 8,433,000 17-9 30,710,000 65-1 8,049,000 17-1

1971* IBB 7,600,000 16-5 28,804,000 62-6 9,576,000 20-8

* These estimates are based on the assumptions as to fertility and mortality
given in the White Paper on " Current Tieud of Population in Great Britain "

and depend upon the validity of those assumptions

t These figures include a few persons not classified by age and therefore not included
in any of the three age groups.

235. Second, the economic and social consequences of old age in the

individual case are not uniform. Old age may cause acute poverty and it

may cause no poverty at all. Mr. Rowntree in 1936 found that in York
the poverty due to old age was more acute than that due to any other single

cause. That was before the institution of supplementary pensions in 1940.

But even then a great many of the aged were not in want at all. Of all the
old age pensioners in York in 1936, only one-third were living below Mr.
Rowntree’s standard of human needs. For the rest, their pension of 10/- a
week, with other resources, of their own or of their families, was enough to

keep them above that standard. This conclusion of Mr. Rowntree’s accords

well with the fact that at the end of 1941 only 37 per cent., just over one-

third, of cdl persons having contributory or non-contributory pensions had
claimed and qualified for supplementary pensions ; the rest, nearly two-thirds,

had either felt able to manage without applying for supplementation or had
been disqualified under the means test. Besides these pensioners on 10/-

a week who either did not claim or did not qualify for supplement, there are

many old people who have no pension at all, yet are not in such need as leads

them to apply for public assistance. Of all persons over 65 in Britain just

before the war, nearly a third, and of those over 70 about one-fifth, were not
in receipt either of State pensions or of public assistance in any form. Of
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course, this meant in some cases that they were in v/ant, but would not appjy

for assistance. It meant in the majority of cases that they were maintained

by relations, by their work or savings, by pensions provided otherwise than
through the general State scheme, or by a combination of these methods
The first two of these methods are clearly the must important. Superannup.-

tion protision is made now for persons in particular occupations b}’’ the State,

by local authorities and by many private employers, and it is made b57 some
Trade Unions and Friendly Societies for their members, but it is doubtful if

all tliese forms of superannuation provision, taken together, cover as much as

one-tenth of the whole field.

236.. The first of the features noted above, namely the scale of the problem

of old age, has two implications. On the one hand, the provision made for age

must be satisfactory ;
otherwise great numbers may suffer. On the otlier

hand, every shilling added to pension rates is extremely costly in total
; when

the number of persons of pensionable age reaches 8 millions, as it will in' less

than twenty years, every weekly shilling on the pension will mean £20,000,000

a year on the cost of pensions for all ; 5/- will mean £100,000,000 a year.

It is dangerous to be in any way lavish to old age, until adequate provision

has been assured for all other vital needs, such as the prevention of disease

and the adequate nutrition of the j'oung.

237. Age at present is dealt with, so far as the State is concerned, by a

threefold system of pensions
:

(a) contributory pensions of 10/- a week
given to men at 65 or v/omen at 60 without means test and irrespective of

whether they are working or not, limited practically to persons who have been

in employment
;

(b) non-contributory pensions of 10/- or less at the age of

70 subject to a means test
;

(c) supplementary pensions confined to persons

in receipt of one or other of the two classes of pensions named above, designed

to meet needs adequately, subject to a means test different from that applied

for non-contributory pensions. These arrangements, in addition to division

of authority and unjustifiable differences of means test policy, have two
principal defects. First, pensions, both contributory and supplementary,

before the age of 70 are limited practically to persons in Class I. They are

not generally available to persons who have worked on their own account

or the \vives or widows of such persons, or to persons or the wives of persons

w'ho have not been gainfully occupied. Since 1937 such persons, with others,

have been able to enter a special scheme of voluntary insurance for pension,

but apart from this no public provision is made for them in old age, except

public assistance ; recourse to public assistance means recourse to an inde-

pendent authority applying its own test of means. Second, the contributorjr

pensions given as of right are manifestly inadequate, if there are no other

resources ; at the same time they are often superfluous, since they may be
drawn by people still able to earn a full living.

238. The problem for the future is how persons who are past work can

be given a guarantee against want, in a form which gives the maximum of

encouragement to voluntary saving for maintenance of standards above the

subsistence minimum, and at the same time avoids spending money which is

urgently needed elsewhere or monej' on a scale throwing an intolerable financial

burden on the community.
239. Any Plan of Social Security worthy of its name must ensure that

every citizen, fulfilling during his worlnng life the obligation of service according

to his powers, can claim as of right when he is past work an income adequate to

maintain him. This means providing, as an essential part of the plan, a pension

on retirement from work which is enough for subsistence, even though the

pensioner has no other resources whatever ; some pensioners will have no
other resources. It means also providing a pension which is not reduced if

the pensioner has resources. On the contrary, direct encouragement of



voluntary insurance or saving to meet abnormal needs or to maintain standards
of comfort above subsistence level, is an essential part of the Plan for Social

Security proposed in this Report. It follows that the plan mu.st include
provision of pensions up to subsistence level, given as of right to people who
are past work, regardless of the other resources that they then possess, but in

respect of service and contribution during working life.

240. This does not mean that, as from the beginning of the Plan for Social

Security, pensions up to subsistence level must be paid to all citizens who are
past work, without regard to their other resources. On the contrary, for

several reasons, it is important that the coming into operation of a scheme
of adequate pensions given as of right should be gradu^. One of the char-

acteristics of old age as a problem in social security is that the coming of
old age is inevitable and can be and is to a large extent foreseen. Provision
for old age, whether by contributions to a compulsory scheme or otherwise,

must be made over a long period before old age is reached
;

provision
independent of the State is made in fact, to a greater or less extent, through
occupational superannuation schemes, voluntary insurance, or personal
saving, by a number of people, substantial in itself though small in proportion
to the total number of persons of pensionable age. The existence of this

independent provision is not a reason which should lead the State to avoid
making comprehensive adequate provision of its own for everybody in old

age. But it does affect the steps by which that comprehensive provision should
be introduced. A substantial proportion of the persons of pensionable age
in Britain, though without pensions, have other resources

; they will not be
in need of income for subsistence at the outset of the Plan for Social Security.

At the outset none of them will have made any contributions for adequate
pensions from the State. Some will have paid contributions as for the present

inadequate pensions for a substantial period. Others will have paid such
contributions for a few years only ; the present arrangements give an incentive

to persons outside the contributory classes, on approaching the pensionable
age, to get within thoSe classes by emplo3rment which is sometimes specifically

created for that purpose. Others outside the contributory classes will have
paid no contributions at all. In view of the vital need of conserving resources,

in the immediate aftermath of war, it is impossible to justify giving, as from
the first day of the Plan for Social Security, full subsistence pensions to people
who have neither contributed for such pensions nor are in need of them,
who may in fact have full pension provision made for them in other ways in

virtue of their occupation. The Plan for Social Security is based on the

contributory principle ;
that principle, which is good in itself and in accord

. with popular sentiment in regard to provision against other forms of insecurity

through unemployment, sickness, and the like, has special advantages in

relation to the problem of pensions. It both justifies and requires post-

ponement of payment of full subsistence pensions as of right and thus gives

time

—

() for the national income of the community to be built up again after

the disturbance of the war ;

() for the great variety of superannuation schemes now in existence to

be adjusted, if necessary, to the establishment of universal subsistence

pensions for all citizens ;

(c) for solution of the difficulty of determining the proper rate of subsistence

benefits and pensions, which is presented by variation of rents.

Thansition Period of Rising Pension Rates

241. These considerations point to the need for a transition period, during

which passage from the present combination of inadequate contributory

pensions and means pensions to adequate contributory pensions for all can
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be accomplished. They suggest introduction of contributory pensions not at

full subsistence level from lie outset, but rising gradually to that level over a
period of years, with assistance pensions granted meanwhile, after examination

of indmdual needs and means, to ensure that no old person is in want. In

the scheme of social security recently established in New Zealand there is for

pensions a transition period of 28 3'ears
;
pensions witliout means test for all

citizens over 65 beginning in 1940 at £10 a year rise to £78 a year in 1968

;

meanwhile an age benefit of 30/- a week subject to reduction for means is

available forthwith. For Britain the transition period suggested is one of

20 years from 1945 taken as the first year of the new Plan for Social Security

to 1965 as the first year in which contributory pensions will become payable

as of right irrespective of means at the full provisional rate of 40/- joint for

man and wife or 24/- single. The treatment in the transition period of persons

standing in different relations to the present insurance schemes raises difficult

questions of both equity and administration. The persons to be considered

fall into three main groups ; those who at the launching of the new scheme
will have complete qualification for contributory pensions under the old

scheme in the sense that if they were then of pensionable age they would receive

pensions ; those who will have no contribution qualification at all for pensions

under the old scheme
;
and those who will have made some contributions for

such pensions but not enough to complete their qualification.

242. The persons with complete qualification for contributory pensions

under the old scheme are those who are already in receipt of contributory

pensions and those who, at 1st July, 1944, have at least five years of

continuous insurance for pensions. The proposal made here is that, subject

to the retirement condition mentioned below, all these persons should receive

contributory pensions at the basic rate of 25/- joint (i.e. for man and wife) or

14/- single in 1945, rising every two years by increments of 1/6 joint or 1/- single

up to the full basic rate of 40/- joint or 24/- single in 1965. On this proposal,

all persons in this group will at all times have the same rate of basic contri-

butory pension, irrespective of the date on which they reach pensionable age

and claim pension. Those who claim in .1945 will get 25/- joint, rising to

26/6 in 1947, to 28/- in 1949 and so on. Those who claim for the first time in

1949 will come in at 28/- joint ; they will not get more because they have
contributed longer under the new scheme. The second group, i.e. persons with

no qualifications for the present pensions, are in the main the new classes

proposed to be brought into pension insurance, namely Class II (persons

gainfully occupied otherwise than under contract of service). Class IV (persons

of working age not occupied) and persons in Class I who hitherto have been
excepted from insurance. All these persons will contribute for pensions for

the first time under the new scheme. It is proposed that they should be
required to contribute for 10 years before being qualified for any pension.

Thereafter, i.e., from 1955 onwards, on reaching the minimum pensionable age
and retiring, they will receive a basic pension of 25/- joint or 14/- single, rising

by 1/6 joint or 1/- single for every further year of contribution thereafter, the

full basic rate of 40/- joint, or 24/- single being reached in 1965 for Ihose

claiming pension then or thereafter. Since persons in this group who are

ahreadjr within 10 years of pensionable age, that is to say, are over 55 for men
or 50 for women at 1st July, 1944, may not be able to qualify for any pension,

all such persons will have the option of applying for exemption from contribu-

tion for pensions, that is to say, will pay only that part of the insurance
contribution which is required for purposes other than pension. As is explained
below, many such persons may in fact be able to qualify for full pension by
continuing to work and contribute after pensionable age. The third group
includes persons who have made some compulsory contributions for pensions
under the old scheme before 1st July, 1944, but have not the, full
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the special voluntary contributors for pensions under the Act of 1937 who
have subscribed for pensions and under present conditions can obtain them
after ten years of contribution. The precise arrangements in regard to these

classes must be defined by Regulations giving them the appropriate intermediate

position between the first and second groups in respect of their former
contributions. These Regulations will presumably require insured persons to

establish their claim to be in the intermediate group by some contributions

made before the adoption of the scheme by the Govermnent is announced.

243. The proposals in paragraph 242 make a distinction in the application

of the rising scale of contributory pensions as between the first group of

persons (with full qualifications under the old scheme) and those in the second
group (with no qualifications under the old scheme). For the former
group the rate of pensions rises by simple effluxion of time. All persons
in this group at any one time will have the same rate of basic contributory

pension ; they proceed together up the rising scale of pensions, irrespective

of the point at which they entered it and irrespective, therefore, of the number
of contributions paid under the new scheme. The rate of pension lor each
individual in the second group depends not merely on effluxion of time but
on the date after 1954 at which he retires on pension, that is to say, on the
number of contributions paid by him under the new scheme

;
for he has made

no contributions under the old scheme. A person in this group who claims

pension as soon as he has contributed for ten years in 1955 will get 14/- as

basic pension for the rest of his life. His pension will not go up in 1956, while

a person who does not retire till 1956 will obtain not 14/- but 15/- a week.
It is arguable that both classes should be treated alike, either in the direction

of making pensions rise by simple effluxion of time in both cases or by fixing

pension for each individual according to the date of his first claiming. The
case for the procedure proposed in regard lo the second group is that, on the
whole, the people in this group have a relatively large nmnber for whom pension

provision is being made in otlier ways ; it is not unreasonable to enforce a

strict contribution condition upon them. The difficulty of applying the

same procedure to the first group lies partly in the very differing contribution

records before 1945 of those who will be in this group, and partly in the fact

that to apply this procedure will mean that all those who retire and claim

pension during the transition period will permanently have less than the full

basic rate of pension, and thus if they have no other resources may be
permanently in need of assistance. As this group includes most of the pen-

sioners, it is important to frame a scheme which, so far as possible, will bring

them all to the full basic rate and above need for assistance by the end of the

transition period. If on further consideration of the equities as between the

two classes it appeared desirable to treat the second group in the same way
as the first group, and place all on a general rising scale irrespective of the

date of claiming pensions and of the number of contributions old or new,
this would increase the expenditure on pensions in 1965 by about £15,000,000
a year. If, on the other hand, it appeared desirable and practicable to treat’

the first group on the lines proposed for the second group, and make the basic

pensions of the first group vary with the date when they claimed pension

and the number of contributions paid under the new scheme—this would
decrease the expenditure on pensions in 1965 by about £30,000,000.

Pensions Conditional on Retirement

244. Pensions have been spoken of above as piovision for people who are

past work. Pensions adequate for subsistence without other means should

be given only to people who, after reaching a minimum age for retirement,

have in fact retired from work. To give a full subsistence income to every
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citizen on his or her reaching the age ot 65 or 60 would impose an unjustifiable

and harmful burden on all citizens below that age. The practical problems
of making pensions conditional upon retirement are considered below. They
are certainly not insoluble, nor can imposition of a retirement condition for

receipt of pension be described as a means test, any more than imposition of a
condition that a man should be unable to obtain work, in order to obtain

unemployment benefit, can be described as a means test. The pensions pro-

posed in the Plan for Social Security are retirement pensions, not old age

pensions. There is no fixed age for retirement, but only a minimum pension

age, 65 for men and 60 for wom.en, at or after which each individual has the

option of retiring and claiming pension. Till he does so, contributions by or

on behalf of him have to be paid in the same way as for aU other persons.

245. Making receipt of pension conditional on retirement is not intended

to encourage or hasten retirement. On the contrary, the conditions governing

pension should be such as to encourage every person who can go on working
after reaching pensionable age, to go on working and to postpone retirement

and the claiming of pension. The large and growing proportion of the total

population who will be above the pensionable ages of 65 for men and
60 for women, makes it essential to raise the average age of retirement, if

possible, and in any case to avoid doing anything which may bring about
earlier retirement than at present. It is neither politically feasible nor would
it be right to raise the statutory minimmn age for pensions. The capacity of

different people for work late in life varies from individual to individual.

To attempt to force people to retire before their powers and desire for work
fail, and to compel them by a rise in the minimum age of pensions to struggle

on after their powers have failed, are two errors and injustices which should
be avoided by any system of social insurance designed to increase human
happiness. The right way of er.c./ai aging postponement of retirement is

to make it attractive for people who can remain at work after they have
reached the minimum pension age to da so ; such people should be allowed,

by continuing to contribute and postponing claim to pension, to qualify for

an addition to the basic rate which is given if pension is claimed at the minimum
age. The object of encouraging continuance of work in later life will not be
attained by granting pensions without a retirement condition. If these

pensions are adequate for subsistence they will obviously encourage retirement.

Even inadequate unconditional pensions will encourage early retiiement in

many cases. There are other superannuation schemes for some of which
pension can be drawn only on retirement which may be earlier or later according
to the choice of the individual

;
provision of universal unconditional pensions

by the State wull lead many people to take this with their other superannuation
provision and retire.

246. The rates of pension named in the preceding paragraphs have been
described accordingly as basic pensions ; they are the rates for those who
retire and claim pension as soon as they reach the minimum pensionable age.

Any person who on reaching this age postpones claiming pension vrill have
his pension increased in respect of each year of postponement. It is suggested
ttiat this increa.se should be at the rate of 2/- a week on a joint pension or

1/- a week on a single pension for each year of postponement, added to whatever
would have' been the basic pension for that individual, if he had reached
minimum pensionable age in the year in which he claims pension. The effect

of this can be illustrated by considering particular cases of persons in the first

and second groups respectively. A married man in the first group (i.e. qualified

for contributory pension under the present scheme) who reaches the age of

65 in 1 949, if he then retires will receive a basic pension of 28/- a week, which
by 1953 will rise to 31 /- ; if instead of retiring he goes on working to 1.953
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he will be able to retire in 1953 on a pension of 39/- and will always have 8/-

more a week than he would have had by retiring at 65. A married man in

the second group (i.e. one outside the present contributory class) who reaches

the age of 65 in 1955 and retires then will have a pension of 25/- and will

remain always at that figure ; if he postpones retirement for four years to

1959, his basic pension will be 31/- and he will have an additional 8/- in respect

of continuing to work after the minimum pensionable age, making his pension
39/-. The increases for postponement after minimum pensionable age are

designed to give to the individual some, though not all, of the saving in pension
expenditure resulting through his postponement and are related, therefore,

o the amount of the basic pension which is postponed. When the basic

pension reaches its full rate in 1965 for both groups it would be appropriate

to make the increase for each year of postponement greater. The question

may also arise of imposing a maximum upon the amount of total pension.

247. Insured persons who postpone claiming pension on reaching the
minimum pensionable age will continue to contribute in their respective

insurance dasses, I, II or IV, and to draw the working age benefits. It will

be necessary to impose restrictions on the period for which unemplojnnent
or disability benefit can be drav/n after the minimum pensionable age, and it

may prove desirable to make the increased pension above the basic rate depend
not simply on the length of postponement, but upon actual contributions paid.

These are matters to be dealt with by Regulations. Such restrictions will be
particularly necessary in the transition period, during which unemployment
and disability benefit wUl be above the basic rate of pension.

248. The application of a retirement condition for pensions presents some
administrative problems, but for the reasons given above a retirement condition

is essential, nor can the administrative problems fairly be regarded as either

insoluble or even exceptionally difficult.

First, the proposal to increase pensions ii retirement is postponed and
contributions continue to be made, will give aU classes (I, II and IV) alike an
economic motive not to claim pensions, while they are still able to work with
any regularity. By these means they will be able to get the advamtage of

their capacity to continue at work after pensionable age honestly, without
the subterfuges involved in pretending to retire and not really retiring.

Second, retirement means giving up regular earnings, not being idle 100 per
cent, of one’s time. Every person receiving pension will be required to sign

a periodic declaration either that he has earned no more than, say, £3 in each
of the preceding 3 months or how much he has earned if he has earned more.
From one-half to two-thirds of the excess above £3 a month wiU be deducted
from his pension for the ensuing quarter.

Third, enforcement and detection of fraud presents no difficulties in the
case of earnings by way of employment. The retired person wiU not be able

legally to obtain employment, except through the possession of an employment
book for which he will have to make application. Persons who continue to
work after pensionable age without retirement will, as stated elsewhere, pay
contributions in the ordinary way. It is for consideration whether those

who take occasional employment after retirement should be able to do so

as exempt persons (paying no contributions themselves though their employer
pays contributions) or should pay contributions normally. But in cither case

they will need an employment book, whether marked for exemption or not,

and the amount of their employment can be controlled.

Fourth, enforcement and detection of fraud in the case of gainful occupation
otherwise than by way of employment raises greater difficulties. But under
the proposals made here, this problem will not arise in the case of most of the

people concerned (generally Class II or IV) for ten yeans, so that there is ample

p
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time to develop any necessary administrative machinery. Proiisionaliy it is

suggested that no person retired on pension would be pennitted to hold an
occupation card in respect of a shop, small holding, fishing boat, etc., that

is to say, for evert' such means of earning, someone else would have to hold

the licence • that person might be the wife of the pensioner, but this would
automatically have the eliect of making the rate of pension single. The shop-

keeper or small holder of advancing j*ears will be able freely to do odd jobs

and help in the shop, but he will not find it easy to carry on his business just

as before and continue to draw pension as for himself and a dependant. It

maj' not be possible, nor is it important, to control closely the earnings which
a retired person makes by v/riting or personal service.

249. It may be argued that it is unreasonable to require retirement as a

condition of pension, unless and until the pension is adequate for subsistence.

This might be so if the object in idew was to encourage retirement. That,
however, is not the policy underljdng these proposals. On the other hand, an

individual who proposes to go on working and earning has no reasonable case

for expecting an increase of pension or any pension for which he has not paid,

just because he has reached a particular birthday. Those who already have
imcondidonal pensions will be allowed to keep them unchanged till they

choose to retire. But no fresh unconditional pensions should be granted

after the day appointed for beginning the new scheme.

Saiegcardisg of Existing Pensioners

250. In the apphcation of the new scheme the position of all persons

who at the beginnmg of the scheme, taken as 1st July, 1944, have pensions

under the old scheme will be safeguarded. Those already in receipt of

contributory pensions of 10/- a week without retirement condition will be

allowed to retain their present pensions so long as they like continuing to

work and to contribute ; when they retire, will enter the scale at the

appropriate p>oint. The same principle of safeguarding existing pensioners will

apply also to non-contributory means test pensions. If, as is possible, the

means test for the larger assistance pensions proposed is in some way more
stringent than that for the non-contributory pensions now given at the age

of 70, existing pensioners will keep the benefit of their present means test.

The same principle will safeguard other special cases, such as that of women
who were widowed before the Act of 1926.

251. The final rate suggested for basic pension (40/- joint and 24/- single)

is the same as that suggested for unemployment and disability benefit. On
strict subsistence arguments, it is possible to justify putting the rate of basic

pension below the rate of working age benefit, say 37/- joint and 22/6 single.

But there is strong public opinion in favour of securing for the aged sometlung
more than bare suWstence, and apart from this there is convenience in keeping

pensions at least equal to working age benefits in order to avoid stepping

down from benefit to pension on reachmg a particular birthday. To keep the

ultimate rate of contributory pensions to 37/- joint and 22/6 single will effect

a saving only in 1965 ; by that time it is reasonable to hope that such a saving

will not appear necessary.

252. There is nothing sacred about the number of years suggested here for

the transition period ; it is possible to argue for more or for less than 20 years.

But the case for anything less than 20 years is not strong. A male employee who
pays for 20 years from the age of 45 to 65 wall have provided personally less

than one-sixth of the value of his pension, having paid five-twelfths of the

full actuarial contribution for the last 20 years of his working life in place of

49 years ; an independent worker paying both the employer’s and the

employee’s share will have provided less than one-third F rriplovee.*^ who con-
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16 after the appointed day in 1944—will provide 42% of their own pensions ;

the compensation to them is that the State takes ofi them, largely by assistance

pensions at once and wholly by contributory pensions in 20 years at latest,

the burden of providing for their parents. From another point of view—that
of giving time for re-adjustment of existing voluntary schemes of superannua-
tion—a substantial transitional period is necessary. Given a sufficient provision

of assistance pensions to those who need them the transition involves no
hardship.

253.

The joint rate ol benefit and pension proposed, namely 40/-,

assumes a rent of 10/-. The average rent in London is at least 6/-

above that. Whatever be done to adjust unemployment and disability

benefits to rent (either individually or by higher rates of contribution and
benefit in London, as suggested in para. 214 above), retirement pensions must
be uniform throughout the country ; they cannot fit the needs even tolerably

unless rents are made more uniform. In effect the transition proposals made
here allow twenty years for dealing with the rent problem, that is to say for

reducing both the anomalous rent level of London and the acute individual

inequalities which exist throughout the country. Meanwhile, during the
transition period, abnormally high rents will be dealt with by supplementation
or assistance pensions.

Conclusion

254. There is no valid objection, either on the ground of equity or on the
ground that a means test may discourage thrift, to postponing introduction of

adequate contributory pensions for a substantial period of transition, during
which needs are met by pensions subject to means test. As regards equity,

the people who reach pensionable age during the transition period will not
have paid contributions at the new rates for any substantial time. As regards
thrift, only those who are now so old that they may expect to require pensions
before the transition period ends can be affected at all, and of these only a
small proportion can be affected substantially. The rising scale of contributory
pensions vnll make it possible for everyone except people who are already
close to pension age, by a very moderate additional provision of their own,
to secure income adequate for subsistence and have no need for any means
pension. There is all the difference in the world between a permanent system
of pensions subject to means test and a transitional system of supplementation
of rising contributory pensions, such as is suggested here. The first must be
rejected ; the second is not open to serious objection.

255. There is no reeison also to doubt the power of large numbers of

people to go on working with advantage to the community and happiness to
themselves after reaching the minimum pensionable age of 65 for men or

60 for women. The numbers of people past the pensionable age who, at each
census, described themselves as still occupied rather than retired is very
great. So is the number of those working as exempt persons after this age
under the present schemes of health and unemployment insurance. There is

no statistical evidence that industrial development is making it harder for

people to continue at work later in life than it used to be ; such evidence as

there is points in the opposite direction. The natural presumption from the
increasing length of total life is that the length of years during which working
capacity lasts will also rise, as health improves, as by freedom from want in

childhood and by freedom from want and idleness in working years the
physique and the courage of the citizens are maintained. A people ageing in

years need not be old in spirit, and British youth will rise again
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256. The main proposals in regard to pensions in old age may be summed
up as follows :

—

(1) The Plan for Social Security includes the provision of pensions at basic

rates equivalent to those for unemployment and disability benefit, that

is to say, 40/- a week joint for man and wife and 24/- for a single

pensioner, for all citizens without means test in virtue of contributions.

(2) These contributory pensions will be introduced gradually over a tran-

sition period of a suggested length of twenty years, during which the

rate of basic pension rise from 25/- for man and wife and 14/- for a
single pensioner to the full rate.

(3) Assistance pensions will be ax’ailable for all persons of pensionable age

(65 for men and 60 for women) requiring them, on a umfonn means
test based on the Determination of Needs Act, both in supplementation

of contributory pensions and for persons not qualified for any con-

tributory pension.

(4) All contributory pensions under the plan wiU be retirement pensions,

that is to say be given only to people who have retired from work
and will be subject to reduction of part of any earnings made after

retirement.

(5) The basic rate of pension is that which can be obtained by people
retiring at the minimum pensionable age of 65 for men or 60 for women.
Any individual postponing retirement after reaching the pensionable

age will be able to qualify for additions to the basic pen.sion according

to the length of the postponement.

(6) The position of all persons now in receipt of pensions will be safe-

guarded, that is to say such persons will be able to draw contributory

pensions at the present rate without retirement until they decide to

retire from work and take pensions at the larger new rale.

(7) The application of the rising scale of contributory pensions may difier

as between persons within the scope of the present contributory

pensions and persons outside their scope (mainly Classes II and IV
and persons in Class I now excepted from insurance), in view of the

fact that the former will and the latter will not have paid contributions

under the present scheme.
257. The transition period of twenty years will not affect any man under

the age of 45 at the beginning of the scheme. Every such man, whether
working under contract of service or on his own account or as an employer,
whatever his occupation, wiU be able to qualify for pension for himself and
for his wife at the fuU basic rate, equivalent to unemployment or disability

benefit, and to add to this by postponing his retirement. Every single woman
under 40 will be equally unaffected by the transition period ; whether working
under contract of service or independently or living at home and giving unpaid
help to her family, she will be able to qualify for full basic pension and to add
to it. A married woman who also imdertakes gainful occupation will be able

to qualify for full pension in respect of her own contributions and to draw
pension when she reaches 60 irrespective of her husband’s age. The proportion
of the population affected by the transition period in any way will be small.

Most of them will be able to get substantial contributory pensions, if not up to

the full basic rate. Whether they do so or not, all of them will have security

against want in a system of transitional assistance pensions. Nor does the
proposal for a transition period mean that there will be no change in regard
to pensions at once or during the transition. On the contrary, there will be
five immediate changes of great importance followed by continual change
during the transition as the rate of contributory pensions rises. The five

immediate changes are :

—

(1) The administration of all provision for old age will’ be unified In place
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of being divided as at present between five separate bodies :
'

of Health ; Department of Health for Scotland ; Customs and ,

Assistance Board ; and Local Authorities (for Public Assistance).

(2) Pension rates for persons now within the scope of contributory pension
insurance will be raised forthwith by 25 per cent, joint or 40 per cent,

single, subject to the retirement condition.

(3) All persons of working age not now within the scope of contributory
pension insurance will be brought in forthwith for contribution with
a view to qualif3nng for substantial contributory pensions after ten
years and full contributory pensions after twenty years.

(4) Persons not now eligible for non-contributory pensions will be able,

on proof of need, to obtain assistance pensions.

(5) In so far as any pensions continue to be granted, not as of right in

respect of contributions, but subject to proof of need, needs and means
will be judged on uniform principles in all cases. There will be a
single test in place of several different tests as at present.

SECTION 3

THE PROBLEM OF ALTERNATIVE REMEDIES
258. Some of the needs for which maintenance of income under a plan

for social security is required, may arise through causes which give to the
person in need a legal claim against another person. These cases are of three
main types :

—

(i) Industrial accidents, in respect of which an injured employee, apart
from the Workmen’s Compensation Acts, may have, a claim against
the employer at common law.

(ii) Other accidents, in respect of which the person injured may have a
claim against another person as having caused the accident by
negligence. Such cases arise mainly, though not solely, out of trafi&c

by road
; in relation to one form of road traffic, by use of motor vehicles,

there are special statutory provisions to secure insurance against such
liabilities.

(iii) Breaking of marriage otherwise than by death, under conditions giving

the wife a continuing claim to maintenance—after divorce, separation

or desertion—against the husband.
Each of these types presents specied features and involves varied questions

of law and policy, too technical for exhaustive discussion here. In regard to
each of them questions arise, under two distinct heads, as to which something
should be said in general terms. How far should the possible existence of

these other rights of the person in need of income affect bis claim under the
social insurance scheme ? Should the developments now proposed in social

insurance be accompanied by any change of these other rights ?

259. Under the first head, one general principle seems clear : The
possible existence of an alternative remedy should not prevent an insured
person from getting forthwith whatever social security benefits he would be
entitled to claim if he had no such remedy. The testing of any alternative

remedy is bound to take some time ; the needs of the injured person should be
met at once. Prompt maintenance of income is of the essence of social

security. The present arrangements under which the possible existence of a
claim against an employer is ground for refusing sickness benefit to a disabled
workman, should be ended. So also should the requirement that an employee
must elect between claiming under the Workmen’s Compensation Acts and
claiming at common law.

260. Another general principle also is clear. An injured person should not
have the same need met twice over. He should get benefit at once without
prejudice to any alternative remcdj', but if the alternative remedy proves in
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fact to be available, he should not in the end get more from the two soorce:

together than he would have got from one alone. This may mean one of two
things ;

—

() that the third party remains liable to pay whatever is due from him as

ff there were no bwmefit, but that the injured person when he receives

bis damages refunds to the Social Insurance Fund what he has received

as beneht.

() that the amount of the injured person’s claim against a third party is

reduced by whatever he can claim as benefit.

Arguments can be advanced for each of these methods. On the one hand,
it may be said in favour of the first method that there is no reason why a
person guilty of negligence should pay less than he would otherwise, because

the person injured by negligence is insured against injury. On the other hand,

it may be said in favour of the second method, that if comprehensive profusion

is made by the State for injury, however caused, the damage done to the
injured person by the negligence of the third party is only any excess of his

actual loss over the amount of the State’s provision. There may even, as is

suggested below, be a reason for saying that insurance pro\dsion should exclude

altogether actions for damages in cases in which they could be brought now.
This is a matter on which a different line can justifiabty be taken in different

types of case. The same rule, for instance, need not apply to industrial

accidents as to other accidents, if the insurance provision made for them is

different,

261. There arises yet another practical question—as to whether it should

be left to the injured person to pursue his alternative remedy, or whether the

Ministry of Social, Security should be entitled to take proceedings, either with
his consent or without it. This also is a matter on which different rules may
well apply to different types of case. In the third of the types named above,

arising out of cessation of the maintenance due in marriage, the Ministry if,

on a daim made on it by the deserted or separated wife, it pays separation

benefit, should be entitled, without requiring consent of the wife, to proceed
against the husband for recoupment of its expenditure. In the other types of

case it is doubtful whether the taking of proceedings need become a function

of the Ministry.

262. Under the second head, a number of questions, some raising issues of

general prindple, some of them highly technics, call for examination. There
are respects in which it may be right, as an accompaniment to extension of

social security, to change the general law of liability for civil wrongs. It can
be argued for instance that if comprehensive medical treatment is available

for every citizen without charge quite irrespective of the cause of his requiring

it, he ought not to be allowed, if he incurs spedal expenses for medical treatment
beyond the treatment generally available, to recover such expenses in the
action for damages. It can be argued again, that if what is judged to be
adequate compensation is provided from a Social Insurance Fund for

industrial accidents, irrespective of any negligence causing them, there is no
reason why this compensation should be greater because the employer has in

fact been negligent. The needs of the injured person are not greater. With
the inevitable uncertainties of legal proceedings, suits for heavy damages on
the ground of negligence cannot escape having something of the character of a

lottery. In so far as danger of such proceedings is a penalty for negligence,

it is more effective to make the penalty a direct one—of criminal proceedings
undertaken by the public department responsible for securing industrial

safety. Employers can and normally will insure against civil liabilities ; they
cannot insure against criminal proceedings.

263. In addition to the three principal types of case in which there may be
alternative remedies a fourth type calls for mention, namely that of affiliation
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claims by unmarried mothers. This may afiect and be affected by the proposals
in regard both to maternity benefit and children's allowances. The existing

law and the practice of public authorities in regard to this matter may call

for review in the light of the new position that will be created if the proposals
of this Report are effected.

264.

It is -not possible in this Report to do more than to raise these
questions. Considered answers can be given only after enquiry by some
committee with technical and practical qualifications and with time to examine
all the detailed issues involved.

PART IV

THE SOCIAL SECURITY BUDGET
265. The Plan for Social Security proposed in this Report is first and

foremost a plan of how social insurance should be organised, with national

assistance and voluntary insurance as subsidiary methods, for maintenance
of income. The method of organisation is independent of the precise amounts
to be given each week as benefit or pension. It might be difficult today to

take definite decisions on questions of amount, because the future level of

prices is uncertain ; the final figures must be written into the plan when the
time and conditions of its coming into operation are Icnown. But, for several

reasons, it is necessary to suggest the rates of benefit or pension that would be
suitable, on some reasonable assumption as to price levels. Only by giving

figures can the relation of different scales of benefit to one another and to

the cost of living be shown. Only in this way can the scale of contributions

required for any given scale of benefits, and the suggested distribution of the
total cost between the different parties to the scheme, be set forth in simple

terms. For this purpose, the provisional scale of benefits set out in paras,

401-402 has been adopted. Subject to the difficulty of finding any single

rate of benefit to cover the differing rents paid by different households, this

scale is suggested as providing subsistence for normal cases, on the assump-
tion of a cost of living after the war, including rent, about 25 per cent, above
that of 1938. The point at which, and the extent to which it would be desirable

to change this scale to suit a different cost of living are matters of judgment.
In this scale, the standard rate of joint benefit for a man and wife together

is put at 40/- a week, applying to unemployment, disability and retirement

alike. The rates of benefit corresponding to this joint standard, for single men
or women, for men or women whose spouses are gainfully occupied, for young
persons and boys and girls, and for special risks, such as maternity and widow-
hood, are set out in para. 401.

266. The actuarial and financial problems involved in the Plan for Social

Security, on the assumption of this scale of security benefits, are examined in

detail in the Memorandum by the Government Actuary which forms AppendixA
to the Report. Here the financial problem is considered in generM terms,

and the principles to be followed in obtaining the money required to meet the

expenditure involved in the plan are explained and discussed. In this dis-

cussion and in the Memorandum of the Government Actuary, it is necessary

to assume a date for the beginning of the scheme, so that the calculations may
be related to the expected numbers and age constitution of the population.

The date taken for this purpose is 1st July, 1944 ; estimates are given for

1945 as the first year of benefit and for 1965 as the first year of contributory

pensions at the full rate. This assumes twenty years for the length of the
transition period during which the rate of contributory pensions will rise by
stages. As is stated in paragraph 252 there is nothing sacred about this

number of years. If it became necessary to lengthen the transition period

and postpone the coming of the full rate of contributory pensions, this could
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be done without breach of contract with the contributors, who would have
paid at the new contribution rates only for twenty years of their working lives

in place of the forty or fifty years for which their successors will pay. If, on
the other hand, it appeared possible and desirable to shorten the transition

period and make the rate of contributory pensions rise more rapidly, this

would not affect the principles of the scheme.

267. In addition to social insurance, the Plan for Social Security involves

provision of other services which must be taken into account in framing a Social

Security Budget. One of these services is national assistance, which will be
administered by the Ministry' of Social Security, but will be financed separately

from the insurance scheme. Under the arrangements for transition the scope

of national assistance, though smaller than that of assistance by the State

and by Local Authorities at present, will be substantial at the outset of

the scheme. It will diminish continuously, as the rate of contributory

pension rises and fresh classes of contributors qualify' for pensions. More
important than national assistance as permanent elements in the Security

Budget are the assumptions A and B of the plan. The plan assumes, first,

a general system of children's allowances, sufficient to meet the subsistence

needs of all dependent children when the responsible parent is in receipt of any
insurance benefit or pension, and of all such children except one in other cases

;

the allowance lequired for this purpose in addition to existing provision in

kind, is taken as 8/- a week on an average of children of all ages. The plan

assumes, second, the establishment of comprehensive health and rehabilitation

services providing treatment for all citizens without a charge on treatment.

Expenditure in realising the.se two assumptions falls appropriately in the

Security Budget. Assumption C of the plan, namely maintenance of employ-
ment, is a matter not so much of expenditure as of organisation. In any case

any expenditure involved in it does not fall into the Security Budget.

Expekeiture in 1945 and 1965

268. On the basis of the pro^ isional rates of benefit and pension suggested

in para. 401, the estimated total expenditure to be included in the Security

Budget is set out in Table XII as for the first full year of the scheme, assumed
to be 1945, and twenty years thereafter, that is to say, 1965. The

TABLE XII
Estim.ctkd SociAi, Security Expenditure 1945 and 1965

1945

£ millions
1965

£ millions

Social iDsurance .

—

Unemployment Benefit (including training benefit) no
Disability Benefit other than industrial ... 57 71
Industrial Disability Benefit, Pensions and Grant 15 15
Retirement Pensions ... 126 300
Widows' and Guardian Benefit 29 21
Matenuty Grant and Benefit 7 6
Marriage Grant 1 3
Funeral Grant 4 12
Cost of Administration 18 18

Total Social Insurance 367 553

National Assistance :

—

Assistance Pensions- ... 39 25
Other Assistance ... ... 5 5
Cost of Administration 3 2

Children's Allowances... ... 110
Cost of .Admimstration 3 3

Health and Rehabihtation Services 170 170

TOTAL 697 858
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basis of the estimates is expledned briefly in paras. 269-70 and more fully

in the Memorandum by the Government Actuary. It will be seen that
the total Security Budget both on purposes covered by the present schemes
and on new purposes is put at £697 million in 1945, and £858 million in 1965.

Of these totals £367 million in 1945 and £553 million in 1965 are in respect of

social insurance, and will be met from the Social Insurance Fund, with self-

contained finance subject to review by the Social Insurance Statutory

Committee proposed in Change 22.

269. The whole increase of social security expenditure between 1945
and 1965 is in respect of retirement pensions, reflecting both the growing
proportion of pensioners in the population and the transition to full con-

tributory pensions. The total of £300 million for retirement pensions in 1965

is based on the assumption that for all the persons within the present con-

tributory classes single pensions rise by 1/- and joint pensions by 1/6 every
two years from 1945 to 1965, irrespective of the date at which they retire,

but that for the new pension classes (Classes II and IV and those now excepted

from contribution in Class I) the contributory principle is applied strictly,

so that, once such a man has retired, his pension does not change thereafter.

This is in accord with the proposal in paras. 242-243 to treat these two groups
of insured persons on difierent lines. The financial consequences of assimilating

the treatment of the two groups are given in the last two sentences of para. 243.

270. The following notes deal with some of the principal points in the
table :

—

(1) The cost shown in 1945 tor industrial disability includes the whole
cost of existing cases of prolonged disability ; all the present weekly
payments will be raised to the new rates. In respect of these cases

there will be an oflset against the amount shown, in the reserves held

by the insurance companies and associations, against their liabilities at

the present rates.

(2) Expenditure on funeral grant in 1945 is lower than in 1965 by reason
of the proposed exclusion from this grant of persons over 60 at the

beginning of the scheme, on the assumption that they will already have
made provision for this need.

(3) The figure given for the cost of the health and rehabilitation services

is a very rough estimate requiring further examination. No change is

made in this figure as from 11945 to 1965, it being assmned that there

will actually be some development of the service, and as a consequence
of this development a reduction in the number of cases requiring it.

The estimate assumes that hospital treatment with all other treatment
is included in the health service in virtue of the compulsory social

insurance contribution, that is, without further voluntary contributions

or charge on treatment ; this proposal is subject to the further enquiry
suggested in para. 437.

(4) In estimating the cost of disability benefit other them industrial the

Government Actuary lor reasons given in para. 22 of his Memorandmn
has assumed a sickness rate 12J per cent, above that which now forms
the basis of national health insurance finance. It is reasonable to

hope that by the development of preventive and curative treatment

the actual rate of claims will be kept materially below this assumption.

(5) The figure of £25,000,000 entered as the cost of assistance pensions in

1965 covers several different groups, of which the most important are

the following :

—

(a) Women between 60 and 70 not entitled to present contributory

pensions, in so far as they are in need, are now dealt with by
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public assistance. It may be assumed that with assistance

pensions available the number of claimants will increase

materially.

(6) Persons now outside the present scope of contributory pensions

who are so old that they either obtain exemption from contribu-

tions altogether or reajdi the retiring age long before 1965 so

that their pensions are inadequate and they are in need.

(c) Persons in Classes II and IV who obtain exemption from con-

tribution on the ground of having less than £75 a year of income
(para. 363 (iii) )

and so do not qualify for contributory pensions.

The first two groups represent the survivors from the present system.

The numbers and expenditure in respect of each of them is likely to

decline very rapidly soon after 1965. In the third group the Govern-
ment Actuary (Appendix A, para. 59) has allowed continuing expendi-

ture on assistance pensions at the rate of £15 million a year, representing

240,000 full assistance pensions. It is reasonable to hope that the

number of persons in Cleisses II and IV who, on grounds of poverty,

will need exemption from contributions will be much less than this.

(6) The estimate of the cost of administration as £18 million in respect of

social insurance and £3 million in respect of national assistance in 1945
is based on the following considerations. The actual administrative

expenditure in 1938-39 was £14 million in respect of insurance

services (excluding workmen’s compensation) and about £6-9 million

in respect of assistance both central and local The scope of assistance

in which the administrative costs are relatively high will be greatly

decreased and should certainly not exceed the £3 million shown. The
cost of administering industrial disability benefit and pensions should
not be more than 10 per cen of the much higher benefits provided
(as is shown in Appendix E, the present mutual companies in mining
work well below this percentage), i.e., should not exceed £1*5 million

leaving £16'5 million for the rest of social insurance as compared with

£14 nullion spent in 1938-9. Setting the increase of prices and in the

total scope of insurance against the economies that will follow from
co-ordination this appears reasonable.

(7) The sum of £57 million entered for disability other than industrial in

1945 allows for putting all persons (^present disablement benefit at

the beginning of the scheme up to tfte new rate of disability benefit.

If, as is suggested in para. 353 (5), permanent invalids among these

people are treated as pensioners on the rising pension scale, the cost

of disability benefit in 1945 will be reduced by about £10 million

(Appendix A, para. 56).

271. Table XII shows the total expenditure involved in the Plan for

Social Security. This is not, of course, new expenditure ; a great deal of it

is already being incurred. The extent to which additional charges will be
imposed on the various parties to social insurance can be considered best

after examining the method proposed for distributing the total cost. How
are the sums shown in Table XII to be provided ? Three main sources have
to be considered :

—

() the National Exchequer, that is to say, the citizens in their capacity as

tax-payers

;

() the prospective recipients of payments under the scheme, that is to

say, the citizens in their capacity as insured persons ;

(c) the employers of insured persons where these are employed under
contract of service.

Local Authorities will also have important fimctions, in relation to security,

mainly though not wholly in the provision of institutions, bringing in a fourth
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possible source— the citizens in their capacity as rate-payers. In framing the

Security Budget, expenditure from local rates has been brought into account
only in so far as it is concerned either with medical treatment in institutions

or with public or blind assistance. This expenditure is shown in Table XIII
(p. 112) combined with that falling directly on the National Exchequer, since

the ultimate division of these costs between national taxation and local rates

cannot yet be finally determined. The many other expenditures of local

authorities on allied social services, including housing, education, and welfare

of mothers and children, though closely related to social security, have not
been covered by the previous discussion and are not reckoned in the Social

Security Budget

Taxation and Contributions

272. Before considering these sources, it will be convenient to state

briefly the meaning attached here to the terms used in describing them. The
distinction between taxation and insurance contribution is that taxation is

or should be related to assumed capacity to pay rather than to the value of

what the payer may expect to receive, while insurance contributions are or
should be related to the value of the benefits and not to capacity to pay.
Within insurance a further distinction may be drawn between voluntary
and compulsory insurance. In voluntary insurance, the contribution is a
premium which must be adjusted to some extent to the degree of risk

;
persons

with low risks must be allowed to pay less for the same rate of benefit than
those with high risks

;
otherwise they will not insure. In compulsory insur-

ance, the contribution may vary with the risk but need not do so
; the con-

siderations relevant to this question are discussed in paras. 86-87. For the

present purpose, of considering the three possible sources of security finance,

the question of adjustment of contributions to risk in compulsory insurance

is secondary. The main issue lies between taxation and insurance contribution

Taxation implies regard to means ; an insurance contribution for the same
benefit, whether or not it varies with the risk, should not vary with the means
of the person who pays it.

273. Whatever monies are obtained under the second and third heads,

from insured persons as contributors and from their employers as employers
it is certain that the National Exchequer, that is to say the citizen as tax-payer,

must continue to meet a substant^ part of the total expenditure shown in

Table XII. Indeed, the suggesticC is made spmetimes that social security

should be financed only by taxatim. The suggestion is put, or can be put,

in two alternative forms. One is that social security should be financed wholly
from general taxation, that is, should become completely and formally non-
contributoiy'. The other is that social security should be financed by particular

taxes assigned to this purpc6& This suggestion, in either of its forms, breaks
with the contributory principleand logically, as is seen by some of its advocates
involves dropping the term “ jinsurance." The advantages that can be claimed
for the second form of this sugg^ion over the first form is that it maintains
some connection ^tween paying and receiving, and/may make it possible to

widen the basis of taxation. It migm, for instance, 'appear easier to reconcile

wage-earners to income-tax, if the proceeds were earmarked for some purpose
in which wage-earners had a personal ^terest, just as at one time a tax on
petrol was introduced specifically to immove roa^ for the users of vehicles

driven by petrol. But the arguments ag^st assie|nment of taxes to particular

purposes are strong ; assignment is a mrahod r ghtly unpopular with those

who have responsibility for framing the g^eral budget and it is difficult to

believe that it could prudently be applied to my )art of a tax so fundamental
as income-tax. Moreover, as the experience oiihe Road Fund shows, there is

no assurance that the earmarking of a tax touts original purposes will be
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respected. But it is unnecessary here to discuss the relative advantages or

disadvantages of the two forms of the suggestion to abandon insurance con-

tribution entirely in favour of taxation according to capacity. From the

point of view adopted in this Report and advocated by the great majority

of the organisations and persons who gave evidence to the Committee, the

suggestion involves a departure from existing practice, for which there is

neither need nor justification and which conflicts with the wishes and feelings

of the '^British demoCTacj^/' The scheme of social insurance which forms the

centre^^of the Plan for Social Security is based on maintenance of the contri-

butory principle, that is to say, of the principle that a material part of the

total cost of maintaining income under the plan shall be met from monies
contributed by citizens as insured persons, on the basis of each individual

paying the same contribution for the same rate of benefit. Contribution means
that in their capacity as possible recipients of benefit the pcfcftr man and the

richer man are treated alike. Taxation means that the rio^ man, because

of his capacity to pay, pays more for the general purposes n me community.
These general purposes may, and in practice they must, maude bearing a
part of the cost of social security ; if security is to be based on the contributory

principle, they cannot include bearing the whole cost.

274. The contributor}' principle was emphasised or accepted by all the

organisations most widely representative of insured persons in Britain

—

notably the National Conference of Friendly Societies and the Trades Union
Congress General Council. It is maintained as a central feature of the Plan
for Social Security on grounds according with this expression of views. These
grounds may be summarised under three heads ;

—

(i) The insured persons themselves can pay and like to pay, and would
rather pay than not do so. It is felt and rightly felt that contribution

irrespective of means is the strongest ground for repudiating a means
test.

(ii) It is desirable to keep the Social Insurance Fund self-contained with
defined responsibilities and defined sources of income. The citizens as

insured persons should realise that they cannot get more than certain

benefits for certain contributions, should have a motive to support

measures for economic administration, should not be taught to regard

the State as the dispenser of gifts Ijar which no one needs to pay.

(iii) To require contribution on an insuiwce document for each individual

has administrative convenience, parScularly for a scheme which, while

it covers all citizens, takes account of their (hlferent wa3rs of livelihood,

and classifies them, giving different benefits according to their needs.

Contribution provides automatically the record by which the insured

person's claim to be qualified for any particular benefit can be tested.

275. There remains the question as to whether, in addition to the National

Exchequer (that is to say the citizen paying as tax-payer according to capacity)

and the insured person (that is to say the citizen pa3dng at a flat rate for flat

benefits irrespective of earnings and capacity), money should be obtained also

from a third source, namely the employer, where the insured person is employed
under a contract of service. In regard to one particuleir risk, that of accident

and disease arising in the course of employment in hazardous industries, there

is a special reason for an employer’s contribution, adjusted to the degree of

risk ; this reason lies in the desirability of giving a stimulus to prevention of

accident and disease. Apart from this special case, the argument for keeping
employers’ contributions in social insurance is not as strong as is the argument
for keeping contributions from the insured persons. The present form of

employers’ contribution, as a share of the cost of an insurance stamp affixed

to an insurance document for each week of employment, is a tax on the giving
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of einplo3anent ; it is not related to the employer’s profits or -capacity to pay

;

it varies from one employer to another in proportion to his total expenses,

according as he uses much or little labour ; it does not vary according to the

extent to -which the employer, in the mans^ement of his business, endeavours
to avoid unemployment or sickness. It can be argued that, even if some form
of contribution by employers as such is retained, it would be desirable to

explore forms alternative to the present one, in particular the suggestion made
many years ago by the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws and Relief of

Distress of a tax on dismissals. But neither this suggestion nor any other
alternative proposed hitherto to the present tax on employment is free from
difficulties.and objections.

276. If a contribution by employers as such, and not as tax-payers

according to capacity to pay, is to be retained, it is hard to find a practical

alternative to the present system of a charge for each week of employment
given. Though such a contribution can be described as a direct tax on
emplo}mient, it can equally be described as an addition to wages ; it does not
enter into the cost of production any more or less than do wages or the

contribution of the employee that is taken out of his wages ; it can and should
be regarded as a proper part of the cost of production, maintaining the
labour force that is necessary both when it is actually working and
when it is standing by. In proportion to the total cost of production,

any reasonable employer’s contribution to social security is bound to be
small and may be well worth making for the sake of the advantages
that it brings. It is to the interest of employers as such that the employees
should have security, should be properly maintained during the inevitable

intervals of unemployment or of sickness, should have the content which
helps to make them efficient producers. It is equally desirable, that employers
should feel concerned for the lives of those who work under their control,

should think of them not as instruments in production, but as human beings

;

most of them do feel this concern and accept and welcome the social insurance

contribution as a mark of it. It is desirable finally to give to employers a
definite status, based on contribution, for making representations as to the
administration of social insurance and its possible improvement. On balance

the arguments for maintaining a direct contribution by employers towards
the costs of social security, if less strong than those for maintaining contri-

butions by insured persons, outweigh any arguments on the other side. In the

plan of this Report a substanti^ employer’s contribution is retained, as

something to be paid irrespective of profits, in respect of each week of employ-
ment of an insured person.

Tripartite Scheme of Contribution

277. The finimce of the Plan for Social Security is based accordingly on a
continuance of the tripartite scheme of contributions, established in 1911.

That scheme has been in force for thirty years and has won general acceptance.

The plan includes the setting up of a Social Insurance Fund from which all

the benefits secured in virtue (ff contribution will be paid and into which
money will flow in tVo main streams : one springing from the sale of insurance

stamps, and represen^iijg the jbint contributions of insured persons and their

employers in Class I or ot insirred persons cdone in Classes II and IV ; the other

coming as a contribution 'from (the National R^chequer out of monies raised

by general taxation. ThpWdili^rial leyy'in hazardous industries (para. 89)

will provide a thirdle^er ^tream. Most, if not all, citizens of working age will

pay in two ways ; a^in^ance contributibn whjch for equal rates of benefit

wiU be the same for aH r^ra^ess of means, and/a share of national taxation,

direct or indirect, adjust^ to their means. ’Pho.se who are employers will
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pay in a third capacity as well. The Social Insurance fund will be one, but

will have separate accounts for different purposes as explained in para. 42.

278. Assuming the scale of benefits set out in para. 401 the rates of

contribution to be required from insured persons and employers are suggested

in para. 403. The principal rates are for an adult man in Class I, 7/6 a week
and for an adult woman in Class I, 6/- a week, as joint contribution from the

insured person and from the employer together. The corresponding rates for

other classes and for boys and girls, the possible adjustments for special cases,

and the division of the joint contribution between the insured person and the

employer are dealt with in paras. 403-408.

279. The considerations leading to the contributions suggested for various

classes of persons are explained in the Memorandum by the Government
Actuary. The main points may be summarised as follows :

—

(i) The joint contributions of employers and insured persons in Class I

are designed to provide two-thir<k of the cost of unemployment and
five-sixths of the cost of retirement pensions, of maternity and of

disability (other than that covered by the industrial disability levy)

in the case of new entrants to the scheme at sixteen ; the whole cost of

marriage and funeral grant ; five-sixths of the cost of other benefits,

including widows' and guardian benefit ; and a payment towards the

cost of health and rehabilitation services. The division of the joint

contribution in Class I, between insured persons and their employers, is

explained in para. 280 ;
reference should be made also to paras. 96 and 291

.

(ii) The contributions of insured persons in Classes II and IV, where there

is no employer, are designed to provide for the benefits given in Classes

II and IV respectively the same share of the total cost as is covered in

Class I by the insured person and his employer together.

(iii) Employers in industries scheduled as hazardous, in addition to their

share of the joint contribution, pay an industrial levy. The levy is

designed to cover two-thirds of the cost of accident and disease in such

industries above the average for all other industries, the remaining third

being shared between the employees and employers in all industries

and the Exchequer.

(iv) Of the joint contribution in Class I named in para. 278, lOd. a week
in the case of an adult man and 8d. a week in the case of an adult

woman is assigned for the health and rehabilitation services, including

free hospital treatment, with appropriate lower contributions for

non-adults. Insured persons in Classes II and IV will contribute for

these services the amount of the joint contribution in Class I.

(v) The National Exchequer provides one-third of the total cost of

unemployment benefit, one-sixth of the cost of pensions and of disability

and maternity benefits for new entrants at age 16, together with the

cost of bringing in the existing population of all ages for the ordinary

benefits at the flat rate of contribution, one-sixth of the cost of industrijil

disability not covered by industrial levy and the whole cost of children’s

allowances and national assistance.

(vi) The National Exchequer and the local rates meet the cost of the health

and rehabilitation services with the help of a grant from the Social

Insurance Fund representing the receipts from the contributions

assigned to these services. Division of costs between the National

Exchequer and the local rates depends upon the further investigation

of the finance and organisation of these services, suggested in

para. 437.

ivii) The accumulated re.serves in hand from the existing pensions, hcaltli
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and unemployment schemes are assmned to be transferred to the Social

Insurance Fund and invested.
280.

As regards division of the joint contribution in Class I, between
insured persons and their employers, the view taken here is that it is reasonable

for the cost of unemployment, of disability other than that covered by indus-

trial levy in industries scheduled as hazardous, and of retirement pensions
and widowhood to be divided equally between the two parties, for employers
to continue to make a contribution towards the cost of medical treatment for

their employees, for the insured persons to be charged with funeral, marriage
and maternity grant and the bulk of the insurance contributions for medical
treatment.

Shares of the Three Parties

281. On the basis of the contributions suggested for different parties to

the tripartite scheme of social insurance, the actual or estimated cost of the
Plan for Social Security to each of the three parties at various dates is shown
in Table XIII. The first column of this table gives the actual expenditure
incurred on the relevant social services in 1938-^9 ; it does not include the
expenditure of individuals on medical treatment and on various forms of

voluntary insurance which are included in the plan for the future. The
actual expenditure today is materially above the figure for 1938-39 through
granting of supplementary pensions, raising of rates of contribution and
benefit, raising the remuneration limit for non-manual workers in health,

pensions and unemployment insurance, lowering the pension age for women,
and in other ways. The second column of the table represents an attempt
to estimate the prospective cost to each party in 1945 if the existing schemes
were continued at their present scales. The figures in this column are neces-

sarily to some extent speculative. They suggest that the expenditure included
in the Security Budget in 1945 as the result of the proposals made here will be
in total about £265 million more than would have been so included under the
existing schemes and that of this increase the amount falling on the National
Exchequer and local rates will be £86 million, which may be reduced by £10
million if the suggestion made in para. 353 (5) and 270 (7) is adopted.

282. As regards the shares of the various parties the difference of £86
million to the Exchequer and local rates between the estimated costs of

the present scheme and of the proposals is less than the cost of children's

allowances. The increase in the total receipts from insured persons is due
only in part to the raising of the rates of contribution. Other parts represent

contributions from classes not at present insured and transferred to social

security, and expenditure previously met in other ways, e.g. cost of fimerals

and a leirge part of medical treatment. The increase of the employers’ con-
tributions from £66 million in 1938-39 to £137 million in 1945 corresponds
to the proposed increase in their rate of contribution. The proposals increase

the total receipts from insured persons and their employers very much at the
outset of the scheme, while limiting the additional cost to the Exchequer to

that of children’s allowances. Thereafter the receipts from insured persons

and employers remain stationary and the National Exchequer takes up the
growing burden of pensions. This as explained in para. 292 accords with the

requirements of financial policy. Of &e estimated receipts from insured
persons of £194 millions in 1945 about £34 millions will be assigned for health

and rehabilitation services in accordance with para. 279 (iv) above, and the
remainder will be available for cash benefits. Of the £137 millions estimated
to be received from employers in 1945, £6 million will be assigned for health

and rehabilitation services and the remainder will be available for cash
benefits.
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TABLE XIII

Estimated Cost oe Social Security to Exchequer, Insured Persons and Employers
AT Various Dates

£ millions

1938-39 1945 1965

Present
Schemes Proposed Proposed

(1) (2) (3) (4)

National Exchequer (and Local Kates tor

hospitals and public assistance) 212 265 351 519
Insuied Persons 55 69 194 192
Employers 66 83 137 132
Other (mainly interest) 9 15 15 15

Total ... 342 432 697 858

Note—The total of £212 millions shown as the national expenditure and certain

local authority expenditure in 1938-39 is based on Table XXIII in Appendix B and is

made up of £135-3 millions as Exchequer contribution for social insurance and assistance,

£26-3 millions from the local rates on public assistance and blind assistance and £50 millions

as estimated expenditure from taxation and rates on institutional medical services. The
contnbution from insured persons is that shown in Table XXIII. The contribution from
employers is that shown in Table XXIII with an addition of £13 millions for the assumed
cost of workmen's compensation including cost of administration. The £137 million

shoum as receipts from employers in 1945 includes £5 million from reserves held by
employers or their insurers against existing compensation claims.

Contributions in Relation to Benefit and Capacity

283. The rate of contribution from an adult man in Class I that emerges
from the Memorandum of the Government Actuary on the assumptions made
there is 4/3 a week. Is that a reasonable sum to ask the individual to pay
for security irrespective of his means ? Is it likely to be within his capacity ?

An answer to these questions can be given from three standpoints ; first, of

looking at what the individual will get in virtue of his payment ; second, of

looking at what he has shown himself capable of paying and willing to pay
in the past ;

third, by comparing his share of the totM with that of the other

parties.

284. For an answer from the 6rst standpoint material is provided by
Table XIV, comparing in summary the benefits to which a contributor with

family responsibilities, within the present unemployment insurance scheme,
would have been entitled before the war and would be entitled under the plan

of the Report in virtue of contributions and without enquiry as to his means.
It does not mean, of course, that no provision of any kind, other than that

shown in the Table, was made for any of the various needs before the war

;

both public and private hospitals, for instance, were available, subject to

examination of means or by vohmtary contribution. Nor does it mean that

the whole of the provision shown as proposed will be paid for out of the Social

Insurance Fund, built up by insurance contributions
;

children’s allowances,

for instance, included in the weekly amounts of benefit wiU be paid for wholly
and medical treatment will be paid for mainly out of general taxation, national

or local, and not from the Fund. But children’s jdlowances and treatment
are part of the Plan for Social Security and will be received by every citizen

requiring them without further payment or enquiry as to means. The com-
parison is between what a contributor of 1/7 a week could obtain as of right

before the war and what a contributor of 4/3 a week will obtain as of right
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under the plan. The rates of benefit per week in most cases are doubled (as

with pensions) or more than doubled (widowhood, maternity, disability, both
industrial and other). But the difference is not only or mainly in the rates

per week, it is also in the duration of benefit, and its extension of scope. Needs
hitherto uncovered by compulsory insurance like funerals are included, as

well as an immense extension of medical treatment.

285. For an answer from the second standpoint, reference can be made
to the family budgets collected by the Ministry of Labour in 1937-38. These
show the average actual expenditure of industrial households on purposes
falling wholly or partly within the Plan for Social Security to have been more
than 6/- a week, exclusive of trade union subscriptions of about Is. 4d. a week

;

the details of this expenditure amounting to 73 25d. a week are shown in

column 2 of Table XV below. In comparing these figures with the contribution

now proposed, two adjustments must be made. In the first place the expendi-

ture shown in the industrial household represents more than one wage-earner.

On an average each such household contained 1-75 wage-earners, but of these

only 1-22 were males of 18 years and over. As will be seen, the household
expenditure of compulsory insurance contributions is given as 24-75d., while

the actual contribution at the date of the budgets for an adult man was 19d.

If the household expenditures on insurance premiums, payments to pension

funds, etc., and on various forms of medical treatment and appliances are

reduced in the same proportion, the figures given in column 3 of Table XV
are reached, as representing the expenditure which may fairly be regarded

as coming out of the wages of one adult man in 1937-38. In the second place,

the contribution proposed is related not to 1937-38 prices, but to those prices

with an addition of 25 per cent. The addition to wages will certainly not be
less than that. For comparison accordingly with the contribution of 4/3
proposed, the figures in column 3 must be increased by 25 per cent., as is done
in column 4 of the Table. This yields a total expenditure out of the wages of

an adult man for purposes covered in whole or in part by a security contri-

bution of 70-30d., say 5/10, as compared with the 4/3 proposed. It is

not contemplated, of course, that on the introduction of compulsory social

insurance voluntary insurance should cease or even diminish. It is certain

that a very large amount of it will continue ; ultimately it should increase, as

the standard of living rises. But if only half of what is now devoted to

insurance premiums, and only three-quarters of what is now devoted to

medical treatment, were regarded as available as contribution to the com-
pulsory insurance scheme the proposed contribution of 4/3 could be met
without any difficulty.

286. In making this comparison of present expenditures and proposed
social insurance contributions the following points must be borne in mind :

—

(1) The expenditures shown in Table XV for industrial households are an
average

; they are not the amounts paid by the poorest households.
But as has been shown in Table VI in para. 209, one of the characteristics

of voluntary insurance payments (which are largely payments for

industrial assurance) is that people with the smallest incomes contribute
generally a larger proportion of these incomes for this purpose
than do those who are better off, so that the difference of expenditure
per week between the poorer households and the richer households is

not great. The amounts paid as shown in that table averaged 2/3

per week for persons with incomes of less than £2 a week and 2/10 per
week where the income was between £4 and £5 a week.

(2) The capacity of the lower-paid workers to pay insurance contributions
without trenching on resources needed for subsistence will be increased
materially by children’s allowances.
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TABLE XV'

EXPKNUliOftE ON SECUKIIIT IN iNOUkl'KlAL HOUSKHOLUS
(Ptnce per week)

1

I 1937-3S Pkicss

1
Household i

Per
Adult Man

Per Adult Man
at

25% increase

(1)

1

(2) i1 (3) (4)

Insurance premiums, payments to
pension funds, etc. . .

' 28-50 21 -88 27-35

Medical treatment, including hospital,

doctor, dentist, optician, midwife,
nursing, drugs and appliances

1

i

-20 00 15-38

1

19*20

Compulsory insurance .. 1 24-75 19-00 23-75

Totai
!

73-25

1

56-24 70-30

(3) Contributions for voluntary insurance must in general be paid whether
the contributor is earning or not, that is to say, in unemployment, sick-

ness and often in old age. To some extent Friendly Societies and similar

organisations provide for remitting such contributions, but they cannot
do so indefinitely, and the general rule of voluntary insurance is that

contributions must ultimately be paid for every week, whether there

are earnings or not. In social insurance on the other hand, contributions

are required of employees only when wages are being earned. Social

insurance, unlike voluntary insurance, gives to these contributors an
additional benefit of remission of substantial contributions when, for

any reason, they are not in receipt of earnings.

It is difficult, in the light of these considerations, to believe that a contribution

on the scale imposed would be beyond the powers of any appreciable number
of insured persons.

The CoNTKiBCTioN ot Insured Feksons

287. There remains the third question of the division of financial burdens
between the three parties to security. There is nothing sacred about the
division suggested in this Report ; it is no more than a basis for discussion

and argument. It is possible to argue that the contribution of employers
should be reduced, at the cost either of the insured persons or of the National

Exchequer. On behalf of insured persons it can be argued that even if the

contribution proposed is within the capacity of most adult men, it is not within

that of persons with low wages, and that these should be relieved at the cost

of the tax-payer or the employer ; the possibility of adjusting rates of benefit

or contribution or both for particular sections of the insured population, after

enquiry, is provided for in para. 408. On behalf of the Exchequer it may be

pointed out that some of the expenditures proposed to be borne wholly or

mainly by the Exchequer are for purposes which have hitherto been the

accepted responsibilities of individuals, such as the maintenance of children

or the securing of medical treatment. It may be argued that it is dangerous

to shift too many financial burdens from the citizen as consumer on to the

citizen as tax-payer because that may lead to extravagances. All men know
of themselves as consumers but do not always realise themselves as tax-payers.

All these and many other matters are open to argument The rates of benefn
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proposed in the Report are provisional in so far as they depend on assumptions
as to the level of prices

; the rates of contribution proposed are even more
provisional, for they depend on views of financial policy and social equity as

to which reasonable men may differ. AU that is claimed is that the proposals

made here are a fair basis for discussion, and that if the Security Budget is

looked at as a whole the division proposed between the three parties is not
on the face of it unreasonable. As appears from Table XII, at the end of the

transition period, the total expenditure on insurance and assistance and
children’s allowances and on the comprehensive health and rehabilitation

services will be in the neighbourhood of £858 million a year, of which £553
million will represent cash insurance benefits and their administration. As
appears fromTable XIII, the total contribution by insured persons will amount to

about £192 million, of which about £33 million is assigned as payment for

medical treatment. If the total contribution by insured persons of aU classes

is compared with the total Security Budget, it represents about 22 per cent.

If their contribution for cash insurance benefits is compared with the total

of these benefits it amounts to 29 per cent. If their contribution for medical

treatment and rehabihtation is compared with the estimated total cost of these

services it amormts to about 19 per cent. These proportions include the

contributions made by independent workers, employers and others in Classes II

and IV. The contribution of the employees themselves will be about one-

quarter of the cash benefits which they receive exclusive of children’s allow-

ances and assistance. In terms of the debate which introduced national

health insurance, the Plan for Social Security for the employee represents

not 9d. for 4d., but 1/- for 3d. But this only means that citizens paying
these contributions, irrespective of their earnings, will have to pay in addition

as tax-payers according to capacity.

288. In the division of the joint contribution in Class I (employees under
contract of sendee) a larger proportion is assigned to the employee than to

the employer. This follows from the extension of insurance to social needs,

such as the provision of medical treatment for dependant^ or of funerals,

with which the employer has no obvious concern. In thtTOjcunty Budget,
the total appearing as employers' contributions is materially less than the
total of contributions from insuied persons. This follows not only or mainly
from the unequal division of contributions in Class I ; it is due in large part
to the fact that the insured persons include substantial numbers of independent
workers, among them many employers, in Class II and others in Class IV.
The figures in Table XIII do not mean, of course, that employers on the
whole will pay less than insured persons pay. The sum shown as employers’
contributions in the Security Budget is only the sum which will be paid by
employers either as share of the insurance stamp for each week of employment
given by them or as industrial levy in the hazardous industries. Employers
will pay also in two other ways, as themselves insured persons and if they malte
any profit, as tax-payers. In this last capacity as tax-payers, employers will

find themselves paying a considerably larger proportion of the whole than
before ; the general effect of the financial proposals is to place a larger propor-
tion of the ultimate burden upon the tax-payer than is at present the case,

because he can be charged according to capacity to pay. 'The amoimt that
the insured person contributes should not be governed by the amount which
can safely be placed upon the employer in the form of a charge on emplo5unent.
It should be high enough to give ^e insured person, because he has contributed
substantially without reference to means, a justifiable claim to receive benefit
without reference to means.

Finance of Industrial Disability
289. Employers will contribute not only by a share of the insurance stamp

in all cases, but if they are engaged in hazardous industries will pay also through
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industrial levy a proportion of the special cost of accident and disease in those
industries above the average for other industries. The general principle adopted
in this Report is that in social insurance the individual has no claim to get
better terms for himself because his risk is less and that in general all industries

« well as all individuals, being inter-depenSent on one another, should stand
in together on the same conditions. ThK principle, explained in paras. 24-26,
underlies the proposals to supersede the present system of approved societies

(Change 3) to amalgamate the various schemes of unemployment insurance
(Change 15) and to abolish exceptions from insurance (Change 16). But, as
is shown in paras. 86-89, there is a definite social reason for keeping separate
part, though not the whole, of the cost of industrial accident and disease and
making a special levy on hazardous industries to meet it, in order to give to
those who manage these industries a financial motive for avoidance of dangers.

290. The financial bearings of this proposal upon industries generally and
upon particular industries depends both on the line taken for dividing hazardous
industries from those which are not scheduled as hazardous and on the pro-
portion of the additional cost in the hazardous industries which is borne by
them as compared with the proportion that is pooled. In the Memorandum of
the Government Actuary, the risk of accidents in the industries which it is

not proposed to schedule is estimated to be such that if all industries had this

standard risk the total cost of industrial disability would only be about
million a year. The hazardous industries in addition to this have risks which
are estimated to involve expenditure of a further million a year. Assuming
that the industrial levy in the hazardous industries is fixed so as to meet two-
thirds of this additional cost, that is to say £5 million, the remaining one-third

or £2J million will be pooled, that is to say, will be borne by employees and
employers in all industries and the State under the general system for a collec-

tion of insurance contributions. A very considerable proportion of the
million on expenditure above the standard occurs in coalmining. It is

estimated by the Government Actuary that the proposals made in this Report
will mean that accident and disease in mining will be borne by the Social

Insurance Fund in relief of the mining industry to the extent of about £1J
million a year. Similar though smaller subsidies in relief of their exceptional

cost of accident and disease will be received by other hazardous industries

such as shipping, quarries or constructional work.

291. Of the total cost of industrial accident and disease estimated at

£15 million in 1945 apart from administration, £5 million, as stated, will be
borne by levy and £10 million will be borne by contributions paid through
insurance stamps and by proportionate grant from the National Exchequer.
This £10 million represents about 3'3d. per week per adult man from employee,
employer and the State. The employee’s share represents l'4d. per week.
For the reasons given in para. 96 it is desirable as a matter of principle that

the employee should pay this share. But, if he did not do so, it might well be
argued that the total contribution should still be divided much as at present.

There is no strong reason for placing on the employer any share of the ordinary

widow’s benefit and still less of the guardian benefit which is concerned with
the care of employees’ children. In fact it is proposed that the employer
should contribute to these benefits I-7d. per week.

< Changing Proportions

292. The proportions named in para. 287 relate to a period twenty years

hence when the scheme for contributory pensions will be in full operation.

When the scheme begins, the share of the insured persons will be greater and
will decline gradually. The receipts from insured persons of all classes
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(including tho:3e working as employers or independent workers and those not

gainfully occupied) will represent about 28 per cent, of the total Security

Budget in 1945, as compared wnth 22 per cent, in 1965. For cash benefits

alone, the share of these insured persons in 1945 will be about 44 per cent., as

compared with 29 per cent, in 19^. This change of proportions follows from
the fact that most insured persons must contribute for retirement pensions at

subsistence level for many years before reaching the pensionable age and that the
State, in place of funding these contributions, uses them to meet expenditure in

providing pensions on a rising scale for the older part of the population who
cannot contribute so long! To make the burden on the National Exchequer
as light as possible at the outset of the scheme is in accord with the probable

economic and political requirements. When hostilities end, the need for

heavy expenditure from the National Exchequer will not end ; it can decline

only gradually as war commitments are liquidated and the permanence of

peace becomes assured. Undertaking the future responsibilities of the plan

for pensions is an act of faith in the building up of the national income and of

the resources from which national taxation must be drawn. There is no reason

to lack that faith for the future, but in the immediate aftermath of war there

are strong reasons for keeping the hands of the State, as far as possible, free

for expenditures which are as vital as social seairity, and cannot be undertaken

by anyone except the State.

293. The question may be raised whether, if necessary, the contributions

of insured persons could after the beginning of the scheme be increased with

a view to meeting a larger proportion of the cost of pensions. If the proposals

for converting industrial assurance into a public service are accepted, there

will in due course be a large saving to insured persons, both in respect of the

extent of funeral insurance and in costs of administration. But this

saving can only be realised gradually. And even when it Is realised it may
appear better to leave it as a margin for further voluntary insurance anS
saving than to use it to increase the compulsory contribution in relief of the

tax-payer.

294. The scale of benefits that should ultimately be written into the Plan
for Social Security cannot be settled now, for it depends on the future level

of prices. No particular scale is an essential part of the plan itself. But
there are reasons for saying that on a reasonable assumption as to the probable
level of prices after the war the scale of benefit proposed or something like it

is the most appropriate ; there are reasons against departing materiaUy from
that scale either by way of deficiency or by way of excess. The scale of

benefits is based on subsistence needs. To give less, if the individual has
no other resources, means paying for unemployment or disability in lower
physical efficiency

; this is more costly to the community than paying in

money. To give less, because an in^vidual has other resources, means
applying a means test. It is not possible to avoid making help in some cases

depend on proof of need and absence of other resources
; a substantial measure

of supplementation according to needs and means is necessary in the transition

period of pensions, in order to avoid giving pensions in that period, at the cost

often of poorer contributors, to people who do not need them and have not
contributed for them. But a permanent scale of benefit below subsistence,

assuming supplementation on a means test as a normed feature, cannot be
defended. On the other hand, to give by compulsory insurance more than
is needed for subsistence is an unnecessary interference with individual
responsibilities. More can be given only by taking more in contributions or

taxation. That means departing from the principle of a national minimum,
above which citizens shall spend their money freely, and adopting instead
the principle of regulating the lives of individuals by law. The scale of benefit
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suggested in this Report is a basis for discussion only. But it is based on
reasons and should be changed only for better reasons.

295. Whether or not the scale of benefits suggested here as a basis of

discussion be adopted, the relation between benefits and contributions remains.

To give benefits at rates 25 per cent, or 50 per cent, above those suggested
here means increasing the contributions of each of the three parties of the
scheme in the same proportions, or increasing the share of one party to the
contribution by less and of another party or parties by more. In so far as an
increase of the rates of benefit and contribution suggested here was made
necessary by change^in the value of money, that is by a level of prices after

the war materially niore than 25 per cent, above the level of 1938, that would
be a difference only in money terms. Wages and other incomes will presum-
ably rise roughly in proportion to prices, and contributions in terms of money
can be raised without representing a larger proportion of wages. In so far as

increase of the rates of benefit and contribution above the scales proposed was
dictated by social policy and not by change in the value of money, that would
represent a decision to put the national minimum higher than bare subsistence.

Social Security Worth Its Money Price

296. In this part of the Report the price of social security has been shown,
so far as it can now be shown, in terms of money. Is it worth the price to

each of the three parties concerned in paying—^insured person, employer and
the State ? For the insured person the answer is clear. The capacity and
the desire of British people to contribute for security are among the most
certain and most impressive social facts of today. They are shown in the

phenomenal growth both of industrial assurance and of hospital contributory

schemes. They have been shown in the work of the Unemployment Insurance

Statutory Committee on every occasion when a question was raised either

of extending insurance or of adjusting benefits or contributions ; on every

occasion the pressure has been to come into insurance rather than to keep
out, and to get higher benefits rather than to pay lower contributions. There
is no reason for fearing that for the ordinary industrial wage-earner a contri-

bution on the scale suggested in this Report would be either beyond his

capacity or beyond his desires. The popularity of compulsory social

insurance today is established, and for good reason
;
by compulsory insurance,

so long as it is confined to meeting essential needs, the individual can feel

assured that those needs will be met with the minimum of administrative

cost ; by paying, not, indeed, the whole cost, but a substantial part of it as

a contribution, he can feel that he is getting security not as a charity but as a

right.

297. For the employer, the answer should also be clear. What he pays
as insurance contribution is part of the cost of his labour—from his point of

view an addition to wages. At whatever reasonable point the employer’s

insurance contribution is fixed, it is a small part of his total bill for labour

and of his costs of production ; it is the sign of an interest which he should

feel and does feel in the men whose work comes under his control.

298. For the State, the initial burden of the Social Security Budget is

at most £86 million a year above that involved in the existing schemes. The
main burden on the State comes not now, but twenty years later, through

provision for the large and growing part of the population that will be

past the normal age of productive service. That is a burden which cannot be

escaped ; the facts are inexorable ; the older people will be here and will be
maintained—if not by pensions in their own right, then at the cost of

their individual families, by charity, or by pensions subject to a means
test. The plan of this Report ensures that this inevitable burden shall be
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k to go on working, and shall be borne fairly by the community as a whole.
299.

The Social Securiiy Budget presents figures lai'ge in relation to

budgets of former time. They are not large in relation to the total national

income and thd Plan for Social Security is only a means of redistributing

national income, so as to meet openly needs which must be met in one way or

another. For reasons given in paras. 445-447 it does not seem open to

question that just before the war, the British community was rich

enough in real things to have avoided real want. It would be wrong not to

hope that the British community can so organise itself as to be as rich again.

The Social Security Budget is merely a way of translating this fact and this

hope into money terms.

PACT V
PLAN FOR SOCIAL SECURITY

Assumptioks, Methods akd Principles

300. Scope of Social Security : The term “ social security ” is used here to

denote the securing of an income to take the place of earnings when they are

interrupted by unemployment, sickness or accident, to provide for retirement

through age, to provide against loss of support bj' the death of another person,

and to meet exceptional expenditures, such as those connected with birth,

death and marriage. Primarily social security means security^ of income up to

a minimum, but the provision of an income should be associated with treat-

ment designed to bring the interruption of earnings to an end as soon as

possible.

301. Three Assumptions : No satisfactory scheme of social security can

be detdsed except on the following assumptions ;

—

(A) Children's allowances for children up to the age of 15 or if in full-time

education up to the age of 16

;

(B) Comprehensive health and rehabilitation services for prevention and
cure of disease and restoration of capacit}^ for work, available to all

members of the community ;

(C) Maintenance of employment, that is to say avoidance of mass unem-
ployment.

The grounds for making these three assumptions, the methods of satisfying

them and their relation to the social security scheme are discussed in Part VI.
Children’s allowances will be added to all the insurance benefits and pensions
described below in paras. 320-349.

302. Three Methods of Security: On these three assumptions, a Plan
for Social Secunty is outlined below, combining three distinct methods

:

social insurance for basic needs ; national assistance for special cases

;

voluntary insurance for additions to the basic provision. Social insurance

means the proriding of casli payments conditional upon compulsory contri-

butions preriously made by, or on behalf of, the insured persons, irrespective

of the resources of the indiridual at the time of the claim. Social insurance

is much the most important of the three methods and is proposed here in a
form as comprehensive as possible. ^But while social insurance can, and should,

be the main instrument for guaranteeing income security, it cannot be the
only one. i til needs to be supplemented both by national assistance and by
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voluntary insurance.) National assistance means the giving of cash payments
conditional upon proved need at the time of the claim, irrespective of previous

contributions but adjusted by consideration of individual circumstances and
paid from the national exchequer. Assistance is an indispensable supplement
to social insurance, however the scope of the latter may be widened. In
addition to both of these there is place for voluntary insurance. Social

insurance and national assistance organised by the State are designed to

guarantee, on condition of service, a basic income for subsistence. The actual

incomes and by consequence the normal standards of expenditure of different

sections of the population differ greatly. Making provision for these higher

standards is primarily the function of the individual, that is to say. it is a
matter for free choice and voluntary insurance. But the State should make
sure that its measures leave room and encouragement for such voluntary

insurance. The social insurance scheme is the greater part of the Plan for

Social Security and its description occupies most of this Part of the Report.

But the plan includes national assistance and voluntary insurance as well.

303. Six Principles of Social Insurance: The social insurance scheme set

out below as the chief method of social security embodies six fundamental
principles

:

Flat rate of subsistence benefit

Flat rate of contribution

Unification of administrative responsibility

Adequacy of benefit

Comprehensiveness

Classification

304. Flat Rate of Subsistence Benefit: The first fundamental principle of

the social insurance scheme is provision of a flat rate of insurance benefit,

irrespective of the amount of the earnings which have been interrupted by
unemployment or disability or ended by retirement ; exception is made only

where prolonged disability has resulted from an industrial accident or disease.

This principle follows from the recognition of the place and importance of

voluntary insurance in soci^ security and distinguishes the scheme proposed
for Britain from the security schemes of Germany, the Soviet Union, the

United States and most othef countries with the exception of New Zeakind.

The flat rate is the same for ^ the principal forms of cessation of earning

—

unemployment, disability, retirement ; for matemify and for widowhood
there is a temporary benefit at a higher rate.

305. Flat Rate of Contribution : The second fundamental principle of the

scheme is that the compulsory contribution required of each insured person

or his employer is at a flat rate, irrespective of his means. All insured persons,

rich or poor, will pay the same contributions for the same security ; those

with larger means pay more only to the extent that as tax-payers t^y pay
more to the National Exchequer and so to the State share of the Social

Insurance Fund. This feature distinguishes the scheme proposed for Britain

from the scheme recently established in New Zealand under which the

contributions are graduated by income, and are in effect an income-tax assigned

to a particular service. Subject moreover to one exception, the contribution

will be the same irrespective of the assumed degree of risk affecting particular

individuals or forms of employment. The exception is the raising of a pro-

portion of the special cost of benefits and pensions for industrial disability in

occupations of high risk by a levy on employers proportionate to risk and
pay-roll (paras. 86-90 and 360).

306. Unification of Administrative Responsibility : The third fundamental
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principle is unificatiun ol adiuuiistrative responsibility in the interests ol

efficiency and economy. For each insured person there will be a single weekly
contribution, in respect of all his benefits. There will be in each locality a
Security Office able to deal with claims of every kind and all sides of security.

The methods of pa3dng different kinds of cash benefit will be different and wUl
take accoimt of the circumstances of insured persons, providing for payment
at the home or elsewhere, as is necessary. All contributions will be paid into

a single Social Insurance Fund and all benefits and other insurance payments
will be paid from that fimd.

307. Adequacy of Benefit

:

The fourth fundamental principle is adequacy
of benefit in amount and in time. The fiat rate of benefit proposed is intended

in itself to be sufficient without further resources to provide the minimum
income needed for subsistence in all normal cases. It gives room and a basis

for additional voluntary provision, but does not assume that in any case.

The benefits are adequate also in time, that is to say except for contingencies

of a temporary nature, they' will continue indefinitely without means test, so

long as the need continues, though subject to any change of conditions and
treatment required by prolongation of the interruption in earning and
occupation.

308. Comprehensiveness

:

The fifth fundamental principle is that social

insurance should be comprehensive, in respect both of the persons covered and
of their needs. It should not leave either to national assistance or to voluntary
insurance any risk so general or so uniform that social insurance can be
justified. For national assistance involves a means test which may dis-

courage voluntary insurance or personal saving. And voluntary insurance

can never be sure of covering the ground. For any need moreover which, like

direct funeral expenses, is so general and so uniform as to be a fit subject for

insurance by compulsion, social insurance is much cheaper to administer than
voluntary insurance.

309. Classification

:

The sixth fundamental principle is that social

insurance, while unified and comprehensive, must take account of the different

ways of fife of different sections of the community ; of those dependent on
earnings by employment under contract of service, of those earning in other

ways, of those rendering vital unpaid service as housewives, of those not yet

of age to earn and of those past earning. The term " classification ’’
is used

here to denote adjustment of insurance to the differing circumstances of each
of these classes and to many varieties of need and circumstance within each
insurance class. But the insurance classes are not economic or social classes

m the ordinary sense , the insurance scheme is one for all citizens irrespective

of their means.

The People and their NeBds

310.

Six Population Classes

:

The Plan for Social Security starts with
consideration of the people and of their needs. From the point of view of

social security the people of Britain fall into six main classes described
briefly as I—Employees; II—Others gainfully occupied; III—^Housewives;
IV—Others of working age ; V—Below working age

;
VI—Retired above

working age. The precise definitions of each of these classes, the
boundaries between them and the provision for passage from one to

another are discussed in detail in paragraphs 314-319. The approximate
numbers in each class and their relation to security needs, as fisted in

the following paragraph, are given in Table XVI. Some needs, for medical
treatment and for burial, are common to all classes. In addition to this,

those in Class V (Below working age) need children's allowances, and
those in Class VI (Retired above working age) need pensions

;
neither of
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these classes can be called on to contribute for social insurance. The
other four classes all have different needs for which they will be insured

by contributions made by or in respect of them. Class I (Employees), in

addition to medical treatment, funeral expenses and pension, need security

against interruption of earnings by unemplojuient and disability, however
caused. Class II, i.e., persons gainfully occupied otherwise than as employe'es,

cannot be insured against loss of emplojuient, but in addition to medical

treatment, funeral expenses and pension they need provision for loss of earnings

through disability and they need some provision for loss of livelihood.

Class III (Housewives) not being gainfully occupied do not need compensation
for loss of earnings through disability or otherwise, but, in addition to the

common needs of treatment, funeral expenses and pension, they have a variety

of special needs arising out of marriage. Class IV (Others of working age)

is a heterogeneous class in which relatively few people remain for any large part

of their lives : they all need provision for mechcal treatment, funeral expenses

and retirement, and also for the risk of having to find a new means of livelihood.

311. Eight Primary Causes of Need

:

The primary needs for social securit}'

are of eight kinds, reckoning the composite needs of a married woman as one and
including also the needs of childhood (Assumption A) and the need for universal

comprehensive medical treatment and rehabilitation (Assumption B). These
needs are set out below ; to each there is attached in the security scheme a
distinct insurance benefit or benefits. Assistance may enter to deal with
any kind of need, where insurance benefit for any reason is inadequate or

absent.

Unemployment

:

that is to say, inability to obtain employment by a
person dependent on it and physically fit for it, met by unemplotunent benefit

with removal and lodging grants.

Disability

:

that is to say, inability of a person of working age, through
illness or accident, to pursue a gainful occupation, met by disability benefit

and industrial pension.

Loss of Livelihood by person not dependent on paid employment, met
by training benefit.

Retirement from occupation, paid or unpaid, through age, met by
retirement pension.

Marriage needs of a woman, met by Housewife's Policy including provision

for :

—

(1) Marriage, met by marriage grant.

(2) Maternity, met by maternity grant in all cases, and, in the case of a
married woman in gainful occupation, also by maternity benefit for a
period before and after confinement.

(3) Interruption or cessation of husband’s earnings by his unemployment,
disability or retirement, met by share of benefit or pension with
husband.

(4) Widowhood, met by provision varying according to circumstances
including temporary widow’s benefit for readjustment, guardian benefit

while caring for children and training benefit if and when there .are no
children in need of care.

(5) Separation, i.e. end of husband’s maintenance by legal sepaiation,

or established desertion, met by adaptation of widowhood provisions,

including separation benefit, guardian benefit and training benefit.

(6) Incapacity for household duties, met by provision of paid help in

illness as part of treatment.

Funeral Expenses of self or any person for whom responsible, met by
funeral grant.
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Childhood, provided for by children’s allowances if in full-time education,
till sixteen.

Physical Disease oi Incapacity, met by medical treatment, domiciliary
and institutional, for self and dependants in comprehensive health service

and by post-medical rehabilitation.

312. Other Needs : The needs listed in para. 311 are the only ones so
general and so uniform as to be clearly fit subjects for compulsory insurance.
There is, partly for historical reasons, a problem as to the provision to be made
for fatal accidents and diseases arising out of employment, by means of an
industrial grant. There are many other needs and risks which are sufficiently

common to be suited for voluntary insurance, and to a varying extent are
already covered by that method. They include a great variety of contingencies
for which provision is made by life and endowment insurance ; there are risks

of fire, theft, or accident
;
there are exceptional expenditures such as those on

holidays eind education.

313. Explanation of Terms : Before defining more closely the classes

into which the people must be divided for purposes of social security, it is

necessary to explain three terms. “ Exception " means that certain types of

persons are not within a particular class, though apart from the exception they
would be

; exception is general, not individual, altering the definition of a class.
" Exemption " means that a person though within a particular class is exempted
individually from paying the contributions of that class

;
his employer, if he

has one, remains liable for contributions, but these contributions are not
counted in judging of the insured person’s claim to benefit. “ Excusal ” means
that contributions for which an insured person and his employer, if he has one,

would otherwise be liable, are not required, but for the purpose of satisfying

contribution conditions for benefit are deemed to have been paid ; excusad
is normally conditional on the insured person proving that he is unemployed
or incapable of work. Exemption and excusal are dealt with more fully in

paras. 363-364.

314. Employees (Class I) : These are, in general, persons depending for

their maintenance upon remuneration received under a contract of service,

including apprenticeship. The exact boundaries of this class wiU be adjusted

by certain exceptions and inclusions. There will also be provision for

exemption, that is to say, for allowing persons who take work falling within
Class I to escape payment of their contributions while still requiring

contributions by the employer. Insured persons in this class will hold an
employment book which they will present to the employer for stamping.

The principal exception suggested is for family emplojnnent, that is to say,

employment of one member of a family by another forming part of the same
household. This is a development of the existing exception of fathers, sons,

daughters etc., under Agricultural Unemployment Insurance, and is designed

to prevent fictitious claims for benefit. Persons excluded from Class I by this

exception will fall into Class II.

Persons in Class II or IV taking work temporarily under a contract of

service will be allowed to ’claim exemption from their own contributions,

and persons in Class III undertaking such work will be allowed to obtain

exemption so lorfg as they desire it. Exempt persons wilt present to the

employer a special card to be stamped by him with tJie employer’s

contribution.

On the other hand, certain exceptions and exemptions under the present

scheme will no longer apply. In particular :

—

(i) There will be no exception of employees on the ground of the regularity

of their employment or that it entitles them to pension. The basis
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of the security scheme is that all should contribute compulsoiily

irrespective of their personal risk. For men in the Armed Forces

special arrangements for contribution will secure their rights to the

benefits of the scheme when they return to civil Hfe. For men in the

merchant service there will be special arrangements for contribution

adjusted to the conditions of their employment.

(ii) There will be no exception of any employees by a remuneration

limit.

{iii) The right of persons above normal working age to claim exemption
will cease on the introduction of the principle that pension is payable

only on retirement from work and that men and women reaching the

ages of 65 and 60 respectively, will have the option either of continuing

to work and contribute or of retiring on pension at any time

thereafter.

The possibility of either including in Class I and so insuring against'

unemployment certain classes of personswho are not technicallyunder a contract
of service but work in effect for employers (e.g. manual labour contractors,

out-workers and private nurses) or of insuring such classes by special schemes,

taking account of their special circumstances, needs further exploration. In

one of these classes for instance, namely nurses, in addition to the fact that

nurses work sometimes under contract of service and sometimes not, there

are special needs arising out of their exposure to infection and i out of the

urgency of their duties, rendering necessary the possibility of intervals for

rest and recuperation. The problem of giving some income security under a

special scheme to share fishermen should also be explored. As stated above,

apprentices generally will be included in Class I, but special arrangements

may be made in regard to their rate of contribution [see para. 408).

v315. Others Gainfully Occupied (Class II) : These are, in general, all

persons working for gain who are not in Class I. Most of these will be persons

working on their own account as employers or by themselves, including

shopkeepers and hawkers, farmers, small holders and crofters, share fehermen,
entertainers and Tenderers of professional and personal service and ouf-workers.

They will include also persons who, though technically under contract of service,

are excepted from Class I on the ground of family employment. '^Anart from
the possibilities whose exploration is proposed above, persons gainfully occupied
otherwise than undg ojntoact of service will not be insuied against imeihploy-

meiir Persons In Uass II will pay contributions upon an occupationcard.
Ifa'peison uTCIass II gives up his independenTbccupation ancT^gsinsurable
emplo3mient he will pass irifb class i and will in due course acquire a claim to

unemployment benefit in addition to the other benefits of Class Ih If he
takes insurable employment "temporarily he will be allowed to work as" ^
exempt petson,T.e? 6niy‘fhe"einpldyefV contfibfition wilTbe paid and he will

neither contribute for unemployment nor acquire a right to unemployment
benefit. Conveisely, a person whose main occupatinn is i»TTnp1nym««nt under a

contract of service out who also works regularly or occasionally at spme other

gainful occupation, will be able to obtain ex^nription from Class fl contributions.

Persons in Class II will be able to apply for_exe^tion_on the ground that

their income is below a cert^_minimunir_say £75 a year (para. 363).

316. Housewives (Class III) : These are married women of working age
living with their husbands. Any housewife who undertakes paid work as

well, either under a contract of service or otherwise, wDl have the choice either

of contributing in the ordinary way in Class I or Class II as the case

may be, or of wAing as .an.exempt person, paying no contributions of

her own '
'
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317. 0then, of Workine Age {Class IV)

:

'Ihe&e are in the main students
above 16, unmarried women engaged in domestic duties not for pay, persons
of private means, and persons incapacitated by blindness or other physical
infinnity without being qualified for benefits under the socialmsur’ance^cfaeme.

The last of these" groups will be a "ffimlnishing one. Blindness and other
physical infirmities will' occur in most cases after people have had a chance
of contributing under the scheme and

'
qualifying for disability benefit.

At the outset there will be a number of people who became incapacitated before
the scheme began. After the scheme has be.ei^ established , persons in receipt
ofjmy benefit orjpension in respect of CDgtributioffs'iiro^er classes will be
tr^ted as stiU .belonging to those classes and nq^: as in Class iV. TBHSSe

Incapacitated or'in institutions will be subject to tne special arrangements
appropriate in each case. All tlie others in Class IV will be required to hold
security _cards and-to pav contributions thereon unless and until they pass
into another class. Thi# security card must be produced to obtain an empEy-
flient book or occupation caroT Persons in Class W will be able to apply lor

exemption from cbntribufibns on the ground that their total income is below a
certain minimum, say £75 a year (para. 363).

-

318. Below Working Age {Class V)

:

This class will include all persons
below 16 who are in fuU-time education, whether compulsorily or voluntarily.

319. Retired Above Working Age {Class VI)

:

The minimum pensionable
age for retirement on social insurance pension will be 65 for men and 60 for

women, but persons who continue to work after these ages will pay contri-

butions in the ordinary way and will be treated as belonging to Class I or

Clas£^II. '

Benefits and Other Insurance Payments

320. Benefit, Pension, Grant and Allowance : The term " benefit " denotes
a weekly payment continued as a rule so long as the need lasts, as with unem-
ployment, disability and guardian benefit, but sometimes given for a limited

time only as with training, maternity, and widow’s benefit. The term "pension"
denotes a weekly payment presuming permanent or prolonged loss of earning

power through age (retirement pension), or through industrial accident or

disease (industrial pension). The term " grant ” means a single payment for a
specific purpose such as marriage, maternity, removal, or funeral, or in respect

of fatal industrial accident or disease. The term " allowance " means a weekly
payment in respect of a dependant, such as the allowance given to dependent
children or the dependant allowance added to unemployment and- disability
benefit in respect of a person above the age of childhood.

321. No overlapping of Benefit or Pension: Subject to the exception

suggested in para. 333 for partial incapacity pension arising from industrial

accident or disease, only one^benefit or pension can be drawn at the same time
from the Social Insurance Fund. Receipt of benefit or pension can be com-
bined with receipt of a grant or allowance.

322. Contribution Conditions for Full Benefit

:

The rates and periods

of benefit or other insurance payment suggested below are for people in full

benefit. The contribution conditions required for full benefit and the

consequences of not being in full benefit are set out in paras. 367-368 below.

In general, no person need fail to be in full benefit merdy by reason of being

unemployed, so long as he is available for work, or by reason of being disabled.

323. Waiting Time

:

For unemployment and disability of all kinds there

will be a provisional waiting time of three days, that is to say, benefit will not
be paid for the first three days of a period of unemployment or disability

iinle.ss and until it lasts in all for four weeks.
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324. Joint and Single Benefit and Retirement Pension

:

Benefit for unem-
ployment or disability and pension for retirement will be at two rates—as for a
man and wife (joint benefit or pension) and as for one person (single benefit

or pension). Though paid normally to one of the couple, a joint benefit or

pension will be regarded as shared between them ; if a man and wife in receipt

of a joint retirement pension separate, it will be divided equally between them.
The wife of an unemployed or disabled man wiU be regarded as sharing the

joint benefit paid in his case (if she is not gainfully occupied) and not as a
dependant in respect of whom he receives an increase of ben^t or an allowance.

325. Dependant Allowance

:

If a single person entitled to unemplo3nnent,

disability or training benefit has living with him or her a person above the age

for children's allowance, not gainfully occupied and dependent upon him or

her, an allowance in respect of that dependant will be added to the benefit,

subject to Regulations which may require previous registration of the dependant
and will define dependancy.

Note.—(i) The dependant allowance is not confined to adults, and
may, therefore, cover both adults and people between 16 and 21. The
examination of subsistence requirements in paras. 217-226 suggests

that there is no substantial difference between the physical requirements

of persons 16 to 21, and above that age.

(ii) The term “ gainfully occupied ” is used here subject to further

definition as to how much occupation should exclude a person from the

category of being a dependant. In the appUcadon of dependant allow-

ances under unemployment insurance at present the rule is that a person

is not dependent if he or she earns as much as the dependant allowance.

It is for consideration whether this rule will suit the new scheme or

whether a different rule, involving consideration of whether a person

seeks exemption from contribution or not, should be applied.

(iii) Under the present unemployment insmance scheme, complicated
provisions and rulings exist to determine the question of dependancy.
If this question is left for decision until after a claim to benefit has arisen,

those complications are probably unavoidable, and the suggestion is made
accordingly of requiring registratibn previous to the claim in the case

of any dependant. TWs suggestion raises a number of administrative

questions requiring further consideration,

326. Unemployment BeneJU: This will be a weekly payment continued
without means or needs test throughout working age, so long as the insured

person remains unemployed and available for work, but subject to the proviso

that after he has drawn unconditional benefit for a limited period, the insured

person, as a condition of remaining on benefit, will be required to attend a
work or training centre. Receipt of indefinite unemployment benefit will be
subject to being in full benefit, i.e. having paid contributions as required in

paras. 366-367. Disqualifications, as at present, will apply to men refusing

suitable emplo3nnent, dismissed for misconduct or leaving their work volun-
tarily without just cause. Employees continuing to work after reaching the
minimum pensionable age wiU be able to obtain unemployment benefit, but the
period for which they can draw such benefit will be limited.

327. Limited Unconditional Period : The normal period of unconditional
unemployment benefit will be six months, subject to the following adjust-

ments :

—

(a) The period may be increased generally by Order of the Minister for

Social Security on the ground of a general depression of trade

;

(&) A shorter period may be prescribed by Regulations for persons below
adult age

;
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(c) Men of good contribution record who have raade small claims may be
entitled to additional days of unconditional unemployment benefit.

Unconditional benefit will be paid only to persons producing proof of unemploy-
ment by signarure of a register or otherwise and of readiness to accept suitable
employment.

Note.—^The suggestion in para, (c) for carrj'ing on the present
arrangements for additional days of benefit under the general unemploy-
ment insurance scheme is provisional, subject to further enquiry as to
its desirability under new conditions.

32S. Unlimited Conditio'ial Benefit: Any person exhausting his claim
to unconditional benefit, but otherwise in full benefit, will be able to continue
to draw unemployment benefit without means test, subject to attendance, as
required, at a work or training centre.

329. Removal and Lodgings Grant: Subject to Regulations, provision
will be made for grants, by way of loan or otherwise, to meet in whole or in
part expenses of removal and temporary lodging, to persons taking work
or training at a distance from their present homes.

330. Disability Benefit: This will be a weekly payment available to
persons in Classes I and II continued, subject to being in full benefit

(para. 367), so long as they are physically incapacitated from work from any
cause, throughout working age or till replaced by industrial pension.

It will be paid to any person in Class I for the whole period of disability

subject to the waiting time of three days provided by para. 323. In Class

II it will be paid only for prolonged disability, that is to say only after

disability has lasted thirteen weeks. During the first thirteen weeks of any
illness, persons in Class II though receiving treatment will not receive cash
benefit or be excused from contribution.

331. Industrial Accident and Disease

:

Provision for disability or death
through accident or disease arising out of and in the course of employment
will be included in the social insurance scheme, like disability or death due
to any other cause. Medical treatment of employees affected by industrial

accident or disease will be provided as part of the national medical service.

Post-medical rehabilitation will be provided as part of a general service,

to be organised by the Ministry of Labour and National Service, for all persons

capable of profiting by it, irrespective of the cause of their disability: Adminis-

tration of cash benefits \vill be undertaken by the Ministry of Social Sfcurity.

The separate system of workmen’s compensation will be superseded. But
a number of important differences will continue to be made between the

results of industrial accident or disease and disability or death due to other

causes. These differences are set out in paras. 332-335 relating to industrial

pension, partial disability, industrial grant, conditions of benefit and pension.

There also be an industrial levy on employers in scheduled industries to

meet a proportion of the special cost of accidents and disease occurring in

them (para. 360). Amendment or review of some of the present provisions

—

as to remuneration limit, common law liability, lump sum compensation,

definition of dependants, and principles and machinery for assessment of

earnings and distribution of death grants—^is proposed (para. 336).

332. Industrial Pension: If disability due to industrial accident or

disease lasts for more than thirteen weeks, disability benefit at a flat rate will

be replaced by industrial pension related to average earnings so long as dis-

ability continue. The industrial pension for total disablement will be at the

rate of two-thirds of the earnings of the employee when in full employment,

subject to a minimum of being not less than the benefit which he v/ould have
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received for ordinary disability, that is, joint or single benefit according

to whether he is married or single, with dependant allowance where that would
be payable, and subject to a maximum of £3 a week. Industrial pensions

will not be awarded in respect of disablement arising after the minimum pension-

able age, but a pension granted before that age has been reached will, if

greater than the retirement pension, continue to the end of life in place of

retirement pension. Since industrial pension is related to the earnings, it

will be the same for single as for married men, except that the minimum for

the married man wiU be higher, being the rate of joint disability benefit and
not of single disability benefit.

333. Partial Disablement

:

A proportion of the industrial pension wiU he
granted for partial disablement, in accord with the loss of earning capacity.

Since a person in receipt of a partial industrial pension may be able to work and
therefore may become unemployed or fall sick, he may qualify for unemploy-
ment or disability benefit. Since the partial industrial pension is in respect

of his lowered earning capacity, he will be able to an extent to be defined by
Regulations to combine partial industrial pension with unemplo3mient or

disability benefit simultaneously. This is an exception for special reasons to

the general rule in para. 321 against overlapping of benefits.

334. Industrial Grant: If death results from industrial accident or

disease, a grant will be paid in respect of the widow, if any, and of persons

wholly or mainly dependent on the deceased, in addition to funeral grant and
widow’s and guardian benefit, but taking account of this provision. The
amount of the industrial grant, the dependants to be taken into account, and

the form and allocation of the grant will be determined in accord with the

Regulations of the Minister of Social Security to be made after further in-

vestigation and consultation with the interested parties. No industrial grant

will be paid in respect of deaths occurring after the minimum age of retire-

ment.

335. No Contribution Conditions on Industrial Claims

:

No contribution

conditions will be imposed for payment of benefit, pension or grant in respect

of disability or death due to industrial accident or disease : that is to say, the

right to such payments will depend on whether or not disability or death is

due to accident or disease arising out of and in the course of employment
rmder a contract of service.

336. Changes in Present Compensation Provisions : The present provisions

in regard to compensation for industrial accident and disease will be affected

in the following among other ways :

—

(a) Abolition of the remuneration limit for non-manual workers. No
persons otherwise entitled will be excluded on the ground that his

remuneration exceeds a given figure.

ip) Restriction of lump sum payments for disability to cases in which the

Security Office is satisfied that such a pa3mient is in the employee's

interest either because the disability does not make him incapable of

earning a wage sufficient for subsistence or because of some other special

reason.

(c) Dealing with claims by administrative rather than legal procedure.

Assessment of industrial pensions and grants will be undertaken by
officers specialising in that work, subject to the right of appeal hy
employee or employer or associations of employees or employers to

special local tribunals consisting of three regular members (in place of

a Chairman and assessors from a panel as with Courts of Referees).

((i) Review of the law of employers' liability in view of the improved
provision for the results of industrial accident or disease.
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in industries scheduled as hazardous, with various functions of adminis-

tration and advice as indicated in paras. 91-92.

337. Contributory Retirement Pension : Any person in Classes T, II or IV,

on reaching the minimum pensionable age of 65 for a man or 60 for a woman,
will be able to retire upon a contributorj' pension which will be at the same
basic rate for single men and single women. There will be a joint retirement

pension for a man and wife, payable when both are of pensionable age, and
also when the husband alone is of pensionable age, if the wife is not gainfully

occupied. A married woman who has been gainfully occupied and has paid

the required contributions will be able to retire on pension on reaching Uie

minimum pensionable age and ceasing from gainful occupation, irrespective

of her husband’s age. A married woman who has not been gainfully occupied

or who hcis obtained exemption from contiibutions in lespect of gainful

occupation, will not be able to obtain pension so long as her husband is working,

but on his retirement will share the joint pension.

Note.—In accordance with paras. 233-257, to which reference

should be made for a full account of the proposals in regard to old age,

contributory pensions wll rise to the full rate gradually during a
transition period of about twenty years. During this period assistance

pensions taking account of subsistence needs, as determined for the

purpose of contributory pensions, will be given subject to consideration

of means, either in supplementation of contributory pensions or in place

of them, as may be required. During this period the rate of unemploy-
ment or disability benefit will be materially higher than the rate of

contributory pensions and the right of persons who contiiwe at work
after reaching the minimum pensionable age to draw unemployment or

disability benefit in place of going on pension will be restricted by
Regulations.

338. Increase of Pension above basic rate: A person continuing gainful

occupation in Class I or Class II after reaching minimum pensionable age will

continue to contribute, and in respect of each year of postponement, subject

to making the prescribed number of contributions, will have his rate of pension

on retirement increased. Such a person, until he retires, will be able to obtain

benefit in imemployment or disability, but not for more than (say) 20 weeks
in any benefit year. If a person who has retired on pension thereafter under-

takes paid work, either in empIo5anent or otherwise, the amount of his peasion

in any three months will be reduced by a proportion of his earnings in a
previous three months. Though in Class IV there will be no retirement from
work, a person in this class on reaching the minimum pensionable age will be

able to decide either to go on pension at once or, by postponing ax>plication

for pension and continuing to contribute, to obtain later a pension increased

above the basic rate.

339. Marriage needs: For the purpose of the Social Insurance scheme
housewives form a special Class (III). Every woman on marriage will become
a new person, acquiring new rights and not carrying on into marriage claims

to unemploynnent or disability benefit in respect of contributions made before

marriage. Some new rights, as for marriage grant and maternity grant,

apply to all married women , all women also during marriage will continue

to acquire qualifications for pensions in old age through contributions made
by their husbands. Some of the new rights, as for share of benefit due to

husband's unemployment or disability, apply only to married women who
are not gainfully occupied. Some, as for maternity benefit in addition to
maternity grant, apply only to married women who are gainfully occupied.
Some of the claims arise on!}' on the end of marriage - either by widowhood
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or by divorce or other forms of separation. There has to be considered, finally,

in connection with provision for marriage, the problem of the nnmarried
person living as a wife.

340. [Marriage Grant]

:

Ever}' woman on marriage vvill be entitled to a
grant at the rate of £1 for every 40 actual contributions prior to marriage in

Classes I or II up to a maximum of £10. This grant is desirable both as com-
pensation for giving up previous qualifications for benefit and having to

requalify if she continues in gainful occupation, and also in order to obtain

prompt notification of marriage. It is bracketed, however, as something not
essential to the rest of the Scheme and something that might be omitted if it

were thought necessary to reduce contributions (see para. 403).

341. Maternity Grant and Maternity Benefit

:

All married women, whether
themselves gainfully occupied or not, wUl be entitled to a matemitv grant, and
also to medical attention and midwifery and nursing services as part of the

comprehensive health service. Married women who are also gainfully occupied

tvill be entitled to maternity benefit, in addition to maternity grant, for a
period of 13 weeks including the date of the birth, on condition of gitdng up
for the time their gainful occupation. The maternity grant is not intended to

cover the whole cost of materniiy, which has a reasonable and natural claim

upon the husband's earnings. But ii should be raised materially above its

present figure. The maternity benefit is intended to make it easy and attractive

for women to give up gainful occupation at the time of maternity, and will be
at a rate materially higher than ordinary unemployment or disability benefit.

342. Benefit in Husband's Unemployment and Disability: If a man
insured against unemployment or disability has a wife who is not herself gain-

fully occupied, joint benefit will be paid, sufficient for the subsistence of both.

The extent of gainful occupation by the wife which should be ground for giving

single benefit only will need definition. One plan would be to adopt the

present practice in unemployment insurance of giving dependant allowance

unless the wife is earning as much as the allowance. An alternative plan

would be to allow the joint rote of benefit in the husband’s unemployment or

disability, wherever the wife had applied for and obtained exemption from
contributions ; that is to say, the wife could choose either to qualify for benefit

in her own unemployment or disability or to share in joint benefit when the

husband was unemployed or disabled.

343. Retirement Pension on Husband’s Contributions: When a husband
and wife arc both of pensionable age they will be able on his retirement to

obtain a joint retirement pension which, though normally paid to one of the two,

will be regarded as belonging to both and will be divided equally if they

separate. Contributions paid by a man so long as legal marriage lasts will be
reckoned as contributions on behalf of his wife for her pension whether or not
he is living with her. A wdfe will not be entitled to pension in respect of her

husband’s contributions merety on the ground that she is of pensionable age,

if he has not yet retired. If the husband is of pensionable age and retired

but the wife is below pensionable age, joint pension will be paid if she is living

with him and is not gainfully occupi^. This will be subject to Regulations

requiring a minimum duration of the marriage before joint pension is claimed.

344. Household Help in Sickness: The housewife w'ho has no gainful

occupation or who has so little that she prefers to be exempt from contributions

will get no disability benefit in sickness ; she will not have lost earnings on
which she depended. But it may well happen in sickness that she feels unable

to take the necessary hospital treatment because she cannot leave her household

duties. The comprehensive health service should include means of giving

household help to housewives, where this appears to be necessary to make
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possible their most effective medical treatment. This should be organised

as part of the welfare service of hospitals and given on the recommendation
of the doctor who sends her to the hospital. This service could, if necessary,

be extended to giving necessary household help when the housewife is Ul at

home. But this hardly seems likely to be needed ; neighbourly and family

help should meet such cases. The case is different when it is important to

overcome difficulties in getting a patient to hospital as soon as her health

requires it.

345. Married Woman Gainfi.ily Ouupied : A woman who after marriage
undertakes gainful occupation, under connact of service in Class I, will always
have the right to claim exemption, that is to say, to pay no contributions of

her own, though her employer will pay contributions. Whether or not she

claims exemption, she will receive maternity benefit. If she claims exemption,
she will not qualify for unemployment or disabihty benefits during marriage
or for retirement pension except as one of the married team, that is to say,

except foi her share of -the joint retirement pensioi) mentioned in para, 343.

If, on the other hand, in place of claiming exemption, she prefers to contribute,

she will, subject to the normal contribution and benefit conditions, be able to

obtain

:

(a) Unemployment or disability benefit at a reduced ^ate but subject to

the same conditions as other insured persons, i.e. without any Anomalies
Regulations for Married Women.

(i) Pension on her own retirement from gainful occupation after 60,

irrespective of her husband's age and occupation.

A married woman will equally be able to obtain exemption if she takes gainful

occupation in Class II.

346. End of Marriage ly Widowhood

:

The provision to be made for

widowhood depends upon the circumstances of the widow, including her age,

the existence or not of dependent children and the question whether the death
of the husband was due to industrial accident or disease or to some other cause.

If the widow is of pensionable age, that is to say above 60, she, subject

to the husband being in full benefit by contributions, will receive retirement

pension at the single pensioner’s rate. For widows of working age no permanent
pension will be prordded, but every such widow will receive a widow’s benefit

at the same rate as maternity benefit for 13 weeks. At the end of

that time, if and so long as she has the care of dependent children, she
will be entitled to guardian benefit. This with children’s allowances will

be designed to be enough for subsistence even if the widow earns nothing

by work. If she does go out to work, a reduction of the lull guardian
benefit will be made, of a proportion of her earnings. Guardian benefit

will cease so soon as the last child ceases to be dependent, if the widow
re-mariies, and if and v/hen she retires on pension (a raie case). A widow
in receipt of widow s or guardian benefit, if she takes employment or is

otherwise gainfully occupied, will have the option of doing so as an exempt
person.

Every widow of w’orking age and capacity will be able to apply for training

benefit. After training, a widow of working age v/ithout dependent children,

will become liable to work and contribute as a single woman.
The widotv will be entitled to funeral grant in respect of herself and of any

dependent child.

If the death of the husband has taken place through industrial accident or

disease, an industrial grant, that is to saj', compensation in the form of a
lump sum related to the husband’s earnings will be paid in addition to any
of the other benefits, but taking account of them, and subject to the power of thSt

Ministry of Social Security to control the disposition of the grant.
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If at the time of the death of the husband the widow, though childless,

is totciUy disabled she will, subject to her husband’s contributions, be able to
obtain disability benefit so long as the disability lasts, after widow’s benefit.

347. End of Marriage otherwise than by Widowhood: Divorce, legal

separation, desertion and voluntary separation may cause needs similar to
those caused by widowhood. They differ from widowhood in two respects

:

that the)' may occur"through the fault or with the consent of the wife, and that
except where they occur tlirough the fault of the wife they leave the husband’s
liability for maintenance unchanged. If they are regarded from the point

of view of the husband, they may not appear to be insurable risks ; a man
cannot insme against events which occur only through his fault or with his

consent, and if they occur through the fault or with the consent of the wife

she should not have a claim to benefit. But from the point of view of the

woman, loss of her maintenance as housewife without her consent and not
through her fault, is one of the risks of marriage against which she should be
insured ; she should not depend on assistance. Recognition of housewives
as a distinct insurance class, performing necessary service not for pay, implies

that, if the marriage ends otherwise than by widowhood, she is entitled to the

same provision as for widowhood, unless the marriage maintenance has ended
through her fault or voluntary action without just cause. That is to say,

subject to the practical considerati ) s mentioned in the note below she should
get temporary separation benefit lOn the same lines as widow’s benefit), and
guardian or training benefit where appropriate.

Note.

—

The principle that a married woman who without fault of her

own loses the maintenance to which she is entitled from her husband
should get benefit is dear. It is obvious. However, that except where the

maintenance has ended through divorce or other form of legal separation

establishing that the default IS not that of the Vvife, considerable practical

difficulties may arise in determining whether a claim to benefit, as distinct

from assistance, has arisen. There will often be difficulty in determining
responsibility for the break-up of the marriage. There will in cases of

desertion be difficulty in establishing the fact or the permanence of

desertion. There will in all cases be the problem of alternative remedies
open to the wife. The point to which the principle of compensating a

housewife for the loss of her maintenance otherwise than by widowhood
can be carried in practice calls for further examination. It may for

practical reasons be found necessary to limit the widow’s insurance benefit

to cases of formal separation, while making it clear that she can in all

cases at need get assistance and that the Ministry of Social Security will

then proceed against the husband for recoupment of its expenditure.

348. Unmarried Person Living as a Wife

:

Treatment of this problem,

complicated by the possibility that either or both parties in this extra-legal

relation may have a legal spouse, is necessarily difficult. The main principles

on which it should be approached are as follows :

—

(i) A man who is himself unmarried but has living with him as his wife a

woman who is not herself gainfully occupied should be able during

unemployment and disability to obtain a dependant allowance as he

could for any other dependant, bringing benefit up to the joint rate for

two persons. On principle it seems right to exclude dependant allow-

ance in such cases where the man already has a legal wife, though the

practical problems involved in this need further examination.

(ii) Widow’s and guardian benefits should not be paid except to a woman
who was the legal wife of the dead man. Retirement pension should

not be paid in respect of contributions other than the woman’s own
contributions, except to the legal wife of the retired man.
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(iii) Maternity grant and maternity benefit raise the most difficult of all

questions in this connection. On the one hand, it may be said that,

in the interests of the child, grant and benefit should be paid where
appropriate, irrespective of the marital relation of the parents. Against

tffis it may be said that the interest of the State is not in getting

children bom, but in getting them bom in conditions which secure to

them the proper domestic environment and care. The decision in

regard to maternity grant may depend on whether or not it is tliought

to be practicable and desirable administratively to require previous
registration of an adult dependant. In that case a man who had an
unmarried person living with him as his wife, on registering this, would
be qualified to obtain dependant allowance for her during unemploy-
ment and disability and maternity grant also. In regard to maternity
benefit, in spite of the fact that this is for married women to some
extent a compensation for lower unemployment and disability benefits

if gainfully occupied, it wUl probably be felt right, in the interests of the
child, to make this benefit equally available to unmarried mothers, so

that they may have the same opportunity of withdrawing from gainful

occupation at the time of the confinement. An unmarried mother will

have an affiliation claim against the father and it may be proper to

give the Security Office the right of proceeding against him for recoup-

ment of maternity benefit, but even if the Security Office has this right

it should not in practice exercise that right in such a way as to discourage

an application for maternity benefit from the woman.

349. Training Benefit

:

Subject to Regulations, the Security Office will

be authorised to give a training benefit to persons capable of work and available

for work, who are not entitled to unemployment benefit and need to find a

new means of livelihood. The benefit will be at the same rate as unemploy-
ment benefit, including dependent allowance, and will be granted without

means test up to a maximum period normally of 26 weeks, subject to satisfactory

attendance at a training centre. The Regulations will provide for payment
of removal and lodging grants where necessary and may provide for payments
to cover additional expenditures incurred by persons under training. Training

benefit will be available for the following cases :

—

(i) Persons who have been gainfully occupied in Class II but lose their

livelihood and are accepted for training for new work, in employment
or otherwise.

(ii) Widows (or deserted or separated wives) of working eige with or without

dependent children.

(iii) Persons in Class IV whose circumstances change, so as to make it

necessary for them to earn, e.g., spinsterswho ha ve been rendering unpaid
service which is no longer needed, and persons who lose private means.

350. Funeral Grant

:

Subject to contribution conditions, a funeral grant

varying with the age of the deceased person will be made in respect of every

death. The person to receive the grant in each case will be defined by
Regulations which may provide for nomination of a recipient by the person

insured and will require the recipient to undertake responsibility for the

funeral. The grant suggested on full benefit is £6 for a child under 3 years

of age, £\0 for a child between 3 and 10, £15 between 10 and 21, and £20
thereafter. The relevant contributions wdU be those of the deceased person if

gainfully occupied, of the father or widowed mother in case of dependent

children, of the husband in case of a housewife. Persons retired on pension

will always be on full benefit for funeral grant,, as will widows receiving

guardian or training benefit. A funeral grant will not be paid in respect of

persons aged 60 or more at the beginning of the scheme.



351. Blind Vet sons

.

Where blindness occurs, as in most cases it now
occurs, late in life, those who are wholly incapacitated by it \vill be qualified

by contributions for disability benefit, or industrial pension. The siaecial need®
of blind persons, including provision of partial incapacity allowance additional

to disabilit}; benefit for special expenses, welfare and opportunities for useful

work and occupation will be covered under a new scheme to be prepared

by the Ministry of Social Security in consultation with Uie Loceil Authorities

and other agencies concerned, on the general principle that the primary
responsibility for cash payments falls upon the Ministry of Social Security

and that provision of institutions and care associated with them falls on the

Local Authorities.

352. Other Infitm Petsotis : Cripples, chronic bronchitics and other classes

of permanent invalids will, like blind persons, normally have been contributors

in either Class I or II and will receive disability benefit on becoming infirm.

Where infirmity starting before working age prevents the person from entering

a gainful occupation and therefore from qualifying for disability benefit

provision will be made for national assistance in case of need.

353. Application to Existing Cases : The application of the new rates of

insurance payment to existing cases of disability, unemployment and widow-
hood raises questions which may be answered differently for different forms of

payment as follows •

—

(1) In regard to industrial disabUity, it is proposed tfiat all persons who, at

'the beginning of the scheme, are in receipt of weekly pajnnents le,ss than
the industrial pension which they would have received under the scheme
shall, if and when their disability has exceeded thirteen weeks in length,

be granted the new rates (paras. 101-105). No contributions have been
required for industrial disability benefit and pension in the past and no
contribution conditions are proposed in future.

(2) In regard to pensions it is proposed that existing pensioners, if and when
they retire and give up work, shall receive contributory pensions

according to the rising scale (para. 242). These pensioners will get

pension above the late for which they have contributed but subject

to a new condition.

(3) In regard to unemplojunent, which is assumed to be of a temporary
character, the new rates will apply as from the beginning of the scheme
to all persons who are unemployed thereafter. For persons whose
unemployment is prolonged the benefit will be conditional on attendance
at a training centre.

(4) In regard to widows, the temporary widow’s benefit will aj'-ply only

to deaths occurring after the beginning of the scheme. The guardian

benefit will be avsdlable for persons widowed before the beginning of

the scheme. Existing widows without children will retain their present

pensions.

(5) The treatment of disability other than industrial raises questions which
are both important and difficult. The numbers involved are large.

In February 1942 there w'ere about 425,000 persons in receipt of sickness

benefit and 375,000 persons in receipt of disablement benefit under the

present scheme. The right line for treating these people in relation

to the rest of the Social Insurance Scheme is not clear. In the past,

when contributions and benefits have been raised, the new rates have
been applied automatically to aU the existing cascS, but the increases

of benefit were small, whereas in regard to sickness and disablement the

difference of levels between the present scheme and the proposed
scheme is great. Moreover, new classes are being brought into insurance.
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period of yeais. To apply the new rcles or disability automatically
to all existing cases oi sickness and disablement at the beginning of

the .scheme would have two eflecis which might cause criticism

:

{a) the new rates coiild not well be limited to the present contributory
classes, so that it miglit become necessary to give high disability

benefits to permanent invalids who have hitherto been outside any
insurance scheme ; (b) many of the prolonged disability cases would
be persons advanced in years and nearing tne pension age. Under the
proposals for pension when they reach that age they will receive during
the transition period not the full pension of 40/- joint or 24/- single,

i.e. the same as disability benefit, but something v/hich may be much
less. Thus if a pennanent invalid ukh a wife, now receiving 10/6
a week as disablement benefit were raised to -10/- in 1945 al the age of 63,

he would come back to 26/6 in 1947. It vmulcl obviously cause great

trouble to put permanent invalids up for one or two years to the new
rates, only to take them down again as soon as they reached pensionable
age. These considerations suggei,t that the new scales of disability

benefit unlimited in time should apply only to people who pay the
initial qualifjdng contributions under the new scheme, and that persons
who fail to qualify through being pennanent invalids should be treated

as prematurely pensioned, their disability benefit at any time being
kept to the level of what they would get as persons letired on pension.

The question, however, is dilficalf and calls for further examination
of the numbers and classes of peisons concerned, and of the method
of distinguishing between those who aic to be treated as permanent
invalids on pension and those who may qualify for disability benefit.

CoMPULSORV Insurance Contribuiions

354. Single ConiribHtion

:

There will be a single weekly contribution

for all purposes for each person, paid by affixing an insurance stamp to the
appropriate insurance documeni, described as employment book for Class I,

occupation card for Class II, security card for Class IV. This is subject to the
followung provisos :

—

() In addition to the contribution paid by insurance stamps tliere will

be an industrial levj on employers in scheduled industries fpara. 360).

() Regulations may provide for payment of contributions in Classes II

and IV at intervals longer than a w’eck.

(c) Regulations may pro'ride for a reduced ooiitribufiori for periods of

cmiJlojrmeni for less than a week (peca. 40S [if)).

355. Class I Coniribvtion : In Class I, the insurance stamp will be affixed

to the employment book by the eroployei and will represent the joint contri-

bution of employer and employee, the employee’s share being deducted from
his wages or salary.

356. Class II ConfribuHort

:

livery person carrying on any occupation

for gain, otherwise than by way of employment in Class I, will be required

to hold an occupation card and to affix to this an insurance stamp representing

his Class II contribution for each week tliat he holds the card unless he is

exempted or excused under paras, 363-364.

357. C/ass III Contribution

:

Contributions in respect of housewives,

that is married v/omen of working age, will be paid as part of their husband’s

contributions, the contributions of all men being higher than those of women
in order to provide part of the benefits of housewives. Housewives who also
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undertake employment (Class I) or other gainful occupation fClass 11) will

have the choice of obtaining ;

(i) Ordinary employment books or occupation cards paying the full

contributions and getting unemployment or disability benefit at reduced
rates with maternity benefit

;

or (ii) Exemption from their own contributions in the appropriate class, and
getting only maternity benefit.

A housewife working as an exempt person in Class I who is disabled by an
industrial accident or disease will get disability benefit in the first instance at

the reduced flat rate, but after 13 weeks will get industrial pension, so long

as she is disabled.

358. Class IV Contribution : Every person not holding an employment
book, occupation card or housewife’s policy will be required to hold a security

card and to affix to this an insurance stamp representing his Class IV contri-

bution for each week, unless he is exempted under para. 363.

359. No Exception for Pensionability of Occupation or Rate ofRemuneration.

There will be no exception from the obligation to contribute either for particular

employments or occupations on the ground that they are regular or pensionable

or for individuals on the ground that their remuneration or income exceeds a

specified amount.

360. Industrial Levy: In addition to the contribution for industrial

accident and disease included as part of the employer’s share of the insurance

stamp in every case in Class I, there will be a special levy on employers in

industries scheduled as liable to materially more than the normal risks of

industrial accident or disease, with a view to providing for two-thirds of the

additional cost of disability in respect of those employments. The amount
of the levy will depend upon the degree of risk in the particular employment
and the employer’s pay-roll.

361. Slate Contribution

:

In accordance with the proposals set out in

Part IV, para. 279, the National Exchequer will make a contribution to the
Social Insurance Fund, in addition to paying the whole cost of children’s

allowances and national assistance, and the cost of treatment and rehabilitation

subject to a grant towaids this cost made from the Social Insurance Fund.

362. Demarcation of Classes

:

Since no person will be expected or allowed to

contribute in more than one insurance class at one time, provision must be made
both for movement from one class to another and for persons who, while remain-
ing in their present class, take work which in the normal way would bring them
into another class. Movement from one class to another vdll mean obtaining
the document appropriate to the new class by surrendering the insurance
document already held. Where, without leaving his present class, a person
takes work which would normally bring him into another class, he will be able

to obtain exemption from the contribution of the other class. Many detailed

points in regard to movement from class to class and demarcation of classes

will be dealt with by Regulations. The general principle is that, except
in so far as exempted or excused for any of the reasons stated in paras. 363-
364 and subject to the option for housewives in para. 357, every person of

working age will make a contribution on a single doepment and will not make
a contribution in more than one da^.

363. Exemptionfrom Contributions

:

Exemption means that, on application
being made by him, an individual is allowed to escape contributions for which
he would otherwise be liable. Exemption may be either for a fixed period or
indefinite during continuance of the grounds of exemption. Exemption
involves possession of an insurance document marked as for exemj^ion.
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Except in the case of maternity benefit, contributions from which persons arc
exempted are not deemed to be paid by them for the purpose of satisfying

contribution conditions for benefit. Exemption will be allowed

(i) From Class I on the ground that the principal occupation is Class II

or Class III. In this case the insured person must present to the
employer an emplo5mrient book marked for exemption and the employer
must affix stamps for his share of the joint contribution ;

(ii) From Class II on the ground that the principal occupation is Class I

or Class III

;

(iii) From Class II or Class IV in any contribution year (or quarter) on the
ground that total income in that year (or quarter) has been less than
at the rate of £15 a year ;

(iv) From contributions for pensions by persons over the age of 55 for men
or 50 for women at the beginning of the scheme (say 1st July, 1944)
who are not within the present pension contributory classes.

Note.—^The right to obtain exemption from Class II or Class IV
contributions on the ground of total income below £15 a year is suggested
in order to deal with the difficulty of enforcing contributions where there

is no income obviously available to pay them. Some of those in Class

II (street sellers and others) may be extremely poor ; some of those in

Class IV may have no cash incomes of their own, but may merely receive

support from a relative'with whom they live. It is desirable nevertheless

to secure Class IV contributions so far as possible in such cases, as the

title to pension ; those who get unpaid domestic service from daughters

or sisters who might otherwise be earning should pay -the security contri-

butions of these persons. Moreover, the bulk of persons in Class IV
at any time (other than those permanently incapacitated) will have been
or wiU be gainfully occupied at some other stage of their lives and will

have made or will make contributions whose continuity should be main-
tained as a qualification for pension. It is probably necessary to give

the possibility of exemption where there really is no income to meet the

contributions. But the income to be considered is total income, not the

earnings in a particular gainful occupation.

A further question in regard to exemption under this heading is

whether the exemption should be total or from a part of the contribution

only. All persons will receive medical treatment. It may be desirable

to provide both for total exemption firom contributions when the income
is below a small minimum figure (or possibly for the National Exchequer
in such cases to pay the contributions by way of assistance) and in

other cases to provide for exemption only from that part of the

contribution which is not required for medical treatment. The relativdy

small contribution for mecEcal treatment would in effect become a
registration fee.

The grounds for the fourth type of exemption (from pension contri-

butions in case of persons over 55 or 50 in 1944) are given in para. 242.

In addition to the four types of exemption named above, provision

must be made for exemption from contributions or other suitable treat-

ment in respect of persons in prisons or similar institutions.

364. Excused of Contributions

:

Excusal means that contributions to

which a person would otherwise be liable are not required, and for the purpose

of contribution conditions are deemed to have’ been made by him or on his

behalf, although they have not in fact been made. Grounds of excusal are ;

—

(i) From Class I contributions : certified unemployment or disability, and
maternity.
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(ii)^From Class II contributions : certified disability after 13 weeks and
maternity.

(iii) From Clas.s i^'^ contributions . receipt of vsidow’s or guardian benefit.

(iv) From all contributions : receipt of training bentut.

365. C(y}:inbuiion Year and BetiefUYear

:

Eacli class of insurance document
—employment book, occupation card or security card—^will be current for a

contribution year ending July, and will be exchanged at the end of that year
for a new document current for the next contribution year. Subject to further

examination of the administiative problems involved, the benefit year for all

benefits will run for twelve months from the 1st October, and the claim of an
insured person to be in full benefit for benefits, grants and allowances in that

benefit year will depend upon the contributions made or excused in the pre-

ceding contribution year. For a housewife the relevant contributions are

those of her husband.

368. Initial Qualifying Conti ihuticns : When the scheme is in full operation,

no person wid be able to obtain unemplojmrent or disability benefit until he
has paid fid actual contributions, or to obtain disability benefit lor more than

52 weeks uiiie.ss he has paid 156 actual contributions
;
these conditions do not

apply to disability due to industrial accident or disease for which there are

no contribution conditions. The qualifi’ing contributions for pensions are

explained in para. 242 dealing with the transition from the present pensions

to the new scheme. No initial contribution conditions will be required for

widows or guardian benefit. At the outset of the scheme, transitional

Regulations will be required defining the extent to which contributions made
under the present schemes shall be taken into account as qualification for the

new benefits.

•

367. Cuiulitions for Full Benefit

:

In order to be in full benefit during any
benefit year for unemiilujTiient, disability, training, widow’s or guardian
benefit, or any of 1 he grants or allowances other than industrial or funeral

grants, 48 contributions must have bejen paid or excused in the preceding con-
tribution 5'ear by or in respect of the insured person. In order to be in full

benefif for pension there mu.st have been paid, or been excused, by or in

respect of the insured person, contributions averaging not less than 43 a
year throughout his working life since the beginning of the scheme. In general

any person dependent on earnings will remain in full benefit, by certifying

unemployment or disability when not earning. Only those who do not depend
on their earnings are likely to be out of full benefit, e.g., seasonal workers or

others taking work occasionally only and not continuously available for work.
There may also be persons in Class IV who obtain exemption under para. 363
or neglect contribution and persons coming to Britain late in life or leaving

it for a time. The light to full maternity benefit will be governed by specisd

conditions allowing c’ontributions to count whether made by both parties or

only b}' the employer, with the insured woman having exemption ; the
number of contributions required for full benefit is a matter for further

consideratioTi. The contributions required for full benefit in respect of funeral

grant will be prescribed by Regulations, in accord with the general principle

that the contributions to be taken into account arc those of or in respect of

the deceased person if of working age, and those of the responsible parent if

the deceased person was below working age. The Regulations should make
it easv for persons to keep in benefit by taking account of contributions paid
or k.;.!. a:-ed either in the past contribution year or over an average of three
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contribution years, and the number of contributions required should be
materially less than to qualify for unemployment o: disability benefit. Subject

to the exfluelon from funeral grant of all persons ivlio are over 60 at the
beginning ot the scheme, persons retired on pension vdll automatically be on
fuU benefit for luneral j^rrmt. The provisions of this paragraph, like those of

the preceding paragraph will apply when the scheme is in full operation.

Transitional Regulations will be required to detine the extent to which con-
tributions made under tlie present schemes shall be taken into account at the
outset of the new scheme.

368. Reduced Benefit

:

The benefit to be accorded to persons who are not
on full benefit will be determined by Regulations rxppropriate to each type of

benefit. In the case of unemployment, disability and maternity benefit, these

Regulations majf provide either for reducing the weekly rate of benefit or for

reducing the period in respect of which it can he drawn. In the case of pension
the Regulafions will provide either for postponing the date of retirement or

reducing the rate of pemsion. In the case of funeral grant they will provide
for reducing the amount of the grant, but for the reasons given in the preceding
paragraph it will be rare for people not to be on full benefit.

Notji.—The Regulations in regard to title to pension may be different

according as failure to he in full benefit is due to tlie claimant having
been exempted from payment of contributions under paragraph 363 (iii) or

is due to come other cause. The Regulations should allow persons who
have been exempted under paragraph 363 (iii) to pay ihe exempted con-

tributions sifbsequenlly wdthin a limited time, with a view lo qualifying

for pension.

NiVTio>tAL Assist/NCB

369. Aiiiiiance oi part of Security

:

Assistance iviU be Available to meet
all needs v/hidi are not covered by insurance, ft must meet those needs
adequately up to subsistenre level, but it must be felt to be something less

de.sirable lhan insurance benefit ; othenvise the insmed persons get nothing

for their contributions. Assistance therefore ivill be given always subject to

proof of needs and exfunination of means ; it will be subject also to any
conditions as to behaviour which may^seem likely to hasten restoration of

earning capacity. The cost of assistance will be met directly by the National

Exchequer. But though distinct from social insurance national assistance

wnll be combined with it in administration, os a minor but integial part of the

work of the Ministry of Social Security.

•370. Transitional Scope of Assistance: In the iiacsitional peiiod for

pensions before contributory pensions reach subsistence level, assistance

pensions will be required in a considerable number of case.s and will form a large

part of the total work of assistance.

371. Limited Permanent Scope of Assistance: The pioptsals in this

Report (extending State insuiance to new Classes, raising rates of benefit and
prolonging the period of benefit) will make the peiinaneflt scope of assistance

much less than that of public assistance and of the A.ssistauce Board at present.

Nevertheless there wUl remain a real, if limited, continuing scope for assistance

covering xhe following main classes.

(a) Persons failing to fulfil contribution condirioiis either because they
have less than the qualifying minimum (para. 366)* or because they
never become fit for work, or because they are not in full benefit for

unemployment, disability or pensions, or because being in Class II

or Class TV they claim and obtain e.tempticm on the ground of deficient

totsl income (para. 363).
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(b) Persons failing to fulfil conditions for benefit. The most important
of these are likely to be (i) men disqualified for unconditional un-
employment benefit through refusal of suitable employment, through
leaving work without just cause, through dismissal for misconduct, and
(ii) those who are disqualified for conditional unemployment benefit

by failure to attend a work or training centre.

(c) Persons with abnormal needs in respect of diet, care and other matters.

(d) Persons in need through causes not suitable for insurance, e.g., some
forms of desertion or separation.

372. Unified Means Test

:

The three differing tests of needs and means
which are now applied by separate authorities for non-contributory pensions,

supplementary pensions and public assistance, will be replaced by a test

administered by a single authority on principles uniform in themselves, though
taking account of the different problems which arise in relation to different

classes of case. Giving of assistance involves consideration on the one hand
of needs and on the other hand of the applicant’s resources for meeting them.
The needs of adult persons and of children sliould be based on estimates of

what is necessary for subsistence on the principles discussed in paras. 193-232.

For old persons it is reasonable to add a margin above the subsistence

minimum, as is proposed in regard to contributory pensions by bringing them
ultimately up to unemployment and disability benefit. Consideration of the

applicant’s resources raises two questions : of the ownership of the resources

to be taken into account and of the treatment of resources of different kinds.

As regards the ownership of the resources to be taken into account, there

appears to be no reason for disturbing materially, if at aU, the settlement

reached under the Determination of Needs Act. As regards the treatment of

resources of different kinds, this matter is now dealt with partly by Statute,

partly by Regulations, and partly by administrative discretion. It is

suggested that, in future, it should be wholly a matter for Regulations to be
made subject to the approval of both Houses of Parliament. Regulations
have the advantage over Statute both that they can be amended more easily

in order to provide for changed circumstances, and that they can be more
detailed than Statutes. On the other hand, they have the advantage, as

compared with administrative discretion, that the making of a new Regulation
calls attention of all parties concerned to any additional rights that may
be granted to them. Regulations are available to all officers, members of

Appeal Tribunals and the public. They set standards to which administration

must conform and they ensure reasonable consistency of treatment between
one place and another and between one time and another. Under the
Regulations it will be possible to make suitable considered allowance for

capital, for earnings, for war disability pensions, for social insurance benefits

and pensions, and for other income. '

373. Cases of Special Difficulty : At the basis of any system of social

security covering all those who comply with reasonable just conditions for

insurance and assistance, there must be provision for a limited class of men
or women who through weakness or badness of character faU to comply.
In the last resort the man who fails to comply with the conditions for obtaining
benefit or assistance and leaves his family without resources must be subject
to penal treatment.

374. Some Assistance Problems : On transfer of responsibility for assist-

ance to a central authority it may be necessary to make some amendment of
the present provisions as to (a) giving of assistance to persons on strike or
locked-out

; (6) giving of assistance on loan with recovery thereafter
;

(c) giving
of assistance in kind.
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Voluntary Insurance

375. Scope for Voluntary Insurance: Compulsory social insurance pr(?^

vides, up to subsistence level, for primary needs and general risks. The
scope of voluntary insurance is two-fold ;

—

[) To go beyond subsistence level in meeting general risks, by adding to
the amount of compulsory benefits

;

() To deal with risks and needs which, while sufficiently common for
insurance, are not so common or uniform as to call for compulsory
insurance.

In so far as voluntary insurance meets real needs, it is an essential part
of security

; scope and encouragement for it must be provided. The State
can ensure this negatively, by avoiding so far as possible any test of means
for its compulsory insurance benefits, and by limiting such benefits to sub-
sistence and primary needs. The State can ensure this positively by regula-
tion, by financial assistance or by itself undertaking the organisation of

voluntary insurance. In considering the action of the State in regard to
voluntary insurance, regard must be had to the extent to which voluntary
insurance has already developed in various fields and the different circum-
stances under which it has developed. _ _ —

376. Encouragement of Thrift

:

Development of voluntary insurance and
saving among persons of limited means is desirable also from another point
of view. Material progress depends upon technical progress which depends
upon investment and ultimately upon savings. If the distribution of the
product of industry in any community is very unequal, savings come naturally

either from the surplus income of the wealthy or from profits which are not
distributed. If and in so far as, after the war, incomes are distributed more
equally than at present or the share of wages of the total product is increased,

it is important that part of the additional resources going to wage-earners
and others of limited means should be saved by them instead of being spent
forthwith. Increase of means brings a corresponding increase of obhgations,
in this as in other respects. A continuation of the War Savings movement
in one form or another after the war seems likely to be an essential measure
of economic policy. The same purpose can, and should be, served by develop-

ment of organs for voluntary insurance to supplement State insurance.

377. Unemployment Insurance through Trade Unions : Voluntary insur-

ance against unemployment is practically limited to Trade Unions, which,
alone of all organisations other than the State \vith its Employment Exchanges,

can test the genuineness of unemployment and availability of the insured

person for woik. Even within the Trade Unions, the sphere of voluntary
insurance against unemployment is limited and it has shown no signs of

growing. The number of wage-earners who by voluntary insurance now add
anything substantial to what the State provides probably does not exceed

one million. In the main, unemployment insurance must be compulsory,

if it is to be effective. But under the existing unemployment insurance

scheme scope and encouragement are afforded for voluntary insurance by
arrangements under which Trade Unions giving their own benefit may act

as agents for administering the State benefit and receive a grant for adminis-

trative expenses on this account.

378. Voluntary Insurance through Special Schemes

:

The Trade Union
Schemes of out-of-work pay enable a limited number of skilled wage-earners

to supplement their statutory unemployment benefit ; most of the insured

population make no such provision and have no easy means of doing so.

Both on general grounds and in view of the extension of compulsory insurance
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to highei income inrigt-s auiuiig non mamtal workeis, the ijoa&ibility of extend-
ing the opport'jnkiei for supplementary insurance against unemployment
should be explored. • One obvious way lies in the development of special

schemes tor particular iiidusiries as a means not of contracting out of com-
pulsory insura nca but of addu'g to It, The tv.'o special schemes already

established, in the Iiisutance industry and in Bankiiig and Finance, cannot,

under the proposals niade heie, continue as alteiiialives to the general scheme.
But they might continue for the purpose of adding to statutory benefit and
of administering it with their own benefit under an arrangement with the

Social Insurance Fund. The principle of giving statutory sanction to special

schemes for supplementary benefit is already admitted, under Section 72 of

the Unemplojmient Insurance Act, 1935, though the powers given by that

Section have not been used hitherto. In the actual special schemes for Insur-

ance and for Banking it has been found possible to provide benefits exceeding

those of the general scheme without any direct contribution from the

employees or the State and a contribution from the employer of 2d. or 6d. a

week. Half that sum would provide a very substantial supplementary benefit

and justify the State in continuing to entrust insurance in these industries

to the same agencies. If the organisation which has built up these two
schemes could be directed successfuUj- to such a new purpose, it might set a
fruitful exam'i le to other industries.

379. I'riendly Benefit',

:

Provision for sickness is the ckissic giound of

voluntary insurance efforts in BriLain. The registered Friendly Societies, in

1939, had approved society niembeiship of million and expenditure on cash
benefits for sickness in that year per head of this membeiship was practically

equal to expendituie on sickness and disability per head of membership under
the liealth insurance .scheme

; that is to sa}', these 5]^ million members doubled
by voluntaiy insurance the provision for sickness made for them by the

State scheme. Sickness benefit given by Friendly Societies covers accidents

also of all kinds ; other benefits—on death, on maternity, on old age and by
way of deposit insurance—are piovided on a substantial scale. The member-
ship of the registered Friendly Societies has grown, since the introduction of

national health insurance in 1911, but this growth has been steady rather

than spectacular and these societies still cover not much more than a quarter
of the total number for w'hom disability benefit is required. That proportion
is too low to justify keeping compulsory disability benefit below subsistence

level. It is large enough, however, to make it unnecessary for the Slate to

take any action in regard to voluntary insurance against sickness, except to

leave scope and encouragement for the Friendly Societies. One of the
principal objects of the proposal to use Friendly Societies and Trade Unions
giving friendly benefits as organs for the administration of State disability

benefat is in order to encourage through these associations the greatest possible

supplementation of State insurance by voluntar}' insurance in this field.

380. Uni'c^isie, cii Friendly SocisUes : In addition to the registered Friendly
Societies mentioned in the last paragraph, there exist innumerable unregistered

Societies of every degree of permanence and financial stability. Some are

large and firmly established institutions with Approved Societies attached
to thei’u

:
others are fleeting. Litlle definite information as to the scale and

methods of these societies is available since they come now under no of&cial

scrutiny, but figure:- ccilected by Mr. Eowntree for York suggest that in

numbers the membership of unregistered Friendly Societies is comparable to
that oi the registered societies. There appears to be good ground for

requiring every society in whatever form w'Mcb receives contributions with a
view to protidiug payments in sickness or on death to be registered arrd to
conform to statutory cfiuditions.
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381. Sttptranmuiiion Schemes : Provision ior letiiement additioiidl to or

exclusive of old age pensions is now made in n^any occupaliuiis as a whole
(civil service, local government service, teaching, railway service, public
utilities) and by innumerable individual films. No special action by the Slate
is called for, except that of mcking its own development of compulsory
insurance for retirement gradual, so as to give time for any necessary rearrange-
ments of the occupation^ and voluntary schemes.

382. \Life and Endowment Insurance .•] The development of insurance for

funeral expenses, against death generally and for endowment through the
agency of Industrial Assurance Companies and Collecting Societies is discussed
in Appendix D and under Change 23 in Part If. For reasons set out there it is

proposed that there should be established under the general supervision of the
Minister for Social Security an Industrial As.surance Board working not for

profit. This statutor}' corporation would have a monopoly of insurance with
the use of collectors and would be authorised to undertake ordinary life

assurance subject to a maximiun of amount insured, say £300, in order to
prevent its entry into the geneial field of life assurance. The Board
would take over the bulk of the work of the existing Industrial Life Ofi&ces

with their staffs and would bring about economies, first by eliminating
competition, second by encouraging payment of premimns otherwise than
through collectors, third by limiting volimtary insurance so far as possible to

insurance likely to be within the permanent means of the policy-holder. This
proposal is bracketed, as desirable, but not essential.

383. Loss of Independent Earnings : It appears impracticable to provide
unemployment benefit generally, except where there is employment under
contract of service. Independent earners of Class II will be able to obtain
training benefit, if they need to change their occupation. For deficiency of

earnings in their occupation, whether through seasonal fluctuations or through
other causes, no general provision can be made, but the possibility of volmitary
insurance, possibly with State aid, for particular sections of Class II needs full

exploration. It might become a function of the Industrial Assurance Board.

384. Voluntary Continuation of Compulsory Insurance : Fersons who pass
out of compulsory insurance against sickness or for pensions, tlu’ough change
of occupation (from employment to independent earning or to no paid
occupation) or through rising above the remuneration limit for non-manual
workers, can now continue voluntarily in insurance will become unnecessary.

These arrangements are used extensively, there being near ly 1 million voluntary
contributors for health or pensious insurance. With the extension of

compulsory insurance to Classes II and IV and the removal of the remuneration
limit, they will become unnecessary, though there will be problems of transition

from the old system to the new system. Health service, retirement pensions
and funeral grant will be available for ail at all times in return for compulsory
contributions. It may be argued that those v.’ho after contributing for dis-

ability benefit in Class I or Class II give up gainful occupation late in life,

but before retiring age, should be allowed to continue insurance for this benefit.

The answer is that cash disability benefit, as distinct from medical treatment,

is compensation for earnings lost through disability ; in the case considered

there aie no earnings at the time when disability occurs.

Administration

385. Ministry of Social Security : The administration of the Plan for

Social Security as a whole, includhig social insurance, national assistance

and voluntary insurance, will be undertaken by a Ministry of Social Security

under a Cabinet Minister, The Ministry will establish a network of region^
and local Security Offices for the administralion of cash benefits and assistance.
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and for other work connected therewith. The Ministry of Social Secuiity
will not be responsible for medical treatment which will fall within the sphere
of the Health Departments, but there will be a Joint Committee of the Ministry
of Social Security and of all Departments concerned in Health and Welfare
for promotion of measures designed to prevent disease and reduce the burden
on the Social Insurance Fund. In the organisation of the Ministry two points
will be regarded as of outstanding importance :

—

() Decentralisation and close contact with local agencies of all kinds in

dealing with the varied needs of insured persons

;

() Selection and training of staff with special regard to their functions in

serving the public and in understanding the human problems with which
they will be concerned.

386. Employment Service : The employment service of the Ministry of

Labour and National Service will either be transferred to the Ministry of Social

Security together with the administration of unemployment insurance, or, if

retained as part of the functions of the Ministry of Labour and National
Service, will be conducted at the local Security Offices.

387. War Pensions ; The relation of the proposed Ministry of Social

Security to the Mmistry of Pensions is a matter for further consideration. The
Ministry of Pensions is essentially a Ministry of War Pensions concerned with
providing compensation for disablement and death resulting from :

—

(a) Service during the war with the Armed Forces and their auxiliary

services.

(i) War injury sustained by members of the Mercantile Maiine, Fishing

Fleets and Light Vessel Services.

(c) War service injury suffered by members of Civil Defence Services.

{d) War injuries sustained by the civil population.

The Ministry of Pensions dates from the war of 1914-18 and the proposals

made at veirious times since that war either to merge the administration of

war pensions with some other department or to add to the Ministry of Pensions

functions exercised by other departments, such as the administration of old age

pensions by the Customs and Excise Department, have had no result.

Importance is rightly attached by those interested in the fair treatment of

men and women who have given war service to ensuring just and sympathetic
consideration of claims based on war disabilities. This object has appeared
in the past likely to be served best by having a separate Ministry. On the

other hand, the clients of a Ministry of Pensions in the future will all be clients

or potential clients of the Ministry of Social Security. Merger of the two
Ministries would have the advantage to the individual that, whatever his

casualty, he would have to deal with one Ministry only for cash payments
and it would facilitate adjustments between war pension payments, disability

benefit, guardian benefit or retirement pension. It would avoid duplication

of staff and would make easy adjustment of staff to the prospective gradual

diminution of war pensions. >^ether or not these possible advantages
outweigh the reasons for maintaining a separate Mmistry of War Pensions

is a matter requiring full examination. A similar problem arises as to

treatment. Assuming a comprehensive health and rehabilitation service

organised by the health departments and the Ministry of Labour and National

Service, this service should presumably be available to and used for sufferers

from war disability in preference to the setting up or maintenance of separate

provision for them.
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38S. Register of Insured Persons : Social insurance involves keeping a
register of each insured person and contributions and benefits. The total

work involved will be much less than at present when such records are

kept separately for unemployment insurance and for each of the Approved
Societies in respect of health insurance, in addition to records kept for

workmen’s compensation and pensions. The question will arise whether this

register should be kept centrally or should be decentralised into six or seven
regional registers. There are advantages and disadvantages in each course.

389. Social Insurance Fund : All compulsory insurance contributions will

be paid into a Social Insurance Fund and all the benefits and other insurance
payments wiU be paid from that Fund. Assistance will be paid from money
provided by the Exchequer. The Social Insurance Statutory Committee
described in the next paragraph will report periodically on the financial con-
dition of the Fund and will have the duty and power of recommending
changes of contribution and benefit with a view to adjusting the income of

the Fund to its liabiUties under the various accounts into which the Fund
win be divided.

390. Social Insurance Statutory Committee : A Statutory Committee will

be established for Social Insurance, on the lines of the Unemployment Insurance
Statutory Committee, with the following powers

:

() Making of periodical reports on the financial condition of the Social

Insurance Fund and each of its accounts and recommendations for

changes of contribution and benefit in accord with such reports ;

() Reporting on all Regulations and Orders before they are made, subject

to power of the Minister to bring Regulations and Orders into force

provisionally for not more than six months pending the consideration

by the Committee

;

(c) Reporting on any matter referred to them by the Minister

;

{d) Reporting on the adequacy of the benefits for subsistence needs and
recommending changes of benefit and contribution required to adjust

benefit rates to changes in the value of money.

Note.—^The first three of these powers, (a), (6), and (c), are the same as

those of the Unemployment Insurance Statutory Committee
; the last is

additional.

391
.

{Industrial Assurance Board]

:

The work of voluntary insurance, in

so far as it is transacted directly on.behalf of the State, will be conducted by
an Industrial Assurance Board with independent finance and statutory powers
subject to the general responsibility of the Minister {see paras. 181-192 and
Appendix D). •

392. [Arrangements with Friendly Societies]

:

While financially independent
Approved Societies as administrators of compulsory cash benefits for sickness

will disappear, societies giving friendly benefits of a substantial amount will

be able under arrangements with the Ministry of Social Security to act as

agents for paying out together their voluntary benefits and the benefits of the
compulsory scheme, thus retaining an integral part in the administration of

disabiUty benefits and the advantage to the individual of getting his total

cash provision in the case of disability from a single source. These arrange-

ments, as is explained in paras. 66-69, will apply both to Friendly Societies

and to Trade Unions giving friendly benefits. The making of such arrange-

ments depends on the consent of the societies concerned. The proposal to
make them is bracketed, as desirable but not essential {see para. 72). Existing

arrangements with Trade Unions with regard to unemplojnment benefits will

continue on the same lines.
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393. StalMtory ^IssociaiKoti ta Scheduled Industries

:

In each of the
industries scheduled as having materially more than Ihe average industrial

risk of accident or disease and in any other industries in •'vhich this appears

desirable Statutory Associations of employers and emploj’ees will be estab-

lished for the purposes set out in paras. 91- 9*1.

394. ' Appe'il on Benefits

:

All decisions by, or on behalf of, the Ministry of

Social Security on claims for benefit, in respect ^ike ofamount and of conditions

or period, null be subject to appeal to independent local tribunals analogous

to the existing Courts of Referees with further appeal to an Umpire appointed
by the Crown, whose decision wiU be final. The machinery will be local and
informal and will be unifonn for all claims, except possibly those for industrial

pension and industrial grant [see para. 336 (e)l.

395. Appeals on Conti ibutions

:

Determination by or on behalf of the

Minister as to liability to contribution, including the class in which contiibution

shall be made, ivill similarly be subject to appeals to local tribunals consisting

of Chairmen of the Courts of Referees with further appeal to the Umpire.
The problem of the relation between decisions of the Umpire and the ordinary

Courts of Law is a matter for further examination.

396. Children’s Allowances

:

Some organisation ivill be needed for ad-

ministering the proposed children’s allowances, that is to say, both for

authonsing the payments and for making them. For the reasons given in

para. 424, the most appropriate department for this purpose appears to be

the Ministry of Social Security, but the Ministry should act in close co-

operation with the authorities concerned for the welfare and the education of

children.

397. Advice to Citixens

:

One of the serious disadvantages of the present

division of security functions between so many different s .ancies is the difficulty

experienced by insured persons in understanding their i"ht3 and duties and in

finding their way through the system to the proper authority to deal with their

case. This, apart from the direct loss and dday to insured persons, leads some-
times to unjustified resentment and sometimes to lack of interest. The
social security system even when unified and simplified in the way proposed

here must still be a machine with many parts and complications to deal with

all the complexities of need and variety of persons. Citizens cannot be left

to find out all about it by reading official pamphlets, however clearly they may
be written. There should be in every local Security Office an Advice Bureau
to which every person in doubt or difficulty can be referred and which will be
able to tell him, not only about the official provision for social security, but
about all the 'other organs—official, semi-official and voluntary, central or

local—^which may be able to help him in his difficulty.

398. Stqiistics and Intelligence: The Ministry of Social Security .should

have a Division of Statistics and Intelligence, under first-rate leadei^ip and
with adequate resources to make use not only of its own material but of the

experiences of other countries in the same field. The Ministry should be able

to make grants for the carrying out of research in all matters where further

knowledge might reduce the burdens on the Fund.

399. Loss of Office

:

Provisions will be required to prevent hardship in

the case of persons employed in the administration of the present insurance

schemes or the allied services who are displaced as a result of the changes
made and for whom suitable alternative employment is not available

Note.

—

On balance, there is not likely to be any large immediate
change in the total numbers of persons required to administer the unified
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Plan for Social Security ab compared with the uuinbeis now employed in

social insurance and allied services by the National Government, by Local
Authorities or by othei’ agencies, including Approved Societies, insurance
companies, and indemnity association^. On the one band, extension
of the scope of social security, through bringing in new classes into

insurance and new benefits, will increase the total amount of work to be
done. On the other hand, unification of administration and substitution

of insurance for assist«mce wiU reduce the staff required for the same
amount of security. Ultimately the total numbers of staff needed will tend
to fall rather than rise, but at first these two influences seem likely to offset

one another. Social security under the new system, while it certainly

involves no great increase in the number of ofllcials, ii any increase at all,

is unlikely to involve making any large numbers of those now employed
redundant at any early date. But some changes and transfers are inevit-

able and it is essential that in maldng these changes for the common
good the community should do justice to those v/hose livelihoods are

^ affected by them

400 Loss of Business

:

Anothei problem is presented by the possible

effects upon established businesses of certain of the proposals in the
Report, m particular those relating to worlonen’s compensation and to

funeral grant. Supersession of the present scheme of workmen’s com-
pensation, whether by the proposals of the Report (Change 4 in

paras. 77-105) or by any other form of converting into a social seivice, will

make superfluous part of the busmess of those insurance companies which
have undertaken employers’ liability. Acceptance of the proposal for

a funeral grant (Change 18 in paras. 157-160) maj^ affect the business of

industrial assiurance very considerably, whether the existing provisions of

the Industrial Assurance Act of 1923 are left or are changed. Most of the

offices undertaking industrial assurance will also be affected by the proposal

to supersede the approved society sj'stem in its present form (Change 3 in

paras. 48-76). This does not raise a case for compensation for loss of business,

since the Approved Societies are independent bodies which cannot make a
profit, but that, in practice, the change may affect the business of industrial

assurance is clear. If the recommendation for conversion of industrial

assurance into a public service (Change 23 in paras. 181-192) is adopted, all

compensation questions affecting the Industrial Life Offices will be merged
in the general problem of the terms on which they shall be replaced by an
Industrial Assurance Board. In that case no imp ji taut problems of com-
pensation for loss of busmess will arise, except in regard to the proprietary

companies now undertaking employers’ liability insurance. This problem is

limited in scale, since it affects only about 15 per cent, of the total paid as

workmen’s compensation ; the rest is paid thiough mutual associations whose
supersession may raise questions of compensating for loss of office, but will

not raise questions of compensating for loss of business. It would be inappro-

priate in this Report to make definite proposals as to the treatment of this

problem, since it must be considered in relation to the general issue of com-
pensation where action by the Stale affects private interests. The Stale cannot
undertake to compensate individuals in every case for damage which they
may suffer as a result of developments of State policy. To do so would involve

compensating all those who were damaged by, say, a change of policy in regard

to tariffs or in regard to the use of land for different types of building. All that

can be done here is to indicate that there is a problem which will call for

consideration, in conjunction with other possible developments of State action,

and that in relation to the proposals of this Report this problem can be a
comparatively small one.
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Provisional Rates of Benefit and Contribution

401. The provisional post-wax rates of benefit, allowance and grant,
suggested on the assumptions as to level of prices stated in para. 231 are as
follows :

—

Shillings per week.

Unemployment, Disability and Training Benefit.

Man and not gainfully occupied wife (joint benefit) 40/-
Man with gainfully occupied wife not on benefit ... 24/-
Single man or woman, aged 21 and upwards ... 24/-
Single man or woman aged 18—^20 20/-
Boys or girls 16—17 15/-
Married woman gainfully occupied when herself

on benefit ... 16/-

Retirement Pension [after transition period).*

Man and not gainfully occupied wife (joint pension) 40/- basic

Single man or woman, man with gainfully occupied

wife, woman contributor with husband below
pensionable age (single pension) 24/- basic

Addition to basic pension for postponement, in

respect of each year of postponement

—

On joint pension 2/-
On single pension 1/-

Maternity Benefit (13 weeks)

Married woman gainfully occupied whether paying
contributions or exempt, in addition to maternity
grant ... 36/-

Widcm's Benefit (13 weeks) 36/-

Guardian Benefit* 241-

Dependant Allowance

Dependant above age for children's allowance of

person receiving unemployment, disability or

training benefit 16/-

Children’s Allowance
For each child when responsible parent is in

receipt of any benefit or pension, and for each
child after the first in other cases, allowances
graded by age averaging over all children in

addition to existing provision in kind. ... 8/-

Industrial Pension
For total disability ... ... ... ... ... Two-thirds of assessed

weekly earnings, but
not more than a

week and not less than

would have been paid

as disability benefit

and dependant allow-

ance if any.

For partial disability Pension proportionate

to loss of earning power.

* Retirement Pension and Guardian Benefit am subject to partial reduction for

earnings
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Grants
Marriase Up to £10 according

to number of contri-

butions.

Maternity £4

Fuho'al *

Adults £20.

Age 10-20 years £15.

Age 3-9 years £10.

Under 3 years £6.

Industrial To be determined in

accord with Regula-
. tions (para. 334).

402. The rates for particular benefits are based on the following con- •

siderations :

—

(ff) There should be a uniform rate, joint and single respectively, for unem-
ployment, disability and training and the basic rate for retirement

pension should be the same as this. The joint rate should apply irrespec-

tive of age ; the single rate should be lower for persons below 21 years

of age than for adults.

(6) For married women gainfully occupied, maternity benefit should be at a
rate materially higher than the single rate for unemployment or dis-

ability, while unemployment and disability benefit should be materially

below the single rate. These special rates should apply to all married

women irrespective of age.

(c) Widows’ benefit during the period of re-adjustment should be materially

above the single rate for unemployment or disability.

(rf) Guardian benefit should be such as to enable the widow, with allowances

for every child, to have sufficient for subsistence without earning,

and should be subject to reduction of a proportion of any earnings

made by her.

{e) The addition to basic pension v/here retirement is postponed should be
less than the full actuarial value of postponement, so that the advantage
of postponement is shared between the contributor and the Social

Insurance Fund.

(/) The unemployment and disability benefit for boys and girls is put 1/-

below the rate of dependant allowance. This w^ mean that 1/— less

is paid when boys and girls are themselves unemployed or sick than
if they are dependants and the person upon whom they depend is

unemployed or sick. The difference is not a matter of great importance,

but is probably right, in view of the fact that boys and girls of this

age wiU be living with older people and while those older people have

earnings can be maintained in part from those earnings. When those

earnings cease, there must be subsistence both for the dependent boy
or girl and for the adult.

* Funeral grant is not payable in reject of any person above age of 60 at beginning
of scheme.
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The provisional rates of weekly contribution suggested to secuie the
provisional scale of benefits are as follows :

—

,

jj

X cuiaiQ

Insured
Person

Employers Joint
1

Insured
Person

Emplo3rers Joint

Age 21 and upwards ... 4/3 3/3 7 '6 3/6 2/6 61-
18-20 3/6 . 2'9 6/3 3/- 2/- 51-
16-17 2/6 2/6 5/- 2/- 21- 4/-

Class II
Age 2 ! and upwards ... 4/3 — — 3/9 — —
18-20 3/6 i

— — SI- — —
16-17 2/-

i

- - 21- — —
Class IV
Age 21 and upwards ... 3/9 — — 3/- — —
18-20 8/- — — 2/6 — —
16-17

1 1/6 — — 1/6 ' —
Note.—If the marriage grant is omitted, the contributions of insured

females aged 21 and upwards and 18-20 in Classes I and II can be
reduced in each case by 3d.

404. Determination of the relative contributions for men and for women
depends on considerations explained by the Government Actuary in regard

to the several benefits in paras. 18, 21 and 29 of his Memorandum. In respect

of unemployment a change has been made from present practice, by charging

the difference between the joint rate for man and wife and the single rate for

a man wholly to the m.an's contribution so as to increase the man’s contribu-

tion relatively to that of the woman ; this principle has been applied also to

disability or. the introduction of joint benefit and dependant aUow'ance. The
general result is that, in spite of the equalisation of benefit rates for single men
and single rvnmen, the total contributions proposed for men in llie new scheme
show a greater increase on present rates than the contributions for women.
Thus the joint contribution for an adult man, which is now 44d., is raised to

90d., that is to say to slightly more than double, while the joint contribution

for an adult woman, which is now 37d., is raised to 72d., that is to say to rather

less than double. The employee's own contribution in the case of a • man is

raised as from 22d. to 51d. ; in the case of a woman from 19d. to 42d.
405. The contriburions shown in para. 403 include contributif'ns a-ssigned

for health and rehabilitaii'ii) ser.ices ns follows :

—

Mode Female
Age 21 and upwards lOd 8d
18-21 8d 6d
16-18 6d 6d.

In Class 1 these contributions are diidded approximately as to IJd by the

employer and the balance of S|d. or O^d. by the employee in the case of adults.

In Classes II and IV the whole contribution is paid by the insured persons.

If is contemplated that in -virtue of these contributions insured persons will

receive for themselves and their dependants comprehensive medical treat-

ment and post-medical rehabilitation services, including general, specialist,

domiciliary and hospital treatment, and nursing and subsidiarj- services

without a charge for treatment. This, as stated, is subject to the further
enquiry as to the finance and organisation of the health service suggested in

para. 437. If, as a result of that enquiry, it were decided to require some
additional pa5mient for hospital treatment, either by way of voluntary con-
tributions or by a charge on treatment, the question would arise of amending
the proposed contributions.

406.

The rates of contribution suggested for boys and girls, particularly
in Classes II and IV, may need further coaeideration in the light of educationaJ
policy. It is desirable that boys and girl's should at an early stage be brought



into the Social Security Scheme, and become familiar with it, but exactly bow
they should .be treated depends upon development of educational policy.

407. The benefits and contributions suggested above relate to persons

aged 18 and upwards. No specific proposals can be made in regard to boys
and girls under 16 until educational policy is decided. The general principle

is that up to 18 at least boys and girls should be considered from the educational

standpoint. In so far as they work for gain, insurance contributions should
be paid by them and their employers. Any,payment of cash benefit to them
should be combined with continued supendsion and education.

408. The general rates of benefit and contribution set out in paras. 401
and 403 should be regarded as subject to investigation of the desirability and
practicability of adjustment to special circumstances in the following cases ;

—

() Provision of a lower rate of benefits (other than retirement and
industrial pensions) and corresponding lower contribution in particular

regions or occupations (paras. 214-215).

() Provision of a higher rate of benefits (other than retirement and
industrial pension) and corresponding liigher contribution in London
and in other regions where costs of living are exceptionally high (paras.

214-215).

(c) Different distribution of the joint contribution between employers and
insured persous, increasing the employer’s share where either (a) a
weekly rate of wage is below a certain level, or (b) the sum paid as

wages from which deduction of the insured person’s contribution has to

be made is below a certain point.

(d) Provision of a reduced contribution for a short period of employment
e.g. for 2 days or 3 days only.

(«) Provision of reduced contributions for persons working under contracts

of apprenticeship.

Practical examination of all these possibilities depends very largely upon the

general level of benefit and contribution that may be determined finally. They
are appropriate matters for investigation by a Committee analogous to the

suggested Social Insurance Statutory Committee.

PART VI

SOCIAL SECURITY AND SOCIAL POLICY

409.

Social security as used in this Report means assurance of a certain

income. The Plan for Social Security set out in the Report is a plan to win
freedom from want by maintaining incomes. But sufficiency of income is not

sufficient in itself. Freedom from want is only one of the essential freedoms of

mankind. Any Plan for Social Security in the narrow sense assmnes a con-

certed social policy in many fields, most of which it would be inappropriate

to discuss in this Report. The plan proposed here involves three particular

assumptions so closely related to it that brief discussion is essential for under-

standing of the plan itself. These are the assumptions of children’s allowances,

of comprehensive health and rehabilitation services, and of maintenance of

emplo3mient. After these three assumptions have been examined, general

questions are raised as to the practicability of taking freedom from want as

an immediate post-war aim and a.s to the de.sji ability of planning reconstnxetion

of the social semec.o even in war
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Assumption A. Children's Aixowances

410. The first of three assumptions underlying the Plan for Social Security

is a general scheme of children’s aUowances. This means that direct provision

for the maintenance of dependent children will be made by payment of

allowances to those responsible for the care of those children. 'The assumption

rests on two connected arguments.

411. First, it is unreasonable to seek to guarantee an income sufficient

for subsistence, while earnings aii interrupted by unemployment or disability,

without ensuring sufficient income daring earning. Social insurance should

be part of a policy of a national minimum. But a national minimum for

families of every size cannot in practice be secured by a wage system, which
must be based on the product of a man’s labour and not on the size of liis

family. The social surveys of Britain between the two wars show that in the

first thirty years of this century real wages rose by about one-third without
reducing want to insignificance, and that the want which remained was almost

wholly due to two causes—^inteiTuption or loss of earning power and large

families.

412. Second, it is dangerous to allow benefit during unemployment or

disability to equal or exceed earnings during work. But, without allowances

for children, during earning and not-eaming alike, this danger cannot be
avoided. It has been experienced in an appreciable number of cases under
unemployment benefit and unemployment assistance in the past. The main-
tenance of emplo3mient—^last and most important of the three assumptions

of social security—^will be impossible without greater fluidity of labour and
other resources in the aftermath of war than has been achieved in the past.

To secure this, the gap between income during earning and during interruption

of earning should be as large as possible for every man. It cannot be kept
large for men with large families, except either by making their benefit in

unemployment and disability inadequate, or by giving allowances for children

in time of earning and not-eaming alike.

413. In addition to these two arguments, arising directly from considera-

tions of social security, there are arguments arising from consideration of

numbers of population and care of children. With its present rate of repro-

duction, the British race cannot continue ; means of reversing the recent course

of the birth rate must be found. It is not likely that allowances for children

or any other economic incentives will, by themselves, provide that means and
lead parents who do not desire children to rear children for gain. But children’s

allowances can help to restore the birth rate, both by making it possible for

parents who desire more children to bring them into the world without damaging
the chances of those already bom, and as a signal of the national interest in

children, setting the tone of public opinion. As regards care of children,

whatever possibilities the future may hold of larger families than now, the
small families of to-day make it necessary that every living child should receive

the best care that can be given to it. The foundations of a healthy life must
be laid in childhood. Children’s allowances should be regarded both as a
help to parents in meeting their responsibilities, and as an acceptance of new
responsibilities by the community.

414. The general principle of children’s allowances can by now be taken
as accepted. But it is desirable to make suggestions as to the practical form
of such allowances from the standpoint of social security. The main points

to be settled relate to the source from which allowances should be paid, to the

scale of allowances, to the children in respect of whom they should be paid, and
to the authority which should administer them.
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415. As to the source of children’s allowances, the view taken here is

that they should be non-contributory, provided wholly out of taxation, and
not to any extent out of insurance contributions. The considerations leading
to this view are practical. First, the flat rate of contribution required for

purposes which should be contributory is about as high as it seems right to
propose ; flat insurance contributions are either a poll-tax or a tax on employ-
ment, justifiable up to certain limits, but not capable of indefinite expansion.
Second, the provision for children should clearly be made to some extent in

kind. Though, on the view taken here, children’s allowances should be given
mainly in cash, the amount of cash at any time must be adjusted to the provision
in kind and tliis adjustment can probably be made more easily, if the cost of
allowances is provided from the State than if it forms part of a contributory
system. Both these are practical grounds. On principle, it is possible to
argue either way. It can be said, on the one hand, that chfldren’s allowances
should be regarded as an expression of the community’s direct interest in

children ; it can be argued on the other hand that children are a contingency
for which all men should prepare by contributions to an insurance fund.

As it is possible to argue on each side in principle, it might be provided in

practice that the cost of allowances should be shared. It is in fact proposed
below that the first child in each family should be omitted from allowances,

while the responsible parent is earning, so that the financial burden of every
family is shared between the State and the parents. This involves providing
an allowance for the first child whenever the responsible parent is not earning,

that is to say providing an allowance for the first child, to be added to unem-
ployment, (Usability and guardian benefits. Even if the other allowances

are provided wholly by the State, the cost of allowances for the first child

might wen be charged to the Social Insurance Fund, as the cost of the children’s

allowances now given in unemployment insurance are charged to the Un-
employment Fund. On the whole, it appears better to put the whole cost of

children’s allowances, both when the parent is earning and when he is not
earning, upon the National Exchequer, that is to say to make children’s

allowances non-contributory. The allowances, though non-contributory,

may be administered by the Ministry of Social Security. The cost of them
should be. provided, not from the Social Insurance Fund, but by special

Exchequer grant.

416. • As to the scale of children’s allowances, in paras. 226-228 the

allowances required to meet in full the needs of children of various ages for

food, clothing, fuel and light are put at figures yielding an average over

children of all ages of 7/- a week at 1938 prices. In para. 232, allowing on the

one hand for an increase of prices after the war, and, on the other hand, for the

provision already being made for children through school meals and supply of

free or cheap mUk, an average rate of allowance of 8/- per week per child in

addition to existing provision is suggested. It does not follow that a cash

allowance on this scale should be paid in respect of every child. Two con-

sider_iions may be urged against such an inference.

417. First, it can be argued that the allowances for children should be

regard^ only as a help to parents and not as relieving them entirely of financial

responsibility. There is substance in this argument. To give full subsistence

allowances for all the children of a man or woman at work may be described

as wasteful and certainly cannot be described as a measure indispensable

for the abolition of poverty ;
very few men’s wages are insufficient to <»ver

at least two adults and one chfld. When the responsible parent (that is to

say the parent on whom the children depend) is earning, there is no need to

aim at allowances relieving the parent of the whole cost of the children. On
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the view taken heie, it would be wrong to do so—an unnecessary and
undesirable inroad on the responsibilities of parents. That is to say, in any
system of children’s allowances, the cost of maintaining children ^ould be
shared between tlieir parents and the community. This can be done in two
ways—either by making an aJiowance for each child which is less than the cost

of maintenance, or by making no allowance for one child in each family and
a larger or full aUow^ance for each of the other children. The second way
is the better and is adopted here, as making a large reduction in the cost of

allowances to the community with no hardship to parents, and as increasing

the proportion of the total cost home by the community as the size of the
famdy increases ; this makes the allowances more efiective in preventing

want and increases whatever influence they ma5
f have in encouraging large

families.

418. Second, it can be argued that, whatever experts may say, every mother
of six knows that six children do not cost six times as much as one child to feed,

clothe and waitn. Admitting that one child for these purposes v/iU need 7/-

at 1938 prices (say 9/- at provisional post-war rates), 42/- for a family of six

(541- at poat-war rates) may appear excessive. It is not easy, indeed, to see

in the foregoing calculations just where substantial reduction of cost per head
for a number of cliildren can be justified. Out of the 7/- pre-war average,

5/11 is for food according to a personal dietary ; there may be less waste in a
large famil}', but the 5/1 1 includes nothing for waste or inefihciency in buying.

The 3d. for fuel has been reached as one-sixth of the recorded diiference

between two-person aud eight-person households. The lOd. for clothing

offers a real but small field for economy in large families, by parsing clothing

from one to another. But against this, the 7/- average takes no account of

rent. If having many children makes it possible to reduce slightly the cost

of food, clothing and fuel for each child, it can hardly fail to add to the rent.

It is probably true that few, if any, parents of large families spend four times

as much on esseritials for four children as they spend for one, or six times as

much on six children as they spend for one. But that may be because very
few people are able to afford to do so out of incomes which are in no way
related to the number of children.

419. The first of these two arguments, accordingly, i» accepted here and
the second is rejected. It is proposed, on the one hand, that there should be
no allowance for the first chdd in each family when the responsible parent is

earning. It is proposed, on the other hand, that for each of the other children,
and for the first child also when the responsible parent is on benefit or pension,
there should be an allowance additional to the present provision in kind at the
average rate of 8/- a week. The practical effect of this will be that when the
parent is earning there will be no allowance in a family with one child only
and that, as the size of the family increases, the average allowance for eadh
child will increase in accordance with the following sc^e :

—

No. of children Weekly allowance Average weekly
in family perfamily allowance per child

1 Nil Nil
2 8/- 4/-
3 16/- 5/4
4 24/- 61-
5 32/- 6/5
6 40/- 6/8

420.

Assuming an aUowauce of 8/- a week per child, omission of one
child when Ihe parent is earning reduces the total cost of allowances by nearly
^100,000,000 a year, as compaied Vtith the cost of including all children at aU
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times. It would be possible to '"arry this methi td of shjiiiig the total rost of

the family between the community and the parents a stage farther, either by
omitting the second child as well as the first, or by giving less than the full

allowance for the second child. To give 4/- a week in place of 8/- for the
second child when the responsible parent was earning would save a further

jf23,0C0,000 a jeai in the cost of tlie allowances. But, apart from the un-
desirability of decreasing the provision for children, this plan is open to the
objection that it narrows still further the gap between earnings and income
during interruption of earnings. It would mean that a man with two children
or more would receive 12/- in respect of those children when on benefit or
pension, whicli he would not be receiving when earning, so that, unless his

wages were at least that amount abov^e his benefit or pension, he would not
be becter off when earning than when unemployed or sick.

421. The allowance proposed for the second and subsequent children
when the lesponsible parent is earning, and for all children when the responsible
parent is not earning, has been put at an average ot 8/- a week at provisional
post-war rales, in addition to existing provision in kind. In practice, the
allowances should not be uniform but graded by age, since the needs of children
increase rapidly with age. In practice, also, the sum to be given in cash
at each age must have regard to the provision in kind at each age. On the
view taken here, it would not be desirable to attempt to replace cash allowances
for children wholly or even largely by provision in kind. The principle of

social policy should not be to remove all responsibilities from parents, but to

help them to understand and to meet their responsibilities. But there may
prove to be good reasons for a considerable extension of provision in kind,

and this may afiect differently the cash allowance required at different ages.

It is not possible here to do more than indicate at 8/- per week the average
additional allowance proposed in cash or in kind.

422. As to the children in respect of whom allowances should be paid,

the simplest plan is to malie them universal, subject to the omission of the
first child when the parent is earning. Little money can be saved by any
reasonable income limit. In so far as it appears that children’s allowances

to all families irrespective of their means would mean giving money to

prospeious people without need, this can be corrected by an adjustment of

the rebates of income tax now allowed for children. This does not mean
that childrens allowances should replace tax rebates. The problems of

taxation and of allowance are distinct and involve different considerations.

423. The aUow'ances should continue so long as the child is in approved
full time education, up to the age of 16. The suggestion sometimes made that

allowances should continue during the first six months or year of earning, on
the ground that the initial earnings may be insufficient, is open to the objection

that it involves a subsidy to juvenile wages and would tend to keep them
down. With the growing shortage of juvenile labour in relation to adult

labour the wages of the fomici are hkcly to rise Emd should need no subsidy.

424. As to the administration of cliildren's allowances, however the

allowances aie actually paid—weekly or monthly, by post or in person—^there

must be some Department with offices in every locality prepared to receive

claims and authorise them and to contiol the payment. The Ministry of

Social Security proposed in this Report appears the obvious organ for this

purpose, even if the allowances are universal. If they are limited to children

after the first, so that allowance foi the first child must be added to benefits

in unemployment or disability, the case for using the Ministry of Social Security

is strengthened. The only altei native appears to be to use the agencies for

dealing with childhood—^welfare centres for those under five and the schools
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for the sehool-children. Cash alltwances for children would thus become part

of the system for care of youth. In principle there is something to be said

in favour of this. But it is not clear that the administrative machinery for

such a plan will be available. The natural plan is to leave the cash payments
to the Ministry of Social Security and the care and supervision of children

to the authorities concerned with health and education, with arrangements

for central and local co-operation between them.

425. The practical conclusions emerging from this discussion are

;

(1) Financial provision should be made for children’s allowances at the

cost of the Exchequer in respect of all children other than the first

child when the parent is earning, and of the first child in addition during

interruption of earning.

(2) The average amount of such allowances should be 8/- a week in addition

to the existing provision in kind. The actual allowance should be
graduated according to the age of the child. In so far as provision in

kind is extended beyond its present scale, the cash allowances should

be reduced.

(3) The cash allowances should be administered by the Ministry of Social

Security.

Assumption B. Comprehensive Health and Rehabilitation Services

426. The second of the three assumptions has two sides to it. It covers

a national health service for prevention and for cure of disease and disability

by medical treatment ; it covers rehabilitation and fitting for employment by
treatment which wiU be both medical and post-medical. Administratively,

realisation of Assumption B on its two sides involves action both by the depart-

ments concerned with health and by the Ministry of Labour and National
Service. Exactly where the line should be drawn between the responsibilities

of these Departments cannot, and need not, be settled now. For the purpose
of the present Report, the two sides are combined under one head, avoiding
the need to distinguish accurately at this stage between medical and post-

medical work. The case for regarding Assumption B as necessary for a
satisfactory system of social security needs little emphasis. It is a logical

corollary to the payment of high benefits in disability that determined efforts

should be made by the State to reduce the number of cases for which benefit

is needed. It is a logical corollary to the receipt of high benefits in disability

that the individual should recognise the duty to be well and to co-operate in

all steps which may lead to diagnosis of disease in early stages when it can
be prevented. Disease and accidents must be paid for in any case, in lessened

power of production and in idleness, if not directly by insurance benefits. One
of the reasons why it is preferable to pay for disease and accident openly
and directly in the form of insurance benefits, rather than indirectly, is that this

emphasises the cost and should give a stimulus to prevention. As to the
methods of realising Assumption B, the main problems naturally arise under
the first head of medical treatment. Rehabilitation is a new field of remedial
activity with great possibilities, but requiring expenditure of a different order
of magnitude from that involved in the medical treatment of the nation.

427. The first part of Assumption B is that a comprehensive national
health service will ensure that for every citizen there is available whatever
medical treatment he requires, in whatever form he requires it, domiciliary or
institutional, general, specialist or consultant, and wiU ensure also the provision
of dental, ophthalmic and surgical appliances, nursing and midwifery and
rehabilitation after accidents. Whether or not payment towards the cost
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of the health service is included in the social insurance contribution, thesemi^/
itself should

(i) be organised, not by the Ministry concerned with social insurance, bat
by Departments responsible for the health of the people for positive
and preventive as well as curative measures ; '

(ii) be provided where needed without contribution conditions in any
individual case.

Restoration of a sick person to health is a duly of the,State and the sick

person, prior to any other consideration. The assumption made here is in

accord with the definition of the objects of medical service as proposed in the
Draft Interim Report of the Medical Planning Commission of the British

Medical Association

:

“ (a) to provide a system of medical service directed towards the achievement
of positive health, of the prevention of disease, and the relief of sickness

;

(b) to render available to every individual all necessary medical services,

both general and specialist, and both domiciliary and institutional.”

428. Most of the problems of organisation of such a service fall outside
the scope of the Report. It is not necessary to express an opinion on such
questions as free choice of doctor, group or individual practice, or the place of

voluntary and public hospitals respectively in a national scheme. It is not
necessary to express an opinion on the terms of service and remuneration of

doctors of various kinds, of dentists and of nurses, except in so far as these
terms may affect the possibility of diminishing and controlling sickness and
so may affect the finances of the Social Insurance Fund. Once it is accepted
that the administration of medical treatment shall be lifted out of social insur-

ance to become part of a comprehensive health service, the questions that

remain for answer in this Report are, in the main, financial. Shall any part

of the cost of treatment, and if so what part, be included in the compulsory
insurance contribution ? But, though that question is in itself financial, the
answer to it may affect the organisation of the service and may therefore depend
in part upon views as to organisation.

429. In dealing with this financial question, it is desirable to consider

separately domiciliary treatment, institutional treatment, special services like

dental and ophthalmic treatment, and subsidiary services such as supply of

medical or surgical appliances, nursing and convalescent homes.

430. Domiciliary treatment is now paid for by persons subject to health

insurance, for themselves by compulsory contributions, for dependants either

by a charge for treatment when it is given or more rarely by volimteiry contri-

bution through associations for pubUc medical service. There is no obvious

reason, apart from a desire to keep the insurance contribution as low as possible,

why insured persons should be relieved of this burden wholly, in order that

they may bear it as tax-payers. If importance attach^ to preserving the

contributory principle for cash benefit, it attaches also to contribution for

medical treatment. There appears to be a case for including part of the

cost of domiciliary treatment in the insurance contribution. This means
that a proportion of the receipts of the Social Insurance Fund would be paid

by the Fund to the health departments as a grant towards the cost of the

medical service. The administration of this money would rest with the health

departments.

431 . But one consequence of this suggestion has to be noted. The Report

proposes a compulsory social insurance scheme without income limits. Its

contributing Classes I, II and IV, though they pay different contributions

according to the cash benefits for which they insure, are not income classes

;



each contains lich and poor. A.ny coiimbutioii iur medical treatment must
apply to all these classes, to every one in each of them, and must cover their

dependants in Class III (Housewives) and Class V (Cliildren). If a contri-

bution for medical treatment is included in the insurance contribution,

contributions will cover not nhiety per cent, of the population (the present

insured persons and their dependants), as is assumed in the Draft Interim

Report issued by the Medical Planning Commission, but one hundred per

cent, of the population. This will not, of itself, put an end to private practice.

Those who have the desire and the means will be able to pay separately for

private treatment, if the medical service is organised to provide that, as they
may pay now for private schooling, though the public education system is

available for all. But no one will be compelled to pay separately. The possible

scope of private general practice will be so restricted that it may not appear
worth while to preserve it. If, therefore, it is desired to preserve a substantial

scope for private practice and to restrict the right to service without a charge

on treatment to persons below a certain income limit, it will not be possible

to include a payment for medical service in an insurance contribution which
all are required to pay irrespective of income.

432. Institutional treatment is not included in the present health

insurance contribution except to a small extent as an additional benefit.

It is obtainable by any citizen in a public hospital subject to recovery of the

cost, that is to say to payment according to his means, or free if he has no
means. It is obtainable in a private hospital, as a rule either in vnrtue of

previous voluntary contribution through a hospital contributory scheme or on
payment according to means as agreed with the hospital ahnoner. The
growth of hospital contributory schemes in the years just before this war has
been remarkable. They are stated to cover now more than 10,000,000 wage
earners and they produce more than £6,500,000 a year for the voluntary

hospitals
;

the cost of collecting this money is put at about six per cent.

;

in London and some other parts of the country contribution to a Hospital

Saving Association qualifies the contributor for free treatment either in a
voluntary hospital or in a public hospital as may best suit his case. The
Ministry of Labour Family Budgets in 1937-38 showed an average payment
to hospital saving associations of 3Jd. a week in every industrial household
and 3d. a week in every agricultural household. British people are clearly

ready and able to pay contributions for institutional treatment. Should a
payment for this purpose be included in the compulsory insurance contribution,

and be passed on as a grant from the Social Insurance Fund to the health

departments towards the maintenance of the institutions ? The answer to

tills financial question, like the answer to the similar question as to domiciliary

treatment, involves problems of organisation as well as finance. If a payment
for institutional treatment is included in the compulsory insurance confribution,

there vrill be little or nothing left for which people can be asked to contribute

voluntarily, and an important financial resource of the voluntary hospitals

will come to an end. It will then be for the health departments to use the

grant that they will receive from the Social Insurance Fund in whatever way
best fits their hospital policy. If it is not included, people of limited means
will have the choice, as at present, of contributmg voluntarily beforehand
or of paying at the rime of tieatment, according to means.

433. The main considerations relevant to the choice between these

alternatives are

:

(i) The importance of seeming that suitable hospital treatment is available

for every citizen and that recourse to it, at the earliest moment when
it becomes desirable, is not delayed by any financial considerations.

From this point of view, previous contribution is the ideal, better even



than free service supported by the tax-payer. People will take what
they have already paid for without delay when they need it, and they
pay for it more directly as contributors than as tax-payers. But it

can be argued that, under the present system, people do not in practice
delay talcing hospital treatment when they need it ; their general
practitioner will advise going to hospital, as soon as it becomes necessary,
and if they are not voluntary contributors they will be asked to pay
only according to their means. It is possible that the main practical
reasons which now delay recourse to hospital after it has become
desirable are not difiBculties about paying for the treatment, but either
(a) deficiency of accommodation or (h) unwillingness or inabUity to give
up work or household duties in order to be treated. A suggestion tor
meeting the last-named difficulty is made in para. 344.

(ii) Hospital policy, particularly in relation to the place of voluntary
hospitals, the terms of service and pay of their staffs, and the desirability

or the reverse of allowing arrangements whereby individuals, whether
through membership of a voluntary association or by special payment,
can get choice of specialists or hospitals or special treatment in them.

(iii) Financial policy, and particularly the question of the optimum size

of the insurance contribution and of the Security Budget in relation

to the ordinary budget.

434. A minor question in the relations of the social insurance scheme
and the finance of hospitals is whether persons in receipt of disability benefit,

on entering an institution, should be required to make any payment towards
the cost of their board as “ hotel expenses.” With the smdl benefits provided
by national health insurance hitherto, this question could hardly be raised.

But, if the social insurance scheme is to provide benefits in future designed to

cover the food and fuel requirements of the insured person and his dependants,
it may appear reasonable that, while such a person is getting his food and
fuel in a hospital and not in his home, the money provided for that purpose
should be directed to the hospital. The point is not perhaps of great import-
ance to the finance of institutional treatment ; a sum of (say) 10/- a week is

the most that could fdrly be regarded as saved in the home by the temporary
absence of the insured person in hospital. But if it appears equitable to make
such a charge, it may be expedient to make it, if only in order to avoid making
it appear profitable to the patient to stay in the hospital when he could go
home.

435. Dental and ophthalmic treatment and appliances are now over-

whelmingly the most popular of the additional treatment benefits under

national health insurance. That is to say, they are being pmd for in part by
compulsory contributions and for the rest mainly by a charge when treatment

is given. There is a general demand that these services should become statu-

tory benefits available to all under health insurance. There appears to be
ground for regarding a development of preservative dental treatment as a
measure of major importance for improving the health of the nation. This

measure involves, first, a change of popular habit from aversion to visiting the

dentist till pain comp^ into readiness to visit and be inspected periodicsdly ;

it involves, simultaneously with creation by these means of a demand for a

larger dental service, the taking of steps to organise a larger supply of the

service. That the insurance ^tle to free dental service shotdd becoihe as

universal as that to free medmm service is not open to serious doubt. The
only substantial distinction which it seems right to make is in the supply

of appliances. To ensure careful use, it is reasonable that part of the cost of

renewals of dentures should be borne by the person using them. This might
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possibly be extended to the original supply. The same holds true of optical

appliances.

436. Surgical appliances, convalescent homes and nursing are less widely
provided as additional benefits, but are essential to a comprehensive health
service. Decision as to making these subsidiary services contributory or
non-contributory for the individual depends on the line taken in regard to the
major problems of domiciliary and institutional treatment. It is reasonable

that insured persons should contribute solnething for such services, as they
have shown theipselves able and willing to do in the past ; in regard to

appliances of all kinds, the terms of supply and renewal must be such as to

give an incentive to careful use. But it would be anomalous to require

con^ulsory contributions for special and subsidiary purposes, if the main ser-

vices were non-contributory.

437. This review of some of the problems involved in establishing a
comprehensive medical service makes clear that no final detailed proposals,

even as to the financial basis of this service, can be submitted in this Report.

It suggests the need for a further immediate investigation, in which the finance

and the organisation of medical services can be considered together, in

consultation with the professions concerned and with the public and voluntary
organisations which have established hospitals and other institutions. From
the standpoint of social security, a health service providing fuU preventive and
curative treatment of every kind to every citizen without exceptions, without
remuneration limit and without an economic barrier at any point to delay

recourse to it, is the ideal plan. It is proposed accordingly that, in the con-

tributions suggested as part of the Plan for Social Security, there shall be
included a payment in virtue of which every citizen will be able to obtain
whatever treatment his case requires, at home or in an institution, medical,

dental or subsidiary, without a treatment charge. It is proposed that the sums
derived from these payments shall be transferred to the Department or

Departments concerned with the organisation of the health service to meet
part—^it can only be part—of the total cost. But these proposals are pro-

visional only, subject to review, in the light of the further enquiry suggested,

in which organisation and finance can be dealt with together. The primary
interest of the Ministry of Social Security is not in the details of the nation^
health service or in its financial arrangements. It is in finding a health service

which will diminish disease by prevention and cure, and will ensure the careful

certification needed to control payment of benefit at the rates proposed in this

Report.

438. Assumption B covers not only medical treatment in all its forms,

but also post-medical rehabilitation. In regard to the latter, as in regard to

the former, it would be inappropriate here to discuss details of organisation.

During the preparation of this Report, the practical problems of rehabilitation

have been under consideration by the Departments concerned and it is hoped
that practical measures will follow. Rehabilitation is a continuous process

by which disabled persons should be transferred from the state of being
incapable under full medical care to the state of being producers and earners.

This process requires close co-operation between the health departments
and the department concerned with employment, that is to say, the Ministry
of Labour and National Service. Whether this co-operation can be secured
best by the setting up of an executive organ representative of both sides or by
allocation of specific duties to each department, is a problem of department^
organisation on which it would be inappropria^ here to express an opinion.

It is suf&dent to put forward three general propositions :

—

(a) that rehabilitation must be continued from the medical through the
post-medical stage till the maximum of earning capacity is restored and
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that a service for this purpose should be available for all disabled
persons who can profit by it irrespective of the cause of their disability.

(6) That cash allowances to persons receiving rehabilitation service should
be the same as training benefit, including removal and lodging allowances
where required.

(c) That the contributions paid by insured persons should, as in the case
of medical treatment, qualify them for rehabilitation service without
.further payment.

439. It will be consistent with the proposals made here to include part of

the cost of post-medical rehabilitation of men injured in scheduled hazardous
industries in the industrial levy of these industries, that is to say, to add a
contribution towards the cost of this service to the amount of the levy {see

paras. 279 (iii) and 360).

Assumption C. Maintenance of Employment

440. There are five reasons for sajung that a satisfactory scheme of social

insurance assumes the maintenance of employment and the prevention of

mass unemployment. Three reasons are concerned with the details of social

insurance ;
the fourth and most important is concerned with its principle ;

the fifth is concerned with the possibility of meeting its cost.

First, payment of unconditional cash benefits as of right during unem-
ployment is satisfactory provision only for short periods of unemplo3nnent

;

after that, complete idleness even on an income demoralises. The
proposal of the Report accordingly is to make unemployment benefit

after a certain period conditional upon attendance at a work or training

centre. But this proposal is impracticable, if it has to be applied to men
by the million or the hundred thousand.

Second, the only satisfactory test of unemployment is an offer of

work. This test breaks down in mass unemployment and makes necessary

recourse to elaborate contribution conditions, and such devices as

the Anomalies Regulations, all of which should be avoided in a satis-

factory scheme of imemployment insurance.

Third, the state of the labour market has a direct bearing on rehabilita-

tion and recovery of injured and sick persons and upon the possibility

of giving to those suffering from partial infirmities, such as deafness,

the chance of a happy and useful career. In time of mass imemployment
those who are in receipt of compensation feel no urge to get well for idle-

ness. On the other hand, in time of active demand for labour, as in war,

the sick and the maimed are encouraged to recover, so that they may be
useful.

Fourth, and most important, income security which is all that can be
given by social insurance is so inadequate a provision for human happiness

that to put it forward by itself as a sole or principal measure of recon-

struction hardly seems worth doing. It should be accompanied by an
announced determination to use the powers of the State to whatever

extent may prove necessary to ensure for all, not indeed absolute continuity

of work, but a reasonable chance of productive employment.

Fifth, though it should be within the power of the community to bear

the cost of the whole Plan for Social Security, the cost is heavy and, if to

the necessary cost waste is added, it may become insupportable. Unem-
plo3mient, both through increasing expenditure on benefit and through

reducing the income to bear those costs, is the worst form of waste.
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441. .Assumption C does not imply complete abolition of unemployment.
In industries subject to seasonal influences, irregularities of work are inevitable

;

in aneconomic system subject to change and progress, fluctuations in the fortunes

of individual employers or of particular industries are inevitable ; the possi-

bility of controlling completely the major alternations of good trade and
bad trade which are described under the term of the trade cycle has not been
established ; a country like Britain, which must have exports to pay for its

raw materids, cannot be immune from the results of changes of fortune or of

economic policy in other countries. The Plan for Social Security provides

benefit for a substantial volume of unemployment. In the industnes now
subject to unemployment insurance, the finance of the Unemployment Fund
has been based by the Unemployment Insurance Statutory Committee on
the assumption of an average rate of unemployment through good years and
bad of about 15 per cent. In framing the Social Security Budget in Part IV
of this Report, it has been assumed that, in the industries now subject to

insurance, the average rate of unemployment will in future be about 10 per
cent, and that over the whole body of insured employees in Class I unem-
ployment will average about SJ per cent. It is right to hope that

unemployment can be reduced to below that level, in which case more money
will be available in the Social Insurance Fund either for better benefits or for

reduction of contributions. But it would not be prudent to assume any lower

rate of unemployment in preparing the Security Budget. Assumption C requires

not the abolition of all unemployment, but the abolition of mass imemployment
and of unemployment prolonged year after year for the same individud. In

the beginning of compdsory unemployment insurance in 1913 and 1914,

it was found that less than 5 per cent, of all the unemployment experienced

in the insured industries occurred after men had been unemployed for as long

as. 15 weeks. Even if it does not prove possible to get back to that level of

employment, it should be possible to make unemployment of any individud
for more than 26 weeks continuously a rare thing in normd times.

442. Discussion of the methods and conditions of satisfying Assumption
C of the Plan for Social Security falls outside the scope of this Report. It

may be claimed that the plan will itself have some effect in promoting realisation

of this assumption. Payment of unemployment benefit on the most generous
sede compatible with preservation of the mobility of labour and of the
incentive to seek work and reject idleness will mdntdn the purchasing power
of workpeople, if trade depression begins, and will thus mitigate the severity

of the depression. This result is independent of the source from which benefit

is pdd. If, as is proposed in the plan, benefit is pdd not from generd taxation,

but from a self-contained Socid Insurance Fund built up largely by weekly
contributions from employers and employees, the effect in stabilising purchasing
power and the generd demand for labour will be greater. The onset of

unemployment will then involve, not ody an immediate increase in the
expenditure of the Fund, but dso an immediate decline in its receipts ; by
m^ing surpluses in good times and spending them and even running into

debt on its unemployment account in bad times, the Fund may be so operated
as to have a further effect in stabilising the generd demand for labour. This
assumes that no attempt is made by lowering contributions in good times or

raising them in bad times to prevent the Fund from dtemately accumulating
surpluses and incurring debt on its unemployment account. The maximum
effect oi a social insurance scheme in stabiliring employment would be obtained
by making contribution rates vary in the opposite way, that is to say, by
increasing the contributions in good times and lowering them in bad times.
This would increase the rate at which the Fund repaid debt or built up reserves
in times of good emplo3mient and the rate at which it depleted reserves or
borrowed in times of bad employment ; by reducing the contributions of
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employers in bad times it would help to restore their demand for labour
directly ;

by reducing the contributions of employees it would increase their
purchasing power over goods and services and thus stimulate the demand
for labour indirectly. Whether variation of the insurance contribution in the
way suggested is a practical proposition and by what machinery it could be
effected are questions falling outside the scope of the Report. They are part
of the general problem of financial and budgetary policy after the war, and
should be considered in framing that policy.

443. The probable and the possible effects of the Plan for Social Security
in stabilising the demand for labour are among its advantages and deserve
to be noted. But their importance should not be exaggerated. They are sub-
sidiary measures only ; they do not touch the main problem of maintaining
emplo3nnent. For that other measures are needed. Unless such measures
are prepared and can be effective, much that might otherwise be gained through
the Plan for Social Security will be wasted.

Aboli'iion of Want as a Practicable Post-War Aim

444. The aim of the Plan for Social Security is to abolish want by ensturing

that every citizen willing to serve according to his powers has at all times an
income sufficient to meet his responsibilities. Is this aim likely to be \vithin

our reach immediately after the present war ?

445. The first step in considering the prospective economic resources of

the community after the present war is to see what (hey were just before the
war. The social surveys made by impartial investigators of living conditions

in some of the main industrial centres of Britain between 1928 and 1937
have been used earlier in this Report to supply a diagnosis of want. They
can be used also to show that the total resources of the community were
sufficient to make want needless. While, in every town surveyed, substantial

percentages of the families examined had less than the bare minimum for

subsistence, the great bulk of them had substantially more than the minimum.
In East London, in the week chosen for investigation in 1929, while one family

in every nine had income below the minimum and was in want, nearly two-
thirds of all the families had at least 20/- a week more than the minimum,
and nearly a third had 40/- a week more than the minimum ; these were
actual incomes after allowng for sickness, imemployment and irregular work.*
In Bristol the average working-class family enjoyed a standard of living

more than 100 per cent, above its minimum needs ; while one Bristol family in

nine in the year 1937 was in sheer physical want, two families out of every
five had half as much again as they needed for subsistence.f Similar contrasts

were presented in every survey. Another way of putting these contrasts

is to compare the surplus of those who had more than the minimum witii

the deficiency of those who had less. In East London, the total surplus of

the working-class families above the minirnmn was more than thirty times

the total deficiency of those below it. In York, where Mr. Rowntree in 1936
used a much higher minimum—^the standard of human needs containing more
than bare physical necessaries of food, clothing, fuel and housing—the three

classes of Ihe working population Jiving above the standard had a total surplus

above it at least eight times the total deficiency of the two classes living

below the standard. Want could have been abolkhed before the present war
by a redistribution of income within the wage-earning classes, without touching

any of the wealthier classes. Tins is said not to suggest that redistribution of

income should be confined to the wage-earning classes ; still less is it said

* Sec New Survey of London Life and Labour. Table XVII in Vol. Ill, p. 91.

t Thf Standard of Living in Bristol, p. 24.
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to suggest that meu should be content with avoidance of want, with sub-
sistence incomes. It is said simply as the most convincing demonstration
that abolition of want just before this war was easily within the economic
resources of the community ; want was a needless .scandal due to not taking
the trouble to prevent it.

446. The social surveys showed not only what was the standard of living

available to the community just before the war but also that it had risen

rapidly in the past thirty or forty years. The recent London and York surve]^

were designed to provide comparisons with earlier studies. They 3delded

unquestionable proof of large and general progress. When the New Survey
of London Life and Labour was made in 1929, the average workman in

London could buy a third more of articles of consumption in return for labour

of an hour’s less duration per day than he could buy forty years before at the

time of Charles Booth’s original survey.* The standard of living available to

the workpeople of York in 1936 may be put over-all at about 30 per cent,

higher than it was in 1839.t This improvement of economic conditions was
reflected in improvement of physical conditions. In London, the crude death
rate fell from 18'6 per thousand in 1900 to 1 1 ‘4 in 1935 and the infant mortality

rate fell from 159 to 58 per thousand. In York the infant mortality rate fell

from 161 per thousand in 1899 to 55 in 1936 ; in the same period nearly 2 inches

was added to the height of schoolchildren and nearly 5 lbs. to their weight.

t

Growing prosperity and improving health are facts established for these

towns not as general impressions but by scientiflc impartial investigation.

What has been shown for these towns in detail applies to country generally.

The real wages of labour, what the wage-earner could buy with his earnings

just before the present war, were in general about one-third higher than in

1900 for an hour less of work each day. What the wage-earner could buy,
when earning had been interrupted by sickness, accident or unemployment or

had been ended by old age, had increased in even larger proportion, thoughstill

inadequately, by development of social insurance and allied services.

447. The rise in the general standard of living in Britain in the thirty or

forty years that ended with the piesent war has two morals. First, growing
general prosperity and rising wages diminished want, but did not reduce want to

insignificance. The moral is that new measures to spread prosperity are

needed. The Plan for Social Security is designed to meet this need ; to estab-

lish a national minimum above which prosperity can grow, with want abolished.

Second, the period covered by the comparisons between say 1900 and 1936
includes the first world-war. The moral is the encouraging one, that it is

wrong to assume that the present war must bring economic progress for

Britain, or for the rest of the world, to an end. After four years of open warfare
and diversion of effort from useful production to the means of destruction

during 1914-18, there followed an aftermath of economic conflict ; inter-

national trade was given no chance to recover from the war, and Britain

entered into a period of mass unemployment in her staple industries. Yet,
across this waste period of destruction and dislocation, the permanent force.s

making for material progress— technical advance and the capacity of human
society to adjust itself to new conditions—continued to operate ; the real

wealth per head in a Britain of shrunlcen oversea investments and lost export
markets, counting in all her unemployed, was materially higher in 1938 than

* New Survey ofLondon Life and Labour, Vol. I, p. 21

t Rowntree : Poverty and Progress, p. 453.
* Rowntree, op. at., pp. 298-302. For Glasgow heights and weights ot boys and giila

ot 5. 9 and 13 years of age from 1910-14 to 1929-33 are given at para. 174 of the Report of

the Committee on Scottish Health Services (1936 Cmd. 5204) and show increases in all

cases
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in 1913. The present war may be even more destructive. It is likely to
complete the work of the first war in exhausting British investments overseas
and to deprive Britain largely of another source of earning abroad through
shipping services ; in these and in other vnya it will change the economic
environment in which the British people must live and work and may call for

radical and in some ways painful readjustments. There are bound to be acute
difficulties of transition ; there are no easy care-free times in early prospect.
But to suppose that the difficulties cannot be overcome, that power of readjust-

ment has deserted the British people, that technical advance has ended or can
end, that the British of the future must be permanently poor because they will

have spent their fathers’ savings, is defeatism without reason and against
reason.

448 The economic argument set out above is in terms not of money, but
of standards of Ibdng and of real wages. If the argument is sound, it is clear

that abolition of want by re-distribution of income is within our means. The
problem of how the plan should be financed in terms of money is secondary,
though it is a real problem, since the fact that the whole burden, properly

distributed, could be borne does not mean that it can be borne unless it is

distributed v/isely. Wise distribution of the burden is the object of the Social

Security Budget as outlined in Part IV. There it is shown that the Plan
involves for the National Exchequer an additional charge of at most
£86 million in the first year of full operation. It does not seem unreasonable to

hope that, even with the other calls upon the Exchequer, an additional expense
of this order could be borne when actual fighting ceases. The Budget imposes a
much increased burden on the Exchequer in later years to provide retirement

pensions ; this is an act of reasonable faith in the future of the British economic
system and the proved efficiency of the British people. That, given reasonable

time, this burden can be borne is hardly open to question. The exact rate

at which the burden will rise is not settled ^ally in accepting the plan, since

the length of the transition period for pensions is capable of adjustment and,

if necessary, can be prolonged without serious hudship. As regards the

insured person, the Budget requires of him contributions for vital seairity

which together are materially less than he is now paying for compulsory
insurance and for voluntary insurance for less impoi'tant purposes, or on account
of medical services for which he pays when he receives them. For the

employers, the plan imposes an addition to their costs for labour which should

be weU repaid by the greater efficiency and content which they secure

449 The argument of this section can be summed up briefly. Abolition

of want cannot be brought about merely by increasing production, without

seeing to correct distribution of the product ; but correct distribution does not

mean what it has often been ts^en to mean in the past—distribution

between the different agents in production, between land, capital, management
and labour. Better distribution of purchasing power is required among wage-

earners themselves, as between times of earning and not earning, and between
timpR of heavy family re.sponsibilities and of light or no family responsibilities.

Both social insurance and children’s allowances arc primarily methods of

re-distributing wealth. Such better distribution cannot fail to add to welfare

and, properly designed, it can increase wealth, by maintaining physical vigour.

It does not dcaease wealth, unless it involves waste in administration or reduces

incentives to production. Unemployment and disability are already being

paid for unconsciously ;
it is no addition to the burden on the community to

provide for ^beTn consciously. Unified social insurance will eliminate a good

deal of waste iiiherent in present methods. Properly designed, controlled and
financed, it need have no depressing effect on incentive.
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450 Want cotild have been abolished in Britain just before the present

war. It can be abolished after the war, unless the British people are and
remain very much poorer then than they were before, that is to say unless

they remain less productive than they and their fathers were. There is no sense

in believing, contrary to experience, that they will and must be less productive.

The answer to the question whether freedom from want should be regarded

as a post-war aim capable of early attainment is an affirmative—on four

conditions. The four conditions are :

—

(1) That the world after the war is a world in which the nations set them-
selves to co-operate for production in peace, rather than to plotting

for mutual destruction by war, whether open or concealed ;

(2) That the re-adjustmcnls of British economic policy and structme that

will be required by changed conditions after the war should be made,
so that productive employment is maintained ;

(3) That a Plan for Social Security, that is to say for income maintenance,

should be adopted, free from unnecessary costs of administration and
other waste of resources ;

(4) That decisions as to the nature of the plan, that is to say as to the

organisation of social insurance ^d allied services, shotQd be taken

during the war.

451 . Is there any reason why the fourth condition shojild not be satisfied

here and now ? Re-construction of social insurance and allied services to

ensure security of income for all risks is a general aim on which all reasonable

men would agree. It involves changes affecting many sectional interests, but

it raises no issues of political principle or of party. It involves an iinmense

work of detail in legislation and organisation for which time is essential, for

which there may be less time in the uncertain aftermath of war than there is

today If a plan for freedom from want, so far as social security can give it,

is to be ready when the war ends, it must be prepared during the war.

452. To give effect to the Plan for Social Security embodied in tliis Report
requires decisions of tluee kinds : decisions of principle, decisions of execution

and detail, and decisions of amount, that is to say of rates of benefit and
contribution. Decisions of the third kind, as to rates of benefit and con-

tribution, do not need to be taken now ; they can wait until the probable level

of prices after the war is better known. Decisions of the first kind, that is to

say decisions of principle, can be taken now and need to be taken, if any Plan
for Social Security is to be ready when the war ends. The decisions required

are :

—

(1) A decision to introduce a imified comprehensive scheme of social

insurance embodying the six fundamental principles set out in paras.

303-309 : fiat rate of subsistence benefit, flat rate of contribution,

unification of administrative responsibility, adequacy of benefit, com-
prehensiveness and classification

;

(2) A decision to entrust administration of the scheme to a Ministry of

Social Securil}’'

;

(3) A decision to appoint some person or body to prepare the necessary

legislation and bnng the scheme into being, so that it is ready when the

war ends.

Decisions of this character can be taken by Parliament alone. If His
Majesty’s Government accept the main recommendations of the Report, it is

suggested that the first step would be to submit to Parliament resolutions

approving the introduction of a scheme of social insurance and allied services,

in accordance with the principle named, and approving the constitution
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of a Ministry of Social Security. If these resolutions were accepted, there
should follow the setting up of some authority—a Minister, a group of Ministers
or a body of Commissioners—^to prepare the necessary legislation. The
bringing into effect of a scheme on the hues of the Report involves the repeal
of many Acts of Parliament and their replacement by one or two Acts of
Parliament and a mass of detailed regulations. Consideration of the new legis-

lation proposed would give Parliament a second opportunity of judging the
scheme in concrete form. All the detailed Regulations, in accordance with
normal practice, would be laid before Parliament before being put into force.

453. Whatever body was charged with the task of pr^aiing the new
legislation and Regulations would deal with many questions of detail for which
no decisions, or provisional decisions only, are suggested in the Report. There
are some matters for which fresh formal investigation might be required. These
include :

—

(a) The organisation of the national health service forming the first part
of Assumption B of the plan. This is a matter for further investigation
either by the Departments concerned or by a new independent body, in

consultation with the authorities which are concerned outside the
Government

;

(b) The organisation of the rehabilitation service which forms rhe second
part of Assumption B. This matter is already under examination in

the Ministry of Labour and National Service

;

(c) The problem of alternative remedies briefly described in paras. 258-264,
and requiring, as is stated there, examination by some body with the
requisite technical and practical qualifications and ample time for

investigation ;

(d) The fitting of the special provisions for industrial accident and disease

into the social insurance scheme

;

(e) The problem of difierential rates of benefit and contribution for different

pcirts of the country or different occupations, and the various problems
of demarcation between different insurance classes. These could

appropriately be examined by some body which might ultimately

become the suggested Social Insurance Statutory Committee.

All these and many other questions require continuous detailed study. That
study will come automatically, if once the decision of principle is taken to

establish a unified co-ordinated system of social security which shall put an
end to physical want.

454. The foregoing outline for procedure does not mean that the Plan
for Social Security is indivisible in time, so that all that is involved in it must
be done at one and the same time by one Act of Parliament. There are some
parts of the plan which can be dealt with separately and later than the rest,

including such matters as transfer of responsibility for public assistance from
Local Authorities to a national authority. There are some parts, like children’s

allowances, wUch could, if this appeared desirable, be dealt with in advance
of the rest. In any case the magnitude of the reconstruction involved makes it

inevitable that some of it should be taken by stages. But .some parts must be
taken together or not at all, and even if reconstruction is by stages it is

important that the whole should be dominated by unity of design. To deal

piece-meal with particular defects of the present system, and above all to deal

piece-meal with deficiencies in the amount of benefit or compensation now
provided, in advance of a general decision on the whole plan, involves the risk,

almost amounting to certainty, of a continuance of that anomalous and unjust

treatment of like cases by different methods which the plan is designed to
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remedy. Pieco-meal legislation is likely to be less satisfactory and in the

end more costly, for less advantage to the community as a whole, than
comprehensive unified treatment of the problem of social security.

Planning for Peace in War
455. There are some to whom pursuit of security appears to be a wrong

aim. They think of security as something inconsistent with initiative, adventure,

personal responsibility. That is not a just view of social security as planned

in this Report. The plan is not one for giving to everybody something for

nothing and without trouble, or something that will free the recipients for

ever thereafter from personal responsibilities. The plan is one to secure income
for subsistence on condition of service and contribution and in order to make
and keep men fit for service. It cannot be got without thought and efiort.

It can be carried through only by a concentrated determination of the

British democracy to free itself once for all of the scandal of physical want
for which there is no economic or moral justification. When that efiort has

been made, the plan leaves room and encouragement to all individuals to win
for themselves something above the national minimum, to find and to satisfy

and to produce the means of satisfying new and higher needs than bare physic^
needs.

456. There are some who will say that pursuit of security as defined in

this Report, that is to say income security, is a whoUy inadequate aim. Their

view is not merely admitted but asserted in the Report itself. The Plan for

Social Security is put forward as part of a general programme of social policy.

It is one part only of an attack upon five giant evils : upon the p%sical
Want with which it is directly concerned, upon Disease which often causes

that Want and brings many other troubles in its train, upon Ignorance which
no democracy can aSord among its dtkens, upon the Squalor which arises

mainly through haphazard distribution of industry and population, and upon
the Idleness which destroys wealth and corrupts men, whether they are well

fed or not, when they are idle. In seeking security not merely against physical

want, but against all these evils in all their forms, and in showing that security

can be combined with freedom and enterprise and responsibility of the individual

for his own life, the British community and those who in other lands have
inherited the British tradition have a vital service to render to human progress.

457. There are others who, not through lack of faith in Britain’s ultimate

future, but as a measure of prudence will say that, before committing itself to

a scheme as large in total expenditure as that outlined in this Report, the

nation should wait to see if in fact its resources grow after the war sufficiently

to meet the expenditure. This is natural caution. Those who feel it may,
nevertheless, support the plan as a method of organisation, irrespective of

the precise rates of benefit and contribution to be written into it or of the

number of years chosen for the transition period, during which contributory

pensions wiU rise to adequacj' ; that number can be varied and the speed at

which expenditure will rise can be increased or decreased. The Plan for

Social Security is first and foremost a method of redistributing income, so as

to put the first and most urgent needs first, so as to make the best possible

use of whatever resources are available. That is worth doing, even if the

resources as a whole are insufficient for the standard of life that is desired.

But it must be realised that nothing materially below the scales of benefit and

pension suggested here can be justified on scientific groxmds as adequate for

human subsistence. Benefits, allowances or pensions below the proposals

of this Report may merely mean that the cost of unemplo3nnent or sickness

or childhoed is being borne not directly in cash, but indiiectly in pri'^ation and

lowered hmnan effiiaency.
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458. There are j^et others who will say that, however desirable it may
appear to reconstruct social insurance or to make other plans for a better
world of peace, all such concerns must now be put on one side, so that Britain

may concentrate upon the urgent tasks of war. There is no need to spend
words today in emphasising the urgency or the difBculty of the task that
faces the British people and their Allies. Only by surviving victoriously in

the present struggle can they enable freedom and happiness and kindliness to
survive in the world. Only by obtaining from every individual citizen his

maximum of effort, concentrated upon the purposes of war, can they hope for

early victory. This does not alter three facts : that the purpose of victory

is to live into a better world than the old world ; that each individual citizen

is more likely to concentrate upon his war effort if he feels that his Government
will be ready in time with plans for that better world

; that, if these plans are

to be ready in time, they must be made now.

459. Statement of a reconstruction policy by a nation at war is statement
of the uses to which that nation means to put victory, when victory is achieved.

In a war which many nations must wage together as whole-hearted allies,

if they are to win victory, such a statement of the uses of victory may be vital.

This was recognised by the leaders of the democracies east and west of the
Atlantic in putting their hands to a charter which, in general terms, set out
the nature of the w'orld which they desired to establish after the war. The
Atlantic Charter has since then been signed on behalf of all the United Nations.
The fifth clause of the charter declares the desire of the American and the
British leaders “ to bring about the fullest collaboration between all nations

in the economic field, with the object of securing for all improved labour
standards, economic advancement, and social security.” The proposals of

this Report are designed as a practical contribution towards the achievement
of the social security which is named in the closing words. The proposals

cover ground which must be covered, in one way or another, in translating

the words of the Atlantic Charter into deeds. They represent, not an attempt
by one nation to gain for its citizens advantages at the cost of their fellow

fightei's in a common cause, but a contribution to that common cause. They
are concerned not with increasing the wealth of the British people, but with so

distributing whatever wealth is available to them in total, as to deal first with
first things, with essential physical needs. They are a sign of the belief that

the object of government in peace and in war is not the glory of rulers or of

races, but the happiness of the common man. That is a belief which, through
all differences in forms of government, unites not only the democracies whose
leaders first put their hands to the Atlantic Charter, but those democracies
and all their Allies. It unites the United Nations and divides them from
their enemies.

460. At the request of His Majesty's Government, the Inter-departmental

Committee have pursued the task of surveying the social services of Britain

and examining plans for their reconstruction during the most savage, most
universal and most critical war in which Britain has ever been engaged. It

would be wrong to conclude this Report without expressing gratitude to all

those who in such a crisis have, nevertheless, found time and energy to assist

the Committee in this task, who, triumphing over difficulties of dispersal, of

loss of staff, of absorption in urgent tas^ of war, have prepared memoranda,
attended to give evidence, and have discussed their problems with so much
frankness and pubUc spirit. Naturally the question has arisen at times whether
it is possible to give to such problems in war the consideration that they need,

whether, both for the sake of concentration on war effort and to make the best

in reconstruction, the work of the Committee should not have been postponed
to a more leisured season. The question may be asked and can be answered.
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The interest that has been shown in the problems of the Committee, by nearly
all those who have come before the Committee or have prepared memoranda,
is probably a true reflection of the state of public feeling and represents probably
a right judgment of the time when reconstruction should be taken in hand.
There are difficulties in plannuig reconstruction of the social services during

the heighr of war, but there are also advantages in doing so. The prevention

of want and the diminution and relief of disease—the special aim of the social

services—are in fact a common interest of all citizens. It may be possible to

secure a keener realisation of that fact in war than it is in peace, because war
breeds national imity. It may be possible, through sense of national unity

and readiness to sacrifice personal interests to the common cause, to bring

about changes which, when they are made, will be accepted on all hands as

advances, but which it might be difficult to make at other times. There appears

at any rale to be no doubt of the determination of the British people, however
hard pressed in war, not to live wholly for war, not to abandon care of what
may come after. That, after all, is in accord with the nature of democracies,

of the spirit in which they fight and of the purpose for which they fight. They
make war, today more consciously than ever, not for the sake of war, not for

dominion or revenge, but war for peace. If the united democracies today can

show strength and courage and imagination equal to their manifest desire,

can plan for a better peace even while waging total war, they will win together

two rictories which in truth are indivisible.

461 . Freedom from want cannot be forced on a democracy or given to a

democracy. It must be won by them. Winning it needs courage and faith

and a sense of national unity : courage to face facts and difficulties and overcome
them ;

faith in our future and in the ideals of fair-play and freedom for which
century after century our forefathers were prepared to die ; a sense of national

unity overriding the interests of any class or section. The Plan for Social

.Security in this Report is submitted by one who believes that in this supreme
crisis tire British people will not be found wanting, of courage and faith and
national unity, of material and spiritual power to play their part in achieving

both social security and the victory of justice among nations upon which
security depends.

- 20/A November, 1942.

(Signed) W. H. Beveridge.
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APPENDIX A

FINANCE OF THE PROPOSALS OF THE REPORT RELATING TO
SOCIAL INSURANCE AND SECURITY BENEFITS

MEMORANDUM BY THE GOVERNMENT ACTUARY
1. I have examined, from the financial aspect, the proposals put forward

in Sir William Beveridge's Report in so far as they relate to a scheme of social

insurance and security benefits to be financed through a Social Security

Budget.

Summary of Proposals

2. The Social Security Plan considers the needs of the population in six

main classes, viz :

—

I. Employed persons normally working under contract of service.

II. Other gainfully occupied persons.

III. Housewives (including those who follow a gainful occupation).

IV. Other persons of working age not gainfully occupied.

V. Children below working age.

VI. Persons who have attained pensionable age and have retired from work.

It assumes as necessary prior conditions (A) that an adequate scheme of

allowances for children (Class V) will be established, and (B) that the whole
population will be covered by a comprehensive scheme of medical treatment
and health services.

Under the Social Insurance proposals all persons who have attained the
minimum pensionable age, viz. 65 for men and 60 for women, and have retired

from work (Class VI) be entitled to retirement pension if the requisite

contributions have been paid by or in respect of them. Those who do not
satisfy these conditions wiU be eligible for an assistance pension dependent on
means.

All employed persons (Class I) will be insured for disability benefit, con-
tinuing so long as they are imable on accoimt of incapacity to follow a gainful

occupation, an industrial pension (of larger amount) being substituted therefor

in the case of persons suffering from prolonged disability due to industrial

accident or disease. They wiU be insured also for unemployment benefit,

payable so long as they are available for but unable to obtain work.
Other gainfully occupied persons (Class II) will be insured for disability

benefit commencing after the first 13 weeks of illness.

The other principal benefits are : a variety of special benefits for married
women (Class III) under proposeds comprehensively described as a housewdfe’s

policy
;
pensions of limited character and duration for widows ; and a universal

funeral grant.

3. Rates of Contribution.—^With certain exceptions, all persons in Classes I,

II and IV, and gainfully occupied housewives in Class III, must pay contribu-

tions related to the benefits for which they are covered ; for this purpose
housewives come under Class I or Class II according to the nature of their

occupation. The exceptions are :

—

(i) A gainfully occupied housewife may elect to be exempt from payment
of contributions herself, in winch case she is not eligible for unemploy-
ment or disability (other than industrial) benefits, but is entitled to

(a) maternity grant and benefit, and (6) other benefits which flow from
her husband’s insurance

;

(ii) A person in Class II or IV whose total income is less than £75 a year
may elect to be exempt from payment of contributions, with loss of the

benefit rights resulting from such contributions.
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The rates of contribution proposed to be chcirged for contributors in the
various classes are set out below :

—

Weekly Rates of Contribution

Class I

Class II

1

Class IV

Insured
Person

Employer
Joint
Conti i-

bution

Men :

—

Aged 21 and over ... 4/3 1 3/3 7/6 4/3 3/9
Between 18 and 21 3/6

!
2/9 6/3 3/6 SI—

Between 16 and 18 2/6 2/6 5/- 2/- 1/6

Women :

—

Aged 21 and over ... 3/6 2/6 61- 3/9 31-
' Between 18 and 21 31- 2/- SI- 31- 2/6
Between 16 and 18 2/- 2/- 41- 21- 1/6

4. Rates and Conditions of Benefit.—^The principal rates of benefit under
the insurance proposals are set out below. The rates assumed for this

memorandum are those described in the Report as provisional and suggested

as appropriate to a post-war position in which the cost of living (including

rent) is 25 per cent., or a little more, above the pre-war level. Eligibility for

the full rates of benefit is in most cases subject to satisfaction of prescribed

conditions as to minimum number of contributions paid under the scheme
and annual average of contributions.

Retirement Pensions payable from age 65 (men) or 60 (women) at 24/- a
week to a single person and 40/- for a married couple, subject to the following

qualifications :

—

(i) The married couple’s joint pension to be payable irrespective of the

age of the wife, but dependent on her not being at work.

(ii) Payment of pension to be dependent on retirement from work.

(iii) Pension to be increased in case of postponement of retirement after 65

or 60 by 1/- a week for a single pensioner or 2/- for a married couple,

for each year of such deferment.

(iv) Basic pensions will not be payable at the full rates, i.e. 24/- single and
40/- joint, until the expiry of a transitional period of 20 years from the

beginning of the scheme {see para. 5*).

Widow’s and Guardian Benefits (for widows under age 60) at 36/- a week
for the 13 weeks immediately following widowhood

; to be continued as a
guardian benefit in the case of widows with dependent children, at the rate

of 24/-, subject to reduction for earnings. Apart from these benefits, widows
who desire to take up employment are eligible for training benefit (as described

under " Unemployment and Disabihty Benefits ").

Widows who, on the termination of widow’s benefit, are unable to take

up work on account of permanent disability will be eligible to have their

pensions continued at the rate for disability benefit.

Unemployment and Disability Benefits at 24/- a week during unemployment
or incapacity for work, without limit as to duration of benefit, subject to the

following :

—

(i) An allowance at the rate of 16/- a week to be added for a wife (not

gainfully occupied) or adult dependant ; the joint benefit for a married
couple is thus 40/-.

* Throughout this memorandum, references to paragraphs relate to paragraphs of the

memorandum and not of the Report.
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(ii) Reduced rates of benefit for

:

Single men and women aged between 18 and 21 ... ... at 20/-
Boys and girls aged between 16 and 18 at 15/-
GainfuUy occupied married women at 16/-

(iii) Benefit not to be p)aid for the first three days of a period of unemploy-
ment or incapacity unless it lasts for at least four weeks.

(iv) A training benefit at the same rates, but limited to a maximum erf 26
weeks' duration, to be payable in certain circumstances to persons in

Classes II, III and IV.

Iniustrial Pensions.—Where incapacity for work results from an industrial

accident or disease, the ordinary rates of Usability benefit (including allowance
for wife or adult dependant) are to be payable for the first 13 weeks of disability.

Thereafter an industrial pension is to be substituted, if more favourable,
payable at the rate of two-thirds of estimated full-time earnings in a period
preceding incapacitation, subject to a maximum limit of £3 a week, or in cases

of partial disability a reduced pension proportionate to the estimated loss of

earning power.

Maternity Benefits comprising :

—

(i) Maternity grant of £4 available to all married women, and to other
women, if insured in Class I or II ; and

(ii) Maternity benefit at 36/- a week for 13 weeks, available to all gainfully

occupied women whether paying contributions or exempt.

Marriage Grant, consisting of a payment to a woman, on her marriage, of

£1 for each 40 actual contributions paid in Class I or II, subject to a maximum
Smit of £10.

Funeral Grant, payable to the person responsible for funeral expenses, the
amount being £6 on the death of a child under age 3, £10 for a child aged
between 3 and 10, £15 for a young person aged between 10 and 21, and £20
for an adult aged 21 or over. At the outset persons then aged 60 or over are
to be excluded from this benefit.

5. Transitional Arrangements for Retirement Pension.—In the 20-year
transitional period, i.e. up to mid-1964 if the Plan is introduced in July,

1944, pensions will be p *^cable at reduced rates, and will be assessed by difierent

methods for those falling into the respective categories :

—

(i) Persons paying pensions contributions under the existing system who
satisfy the qu^5dng conditions. This group consists entirely of persons

at present insured under the Contributory Pensions Acts, with whom
are included persons already in receipt of contributory pensions who
have retired ; and

(ii) Persons who will pay contributions for pensions imder the Social

Security Plan but have not been contributors under the existing system.

This group consists of initial entrants in Classes II and IV and employed
persons previously excepted from compulsory insurance for con-

tributory pensions and now to be included in Class I.

For the first group, pensions will start in mid-1944 and the proposed rates

at the outset are 25/- for a joint pension and 14/- for a single pension. It is

further proposed, however, that these rates should be increased by 1/6 and 1/-

respectively in mid-1946 and thereafter at two-yearly intervals over a period

of 20 years until mid-1964, when the final rates of 40/- joint and 24/- single

are reached. The rate of pension payable at any point in this 20-year period
will be the same for every pensioner in this group, apart from additions to the

basic pension on account of postponement of retirement.

For the second group, pensions will not start until mid-1954, i.e. 10 years

after the commencement of the Pkm. They will vary according to the year
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^which retiremcuL takes place but once granted will be fixed and will not

.increase as do those for group (i) with year of pajTuent. The rates of pension

' for group (ii) will be 25/- joint and 14/- single in respect of persons retiring

in 1954-55, having paid 10 years’ contributions under the Plan. The rates

for subsequent retirements will be 1/6 or 1/- greater for each year of contri-

bution in excess of 10 years, so that persons retiring with 20 years’ contributions

in 1964-65 will be granted the final rate of 40/- joint or 24/- single.

The foregoing rates of pension will be subject to addition on account of

postponement of retirement, as already stated. In the transitional period

this addition will be determined (a) for persons in group (i) by the number of

years of contribution after age 65 (men) or 60 (women) or after mid-1944
if the pensioner was over age 65 (or 60) at that date ; and (6) for persons in

group (ii) by the number of years of contribution after age 65 (men) or 60

(women) or after mid-1954 if the pensioner was then over age 65 (or 60). The
working of these rules wiU be clear from the following statement and two
examples :

—

Specimen Weekly R.\tes op Pension p.vyable, in the year shown, to Persons
WHO B.4.VE Retired

(i) Persons in existing Contributory Pensions scheme :

—

Basic Pension
Addition for Postponement

of Retirement
X ear oi irayment

Single
person

Married
couple

1st (1944-45)
2nd
3rd
4th
Sth
nth (1954-55)
16th (1959-60)
21st (1964-65) and thereafter

14/-
14/-
15/-
15-
16/-
19/-
21/-
24/-

25/-
25/-
26/6
26/6
28/-
32/6
35/6
40/-

Persons who retire after the beginning
of the new scheme at an age later

than 65 (60 for women) will receive
in addition 1/- a week (2/- on jo’nt
pension) for each complete year of
postponement after 65 (60) for

which contributions have been paid
under the new scheme, i.e. from
July, 1944.

(ii) Persons not in existing Contributory Pens*''
;

' scheme
ayj

Basic Pension ’ B

Year of
Payment

Single person Married couple

11th

Year <

12th

3f retirt

13th

ixnent

16th 21st 11th

Year i

12th

jf retiri

13th

^menl

16th 21bt

11th (1954-55)
12th
13th
16th (1959-60)
21sc (1964-65)
and thereafter

ui-
14/-
14-
14/-

14/-

15/-
15/-
15/-

16/-
16/-

16/-

19/-

19./- 24/-

25/-
25/-
25/-
25/-

25/-

26/6
26/6
26/6

26/6

28/-
28/-

28/-

32/6

32/6 40/-

Addition for Postponement of Retirement :—As for group (i), except that only
contributions paid after June, 1954, and suteequent to attainment of age 65 (60), count
for this purpose.

Thus, a married man in group (i) who retires at age 65 in 1944-45, will

receive, while his spouse sundves, 25/- a week during that year and 1945-46,
26/6 a week during 1946-47 and 1947-48, 28/- during 1948-49 and 1949-50,
and so on, rising to 40/- a week in 1964-65. If he postpones retirement for

two years, until he is aged 67 in 1946-47, he will receive 30/6 (i.e. 26/6 plus
4/- for two years’ postponement) a week for that year and 1947-48, 32/- for

1948-49 and 1949-50, rising to 44/- a week in 1964-65.
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If the husband dies first and his widow is then aged 60 or more, she will

receive the corresponding single pension for life ; if she is then under 60 she is

entitled to the normal benefits of a widow. If he is left a widow'er his pension
is then reduced to the single rate.

A married man in gioup (ii) who retires in 1954-55, being then aged 65
and having paid 10 years’ contributions, wrill receive 25/- a week. If he post-
pones retirement for two years, continuing meanwhile to pay contributions,

and takes his pension at age 67 in 1956-57, he will receive a pension of 32/-
a week, made up of 28/- as the basic rate for retirements in that year plus 4/-
for two years' postponement. These rates of pension will continue unchanged
throughout the lifetime of the pensioner so long as he is married.

i

6. Other Security Benefits .—In addition to the foregoing benefits which are
provided on an insurance basis, the Plan includes the foUowng cash benefits :

—

(i) Children's Allowances for each child under 15 (or 16 if still at school).

These are to be paid for all children except the first, at rates averaging
8/- a week, with an additional 8/- for the first child when the parent
is in receipt of unemplojnnent or disability benefit, or industrial pension,
or is a widow.

(ii) National A ssistance payments, dependent on the means of the recipient,

to meet individual needs where either no insurance benefit is payable or
the benefits for which the recipient is qualified require supplementation.

Value of the Benefits Expressed as a Contribution

7. The rates proposed for the joint contribution, payable by the insured
person and his employer, in the case of persons falling within Class I are 7/6
a week for men, and 6/- for women, with reduced rates for contributors below
age 21. The relationship of these rates to the actualial value of the benefits

is examined in the following paragraplis—and here, perhaps, it is necessary
to make a general observation. The reason for considering in detail the
relationship of benefits and contributions on the lines adopted in this section,

is not the technical interest of an actuarial analysis of the scheme—as if a
hypothetical fund were to be built up on the basis of actuarial reserves—^but

the importance of making abundantly clear (a) how and why the proposed
rates of contribution for insured persons have been arrived at, and the equity
of the proposals as to contributions, and (&) the character and extent of the
liabilities, not met from these contributions, which the scheme will place upon
the State, i.e. liabilities to be met from general taxation.

For the purpose of this analysis the view adopted on similar occasions in

the past has been followed, namely, that for assessing the rate of contribution

whi^ can equitably be charged in a compulsory scheme of Social Insurance
a fair basis is obtained by expressing the value of the future benefits to a new
entrant at the minimum age of 16 in terms of the contribution, payable
throughout working lifetime, which should be made to insure the benefits

on an actuarial basis ;
this is commonly termed the actuarial contribution.

The matter may be considered from two points of idew : (i) the contribution

for 100 per cent, of the cost of benefits, which may be regarded as the maximum
contribution which could fairly be charged ; and (ii) the contribution for such
a proportion of the benefits under each head as remains after calling upon the

State to bear a proportion of the cost for every new entrant to the scheme.

If a contribution on the basis in (i) were charged, new entrants at age 16

would be self-supporting in the sense that, if they could be isolated as a class

and their contributions accumulated in a separate fund to meet the future

cost of their benefits, no State subsidy would be required in respect of them
since their pensions, for example, would be met out of the reserves accumulated
during the working lifetime of each year’s new entrants, which, on the

assumptions made, would be exhausted on the death of the last pensioner. If

a contribution on basis (ii) is charged, i.e., the contribution which the insured
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extent to which this falls below (i) indicates the liability which is cast upon

the Exchequer for every yovmg person who attains the age of 16, now emd
in the future, apart from the further liability in respect of persons over age

16 when the scheme is introduced—a matter to which reference is made in the

next paragraph.

8. The assessment of the contribution, even on the lines of basis (i), i.e.

at a rate designed to meet 100 per cent, of the benefit cost to a new entrant,

would n^ertheless leave a substantial liability to be met from the Exchequer
in the case of most of the benefits of the Plan.

The incidence of the risk in respect of retirement pensions, widows’ pensions,

disability benefits, marriage and maternity benefits and funeral grant, varies

substantially and measurably with age ; and a contribution computed as above
is sufficient only in the case of those continuously insured from age 16 onwards.

For other persons—^mainly those brought into the scheme at the outset at an
age above the minimum, but at the same rate of contribution—^the contribution

should be greater. Looking at the matter in smother way, there is a deficiency

because these persons have not paid the contribution at the new rates continu-

ously in the past from age 16. The resulting excess in the cost of benefits over

the income from contributions has to be met from the Exchequer. It has to

be remembered always, when reference is made to the full contribution for

benefits, that it would be " full ” only in the case of entrants at age 16 who are

continuously insured
;
the population as a whole, taking the joint contributions

of employers and insured persons, would not be paying for the full value of

their benefits.

The position as regards unemployment benefit is rather different, since the

risk cannot satisfactorily be assessed with reference to age but is averaged
over the insured population of all ages. There is thus no question of the

Exchequer having to meet an extra burden in respect of the extra cost for

persons over the age of 16 already in insurance ; the contribution applicable at

one age is assumed to be the same as that for another.

9. In the Social Security Plan it is proposed that in addition to the subsidy
provided by admitting the bulk of the existing population over age 16 at the

flat rate of contribution without reduction of benefits—apart from the effect

of the transitional period for pensions in the case of those of fairly advanced
ages at the outset—the Exchequer should provide a further subsidy by under-

taking the liability for a proportion of the cost for future entrants at the initial

age. For the purpose of arriving at suitable rates of contribution the following

principles have been adopted, having regard to past practice in regard to

Exchequer subsidies under the various schemes of social insurance.

For unemployment benefit there appears to be no reason for departing
from the existing arrangement under which the Exchequer bears one-third of

the cost of benefits and administration and the employer and insured person
share the other two-thirds equally between them.

For most of the other benefits a smaller proportion of the cost of benefits

to an entrant at age 16 may fairly be charged to the Exchequer than in the case
of unemployment benefit, in view of the heavy liabilities, already referred to,

which the scheme imposes upon it. In the case of retirement pensions, widows’
benefits and disability benefits*, the contribution has been computed on the
basis that the Exchequer meets one-sixth of the liability.

The marriage grant and the funeral grant do not appear to call for a
permanent Exchequer subsidy for the new entrant, and accordingly the
contribution is framed to meet the full value at 16.

10. The result of my calculations on the foregoing principles is to produce
the following weekly rates of contribution for Class I benefits for an entrant

*For industried disability benefits, see paras. 36 to 46.
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at age 16 ; these are the adult rates payable from age 21 and assume that,
as proposed in the Plan, persons between ages 16 and 18 will pay two-thirds
of these rates and those between ages 18 and 21 will pay five-sixths of the
rates :

—

(i) if the contributions pay for 100 per cent, of the insured benefits :

' Men, 103-2d. ; Women, 81 -Od.

(ii) if the contributions pay for two-thirds of unemplo3nnent benefit and
five-sixths of all other benefits except marriage grant and funeral grant ;

Men, 79 •7d. ; Women, 64 -Id.

as compared with

(iii) the rates proposed to be charged, viz., 7/6 (men) and 6/- (women) less

the contribution towards hesdth services included therein (lOd. men,
8d. women

—

see para. 34 below) ; Men, 80d. ; Women, 64d.

Thus the contributions proposed are seen—from the relation of (iii) to (ii)

—

to be approximately adequate in the case of an entrant at age 16 to meet
two-thirds of the cost of unemployment benefits and five-sixths of the cost
of the other principal benefits. Alternatively—from the ratid'of (iii) to (i)

—they are equivalent to a little over three-quarters of the over-all value of the
Social Insurance benefits.

The position is similar in the case of Classes II and IV, the contributions
proposed to be paid from age 21 corresponding as closely as may be to the
actuarial contributions appropriate to the benefits for which these classes are
insured, having regard to the conditions governing excusal of contributions in
certain eventualities and the practical demands of rounding the rates

;

Exchequer subsidies similar to those in (ii) above are assumed.

11. On the foregoing basis we have the following comparison for adults
in the three contributory classes :

—

Contributions in Psnce per week

Contribution
for insorance

benefits

Contribution
towards health

services

Margin
(-t- or -)
to balance

Contribution
proposed to
be charged

Class I. Men 79-7 10-0 -I-0-3 90-0
Women ... 64-1 80 -0-1 72-0

Class II. Men 40-5 10-0 -1-0 -5 51-0
Women ... 37-1 8-0 -0-1 45-0

Oass IV. Men 33-7 10-0 -I-1-3 45-0
Women ... 23-8 8-0 -I-1-2 36-0

A more detailed examination of the several actuarial contributions and
their relation to the contributions proposed to be charged—^including the

consideration of the contributions for persons under age 21 emd the allocation

between employers and insured persons—^is set forth in the following

paragraphs.

Actuarial Basis of the Estimates

12. The calculations required for this memorandum cover two distinct

fields, viz. (i) the composition of the actuarial contribution appropriate to the

various benefits, and (ii) the estimation of the expenditure and income expected
under the Plan in future years. For both purposes I have made use of the most
recent data available for pre-war years in respect 6f mortality, marriage and
other vital statistics. Thus the population fibres are based upon the results

of the national registration in September, 1939, supplemented by other

information. Where, as in the calculation of rates of contribution, the dis-

counting of future liabilities has been necessary, I have assumed compound
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interest at the rate of 3 per cent, per annum. I discuss, in the following

paragraphs, certain of the more important assumptions made and the consider-

ations on which they are based.

13. In estimating the numbers and age distribution of the population

in 1945 (taken as the first complete year of the new Plan), and in 1955 and

1965, 1 have projected the numbers recorded in the special national registration

of 1939, assuming rates of survivorship corresponding to those experienced

in Great Britain in the three yeai's 1938-40, the figures for the last of these

years being adjusted to exclude war deaths. It is impossible to assess the

future casualties in the fighting forces and elsewhere which will be suffered

before the close of hostilities ; and I have not attempted to adjust for the effect

of the war on the size and constitution of the population surviving at its

termination, or, consequentially, on the births and the population in the

ensuing period. On the other hand the rates of mortality which I have adopted
make no adjustment for the possible improvement in vitality in the future.

If the actual rates of mortality experienced in the future are substantially

below those on the standaird taken, more particularly at the older ages, the

population of pensionable age may be materially in excess of my estimates.

But the future is obviously very speculative, and after consideration of the

statistics of the last thirty years and in view of the uncertainties due to the

war I have thought it premature, for the present purpose, to modify the

relatively hght rates of mortality disclosed in recent years in such a way as

to incorporate a loading in the estimates.

In regard to the numbers of births assumed in the future, and the future

population of children surviving therefrom, I have based the estimates on the

fertility rates for Great Britain in 1938 derived from the more extensive data

made available by the Population (Statistics )Act, 1938. The level of the birth

rate resulting from these fertility rates corresponds closely to the average of

the preceding four years. I have not attempted, in my estimates, to measure
the possible effect on the fertility rales in future of changes in economic and
social conditions as they may be affected, inter alia, by the grant of universal

children’s allowances.

14. As regards unemplo5unent benefit—the second most important item
in the scheme from the point of view of cost—I have assumed, after consul-

tation with Sir William Beveridge, that under normal peace-time conditions

the enlarged population insured against unemployment will experience an
average rate of 8i per cent, unemployment and that, as a result of the
abolition of a limit on duration of benefit, 95 per cent, of such unemplo3rment
will rank for benefit. This matter is discussed further in para. 28 below.

15. As regards disability benefits, I have assumed that an appreciably
higher claim rate will be experienced than that now prevailing in the National
Health Insurance scheme, inter alia, on account of the substantial increases
proposed in the rates of benefit. The effect, on the number and duration of

claims, of this increase, together with other changes proposed by the scheme,
such as the inclusion of " other gainfully occupied persons " for insurance
against prolonged disability, is necessarily a matter of speculation, but past
experience indicates that the number of weeks of disability benefit will be
appreciably higher than would be anticipated on the basis of the experience
of sickness and disablement benefit under the existingNational Health Insurance
system. The point is considered more fully in para. 22 below.

Analysis of the Actuarial Contribution

16. I propose, in the following paragraphs, to discuss the essential con-
siderations which arise, under the various benefit heads, in arriving at the
constituents of the aggregate actuarial contribution. This is, necessarily, a
complex matter—especially as regards the principles on which the relative
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contributions of men and women should be fixed—the factors involved
differing for the several benefits. For convenience, unless otherwise stated,
the contributions quoted will be those for adult contributors in Class I.

17. Pensions .—^The contributions payable up to 1936 under the Con-
tributory PeiMions scheme, viz. 9d. for men and 4Jd. for women, were originally
fixed in relation to the value of widows’ and orphans’ and age pensions up to
age 70, but provision was made for three increases of 2d. for men and Id. for
women, in 1936, 1946 and 1956, with the intention that the entrant in 1956
or later, at the age of 16, should pay approximately for the whole of his or
her benefits both before and after age 70. Recently, by the Contributory
Pensions Act of 1940, contributions were raised (by 2d. for men and 3d. for

women) on account of the reduction to 60 of the pension age for wives and
insured women.
The ciurent rates of contribution are thus 1 /I for men and 8Jd. for women.

If the scheme remained unchanged they would become 1/3 for men and
9Jd. for women from 1946, and 1/5 and lOJd. from 1956. It was pointed
out, at the time of the 1940 Bill, that these ultimate rates would be equivalent
to about 90 per cent, of the full actuarial contribution—^rather more in the
case of insured men, rather less in the case of insured women—^the corre-

sponding proportion on the basis of the 1946 rates of contribution being just

over 80 per cent. (See Report by the Government Actuary on the Financial
Provisions of the Bill, Cmd. 6169.)

18. The fixing of the relative levels of pension contributions for men and
women involves the question to what extent the cost of benefits to wives and
widows, which arise from their being the dependants of insured men, should be
paid for by men. The solution adopted is to assess the contribution for

insured women so that, within the limits of practicality, a woman who was
insured throughout her working lifetime would pay for her own age pension
but would not contribute towards the general cost of wives’ and widows’
pensions. The contribution for insured men is correspondingly fixed so as

to meet the cost of their own pensions, together with so much of the cost of

benefits to wives and widows as is not covered by the pre-marriage contribu-

tions of insured women who marry and the contributions of employed married
women and their employers (or their employers alone if they exercise their

option to be exempt persons).

19. The cost of retirement pensions and widow’s and guardian benefits*

at the rates and under the conditions proposed in the Social Security Plan has
been evaluated on the lines indicated in the preceding paragraphs. It is

found that the actuarial contribution required to meet the full cost of the

benefits, in the case of an entrant to insurance at age 16, would be 39-2d. a
week for men (including 4-ld. for widow’s and guarton benefits) and 31'8d.

for women. These are the contributions for adults, payable from age 21,

on the assumption that reduced rates are payable whilst the insured person

is under age 21, viz. two-thirds at ages 16-18 and five-sixths at 18-21, Allow-

ing for a State subsidy of one-sixth, the corresponding joint contributions

payable by insured persons and their employers to meet five-sixths of the

prospective value of these benefits are thus—for adults—32‘7d. for men and

26-5d. for women.
These contributions are related to the full rates of pension which will

become payable in 196-1 when the transitional period has elapsed and not to

the reduced rates payable transitionally in the interim. Further, they are

on the basis that retirement takes place, and pension is granted, when the

minimum pensionable age of 65 (men) or 60 (women) is attained. The financial

effect of postponement of retirement and increase of pension in respect of

contributions paid after the pensionable age is discussed in the next paragraph.

* No allowance has been made in these estimates for the net charge which may arise in

respect of the analogous benefits to divorced and separated wives (recoverable, i( possible,

from their husbands)

.
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It should be noted that the proportion of the liability to be assumed
by the Exchequer, viz. one-sixth as proposed, corresponds closely to the

position in the existing scheme in 1946 after the second decennied increase

of contributions is added, since at that point the contributions charged

under the old scheme would represent rather over 80 per cent, of the full

actuarial contributions.

20. Effect of Postponement of Pension.—^The proposals for making the

grant of pension dependent on retirement from work and for increasing

the rate of pension if retirement is postponed beyond the minimum
pensionable age have contrary, but not equal, financial effects. The
assumptions which I have made in these respects in my estimates of

future expenditure are referred to later, in connection with the examination
of the course of pensions expenditure anticipated during the transitional

period (para. 54). In calculating the rate of contribution payable for pensions

I have made no allowance for the net saving from postponement of pension ;

it is worth while considering, however, the relationship of the amount of

additional pension proposed for each year of postponement to the amount
which could be granted on an actuarial basis.

The Plan gives to a single person I/— a week extra pension for each year of

postponement beyond age 65 (men) or 60 (women). The following statement
shows the pension equivalent to (a) the final basic rate of 24/-, and (d) the
initial transitional rate of 14/- payable at 65 (60 for women), which could be
paid starting from a later age—and the corresp>onding addition for each year’s

deferment—allowing for the actuarial value of deferment of pension and
payment of further pension contributions during deferment :

—

Age at
retirement

24/- Pension 14/- Pension

£qui\'alent rates
of pension
for age at
retirement

Addition
for one
year's

deferment

Equivalent rates
of pension
for age at
retirement

Addition
for one
year's

deferment

' Retirement Pension for Man
65 ••• 24/- — 14/- —
66 ««• 26/11 2/11 15/9 1/9
67 3/6 17/10 2/1
68 ••• ••• 34/6 4/1 2/5
69 39/4 23/2 2/11
70 • • • • 4S/2 5/10 26/8 3/6

Retirement Pension for Woman
60 24/- — Uh —
61 26/2 2/2 lS/4 1/4
62 28/8 2/6 16/11 1/7
63 31/6 18/8 1/9
64 34/8 3/2 1/11
65 - 38/3 3/7 22/9 2/2

It will be seen that in the case both of men and of women the grant of an
additional 1 /- pension for each year of postponement is well below the actuarial

equivalent even in the case of a 14/-pension, i.e. the stealing transitional rate.

The saving due to postponement is thus p^ly returned to the pensioner in

the form of a larger pension and partly a profit to the Social Insurance Eiind.

For joint pensions a double addition, viz.’2/- instead of 1/- for each year of
postponement, is proposed in the Plan. This can be explained by the fact

that though the joint pension is equal to about five-sixths only of two single

pensions regard has to be had to the probability of survival of each of the
spouses during the period for which the man postpones his retirement.

21. Disability Benefit.—The rates of contribution payable under the

present Health Insurance scheme have been determined in relation to the full
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value of the benefits to ein entrant at age 16, the contributions for men and
women being separately assessed, having regard to the benefit rates and
sickness experience of each sex. The rates were originally designed to
repre^t the full value of the benefits to a new entrant ; a portion of the
contributions was, however, earmarked as a sinking fund for the purpose of
meeting the deficiency caused by the introduction of initial entrants of all

ages at the flat rate of contribution, and though the State grant took the form
of a stated proportion of ail benefit expenditure (now one-seventh for men
and one-fifth for women), this grant in fact enured to the benefit of those who
started to contribute when over age 16, new entrants at the minimum age being
self-supporting. This principle has been broadly maintained throughout the
history of the Nationai Health Insurance scheme as amended from time to
time, though some departure from it was formd necessary in the case of women,
their sickness claims having proved to be substantially greater than had been
anticipated. To adjust for this, a special State subsidy was given by raising

the proportionate State grant for women.

Under the new Plan it is proposed that the contribution for disability

benefit should be equal to only five-sixths of the value of the benefits to an
entrant at age 16, the State being responsible for the remaining one-sixth.

In addition the State is responsible for (i) any deficiency arising in respect

of existing insured persons, owing to the fact that the liabilities as enlarged
under the proposals are substantially greater than the reserves accumulated
in the past under the existing scheme, and (ii) the new liability in. respect

of the inclusion of the classes, comprising persons of all ages, brought into

insurance at the commencement of the Plan.

22. The main actuarial problem in connection with disability benefits,

leaving out of accoimt industrial disability which is dealt with separately in

paragraphs 36 to 46, is to decide on appropriate rates of incapacity. The
rates of benefit proposed are 24/- a week for a single person (whether adult

male or female) and 40/- for a married man—^who will receive also an allowance
of 8/- for the first child, in addition to the children’s allov/ances payable when
he is at work. Moreover, these benefits are payable without reduction in

cases of prolonged disability. They are thus much greater than the present

Health Insurance rates, viz. 18/- for a man, with no allowances for wife or

children (reduced to 10/6 after 26 weeks of incapacity), 15/- for an unmarried
and 13/- for a manied woman (reduced to 9/- and 8/- respectively after

26 weeks), with small additions if the insured person is a member of an approved
society which is able to ^ve additional sickness and disablement benefits.

Past experience of sickness insurance—both State and voluntary—leads

to the conclusion that, even with the support of a satisfactory system of medical

certification and adequate measures of control by sick visiting and by medical

referees, these high benefits will result in materially increased claim rates,

especially in respect of prolonged incapacity.

While it is true that, as a result of the comprehensive health and rehabilita-

tion service which is to be provided in place of the more limited existing medical

benefit, a substantial improvement in the health of the community should be
secured in due course, it does not necessarily follow that the cost of benefit

will be correspondingly abated. This is due to the fact that tmder the altered

arrangements there may be a tendency on the part of doctors to require longer

periods off work in order to secure complete recovery from the effects of an
illness, and there will also be less incentive than in the past to return to work
owing to loss of income. The combined effect is likely to be an increase

in the immediate claim rate, though it is to be hoped that later there

will be some reduction in prolonged cases where a permanently incapacitating

disease is avoided by more comprehensive and effective treatment at an early

stage. It is difficult in framing long-term estimates to strike a balance

between these conflicting influences, but in my opinion, however good the
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administrative arrangements may be, the level of sickness claims deduced

from the experience of the past, under materially different conditions, cannot

properly be adopted without modification for the new scheme. For the

present estimates I have accordingly considered it essential to make a

moderate addition to the sickness rates which now form the basis of National

Health Insurance finance, increasing them by an average of 12^ per cent., tak-

ing a lower figure for the shorter iUnesses and a larger for the more prolonged.

The position is definitely speculative, but it is clear to me that the realisa-

tion of a level of incapacity as low as that which I have adopted can only be

achieved with a full appreciation of their responsibilities on the part of all

concerned, that is to say, the active co-operation of the insured persons together

with a high standard both of medical certification and of administrative super-

vision.

23. On this ba sis the actuarial contribution (for adults) required to meet the
cost of the proposed benefits is estimated at 12 -Qd. a week for men and 10 •2d.

for women. This does not include the cost of disability due to industrial

accident or disease, whether temporary or permanent, which is dealt with later.

These contributions cover five-sixths of the benefit, the balance falling

upon the Exchequer. They allow for the special feature of the scheme under
which, if a case of disability lasts for at least four weeks, benefit is then payable
in respect of the three da}^’ waiting period. They take cognisance also of the

reduced rate of benefit payable to married women.
Reference may be made, also, to the fact that, whereas under the existing

Health Insurance scheme the rates of benefit do not differentiate between
single and married men. under the Plan allowances will be payable for the
wives of married men, and adult dependants of other insured persons, who
are sick. In the computation of the rates of contribution the cost of these

allowances has been treated as an addition to the disability benefit of the
insured person concerned, the result being a substantial addition to the man's
contribution and only a small addition to that of women.

24. Maternity Grant and Benefit .—The lump sum grant on a married
woman’s confinement is met from the man’s contributions. The weekly
benefits before and after confinement to gainfully occupied women, whether
married or single, and the cost of maternity gremt to single women, are met
from the woman's contributions. The actuarial contributions equivalent to

these liabilities are 1-ld. a week on the man’s contribution and l’7d. on the
woman’s ; these relate to five-sixths of the cost.

25. Marriage Grant.—^This has been treated as a separate benefit payable
on marriage to women who have paid contributions whilst in Class I or II
and the contribution has been assessed as the sum which, if paid from age 16
by aU women contributors in these classes, would be equivalent to the cost
of the benefit. The requisite contribution, payable under Class I condi-
tions, to meet the fuU cost is estimated to be 2'8d. a week, there being no
Exchequer subsidy towards this benefit. This assmnes that the contribution
forms part of the Social Security contribution throughout and, as such, is

payable by women in Classes I and II of all ages and whether single or married
unless exempt from payment of contributions. It would seem that this is a
necessary assumption, since it would be impracticable to reduce the aggregate
contribution payable to take account of a woman’s individual position in
regard to- this particular benefit.

It will be seen that while the grant payable on marriage is equal to 6d. for

each contribution paid, with a maximum of £10 (i.e. for 400 contributions), the
actuarial contribution is about one-half of this figure for adults, with propor-
tionately lower amounts for girls and young women. The reason for this is

first, that the contributions as paid are assumed to be accumulated at interest

;

•secondly, that where marriage is deferred beyond about age 25, the maximum
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ha\Tng been reached, no further accretions occur ; and thirdly, that if a
woman never marries her contributions enure to those who do.

26. FvAieral Grant.—This is a universal benefit. The finance of the
scheme provides that a contribution towards its cost shall be part of the
Social Security contribution wherever payable. For the full benefit of £20
in respect of the death of an adult at any age over 21 (£15 in case of death
between 16 and 21) the equivalent contributions payable from age 16 to

65 (60 for a woman) under the conditions appropriate to Class I would be 1 - Id.

a week both for a man and for a woman, assuming that the two-thirds rate was
payable to age 18 and five-sixths rate to 21. The premiums for men and
women are about equal because the effect of their cessation five years earlier

in the case of women is, roughly, offset by the lighter mortality of the sex.

The figure of 1-ld. has been taken as the appropriate contribution for
women, but for men an addition is necessary (i) to make good the deficiency
due to non-payment of contributions by housewives who are not gainfully
occupied, or otherwise claim exemption, and (ii) to meet the liability in
respect of the grants payable at reduced rates on the deaths of dependent
children. Allowance for these liabilities raises the actuarial contribution for
men to 1 'Sd. a week.

These, it may be noted, are net rates of contribution, which—like all the
actuarial contributions quoted in this memorandum—do not include any
provision for expenses. Further they are related to the full cost, there being
no Exchequer subsidy towards this benefit in the case of new entrants. This
does not mean that the Exchequer is free of any charge for the funeral grant

;

on the contrary, a deficiency of substantial amount will fall upon the Exchequer
since the present value of funeral grants for persons of all ages between 16
and 60 (and for their dependent children) brought in at the outset is substantially

larger than the present value of the contributions they will pay. It is estimated
that the amount of this initial deficiency, expressed as a capital sum, is about
£150 millions ; it will, however, emerge gradually over a long period.

27. Unemployment Benefit .—^The principle of an actuarial contribution

at age 16 related to the prospective future liability is not appropriate to this

ben^t. As a corollary, it cannot be said that an Exchequer liability arises

on account of new classes of persons brought into unemplojnnent insurance
because of an absence of reserves which should have been accumulated from
contributions in the past. The contribution is in fact obtained by averaging
the estimated annual cost of the benefit over all contributors insured for it, i.e.,

all persons in Class I, without regard to the effect of any tendency of the
risk to increase with age or to the relative amounts of unemplo5unent for which
benefit is drawn by the two sexes. In this process allowance is made for the
following considerations, viz. (i) that, as in the existing system, the Exchequer
is assumed to bear one-third of the cost, (ii) that an appropriate relationship

is fixed between the rates to be charged to men and women, and (iii) that reduced
contributions are payable under age 21.

2-3. Ihe estimate of the cost of unemployment benefit depends upon two
factors, namely Ihe average proportion of the insured population who are out
of work and lie proportion of these who qualify for benefit. As regards the

first, which is highly speculative, assmnption (C) of the three basic assumptions
under]3nng the Social Security Plan, i.e. the exercise of the full powers of the

State to maintain emplo3mjent, implies that long-term unemplo3mient would
be reduced to a negli^ble amount. 1 have consulted Sir William Beveridge
on this, and he is of opinion that it would be reasonable, in the circumstances

which he envisages in die Report, to contemplate an average rate of unemploy-
ment of the order of 10 per cent, among the industries at present covered by
the General Scheme of Unemployment Insurance. Merging with these rat^
the lighter risk” of persons now insured under the Agricultural Scheme, and
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inclflding also private domestic servants and the other classes coming within

Class I who are at present excepted from insurance against unemployment
(railwaymen, central and local goveniment o£&cials, etc.), the average rate for

the whole population pa3dng contributions under Class I has been taken at

8i per cent.

The proportion of the unemployed who would qualify for benefit under
the new conditions cannot be estimated from past experience, for the new
benefit is to continue without limit during unemployment (subject to the fulfil-

ment of appropriate conditions) whereas at present insurance benefit is normally
terminated after about 26 weeks and thereafter recourse has to be had to

Unemployment Assistance. Broadly speaking, under the new Plan all un-
employed persons will be able to obtain insurance benefit except for a very
small group, mainly composed of persons incurring odd days of unemployment
(not linked up) or otherwise serving waiting days, and persons in course of

transfer away from employee occupations. I have accordingly assumed that

95 per cent, of unemployment will rank for benefit, making due allowance

for the changed arrangements relating to waiting time.

29. The fixing of the relative contributions of men and of women is a

matter of some difficulty. The woman’s contribution has, in the past, been

only a few pence below the man's rate, reflecting perhaps the difference between
their nominal benefit levels but not the difference between the effective

le^'els if benefits for dependants are averaged over the class of insured

persons—^men or women—in respect of which they arise. The difference in

contribution rates according to the basis adopted is of course considerable;

moreover, it is widened if account is taken of the rate of benefit for married
women, winch is to be appreciably lower than that for single women, thus

depressing the women’s average. Taking into account allowances for wives

and adult dependants, the average rate of benefit payable under the Plan to an
adult man is estimated at 32/10 a week. For adult women the average rate

is estimated at 21/8, taking due proportions of single women and married
women claimants at their respective benefit rates and giving effect to the

assumption that one-half of gainfully employed housewives will secure

exemption from contributions under Class £ and thus from insurance against

unemployment.

I think a fair allocation of the cost as between men and women is to be

obtained by fixing their respective contribution rates in proportion to these

average benefit rates. On this basis the appropriate contributions for un-

employment benefit are estimated at 24-8d. a week for men and 16-4d. for

women, reducible below age 21 as proposed. These rales leave one-third of

the cost of the benefit to be met from the Exchequer.

30. Iftdus/rial Disability Benefit {and Pension).—^The cost of these benefits

and the proposed methods of financing them are discussed in a separate section

of this memorandum (paras. 36 to 46). It will be seen that, apart from the

portion of the total cost to be defrayed by a special levy on the hazardous

industries, the full cost is represented by weekly contributions of 3‘3d. for an

adult man and 2'2d. for an adult woman (with proportionately lower sums for

persons under age 21). These sums are estimated to cover the liability for

non-hazardous industries together with a share (one-third) of the excess cost

in hazardous industries, the balance thereof being met by a special levy on the

employers in those industries. Deducting the proposed Exchequer grant of

one-sixth of the above contributions, the net sums to be included in the Social

Insurance contributions for Class I are thus 2'8d. and l'8d. respectively for

adult men and women, divisible between the workers and their employers.

31. Expenses of Adminisfralion .—All the contributions given in the

preceding paragraphs are net, that is to say, they have not bew loaded to
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includi' an allowance for the related expenses of administration This subjeci
is disci^ed later, in para. 70, where it is estimated that an aggregate stun of

£18 millions a year would be required for the administration of Social
Insurance benefits and giants. It has been assumed that the Exchequer
would discharge one-third of these expenses in so far as they relate to im-
employment benefit and one-sixth in so far as they relate to other benefits

The balance of the cost, if spread evenly over the contributions of men and
women, is equivalent to a contribution of 3-6d. a week (reducible under age 21

)

32. Division of the Coniribuiion between Insured Persons and Employers .

—

Before smnmarising the foregoing results it is necessarj’ to discuss the principle

on which the contribution for persons in Class I is to be allocated between the
insured person and the employer. In the existing schemes of Contributory
Pensions, Health Insurance and Unemployment Insurance the joint contribu-

tion is shared equally between the two except where, for convenience in the
division of a penny, the contribution of one party has been made Jd. or Id.

greater than that of the other. Following this precedent the contributions
under the Social Security Plan, so far as they relate to retirement pensions,
widows’ benefits, unemployment benefit and disability benefit, are assumed
to be shared equally between the insured person and the employer, and the
same division has been made in the case of the contribution for the industrial

disability benefit—in so far as this is met by contributions and not by levy

—

and for the weekly maternity benefit. The lump sum maternity grant is in a
somewhat different category and the small contribution in respect of this

benefit has been placed upon the insured person. The marriage grant, again,

and the funeral grant are thought to be benefits for which the employer should
not be asked to take any financial responsibility and the contributions for these
have been placed upon the insured person. Finally, the contribution to cover
cost of administration is divided equally between the two parties.

Summary of Contribution Ratbs

33. The constitution of the actuarial contribution appropriate to Class I

for the Social Insurance benefits, and its division between the tluree parties

concerned, the insured person, the employer and the State, may now be set

out {see table on page 188). The contributions shown are those payable from
age 21 on the assumption that from age 16 to 18 two-thirds of these rates are

paid and from age 18 to 21 five-sixths of the rates. Allowance is made for the
conditions for payment of contribution in Class I in regard to excusal of

contributions in periods of disability and unemployment.

It is important to note that, although the Exchequer’s share of the actuarial

contribution is shown in the table as an addition to the contributions, this

is probably not the procedure which would be adopted in practice. The
Exchequer subsidy would presumably be an aimual payment—probably fixed,

periodically, for a span of years—^related to the emerging expenditure and
would comprise in principle (i) the equivalent of the various proportions

(one-sixth, etc.) of the cost in respect of ^1 insured pensons plus (ii) the further

sum required in respect of the additional liability, already mentioned in

para. 8, in respect of those coming into the new scheme at ages above the

minimum entry age.

34. The rates of contribution proposed to be paid for all classes include a
contribution tow'ards the cost of health services, viz., lOd. for an adultman and
8d. for an adult woman, with reduced sums of 8d. for a young man aged
between 18 and 21 and 6d. for young persons aged between 16 and 18 and
young women aged between 18 and 21. In all these contributions the em-
ployer’s share has been taken as l^d., this being approximately the contribu-

tion which employers now pay toward the mpdical benefit of their employees
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Ratks of Contribution in Fence per Week for an Adult in Class I (see para. 33)

Full
Actuarial
Contri-

Share of

Insured Emplovur Exchequer
bution Person

Men mtMRetirement Pensions 35-1 14-6 5-8 (lyeth)

Widow’s and Guardian Benefits... 4-1 1-7 •7 (l/6th)

Unemployment Benefit ... 37-2 12-4 12-4 (l/3rd)

PisabUity Benefit 15-5 6-5 2-6 (l/6th)

Industrisd Disability Benefits ... 3-3 1-4 1-4 -5 (I/6th)

Maternity Grant and Benefit ... 1-3 1-1 — -2 (l/6th)

Marriage Grant — — — —
Funeral Grant 1-8 1-8 — —
Cost of Administration 4-9 1-8 1-8 1-3*

Total for Social Insurance
Benefits ... 103-2 41-3 38-4 23-5

Women
Retirement Pensions 31-8 13-3 13-2 5-3 (l/6th)

Widow's and Guardian Benefits... — — —
Unemployment Benefit 24-6 8-2 8-2 8-2 (l/3rd)

Disability Benefit ...

Industrial Disability Benefits ...

12-2
2-2

5-1
-9

5-1
-9

2-0 (l/6th)

-4 (l/6th)

Maternity Grant and Benefit 2-0 -9 -8 -3 (1 /6th)

Marriage Grant 2-8 2-8 —
Funeriil Grant 1-1 1-1 — —
Cost of Administration 4-9 1-8 1-8 1-3*

Total for Social Insurance
Benefits ... 81-6 34-1 30-0 17-5

* The Exchequer share of cost of administration is taken at one-third
for unemployment benefit and one-sixth for other benefits.

under the present National Health Insurance scheme. For Class I, therefore,

Ihe make-up of the contributions (for adults) of 7/6 (men) and 6/- (women)
is as follows :

—

Allocation of Class I Rates of Contribution (Adults), in pence per week,
BETWEEN Insured Person and Employer

Men Women

Insured
Person Employer Total

Insured
Person Employer Total

Contribution

:

(1) for Social Insurance
Benefits... 41-3 38-4 79-7 34-1 30-0 64-1

(2) towards Health
Services 8-3 1-5 10-0 6-5 I -5 PO

Margin -1-1-2 -0-9 -(-0-3 -I-1-4 - 1-5 -0-1

Contribution proposed
to bo charged 51-0 39-0 90-0 42-0 30-0 72-0

It will be seen from the above that the actuarial contributions for the

benefits, together with the sums proposed to be taken for health services, absorb,

with little or no margin, the proposed contributions of 7/6 and 6/- and that the

allocation between insured person and employer does not diverge materially

from the results obtained on the principles envisaged in the Report
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35. Contributions for Classes II and IV.—Rates of contribution for

Classes II and IV have been computed on similar principles, allowing for the

more limited benefits for which these classes are to be insured, and assmning
that they receive the same Exchequer subsidy as Class I for each benefit.

A small sum has been included in the contributions for these classes in respect

of the training benefit available to them in lieu of unemployment benefit. It

should be borne in mind that the disability benefit for Class II, unlike that for

Class I, is payable only after disability has lasted for 13 weeks. These con-

tributions take accoxmt of the slightly different conditions for payment of

contributions, as set out below ;

—

Class /.—Contributions are excused during unemployment or disability

(including industrial disability) and, in the case of a woman, during
payment of the weekly maternity benefit.

Class II .—Contributions axe excused during disability after the first

13 weeks of an attack and, in the case of a woman, during payment of

the weekly maternity benefit.

Class IV.—Contributions are payable without any excusal, except, in the

case of a woman, during receipt of widow’s or guardian benefit.

The actuarial contributions for the three classes, payable under these conditions,

are given in the statement below, which also shows the amounts of the reduced
contributions for persons under 21 and the margins in the contribution pro-

posed to be charged in each case.

Bates of Contribution, in pence per week, for Juveniles, Young Persons and
Adults, in Classes I, II and IV

Men Women

Under
18

Between
18 &21

1 21 and
over

1

21 and
1

over

Class I

:

For Benefits and ad-
ministration 531 66-4 79-7 42-7 53-4 64-1

Towards Health
Services 6-0 8-0 10-0 6-0 6-0 SO

Margin -i-0-9 -1-0-6 fO-3 -0-7 -t-0-6 —0-1

Contribution to be
charged 60-0 75-0 90 0 48-0 60-0 720

(s/-) (6/3) (7/6) (4/-) (5/-) (6/-)

Class II

;

For Benefits and ad-
ministration 27-0 33-7 40-5 24-7 30-9 37a

Towards Health
Services 6 0

i

80 : 10-0 6-0 60 80

Margin -90 -fO-3 -fO-5 -6-7 -0-9 -oa
Contribution to be

charged 24-0 42-0
1

51-0 24-0 36-0 4SO
(2/-) (3/6) (4/3) (2/-) (3/-) (3/9)

Class IV :

For Benefits and ad-
ministration 22-5 28-1 33-7 17-9 22-3 26-8

Towards Health
Services 6 0 8-0 10 0 6-0 6-0 SO

Malgin -10-5 -0-1 •i-1-3 -5-9 -I-1-7 t-1-2

Contribution to be
charged 18-0 36 0 45-0 18-0 300 360

•
(1/6) (3/-) (3/9) (1/6)

1

(2/6) (3/-)
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This statement shows that for Classes II and IV, as for Class I, the con-
tributions proposed to be charged correspond closely to the appropriate
actuarial contributions, together with the suggested contributions towards
health services, except in the case of persons under age 18. For the latter,

substantial deficiencies are shown, but the special circumstances of juveniles

in Classes II and IV appear to call for nominal rates of contribution, viz. 2/-

in Class II and 1/6 in Class IV.

Industrial Disability

36. The principal proposals in regard to industrial compensation are as

follows :

—

(i) During the first 13 weeks of disability due to industrial accident or

disease payments to be made at the ordinary rates of disability benefit

(single or joint according to the injured person’s status).

(ii) If incapacity continues beyond this period disability benefit to be
replaced by an industrial pension payable so long as disability continues.

The amount of this pension to be two-thirds of the earnings of the work-
man when in full employment, subject to a maximum of £3 and to a
minimum of the ordinary rate of disability benefit, or, in cases of

partial disability, a reduced pension proportionate to the estimated loss

of earning power.

(iii) In the case of fatal injuries :

—

() the ordinary funeral grant and widow’s or guardian benefit to be
payable, and in addition,

() a lump sum grant in respect of a widow or other person wholly
or mainly dependent on the deceased workman.

(iv) Certain industries to be scheduled as hazardous, and two-thirds of

the excess cost of compensation in each such industry over the level

of the other (non-hazardous) industries to be met by the employers
concerned, the remaining third being shared by employees, all employers
and the State. The three parties will thus pay for compensation
at the non-hazardous level and also for a share of the excess cost in

hazardous industries, while the employers in each such industry vrill

be liable also for the balance of the cost of compensation for their

own industry.

In the following paragraphs I examine the financial implications of these

proposals in the following order ;

—

(a) the estimated gross cost arising under (i), (ii), (iii) (6), for all industries

together—^the luneral grant and widows’ and guardian benefits under
(iii) (a) are assumed to be covered by the ordinary contributions for

these services

;

{h) the division of industries between hazardous and non-hazardous

;

(c) the cost of compensation, at the non-hazaxdous level, in all industries

taken together

;

{d) the excess cost in hazardous industries

;

(e) the ordinary contribution required to defray (c) and one-third of (d)

and the additional contributions required from the employers in the
hazardous industries.

In the first instance, the position is examined for a normal year, and the cost

of the proposals is compared with that of the existing scheme. Finally,
special problems arising in the transition from the old to the new Plan are

considered.

37. The estimates which follow Eire based on the annual statistical reports
of the Home Office, being built up on the average for the three years 1936-38,
modified to give effect to the substitution of disability benefit at the rates

proposed and industrial pensions (assuming rates of wages at about 25 per
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cent, in excess of their level in 1938) in place of the rates of compensation
payable in the three years 1936-38. Further, it is assumed that before the
new scheme is introduced peace-time conditions will have been restored.

The detcdled statistics contained 'in the Home Office reports relate to
seven large groups of important industries, viz. mines, quarries, railways,
factories, docks, constructional work and shipping. In the three years 1936-^8
the average numbers employed in these industries were about 8,000,000 and
the total compensation paid was about £6 millions in cases of disablement and
about £700,000 in fatal cases. There were 400,000 new cases of disablement
(resulting from accidents or disease) each year, representing an annual rate of

5 per cent, of the number of employees. This rare varied considerably in the
different industries and ranged from 3| per cent, in the factories group to over

18 per cent, among miners.

It was estimated that allowing for all other industries and employments
not included in these seven large groups but of which no details were available,

the total amount spent on compensation (excluding administrative expenses
and the profits of insurance companies) was in the region of £10 millions.

On this basis, and assuming that 10 per cent, related to fatal cases, the total

cost of disablement compensation before the war may be taken as £9 millions,

of which the seven large industries accounted for £6 millions and all other
industries and emp1o3mients accounted for the balance of £3 miUions.

38. The first important change made by the new scheme is the pa5mient
of disability benefit at the ordinary rates for industrial disability of less than
13 weeks’ duration in place of compensation based on a proportion of earnings.

From the Home Office figures it would appear that of men who are disabled

by industrial accident (or disease) about 90 per cent, recover within 13 weeks
and that in about 10 per cent, only of the cases will industrial pensions become
payable. While the rate of accident varies considerably between one industry
and another, the proportion of cases where incapacity continues beyond
13 weeks does not show such wide variations. For example, in the case of

the mining industry, the proportion of claims lasting over 13 weeks is about
12 per cent., or 2 per cent, more than the average for all industries for which
statistics are avciilable.

The effect of a change in a rate of benefit based on wages depends upon the
distribution of the persons aftected according to rates of wage. While it is

recognised that this distribution may be different in the various industries, it

has not been found practicable to give effect to this point, and the estimates of

cost have been arrived at on the basis of an estimated distribution of the
wage-earning population as a whole.

39. On the foregoing basis I estimate the annual expenditure on
weekly allowances to employees incapacitated by industrial accident or disease

for all industries together at about £14 -2 millions, nearly three-quarters of

which is represented by the cost of industrial pensions. The remaining
quarter is the cost of disability benefit to persons who draw the full 13 weeks
and then qualify for industrial pensions, and to others for shorter periods.

Adding £800,000 for lump sum grants in fatal cases, taken at an average of

£300 for each fatal accident where a total dependant is left, with proportion-

ately reduced amounts in cases of partial dependency, a total annual expen-
diture of approximately £15 millions is reached, exclusive of cost of

administration and with no allowance for any additional cost due to claims

at Common Law.

40. The seven industries covered in the Home Office returns include the
majority, but not all, of the notably hazardous industries ; but some of the ten

subsidiary groups into which the main factories group is sub-divided show a
comparatively light rate of disablement. Among the notably hazardous
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industries not included may be mentioned the building industry (some sections

of which are understood to be paiiicularly hazardous), agricullnie and cartage

contracting. For the purpose of the present estimates, in which difierentialion

between non-hazardous and hazardous industries is required, it has been

assumed that all the subsidiaries in the factories group where the claim rate

w’as imder 3J per cent, (and averaged per cent.), accounting for nearly

two-thirds of the total number of employees in that group, may be classed as

non-hazardous. On the other hand, it has been assumed that industries

which should be classed as hazardous but are not included in the seven groups

may comprise some million employees. The net result is that in the

present estimates rather less than one-thiid of the total number of employees
has been assumed to be employed iu these industries, with a predominating
proportion of men.

41. Apportioning the total cost of £15 millions between the tv/o groups

it is estimated that the cost of compensation will be about ^’5 millions for all

the non-hazardous industries taken together and about £10 millions for the

hazardous group. It will be observed that although the former industries are

taken to cover over two-thirds of the total numbers employed, they account for

only one-third of the total cost. In this connection it is to be noted that

although the Home Office statistics relating to the seven industries are fairly

extensive, no similar details are available regarding the other industries.

At the outset the scheduling of industries to be classed as hazardous will

present some difficulties and must necessarily be tentative. Moreover, as

experience accumulates the constitution of the tw o groups will no doubt vary,

as the relative cost in particular industries improves or deteriorates and, as

the case may be, warrants their removal fiom or their inclusion in the

hazardous list.
*

42. If all employees were in non-hazardous industries I estimate that a total

contribution of about 2Jd. a week would be requited in lespect of an adult

man and two-thirds of this sum for an adult woman, with proportionately

lower contributions in respect of boys and girls under 18 and young persons

of 18 but under 21. The produce of these contributions is estimated at about
£7-4 mUlipns. The excess cost in respect of the hazardous industries is thus

about £7 '6 millions. On the assumption that one-third of this excess is pooled
among all workers and employers and the State, the ordinary contiibution

required is accordingly raised to 3-3d. for an adult man and 2-2d. for an adult

woman, and the aggregate amount of the additional contributions to be levied

on the employers in Qie hazardous industries is approximately £5 millions.

Assuming a State grant of one-sixth, the sum to be included in the Social

Insurance contribution for Class I is 2-8d. a week for an adult man, divisible

equally between the worker and his employer, with proportionately lower

amounts for adult women and for persons under age 21.

43. On this basis the apportionment between the several parties of the

toted cost of compensation payable throughout industry is as follows :

—

Non-hazardous Industries

:

£ millions

Workers’ contributions 2-7

Employers’ contributions 2-7

Proportionate State grant 1-1

6-5

Cost of Compensation .
4-9

Surplus, i.e. subsidy to hazardous industries... ... 1-8
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Hazardous Industries : £ millions

Workers’ contributions 1-4

Employers’ contributions (ordinary) 1-4

(addition^) 5-1
6-5

Proportionate State grant (ordinary contributions) •6

Surplus from other industries 1-6

rost of Compensation ... 10*1

44. The raising of the basic weekly contribution required to provide the
benefits in the non-hazardous industries from 2-5d. to 3-3d., in order to sub-
sidise the cost in the hazardous industries to the extent of one-third of the
extra charge which otherwise would fall on these industiies will have differing
effects in the various industries.

The position may be illustrated by the following figures showing the approxi-
mate results in the mining industry, which gives rise to relatively the heaviest
charge.

£ millions
Workers’ contributions -2

Employers’ contributions (ordinary) ... ... -2

(addition^) 2-7
2-9

Subsidy from other industries and the State 1 -S

Cost of Compensation ... 4-4

45. As indicated above, of the total annual compensation under the
proposals, viz., £15 millions, as estimated, the workers will pay ^4-1 millions,

employers £9-2 millions and the State £1-7 millions. In comparing this with
the present scheme I have brought into account the expected expenditure
under the Workmen’s Compensation Acts in force before the war as extended
by the Act passed in 1940. Under that Act, in general, the compensation
to a totally disabled workman was increased by 5/- a week, and weekly allow-
ances were provided in respect of the workman’s children while imder age 15.

Further, by the Act of 1941, the scope of liability was extended to include
non-manual workers up to a remuneration limit of £420, instead of £350.

For a normal year the expenditure of the pre-war scheme as enlarged by
these amending Acts may be put at about £12J millions, of which probably
over half a million pounds is in respect of the children of disabled workers and
the orphan children left after fatal accidents. The cost, on the present scales,

exclusive of provision in respect of children, who will in futtue be provided
for under the proposed national scheme of allowances for children, is thus about
£12 millions for compensation. The average annual cost of compensation in

1936-38 was about £10 millions. The enlargement under the present proposals

is thus about £5 millions above the pre-war level, of which about two-fifths'

has already been granted by virtue of war-time legislation.

46. At the commencement of the new scheme the employers will have
incurred liabilities in respect of accidents which had occurred previously and
they (or their insurers) w^ have set aade reserves to meet outstanding claims

to the injured men. These, however, will be on the basis of the existing

law and if the compensation rates for current claims are increased to

the new scales of industrial pension (after 13 weeks of disability), the cost

of this concession has to be provided for. The additional sum required may be
computed very roughly at about £2 millions in 1945, diminishing gradually

thereafter as these claims terminate, and when the scheme is worked out in
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detail it will be necessary to decide what part of these transitional liabilities

should be borne by the Social Insurance Fund and what part byway of additional

charge on employers. Hitherto industry has norm^y made provision in

each year for the capital cost of the accidents arising in that year, but in future

it will probably be thought appropriate for the Social Insurance Fund to

collect sufficient income for the actual expenditure of the yeai'. It would
seem likely, therefore, that the strain due to the concessions given to existing

cases can be met without material adjustment of the balance of charge as it

will ultimately be when the new scheme has reached maturity.

Classification of the Population under the Plan
47. In the middle of the year 1944 (taken as the date of commencement

of the Plan) the population of Great Britain, making no allowance for future
war deaths—a factor which cannot be assessed—is estimated at about
47 millions. Making the necessary assumption that, when the scheme
starts, peace-time conditions will have been restored to the extent of a more
or less normal division of the population by occupational status, the estimated
population may be allocated as follows to the six “ security classes " of the
Plan :

—

Class
Numbers in thousands

Men Women Total

I. Employed persons... 13.350 4,750 18,100
II. Others gainfully occupied 2,150 450 2,600

III. Housewives, including those gain-
fully occupied ... — 9,450 9,450

IV. Other persons of working age ... 1,000 1,300 2,300
V. Children unddr IS, or 15-16 at

school 5,000 4,800 9,800
VI. Persons above working age who

have retired 3,550 4,750

24.300 47,000

48. This division is based upon the application of 1931 Census occupational
data to the estimated popidation in age groups at mid-1944, with an adjust-

ment for assumed changes since 1931 in the proportions of the population
who follow a gainful occupation and in the relative proportions of employers,
employees and persons working on their own account. The adjustment can
only be made on very broad lines, since the Census information is more than
ten years old, but regard has been had to the indications afforded by National
Health and Unemployment Insurance data.

No attempt has been made to allow for changes during the war such as the
increase in the size of the Armed Forces, the increase in the proportion of

the population of working age who are following a gainful occupation and the
change to paid employment from other gainful occupations—^in particular, the
marked increase in the emplo3ment of women (especially married women).
These changes, it may be expected, will be in a large measure temporary ; in

any event it would seem inappropriate for the present purpose to attempt
to measme what changes in the peace-time occupational constitution of the

population, as compart with the pre-war position, will result from the war.
It is to be noted, further, that ;

—

(i) the numbers employed or otherwise gainfully occupied are prior to

adjustment for the estimated eSect of the grant of pensions conditional

on retirement

;

(ii) the numbers shown in Class I include those pensioners under the existing

scheme who are at work

;

(iii) all gainfully occupied housewives, of whatever age, arc included under
Class III ;
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(iv) Class V includes all under age 15, on the assumption that the minimum
school-leaving age will have been raised to 15. Children aged between
15 and 16 who have left school are included, not in Class V, but in the
appropriate one of Class I, II or IV—^those over 16 in full-time education
being included in Class IV

;

(v) blind and crippled persons and invalids, if under pension age, are
included in Class IV ;

(vi) the numbers in Class I include, in respect of the Armed Forces, an
assumed peace-time strength of 500,000 men ; as indicated in the
Report, special arrangements will be made for these, and suitable
allowance is made in the estimates for the fact that, while serving,

their contributions will presumably be fixed in relation to their pro.
spective benefits after discharge only.

49. It is of interest to make a rough comparison of the above estimates
of the nmnbers of contributors to be insured for pensions (Classes I, II, III
and IV), disability (Classes I, II and III) and unemployment (Classes I and III)

with the corresponding numbers under the existing system. For this purpose
it is necessary to make various adjustments to the existing data of insured
persons.

Under current conditions as to insurability, and with the present school-

leaving age of 14, out of 47 millions population of Great Britain, as estimated
at mid-1944, about 19-9 millions would, on a peace-time basis, be insured
between the ages of 16 and 65 (60 for women) under the existing Health and
Pensions schemes and *9 millions aged between 14 and 16 would be insured
for medical benefit only. Of the liumbers counted as insured, however, about
•9 millions normally consist of persons who, having ceased to be insurably
employed, would be in process of passing out of insurance ; further, probably
about "3 millions would have become permanently incapable of work on account
of accident or disease. Thus, the net number of contributors for pensions,

subject to temporary abstention due to sickness or unemployment, may be
put at 18’7 millions above age 16.

Not all of these persons will come within the new Class I. The numbers
include about -8 miUions of voluntary contributors, who, though they were
at one time employed persons, may now belong to any one of the three Closes I,

II or IV. On the other hand, they do not include some -3 millions of persons,

coming within Class I, II or IV, who are insured for pensions only under
the Special Voluntary Contributors scheme established in 1938 for the purpose
of ms^ng pension provision for persons of small income not eligible for insur-

ance as employed or voluntary contributors under the main Contributory
Pensions scheme.

50. It will be evident that the difierences in categorisation between the
existing and the proposed schemes are such as to make a precise analysis of

the position for each class impossible. Broadly, however, it may be said that

the effect of the proposals, as estimated, will be to increase the numbers of

potential contributors rmder one head or another between the ages of 16 and 65
(60 for women) as follows :

—

For pensions : from 19 millions to 22| millions.

For disability benefits : „ 18i „ „ 20| „
For unemplojunent benefits ; „ 15| „ „ 18i „
In this statement, in order to obtain the maximum degree of comparability,

juvenile contributors aged 14-16 imder the existing scheme are excluded

;

persons in the Armed Forces are included in both series of numbers ; and
persons at work over age 65 (60 for women) are excluded in both series. Also,

persons in Classes II and IV who are over 55 (50 for women) at the beginning

of the new scheme, persons in Classes II and IV with incomes under £75 a

year, and gainfully occupied married women—all of whom have certain options

to be exempt from contributions under the new; scheme—are included in the



numbers, although in considering the probable number of actual contributors

a reduction shoidd be made for these classes.

Estimated Expenditure under the Plan

51. The annual expenditure under the Plan has been estimated for three

individual calendar years, viz , 1945, 1955 and 1965 An assumption has to

be made regarding the actual date of commencement of the Plw since this

a£Eects not only the date when the necessary qualifying contributions for

disability, unemployment and other benefits will have been paid by persons

newly brought into insurance for these benefits but also the number of

contributions paid, and hence the rate of pension granted, in the case of persons

in the new classes retiring and claiming pension during the transitional period

For this purpose July, 1944, has been taJren as the commencing date.

Even by 1965 the expenditure in respect of retirement pensions wiU not
have reached its full magnitude owing to the operation of the transitional

arrangements (see para. 5)—quite apart from the effect of increasing numbers
of the aged population. In other respects, however, 1955 and 1965 will include

a full year’s expenditure, and 1945 will be deficient only to the extent that
persons not previously insured will not have qualified for benefit in respect of

prolonged disability, because they will not have been able to pay three years’

contributions as required by the Flan.

52. The expenditure on benefits under each head, in respect of the
estimated population covered for the particular benefit, has been computed
on the same actuarial basis as that adopted in calculating the contributions

and described in the relevant sections of this memorandum. The only matters
which require special comment here are the probable effects on the cost of

retirement pensions of (i) the operation of the transitional arrangements and
(ii) the provision for increasing the rate of pension by postponement of

retirement.

53. Retirement Pensions : Transitional Arrangements .—^As will be evident
from the description of the transitional arrangements and the addition to

pension on account of postponement given in para 5, it is necessary, in

obtaining the cost of pensions in the first 20 years of the Plan, to divide the
pensionable population (mating appropriate deduction for those persons of

pension age who have not yet retired and claimed pension) according as they
would or would not be quahfied for pension under the present Contributory
Pensions scheme. For those who are so qualified the pensions cost is estimated
by applying to the numbers suivdving in each of the three years of estimate
the basic rate of pension appropriate to that year plus an addition for the
effect of postponement on the pension rate. For those who have not qualified

for contributory pension, the population of pensionable age in the year of

estimate has to be considered separately according to year of retirement
and appropriate pension rates applicable to that year, together with an
allowance for the effect of postponement, since a pension once granted is not
.subsequently increased.

Although by 1964-65 the rate of pension granted to new pensioners will

have reached the final rate, the average pension for all pensioners then
existing will not have reached this level, since those persons among the
pensioner population who were not previously insured for contributory pensions
will not have had their pensions increased year by year but will retain the
fixed reduced rate awarded at the time of their retirement. The saving in

pensions on this account in 1965 is not substantial in relation to the total charge,
amounting to about £15 millions on a total pensions charge of £300 millions

(see table on page 199).

The Report makes an alternative suggestion regarding the grant of pension
to persons in the existing Contributory Pensions scheme who retire before
the end of the transition period. Under this proposal such persons would
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retain the r^uced rate awarded at the time of retirement without the subse-
quent biennial increases provided for under the Plan [see first part of the table
in para. 5 above). Thus, a pensioner who retired in the first year of the Plan,
or had retired previously, would receive a joini pension of 25/- or a single
pension of 14/-, which would remain unaltered. Under this arrangement
there would be no saving at the outset, but by 1965 there would be a net saving
of £30 millions, allowing for the cost of additional assistance, on the tot^
pensions charge of £300 millions.

54. Retirement Condition .—^The effect of postponement of pension on
account of a retirement condition is to reduce the number of incumbent
pensioners, but to increase the average rate of pension for the reduced numbers.
Its effect on the number of pensioners has been assessed as follows on the
basis of the somewhat inconclusive statistics which are available. On the one
hand, the Census figures are over ten years old and, moreover, in these the
number of aged persons described as still gainfull3

' occupied is probably over-
stated owing to misdescription. On the other hand, the statistics relating to
the number of persons at work deduced from the surrender of stamped
insurance cards may be expected to understate the position, owing to the
possible failure, in some cases, of the employer to affix stamps on the special

card for this class, or of the employee to surrender his card. It would appear,
however, that prior to the war about 55 per cent, of men in receipt of contri-

butory pensions remained at work on reaching age 65, and the percentage
declined gradually with advancing age until by age 75 there were only about

12J per cent, still at work. Under the conditions proposed in the Report,
a man will be able to retire more readily, since his pension will be much more
substantial them at present, especially in the case of the man aged 65 with a wife
aged under 60—and he caimot obtain his pension without retiring. But
there is the inducement to continue at work provided by the bonus for post-

ponement of retirement. On balance it appears to me likely that in the case of

employed persons the tendency to retire wUl be somewhat stronger than under
the present scheme. Accordingly I have assumed for the purpose of the
estimates that in the case of Class I, 50 per cent, of both men and women
will give up work immediatel3' after reaching pensionable age (65 for men and
60 for women), that a further 25 per cent, will retire during the ensuing five

years, and that the balance of 25 per cent, will have ceased work by age 75
(men) or 70 (women). For gainfully occupied persons who do not work for

an employer the position is rather different, and it has been thought not un-
reasonable to assume that, apart from breakdown in health, both men and
women will continue in their occupation for live years after reaching the
minimum pensionable age.

The net effect on current expenditure, setting off the saving due to with-

holding the pension until retirement against the additions granted on account
of postponement, is a saving in the pensions charge of the order of £5 millions

at the outset, increasing gradually as the scheme becomes more mature. By
1965 it is estimated that the net saving on this account will amotmt to about

£30 millions a year.

55. Treatment of Existing Beneficiaries .—^There will at the outset of the

scheme be a substantial number of beneficiaries of a more or less ptermanent

status under the existing schemes of Health and Pensions Insurance for whom
definite benefit conditions under the new scheme must be leiid down. Similar

cases arise in respect of unemployment and short-term sickness, but these

do not present the same problems. The general assumptions made for the

purpose of estimating cost are as follows :

—

Contributory age pensioners : Their pensions will be continued at the

present rales if they are at work. If they have retired, or retire in future,

they will receive the appropriate rate of retirement pension Conlri-

butorv widow pensioners over age 60 come into this category
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Means pensioners : Their pensions will be continued as such or as
assistance pensions, and in either case will be accounted for under
national assistance.

Widow pensioners (under age 60) : Their pensions will be continued
at the present rate to age 60 uidess tiiey are qualified for the higher rates

of benefit under the new proposals for widow’s and guardian benefits.

It is assumed that after age 60 they will come within the scope and the
conditions of retirement pensions.

Disability benefits : Existing beneficiaries will have their present
benefits raised to the higher levels proposed in the Plan ; for an alternative

method of treatment see next paragraph.

56. Alternative Transitional Plan for Disability Benefit.—^The estimates of

cost of disability benefit given in this memorandum are based on the assumption
that persons who were in receipt of sickness or disablement benefit at the

beginning of the new scheme will, like those who claim these benefits later,

be granted the new disability benefit at the full basic rate (40/- for a married
man, 24/- for a single man or woman). Under an alternative plan, referred

to in the Report, transitional arrangements similar to those suggested for

retirement pensions might be made under which, in cases of prolonged or
permanent disability, the full rate would not be granted unless the person had
fulfilled new qualif5dng conditions by payment of contributions under the
scheme. Disabled persons who did not satisfy the prescribed conditions
would receive benefit at a rate equal to the current pension rate, i.e. starting

at 25/- for a married man in 1944 and rising biennially as is proposed for

pensions.

The saving in the first year due to this limitation, on the assumption that

it starts six months after the beginning of illness, may be put at about £10
millions on the total cost of £57 millions for disability benefit {see table on
page 199). In subsequent years the savings would gradually drop from the
initial figure, the further savings due to new cases where the qualifying

conditions had not been fulfilled being less than the gradual diminution of

the saving on initial cases as a result of deaths and recoveries among them.
There would, however, be some set-off to these sa'vings in respect of national

assistance for those who needed supplementation.

Summary of Expenditure

57. In the following statement {see page 199) I have brought together the
estimated annual expenditure on the various Social Insurance benefits, and
in order to show the total expenditure in the proposed Social Security Budget
I have added the sums payable in respect of national assistance,, children’s

allowances and health services. For a description of these three items, and
comment on the trend of their cost, see paras. 59 to 68 below.

58. It will be seen that the total expenditure starts at £697 millions in

1945 and rises to £764 millions in 1955 and £858 millions in 1965, i.e. an increase

of £67 millions (or 10 per cent.) in the first ten years and £94 millions (or 12 per

cent.) in the next ten years. These increases are more than accounted for

by the expansion of Social Insurance benefits, the cost of which, starting at

£367 millions, rises by £75 millions (or 20 per cent.) in the first ten years and
£111 millions (or 25 per cent.) in the next ten years. The increase in the first

ten years is due in part to the fact that the full cost of disability benefit will

not be experienced in 1945 {see para. 51). The main cause of increase, however,
is the rising cost of retirement pensions, due p.artly to the natural increase
in the number of pensioners, partly to the inclusion of persons in Classes TI

and IV from mid-1954 and partly to the rise in the rate of transitional pensions—^the transitional arrangements having by that time run through half their

period. In the ten years from 1955 to 1965 the increase in cost is almost
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SociAi. Security Budget : Estimated Expenditure {ses para. 57)

1945 1955 1965
fimiUions fimillions fimillions

SociAi. Insurance Benetiis.
Retirement Pensions 126 190 300
Widow’s and Guardian Benefits 29 26 21
Unemployment Benefit .i no 109 107
Disability Benefit 57 68 71
Industrial Disability Bend&ts 15 15 15
Maternity Grant and Benefit 7 6 6
Marriage Grant 1 3 3
Funeral Grant 4 7 12
Cost of Administration 18 18 18

1 —

.

Total for Social Insurance Benefits ... 367 442 553

National Assistance.
Assistance Pensions 39 33 25
Other Assistance ... 5 5 5
Cost of Administration 3 3 2

I 1

Total for National Assistance 47 41 32

Children’s Allowances.
Allowances no 108 100
Cost of Administration ... 3 3 3

—
Total for Children’s Allowances 113 Ill 103

Health Services 170 170 170

Total Expenditure 697 764 858

entirely due to retirement pensions, the main reasons being the same as those

which operate in the first ten yecirs of the scheme.
The variations in the cost of the other Social Insurance benefits are not

important. They reflect, for the most part, changes in the size of the population

eligible for the particular benefit. There is, however, a rise, throughout the

period, in the cost of the funeral grant which deserves comment ; ttiis is due
to the fact that persons aged over 60 at the beginning of the scheme are to be
excluded from this benefit, thus involving a gradually increasing expenditure

on funeral grant.

National Assistance

59. As indicated in para. 6, the Report envisages that the Social Insurance

provisions of the Plan will, even when fully mature, require to.be supple-

mented by assistance, since (i) even in respect of pensions, for which the widest

coverage is provided, the Plan does not provide a universal benefit, but
contemplates that certain individuals and classes of persons will not have
paid the necessary insurance contributions, and (ii) the subsistence benefits

provided will not cover entirely a marginal group of persons with abnormal

needs. The sums required for this purpose will be provided entirely from the

Exchequer. It is assumed that the scales of supplementary pensions and
assistance now (November, 1942) in operation will continue in force.

The cost of assistance pensions has been estimated to fall from £39 millions

in the first year to a figure of £25 millions, necessarily ve^ speculative, in

1965, and it may be expected to show a further substantial feline in the

following ten years. Nevertheless there will probably always be a not in-

significant charge under this head, as is indicated by the following analysis

of the position.

At the outset expenditure for assistance arises from two main classes of

approximately equal size, viz. :

—

(i) Pensions (at 10/-) of existing means pensioners, plus cost of supplemen-

tation in a little over one-half of the cases.
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(ii) Cost of supplementation of the retirement pensions {at new lates) of

those existing and new contributory pensioners who require supplemen-
tation of the reduced transitional pensions up to tlie level on which,
at present, the grant of supplementary pensions is based.

These classes will have fallen to very small proportions by 1965, the first by
death of the pensioners, the second by increase of their pensions to the fidl

basic scales. But there are two other classes of importance, viz. :

—

(iii) Cost of assistance pensions to persons in Class II or IV who, being aged
between 55 (50 for women) and 70 at the outset, elect not to pay con-
tributions, but require assistance at the beginning of the scheme or,

later, on attaining age 65 (60 for women).
This class are, in type, successors of the existing means pensioners and

include some who have recourse to public assistance pending attainment of

age 70. Their cost is not inappreciable in 1945, owing to the substitution of

national assistance for public assistance ; it rises considerably to 1955 when it

accounts for about one-half of the total for assistance pensions, the persons
concerned being then mostly aged over 70 (65) and ha\Tng left work ; and it

then declines, as the group is reduced by death, until in 1965 it accoimts for

about one-fourth of the total.

(iv) Cost of assistance pensions to other persons who, whilst in Class II or IV,

elect not to contribute on grounds of insufiiciency of income and on
attaining age 65 (60) require full or partial assistance pensions.

This is a permanent class, resulting from the option given to persons of

limited income in Classes II and IV to obtain exemption from payment of

insurance contributions. It will probably be made up to a large extent of

women (a) who never take up a paid emplo3mient but live, usually, with
relatives and may thus never pay any insurance contributions, or (6) who
return home, or to a relative, after one or more spells of employment not
sufficient to build up a substantial insurance qualification. In addition there
are among those who follow a gainful occupation and are included in Class II,

many, both men and women, whose incomes wiU be such as to enable them
to obtain exemption, either occasionally or reguleirly, if they so desire, e.g.

small-holders, crofters, hawkers, seamstresses, outworkers and other casual

workers. The financial effect of these mixed categories can only be conjectured
on broad lines, but it is thought that it might account, financially, for the
equivalent of some 15,000 new cases of full assistance pensions each year.

On this basis the cost of the group rises gradually to a round £15 millions

in 1965.

The balance of the cost of assistance pensions after allowing for these four

classes is due to minor items, such as the cost of supplementing the pensions of

persons with abnormal needs.

The figure of £5 millions for ” Other Assistance ” is a token figure covering
a number of categories of persons under pensionable age requiring assistance.

There are no means of assessing the probable cost with any precision.

60. As already indicated, the estimate of the cost of national assistance

when the scheme has become mature must necessarily be speculative, depending
as it does not only on the income distribution of substantial classes of the
population but also on the attractiveness, to those with limited incomes who
do not work for an employer, of the option not to contribute under the Plan,
at the price of forgoing pension as of right (and, for Class II, disability benefits)

but not the health services or assistance benefits. If the numbers claiming
exemption were substantially smaller than I have assumed there would be
a transfer of cost from national assistance to Social Insurance benefits, bearing
in mind that the persons covered belong to the poorer classes and will, largely,

qualify for full assistance. On the other hand there would be an addition, of

much smaller amount, to the contribution income of the scheme , the aggregate
Exchequer liability would not, therefore, be very materially diminished as a
result of the smaller numbers obtaining exemption.
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Health and Rehabilitation Services
61. The second of the three assumptions stated in the Report to be

essential to the institution of the Plan of Social Security is :

—

(B) Comprehensive health and rehabilitation services for prevention and
cure of disease and restoration of capacity for work, available to all

members Uf the community.
The general principles tmderlying this assumption are given in Part VI

of the Report, but it is there indicated that most of the problems of organisation
in such a service fall outside the scope of the Report. The cost of such a
comprehensive scheme clearly cannot be estimated with precision until the
proposals have taken more definite shape. It is proposed that the cost should
be defrayed out of public funds, subject to a substantial grant-in-aid from the
Social Insurance Fund.

62. As indicated in para. 34, the sum available for allocation out of the
contributions at the rates proposed is lOd. a week for each adult male contri-

butor in Class I, II or IV, and 8d. for each adult woman in these classes, the
corresponding rates for contributors imder age 21 being 6d. for a boy under
age 18, 8d. for a young man of 18 and under 21, and 6d. for a girl or young
woman under age 21.

I estimate that the annual income from contributions at the rates stated
will amount to about £40 millions in 1945.

On the basis described in para. 34 above relating to the division of the
total contributions in Class I between employers and workers, it is estimated
that about £6 millions will be paid by employers, about £26 millions by
employees in Class I, and the remainder, about £8 millions, by contributors

in Classes II and IV.

63. While, as indicated above, a precise estimate cannot be framed of
the gross cost of a comprehensive scheme of the services in question, it is

essential at the present stage, in order to measure broadly the liabilities of

the Exchequer and other parties arising under the Social Security Plan as
a whole, to include an estimate in the Social Security Budget, where the
expenditure arising among the various heads is brought together. After
consultation with the Ministry of Health and the Department of Health for

Scotland, a round figure of £170 millions a year has been taken as a suitable

measure for this purpose.

Assmning a grant-in-aid from insurance contributions of £40 millions,

the net annual cost to public funds would thus be in the neighbourhood of

£130 millions, or rather over three-quarters of the total expenditure.

64. In view of the fundamentsd changes involved in the substitution of a
comprehensive health service, covering the whole population of all ages, for

the present arrangements under which, apart from the medical benefit provided
for the insured persons themselves, but not their dependants, under the
National Health Insurance scheme on the one hand and the various public

health services on the other, medical treatment is secured under private arrange-

ments, it is not thought appropriate in the present memorandum to attempt
a financial comparison of the two systems. In considering, however, the

proposed charge on public funds it is necessary to have regard to the existing

charges on the national and local exchequers in regard to analogous services.

Before the war the charges on public funds for the services in question may be
put at about £45 to £50 millions. Making some allowance for development
and for increased prices, it is thought appropriate for comparative purposes
to put the cost of the existing services at about £60 millions in a post-war
year. The net increase in the cost to public funds is thus of the order of

£70 millions
Children’s Allowances

65. The Report postulates the establishment of a system of children's

allowances, not as insurance benefits financed in whole or part by contri-

butions, but as security benefits financed entirely from the Exchequer but
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coming within the Social Security Budget. The proposal is that cash
payments should be made in respect of aU children under the age of 15 (or

16 if in full-time education) other than the first child in the family when the
parent is not in receipt of a Social Insurance benefit, but including the first

child when the parent is in receipt of disability or unemployment benefit

or. in the case of a widow, widow’s or guardian l^nefit.

The allowances are to be on a scale varying with the age of child but taken
for convenience in these estimates as a flat 8/- per child. The precise scale

would affect the cost, and the effect would not be quite proportionate for

alternative schemes {a) excluding one child in family, and (6) including all

children, since the average rate of allowance per child on the two bases would
be appreciably different.

66. I estimate the cost of these allowances, apart from administration,

to be £l 10 millions in 1945. Their cost in later years will depend increasingly
upon the future trend of the fertility rate, i.e. upon the number of births per
married woman at each age. How far this trend would be affected by the
introduction of children’s allowances and other proposed changes can only
be a matter for conjecture. If the fertility rate after the war were stabilised

at about the pre-war level, the cost of these allowances would fall gradually
to £108 millions in 1955 and to £100 millions in 1965. To these figures must
be added the cost of administration of the benefit, which I have taken at £3
millions a year for the purpose of the Social Security Budget.

The corresponding figure for 1945 if the allowances were payable for all

children would be about £208 millions as compared with £1 10 millions above,

i.e. a difference of £98 miUions. This is the net effect of (i) the exclusion of the

first child in all circumstances, accounting for £116 millions, less (ii) the
cost of providing the allowances in such cases where the parent is in receipt

of Social Insurance benefit, estimated at £18 millions.

If it were decided, as an alternative plan, in addition to excluding the
first child while the parent is earning, to reduce the grant to 4/- a week for

the second child whilst retaining 81- for the third and subsequent children,

the cost would be reduced at the outset by about £23 millions. Under this

alternative it is assumed that the supplementary payment to the parent who
was in receipt of unemplo5mient or other benefit would be 8/- for the first child

and 4/- for the second.

67. It has been suggested in some quarters that the pajnnent of universal

family allowances shoiffd not be additional to the income tax relief given in

respect of children, and the question of linking family allowances with income
tax relief was discussed in paras. 13, 32 and 33 and the Annex to the recent

White Paper on Family Allowances (Cmd. 6354). The Report does not
consider this question and the estimates given above assume the continuance

unchanged of the income tax arrangements. It is evident that if, in considera-

tion of the grant of children’s allowances, the system of income tax rebates

were modifi^ there might be a substantial saving to the Exchequer to set

against the cost of the new allowances.

68. The cost is not entirely a new charge. Under the present system
juvenile dependants’ allowances in Unemplo5nnent Insurance and Assistance,

children’s allowances and orphans’ benefits in Contributory Pensions, and
children’s allowances under Workmen’s Compensation, would cost about £11
millions a year in 1945, met partly from the contributions of insured persons.

These would no longer be required under the new conditions.

Expenses of Administration
69. Until the details of the scheme and its administration have been

worked out, the amounts which will be required for the expenses of adminis-

tration under the various heads must be largely speculative. Not only are

some of the benefits nev/ and complex in character, calling for the development
of new methods of administration, but also it is proposed to reorganise the
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whole machinery of administration of the Pensions and Health Insurance
schemes, if not of the Unemplo3nnent scheme. On balance it appears unlikely
that there will be a saving, at any rate for a considerable time to come.

70. For the existing schemes of Health, Pensions and Unemplo5mient
Insurance the aggregate cost of administration for the latest pre-war year
(1938) appears to have been about j^lS millions apart from the cost of admin-
istering medical benefit, at present included therein. To this has to be added the
cost of operating the present Workmen’s Compensation scheme by employers
(or insurers on their behalf). Full information as to this is not available, but
it appears to have been rather less than £3 millions a year. The aggregate
expenses under aU these schemes taken together may thus be put at about
£16 millions a year (pre-war).

Taking into consideration the increased numbers insured under the Plan,
the greater complexity of administration involved in some of the benefits (e.g.

the retirement condition), and the inclusion of benefits not previously covered,
as well as the change in costs, wages, etc., since the war, and setting off against

these the economies resulting from unifying the collection of contributions
and the administration of the scheme generally (where there is now overlapping
or duplication), I do not think it would be wise to put the probable expen^ture
on administration at less than a round figure of £18 millions a year for the
insurance benefits. It will be appreciated that an increase in the weekly
rate of benefit does not of itself involve any increase in administrative cost.

71. The figure of £3 millions for administration of national assistance is

based on the experience of the Assistance Board and should be reasonably
accurate.

72. The administration of children’s allowances is likely to be more
expensive than might, prima facie, be expected. The changes in the size of

the family, variations in the rate of allowance with age of child, and the
intermittent payment of allowances for the first child where the parent is un-
employed, disabled, etc., will necessitate very frequent administrative action.

In these circumstances I think a figure of £3 millions, representing under

3 per cent, on the cost of allowances, is reasonable. Much will depend, however,

on the extent to which this work can be dovetailed in with other p^s of the
administration.

73. The amounts suggested above do not include any sums in respect of

capital liabilities which might arise at the outset of the scheme, whether in

respect of the acquisition or construction of buildings, the pa3mient of com-
pensation or other similar items.

Comparison of Expenditure under Proposed Plan and Existing
System

74. I now proceed to compare the estimated expenditure which will be
incurred in the first fuU year (1945) under the Social Security Pletn with the
corresponding expenditure under the various Social Insurance schemes, and
on other services so far as met from central and local public funds, which
would arise in the same year if the existing system remained in force. With
these is included Workmen’s Compensation which, though not provided for

under a Social Insurance scheme, is a legal liabilit}'' analogous to that covered

by National Health Insurance in the case of non-industrial accident and
disease.

The comparison cannot be made in great detail, for a number of reasons.

The nature and grouping of the benefits has changed in various respects

;

the populations covered for insurance are different ; the method of meeting

certain needs has changed, and, in some cases, the extent to which they are met
respectively from State insurance, private insurance, national and local

assistance, etc. Nevertheless, the following statement, in which the costs in

main groups of services under the existing and new arrangements are given,

is thought to provide a fair picture of the effect of the Plan.
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COUPABATIVS StaTBMKHX OP EsXlUATBD ExPBKOITUKB IN 1945

Under Present Social Insuiance Schemes !

and Allied Services
]

Under Social Security
Plan

Pension Benefits S millions £ millions

Contributory pensions : Retirement pensions... 126-1

Age and -widows’, over 60 94) 1
Widows’ and Guardian

1 194Wido-ws’, under 60 benefits 29
Non-contributory pensions 10

1

Supplementary pension-! ... 47) Assistance pensions ... .39

Unemploitment
Insurance and assistance Unemployment and traimng

benefits ... 84 benefit no
Sickness (including Industrial and

Maternity)
National Health Insurance Disability benefit 57

1

Sickness and disablement Industrial disability benefit
benefits 2:-] (including pensions) 15 1

1 79
Maternity benefit 3 [ 43

1Workmen’s compensation 13j Maternity grant and benefit ’J
Children’s Benefits

Children's allowances Universal children's
payable under above schemes 1

1

allowances ... no
Other Assistance

Public assistance ... 15 National assistance ... 5
(apart from assistance pensions)

Other Cash Benefits
1—
1

Marriage grant 1— Funeral grant.,

,

4
Administration

Cost for above service* ... 20 Cost for above services 24

Health Services
Included in Naf ional Health 19-1 Comprehensive national scheme 170

Insurance y 79
Others, met from public funds 60J

Total 415 Total 697

75. It will be seen that the aggregate expenditure is estimated to be
increased from £415 millions under existing arrangements to £697 millions

under the Social Security Plan, i.e. an increase of about 70 per cent. Of the
increase of £282 millions, two-thirds is due in almost equal proportions to

(i) the introduction of a scheme of universal children's allowances in place of the
small allowances now payable where the parent is in receipt of workmen's
compensation, imemployment benefit or a widow’s pension, and (ii) the enlarge-
ment of the general practitioner service included in National Health Insurance,
and the health services provided by local authorities, etc., into a comprehensive
national scheme of health and rehabilitation services.

The balance of about £90 millions increase in expenditure is distributed
over the various services. Expenditure on pensions is increased by about
20 per cent., due mainly to the raising of rates of pension from the present
10/- a week (20/- for a married couple), supplemented in case of need, to the
starting transitional pension rate of 14/- (25/- for a married couple) also

supplemented in case of need. In this, the first, year of the scheme the
additional expenditure due to bringing new classes within the scope of

insurance will be negligible.

"The increase in expenditure on unemployment by about 30 per cent, is

due in the main to raising the rates of benefit, but in part also to bringing into

insurance certain classes of employed persons not at present insured for

iinemplo
3mient.

The increase in expenditure on disability benefits by over 80 per cent, is due
mainly to the raising of the rates of benefit and the inclusion of an allowance
for wives and adult dependants not given under the present National Health
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Insurance system, and, to a less extent, to the inclusion in insurance of new
classes and the substantial expansion of maternity benefits.

The sum now payable for public assistance is not properly comparable
with that estimated to become payable in respect of national assistance,

but the decline in this expenditure reflects the extent to which the abnormal
needs not met by insurance will be diminished by the provisions of the new
scheme, including the transfer of certain classes from public assistance to
national assistance.

Estimated Income Under the Plan
76. Income from Contributions .—The income from the contributions of

insured persons and employers for the three years 1945, 1955 and 1965, has
been estimated by applying to the numbers of the contributing population
in each class the rates of contribution proposed to be charged, assuming
non-payment of contributions during sic&iess, unemployment, etc., as per-
mitted in the conditions for excusal of contribution appropriate to the respective
classes. Allowance has been made for the loss of income due to (i) married
women who choose to be exempt from contributing although gainfully

occupied, (ii) persons over age 55 (men) and 50 (women) at the outset and
not within the present scheme, who take advantage of the initial option given
to them, and (iii) other persons, in Classes U and IV, who exercise tteir option
not to contribute on the ground of insufficiency of income.

The amount of the resulting aimual income over the 20-year period shows
little variation, being £325 millions in 1945, £326 millions in 1955 and £319
millions in 1965, of which approximately 60 per cent, is paid by insured
persons and 40 per cent, by employers.

In addition, employers pay about £5 millions a year in respect of the levy
for excess cost of industrial disability benefits in hazardous industries (see

para. 42).

Treatment of Existing Assets

77. Additional income to the Social Security scheme will be derived
from the assets of the existing Social Insurance schemes. The three existing

systems—^Health, Pensions and Unemployment Insurance—have each
accumulated in the course pf their operations, in diverse ways, funds of sub-

stantial amount.

78. In the case of Health Insurance the aggregate of these invested assets

amounted at the end of 1941 to about £225 n^ons at present market prices,

yielding an average interest income of about 3i per cent, on this valuation.

These funds are held partly by the Approved Societies themselves and partly

by the Central Departments (or the National Debt Commissioners) on their

behalf and on account of certain central funds. They have arisen mainly
from the contributions allocated for the building up of reserves to meet the
needs of later life for all insured persons due to the excess cost of benefits

over the then current contribution income, and from marginal contributions

earmarked for contingencies. Further, the accumulated reserves have been
augmented by profits due to favourable experience as compared with the
financial basis. These surpluses accrued to a large extent many years ago and
have been only partly absorbed by the grant of additional benefits, the

remainder carried forward. By inid-1944 the aggregate assets of the National
Health Insurance scheme may be expected to amount to about £240 millions,

invested to produce an annual income of rather more than £7} millions.

79. In the case of the Contributory Pensions scheme—except for the
Special Voluntary Contributors scheme—^the financial arrangements are not run
as an accumulative fund, and the Exchequer subsidy takes the form broadly of

defraying year by year the deficiency of each year’s contribution income as

compared with expenditure on pensions. Up to March, 1946, however, the

State grants to the Treasury Pensions Account have been prescribed in,the
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Statute on a fixed scale ; thereafter the amount of the Exchequer grant is to
be redetermined by Parliament. Balances in the Pensions Accounts amounting
to about £50 millions had accrued at 31st March, 1942, the prescribed scale of
grants having proved to be somewhat in excess of the difference between
current income and current expenditure to date, mainly owing to adventitious
causes such as light unemployment during fie war. By mid-1944 these

invested balances will probably have increased to about £70 millions, and
if the present scheme continued they would be used in abatement of the
Exchequer charge in future years.

80. The Unemployment Fund held balances at October, 1942, amounting
to about £145 millions, which are invested in short-term securities yielding

an average rate of interest of nearly 2\ per cent. These are primarily due
to the maintenance of the rates of contribution on the basis of the h3q)othetical

cycle of unemplo3mieiit, averaging 15 per cent., adopted before the war,
although unemployment during the war and for some time before the war
has been at a much lower level. Moreover, the rates of contribution were
fixed when the Fund was in debt and include a provision for the extinction

thereof : the debt has been paid off and replaced by invested reserves. These
balances will continue to grow at the rate of about £6 millions a month so

long as the present abnormal conditions continue, but its subsequent course
depends largely on the measures taken to deal with post-war demobilisation
and unemployment. The probable amount of the balances at mid-1944 is

thus uncertain, but for the present estimates it seems not unreasonable to

assume that they will be not far short of £250 millions.

81. In total, therefore, the invested assets set free by the supersession

of the existing systems may be of the order of £550 millions, earning interest

amounting to about £15 millions a year. The precise method of utilisation

of the accumulated resources of the old schemes, when absorbed in the Social

Insurance Fund to be set up under the enlarged and reconstructed Social

Security Plan, would no doubt have to be determined later. In view of the
greatly increased liabilities of the Exchequer resulting from the enlargement
of benefits for existing insured persons it would seem equitable that the
Exchequer should have the advantage of the existing reserves. In the state-

ments of income for the years stated, credit h2is been taken only for the interest

Sdelded by these funds on the basis that they are maintained as reserves.

Summary of Income
82. Bringing together the various sources of income, it is estimated that

the expenditure under the scheme, including not only the insurance benefits

but also health services, national assistance and children’s allowances, would
be met in the following way :

—

Social Sbcuritv Budgct ; Estimated Incomb

1945
Percent-

£ mills age of
total

1955
Percent-

£ mills age of
total

1965
Percent-

£ mills age of

total

Contributionb from :

—

Insured Persons 194 28 196 25 192 22
Employers 1311 1301 1271

Industnal disability levy on 1

y 20 IK 18
y

15
employers* sj sj sj

Interest on existing funds ... 15 2 15 2 15 2
Balance of expenditure, to be
met from Exchequer (or local
rates) ... ...

!

351 50 418 55 519 61

Total ... 697 100 764 100 858 100

*Inolu(lmg,)n 1946t payments from reaorvos held by employers (or their insurers) for compen<
sation on the old aoalea to persons injured before July* 1944<
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In this statement the employers’ share ot contributions is less than the
insured persons', partly because the Class I contribution is shared between
insured person and employer in the ratio Sid. : 39d. (for men), but also because
contributors in Classes II and IV have no employer and pay the whole contri-
bution themselves.

COMPAEISON WITH EXISTING POSITION
83. An exact comparison of the income under the Plem with the income*

from each source, to meet corresponding charges under the present Social
Insurance schemes—so far as they exist—though not entirely valid
owing to the great change in the character of the services and the extent
to which they are met from contributions for State insurance and by charges
on public funds (either central or local) gives material for broad gener^sations.
The foUowmg statement has been prepared, therefore, contrasting the figures

given in the preceding paragraph for the year 1945 with the aggregate sums
estimated to be payable in that year in contributions for Health, Pensions
and Unemployment Insurance under the existing schemes, the interest yielded
on the funds of these schemes, and the estimated aggregate charge on the
Exchequer and other public funds.

In order to make the basis of comparison as satisfactory as possible, this

last item comprises not only the sum of Exchequer payments to the three
Insurance schemes but also expenditure from central and local funds on
unemployment assistance, supplementary pensions, hospital services, public
assistance, etc. Further, the cost of workmen’s compensation has been
added to and included with the contributions of employers for social insurance ;

this is the main reason why the employers’ share of contributions is shown to be
appreciably greater than insured persons’, although the normal division of

the present social insurance contiibutions is equally between the two.

Comparative Statement op Estimated Income in 1945

Under Present
Social Insurance
Schemes and

Allied Services

Under Social
Security Plan

1
millions

Percent-
age of
total

£
millions

Percent-
age of

total

Contributions %coin :

—

Insured Persons ... 69 16 194 28
Employers (including payments for industrial

disability) 83 19 137 20
Interest on existing funds 1 IS 4 15 2
Expenditure to be met from Exchequer (or

local rates) 265 61 351 50

432 100 697 100

In considering the figures of expenditure and income for 1945 under
the existing schemes, given in the comparative statements here and in para. 74,

it will be observed that the estimated income, viz., £432 millions, exceeds
the expenditure, viz. £415 millions, by £17 milhons. This is partly accounted
for by the fact that the present National Health Insurance scheme is framed
on an accmnulative plan and the reserves are still increasing, but is mainly due
to the material changes which have occurred in the financial position of the

Unemplo5nnent Insurance scheme as the result of the war.

84. It is to be noted that the aggregate expenditure in 1945 would be much
greater than that in the immediate pre-war years even if no further changes
were made in the system. Since 1939, the rates of benefit in Health and
Unemployment Insurance have been raised, the pension age for women has

been reduced from 65 to 60, and the system of Supplementary Pensions has
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been inaugurated. For these and other reasons, the expenditiure under all

heads is estimated at nearly £90 millions more in 1945 than in 1938-39.
Provision for the additional income necessary to meet this increase in

expenditure has been made to the extent of about 40 per cent, by raising the
rates of Health, Unemployment and Pensions contributions on account of the
increase in benefits, taken in coniunction with the inclusion in those schemes
of employed persons whose remuneration is between £250 and £420 a year.

The remaining 60 per cent, is met by increased Exchequer grants to the various

schemes.

85. The statement in para. 83 shows that the introduction of the

Social Security Plan would increase the income applied to Social Insurance,

etc., purposes in 1945 by £265 millions, of which £179 millions would be
obtained from contributions of insured persons and their employers and £86
millions from the Exchequer. Thereby the proportion of total expenditure

met from the Exchequer would fall temporarily from 61 to 50 per cent.

Looking to the future, however, it be seen from the statement in

para. 82 that whereas the contribution income received each yectr from insured

persons and their employers remains more or less stationary, the balance
of expenditure to be provided from the Exchequer rises steadily. In 1965
the Exchequer will be paying £168 millions more than in 1945 under the new
Plan, an increase of 48 per cent., and will be providing 61 per cent, of the total

income under the Plan.

The Social Security Budget

86. In Part IV of the Report the finance of the Plan is considered from the

point of view of framing a Social Security Budget, bringing together for

individual years, on the one hand, the expenditure under all heads, whether
for insurance or for other Security benefits, and on the other the income from
contributions and interest and the balance of expenditure falling upon the
Exchequer (or local rates).

This is not to be taken as indicating the form in which the financial

arrangements of the scheme would necessarily be carried through. Numerous
considerations, which need not be elaborated at this stage, will arise in deter-

mining the most satisfactory form in which to cast the financial provisions of a
Plan covering so many benefits, and of so diverse a character ; in particular,

the consideration of appropriate arrangements for meeting the Exchequer
liabilities under the various heads will be a matter of the first importance.

It is useful, however, to bring together the estimates for the various

sections of the Plan, and this has been done separately for expenditure and
income in paras. 57 and 82 above. I now give a summary {see page 209) in the
form of a Budget showing expenditure and income side by side for the first

calendar year (1945) and the twenty-first year (1965) of the scheme. In this

statement, in order to simplify the presentation, I have grouped together the

minor insurance benefits vmder one head, viz., “ Other insurance benefits ”
;

the group comprises widow’s and guar^an benefits, maternity grant and
benefit, marriage grant and funeral grant.

87. The salient features of these estimated figures as regards expenditure
have already been pointed out in para. 58. It is sufficient here to refer to

certain outstanding points which emerge clearly from this further statement.
Over the twenty years from 1945 to 1965 the various heads of expenditure,

other than retirement pensions, show relatively small increases and decreases.

Pensions, however, much more than double their cost—^increasing from £126
millions (or 18 per cent, of the total budget) in 1945 to £300 millions (or 35 per

cent, of the total budget) in 1965. This is partly due, as already stated, to

the saving—^very considerable at the outset and gradually declining—^under

the provisions for reduced pensions in a transition period of 20 years.

The increase from 1945 to 1965 of £161 millions in the total budgeted



SociAi, Secukixy Budget : Kstimated Expenditure and Income in 1945 and 1963

Expenditure . 1945 1965
;

Income 1945 1965

£ nullions
1

X, millions

Retirement Pensions 126

1

300 Contributions of Insured
Persons 194 192

Unemployment Benefit ... 110 107
Employers' Contributions

Disability Benefit (includ- (including Industrial
ing Industrial Disability) 72 86 Disability Levy) 137 132

Other Social Insurance Interest on Funds 15 IS

Benefits 41 42

National Assistance 44 30 Charges upon Exchequer 351 510

Children's Allowances 110 100
Cost of Administration of
above 24 23

Health Services 170 170

Total 697 858 'lotal 697 858

expenditure is, in fact, due entirely to the increase in pensions expenditure,

viz., ;£174 millions.
^

On the other side, as the Plan is framed, the increase in expenditure will

fall to be met entirely from the Exchequer—the charge on which increases by
;£108 millions during the period—^whereas the income from contributions

declines very slightly.

88. In connection with the foregoing examination of the Exchequer
liability under the Social Security Budget as a whole, it is of interest to examine
separately the position in regard to insurance benefits and other benefits and
services.

In 1965 the expenditure on social insurance benefits (and their administra-

tion) will amount to £553 millions. In that year the insured persons and their

employers will be paying ^324 millions of which £39 millions will be allocated

to the he2dth services, i.e. £285 millions net for insurance benefits. Allowing

for £15 millions interest on the reserves held, the balance of expenditure
falling on the Exchequer will thus be £253 millions, or 46 per cent, of the total

charges on the Social Insurance Fund.
At the same time the Exchequer will be meeting the whole of the cost of

children’s allowances and national assistance, £135 millions, and the balance

of the cost of health services, viz., £131 millions, not met by the £39 millions

contributions mentioned above.
In the whole Social Security Budget the Exchequer will thus be paying

46 per cent, of insurance benefits, 100 per cent, of children’s allowances and
national assistance, and 77 per cent, of health services, or 61 per cent, over all,

as shown in the table in' para. 82.

89. The proportion met by the Exchequer in the case of Social Insurance

benefits, viz., 46 per cent., is of course very much greater than the part of

the actuarial contribution allocated to the Exchequer, viz., about one-quarter

of the aggregate contribution {see para. 10). The reason ^or this is that in

addition to this one-fourth subsidy the Exchequer takes the strain of admitting

the existing population of aU ages for the ordinary benefits of the Plan at the

same rate of contribution as is charged to new entrants at age 16. Further,

owing to the fact that it does not extinguish its liability by a series of deficiency

payments to an accumulative fund, but makes good the annually emerging
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excess of current expendittire over current income, there is a deficit in

perpetuity, the charge on the Exchequer not being reduced when, in due
course, the present insured population has passed away.

90. Position after 1965.—I have not carried my estimates beyond the
year 1965. There is no doubt, however, that estimates of the position after

that year would show a further growth in the propot tion of Social Security

expenditure to be provided from the Exchequer as compared with the
proportions met from the contributions of insured persons and their employers,

for the following reasons. First, the cost of the scheme will still be increasing

substantially, mainly on account of pensions, because (i) the aged population

will be increasing and (ii) the average rate of pension will be rising, as pen-
sioners then existing and receiving a reduced transitional rate are replaced by
others receiving the full rate. Second, the contributing population will

probably be stationary or declining. Thus, for many years at least, the whole
of the additional expenditure, i.e. a growing proportion of the total expenditure,

will fall to be met from the Exchequer under the method of finance envisaged

in the Plan.

Periodical Actuarial Review

91. In calculating the contributions appropriate to the varied types of

benefits provided in the Plan, and in estimating the charges likely to arise under
the scheme during the first twenty years, account has had to be taken of many
factors and attempts have been made to forecast the effect of changes which
are constantly taking place in conditions affecting the social and economic
state of the people. Moreover, the estimates have had to envisage a peace-

time basis which was perforce related to that obtaining before the beginning

of the war.
Clearly it is impracticable at the present time to attempt to measure with

any precision the changes which may occur between the social constitution

of the population as it is now (or immediately before the war) and as it will

be found after the immediate disturbances due to the war have passed

away. Many of these conditions will no doubt have indirect consequences
which may materially affect the realisation of the estimates. As instances,

reference may be made to (i) the future level of disability benefit, in respect of

which, as explained in para. 22 above, conditions will differ radically from
those under which the available sickness tables have been compiled, and
(ii) the effect on the cost of pensions of making pension dependent on retire-

ment from work, as to which no past experience imder comparable conditions

is available.

In the circumstances, having regard to the fundamental nature of the

changes from the various schemes of Social Insurance now existing for Con-
tributory Pensions, National Health Insurance and Unemployment Insurance

—

the past experience of which has had to be used, with modifications, as the

basis of the new estimates—it will be appreciated that the actual experience

when the scheme is in operation may prove to differ matericilly from the

assumptions made. There is, therefore, more than the usual need for an
actuarial review to be made, at regular intervals, of the working of the Plan.

This review should be directed not only towards reporting on the adequacy
or otherwise of the rates of contribution in relation to the benefits provided

—

in order that any necessary changes to restore equilibrium in this respect may
be made—^but also on the future cost to the Exchequer and the most suitable

rates of subsidy in order to meet its growing liabilities under the Plan.

G. S. W. EPPS.

Government Actuarj^'s Department,
London, S.W.l.

November, 1942,



APPENDIX B

THE PRESENT SCHEMES OF
SOCIAL INSURANCE AND ASSISTANCE

SECTION I—DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIAL INSURANCE AND ASSISTANCE
SCHEMES

1. To give a full and balanced account of the development of the existing national
schemes of social insurance and assistance and their varied aspects is, for the purpose of
this Report, an unnecessary undertaking. This note, therefore, picks out the significant
dates and illustrates the development of the schemes by reference to the main statistics.

2. The Poor Relief Act, 1601, though not the first statute to deal with the relief of,
destitution can be regarded as the starting point of State provision for social security.
For over 300 years the poor law authorities have had the responsibility for the relief of
destitution. Since 1601 there have been several changes in &e type of authority given
this responsibility. There have also been great developments in the social services con-
cerned with Public Health and Education. The poor law authorities played a part in the
inception of these new services which have now become separate and important functions
of local government.J Since the beginning of the present century and particularly since
the Report of the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws and Relief of Distress (1909) there
has been a strong movement against the form and spirit of the old poor law. \ There has
been a development of compulsory insurance and of assistance administered on a national
basis.

3. In 1897 the Workmen's (Compensation for Accidents) Act made provision for
compensation to be paid for death or incapacity suffered as a result of an accident in certain
specially dangerous industries (roughly—employment on, in or about railways, factories,

mines, quarries, building operations and structural engineering). Agriculture was added
in 1900, and an Act of 1906 extended the scheme to cover practically every case in which
two people stand to each other in the relation of master and servant ; non-manual workers
whose remuneration exceeded ;£250 a year (raised to £350 in 1923 and £420 as from January,
1942), outworkers and certain employments were excluded. Further the Act of 1906
provided an extension of the compensation to cases of scheduled industrial diseases and
made provision for the inclusion of further industrial diseases in the schedule by
administrative order. The 1897 Act did not provide a State-administered scheme nor
did the State or the workmen contribute towards the cost of compensation as in the case
of Unemployment Insurance. The significance of the Act was that from that time onwards
people who became partially or totally incapacitated as a result of an industrial accident
were entitled to receive a weekly payment or a lump sum. The widows and dependants
of workmen killed as a result of an industrial accident also became eligible for compensation.

4. The first real departure from the Poor Law occurred with the passing of the Old
Age Pensions Act, 1908. There had been considerable agitation in favour of old age
pensions since the latter part of the 19th Century. A Royal Commission on the Aged
Poor had reported on the question in 1895 but had concluded that no fundamental change
was needed in the existing system of Poor Relief. In 1896 the Treasury appointed a
Committee on Old Age Pensions whose report was followed by a Select Committee in 1899
and a Departmental Committee in 1900. Finally, in 1908, an Act to provide for Old Age
Pensions was passed. It is noticeable that the scheme was not financed by compulsory
contributions and the main effect was to enable people to receive a pension of 1 /- to 5/- a
week on reaching the age of 70 subject to a means test, but not subject to the stigma of

poor relief, nor was destitution made a condition. By the end of March, 1909, some
500,000 old persons were receiving these new pensions.

5. In 1911 the two important contributory schemes of insurance against ill h^th
and unemployment were enacted. The National Insurance Act, 1911, was described in its

preamble as " an Act to provide for insurance against loss of health and for tlje prevention

and cure of sickness and for insurance against unemployment and for purposes inmdental
thereto." The scheme, which came into operation on the 15th July, 1912, provided for

the payment of sickness, disablement and ^maternity cash benefits and for a general

practitioner and certain medical benefit for the insured person. The scheme was com-
pulsory and contributory, and, with certain exceptions, covered all those between the ages

of 16 and 70 who were employed under a contract of service in manual labour or in non-

manual employment if receiving a rate of remuneration not exceeding £160 a year. The
National He^th Insurance Act, 1919, raised the remuneration limit to £250 a year, and the

limit became £420 a year as from January, 1942.
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6. Part 11 of the 1911 Act introduced a limited scheme of Unemployment Insurance
Provision was made for a compulsory and contributory scheme of insurance against
unemployment in certain skilled industries in which marked fluctuations in employment
were known to occur, viz. building, construction of works, shipbuilding, mechanical
engineering, iron foun^ng, construction of vehicles and certein classes of saw-milling

;

in rdl about 2^ million workers. The scheme came into operation in July, 1912, The
scheme was extended in 1916 to cover some IJ million further workpeople. The
Unemployment Insurance Act. 1920, superseded the original scheme a^ extended
unemployment insurrmce to cover over 11 million workers. The 1911 Act did not apply
unemployment insurance to non-manual workers, but these were brought in by the 1920
Act, where their rate of remuneration was not more than ^^230 a year. This limit was
raised to £420 a year as from September, 1940. The scope of the scheme has been extended
from time to time, and in 1936 a special scheme was started for agricultural workers.

7. The main changes since 1920 have, however, turned on the treatment of long-term
unemployment. It is urmecessary here to refer to ^e many changes which have occurred
in benefit conditions, and in particular in the relation between contribution record and the
length of benefit for which the unemployed person was eligible. The most significant

events were the introduction of Transitiocial Payments in 1931, a scheme under which the
responsibility for the needs of the long-term unemployed was placed directly on the
Exchequer subject to a means test, and ihe taking over of this class by the Unemployment
A^istance Board on 7th January, 1935. On 1st April, 1937, a further 100,000 cases of

persons who were within the scope of unemployment assistance were taken over by the
&ard directly from the Public Assistance Authorities. Up to 1941 assistance to this class

which comprised, broadly, all able-bodied people who were accustomed to earn their

living by working for wages was administered on the basis of a household means test

under which part of the resources of the household in which an unemployed man was
living were regarded as available to meet his needs. By the Determination of Needs
Act, 1941, a personal means test based on the circumstances in which the applicant was
living but taking no account otherwise of the resources of his household was substituted
for me household means test.

8. In 1925 the Widows’, Orphans’, and Old Age Contributory Pensions Act provided
the first national scheme of contributory pensions. The benefit provisions of the Act
came into force in three stages, viz.:

—

(i) As from 4th January, 1926, pensions at the rate of 10/- a,week (with allowances
for young children) became payable to the widows of insured men dying on or
after that date, while in the case of motherless children orphans’ pensions at the rate
of 7/6 a week became payable to their guardians.

(li) As from 2nd July, 1926, old age pensions at 10/- a week were granted, without any
question of means, to persons then over the age of 70, or who attained that age
between such date and 2nd January, 1928—if they had been insured under the
Health Insurance scheme prior to aUaining 70.

(iii) As from 2nd January, 1928, pensions to insured persons then of ages 65-70 began
to be paid ; and from that date each insured person reaching the age of 65 received
a pension of 10/- a week. The wife of an insured man received a pension as a con-
comitant of her husband’s insurance, when she attained age 65 or as soon thereafter
as her husband reached that age.

9. Provision was also made by the 1925 Act for the payment of pensions to certain
persons who would have been entitled to a contributory pension if the sdieme had been
in force before 1926. Under this provision, widows children of or under school age
were, from 4th January, 1926, granted pensions and allowances at the ordinary rates if it

could be shown, broadly, that '&e husbamd had followed an occupation which would have
been insurable under the scheme. These non-contributory widows’ pensions were of
strictly limited duration, being terminated six months after the youngest child reached
the age of 14.

10. The Pensions Act of 1929 extended very considerably the scope of pensions to
widows. It granted pensions, payable from the attainment of age 55, to the widows of
men of the insurable class who died before 4th January, 1926, and these pensions began
to be paid generally from 1st January, 1931, but widows who were already over age 60
at 1st July, 1930, or who reaped that age between these two dates, were given their
pensions on the earlier date, or the 60th birthday (if later).

11. In 1937 the benefits of voluntary insurance for widows’, orphans’ and old age
pensions were extended to persona with small incomes, whether working on their own
account or not, who had not the qualifications of insurable employment essential to
insurance under the main scheme. Previously the opportunity to become a voluntary
contributor was, in general, confined to persons who had been insured under the com-
pulsory scheme. The 1937 Act also broke the interlocking of Health and Pensions
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insurance, so far as voluntary contributors were concerned, allowing such persons to
select the insurance most suited to their needs. In so doing, the Act for the first time
enabled married women to become voluntary contributors for pensions.

12. The Old Age and Widows’ Pensions Act, 1940, provided that, as from 1st July,
1940, the old age pension of 10/- a week should be payable as from the age of 60, instead
of 65, to an insured woman and to the wife of an insured man who has himself attained
the age of 65.

13. The Act also introduced the .system of supplementary pensions. It provided
' for supplementation in case of need of the pensions of old age pensioners and to widow
pensioners over the age of 60. The significance of the Act was that it placed on
the Assistance Board (until that time c^led the Unemployment Assistance &>ard) the
respoiuibility of dealing with old age and widow pensioners who were in need. The Act
came into operation in August, 1940, so far as supplementary pensions were concerned.
It removed about 250,000 cases from Public Assistance though the number of pensioners
who applied for and obtained a supplementary pension was considerably greater.

14. In 1920 as a result of the Blind Persons Act the non-contributory old age pension
became payable to blind persons at the age of SO ; it was reduced to 40 in 1938. In
addition, the 1920 Act imposed a duty on the Council of each County and County Borough
to make arrangements to the satisfaction of the Ministry of Health and Department of
Health for Scotiand for promoting the welfare of blind persons in their areas. The Blind
Persons Act, 1938, among other things provided that all assistance by Local Authorities
to blind persons, other than assistance in an institution or medical assistance, should be
provided exclusively by virtue of the Blind Persons Acts and not by way of poor relief.

Thus, since 1938, blind persons and their dependants, apart from certain exceptional
needs, have been removed entirely from the ordinary public assistance provisibns.

15. Though they do not fall directly under the heading of social insurance and assis-

tance, it is necessary to mention the great expansion of the Health, Education, Housing
and other social services. Most of these provide treatment or a service which does not
place any cash in the citizen’s pocket in the same sense as, say, does unemployment benefit.

But their sigm'ficance for the purpose of this brief history is that toey represent another
method of meeting need outside the Poor Law—^rent rebates, provision of school meals,
free or cheap milk, hospital and medical services have I^n provided as part of a health
or education service and not as part of the Poor Law. ^

t

Increase in Number Insured and Cash Benefits

16. Table XVII shows the growth in the numbers covered by the three nationa
contributory schemes. The steady increase in the number of contributors is partly due
to an increase in number of workers, but in the main is due to extensions of scope. The
numbers covered at the present time are, of course, much higher, due to the large recruit-

ment of women for war factories, etc.

Table XVII

—

Social Insurance Schemes

Kumbers Insured in Great Britain, 1914-1938 (figures in OOO’s)

At 31st December (a) Unemplo3nnent Health (5) Widows, Orphans
and Old Age

1914 13,689

1921 15,165 —
1926 16,375 17,089
1931 12,500 17,353 18,513
1936 14,580 18,081 19,651
1938 15,395 19,706 20,678

(a) In July of each year for Unemplojnnent.
{b) Excluding persons over 65 years of age.

The main groups which are covered for widows, orphans and old age pensions, but not
for unemployment are

:
private domestic servants, nurses, sharefishermen, outworkers,

civil servants, railwaymen, etc., about 2{ million ; voluntary and special voluntary
contributors, nearly 1 million ; and persons retained (permanently or temporarily) in

contributory pensions (e.g., women recently married) about 1^ million.

17.

The great increase in the amount of cash benefit and assistance paid out under
the different schemes is shown in Table XVIII below.
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In 1900-01 only poor relief and workmen’s compensation were available and some
£4 million was paid for these items. By 1914-15 non-contributory pensions, and
unemployment and health insurance had been added ; the total cash benefits had
increased to ;£25 million. By 1921-22 the schemes had been extended in scope and the
rates of benefit increased so that the money paid out had now risen to £111 million.
Contributory pensions started to be paid in 1926 and increased rapidly. Cash benefits
and assistance in 1938-39 were thus about nine times the 1914—15 figure and about
70 times the 1900-01 figure.

Changes in Rates of Benefit

18. The increase in the amount of cash benefits paid under the various schemes is

due partly to the increased number of persons eligible for benefit and partly to the increased
rates of benefit. Without enumerating all the minor changes the following are the main
developments in rates of benefit :

—

(i) National Health

(a) Ordinary Rate (payable after 104 weeks' insurance and 104 contributions).

1911 Act
(July, 1912)

As from
July, 1920

As from Jan., 1933 As from Jan., 1942

Sickness

Disablement

Man Woman
10/- 7/6
' ,

5/-

Man Woman
15/- 12/-
« ^ 1

7/6

Woman
A

Woman
t \

Man Married Other
15/- 10/- 12/-

7/6 5/- 6/-

f \

Man Married Other
18/- 13/- ISj-

10/6 8/- 9/-

(5) Reduced Benefit (payable after only 26 weeks' insurance and 26 contributions).*

As from July

1

As from July As from Jan.
1918 1920 1942

Man Woman Man Woman Man Woman
Sickness 6/- 5/- 9/- 7/6 12/- 10/6

* The National Health Insurance Act, 1918, raised the qualifying period to 104 weeks'
insurance and 104 contributions for ordinary benefit and provided for a reduced sickness

benefit where only 26 weeks' insurance and 26 contributions had been paid. Previously
the scheme provided for reduced benefits temporarily for unmarried miners and
permanently for late entrants.

(c) Maternity Benefit

The 1911 Act provided 30/- maternity benefit after 26 weeks' insurance. The
qualifying period was raised to the present 42 weeks in 1918. The benefit became 40/-
in 1920.

(ii) Old Age, Widows and Orphans Pensions

(a) Non-contributory Pensions (1908 Act)

The 1908 Act fixed the full rate pension as 5/- and provided for a pension at reduced

rates of 4/- to 1/- according to a scale of means. From the 2nd January, 1920, the full

rate was increased to 10/- and the reduced rates became 8/- to 1/-. The means test has

also been modified and is now more generous than under the original Act.

(b) Widows and Orphans

The 1925 Act provided for 10/- a week for the widow and 5/- per week for the eldest
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child plus 3/- per week per child for each other child. In the case of motherless children
orphan’s pensions at 7/6 per week per orphan were pa3rable.

(e) Contribittory Old Age Pensions

The 1925 Act provided for 10/- per week.

(d) Supplementary Pensions

These are based on need. For a person without other resources, the normal weekly
rates, inclusive of the contributory or non-contribntory pension, when the scheme was
introduced in August, 1940, were 19/6 for the single applicant living alone, and 32/- for

man and wife where both were pensioners. There were other rat^ for applicants who
were members of households and additional sums might be paid to meet high rent and
special circumstances.

The basic normal rates were in 1942 increased by 2/6 per week for the single applicant
and by 5/- for a man and wife.

(iii) Unemployment Insurance

In the original scheme of unemployment insurance the rate of benefit was 7/- for man
or woman. This was raised to 1 1 /- in December, 1919. In November, 1920, a difierentia-

tion was made between men and women, and the rate for the former was increased to
IS/- and for the latter to 12/-. In November, 1921, dependant's allowances were introduced
at the rate of S/- for the wife or adult dependant and 1 /- a week for each dependent child.

In August, 1924, there was a general increase in rates to 18/- for a man, 15/- for a woman,
and 2/- for each child. The 18/- was reduced to 17/- in 1928. The adult dependant's
allowance was raised to 7/- in 1028 and to 9/- in 1930. These rates then remained in force,

except for a cut between 1931-1934 of roughly 10 per cent, under the National Economy
Order, until the children’s allowance was raised to 3/- per week in 1935 and the adnlt
dependant's allowance to 10/- in 1939. There was a general increase in rates in August,
1940, when, under the general scheme, 20/- became the rate for a man, 18/- for a woman,
and 4/- for each of first two children. *

There have also been changes and increases of benefit for boys and girls and for agricul-

tural workers. The original scheme provided for 3/6 a week benefit for boys and girls,

but this was inerrased in 1919 and 1920. In 1928 benefit rates for non adults were made
to vary according to age, and in 1930 the present classification was adopted. The adult
rates under the Agriculture scheme as introduced in 1936 were 14/- for men and 12/6 for

women as against the present figures of 18/- for men and 15/- for women.

(iv) Unemployment Assistance

When the unemployment assistance scheme came into force in 1934, the rates of
allowances, subject to a test of means, were 24/- for a man and wife, 15/- for a miui living

alone, and 14/- for a woman living alone (increased to 15/- in 1936). There were other
rates for persons living as members of households and for dependants of applicants, the
allowances for dependent children ranging from 3/- for children under five years of age
to 6/- for children aged 14 to 16. Provision was also made in the scheme for adjustment
of the basic allowances to meet high rent or other special circumstances.

The basic rates were increased in 1939, and again in 1940, when the allowance for man
and wife was raised to 28/- and for a m^n or woman living alone to 17/6, with propor-
tionate increases in other rates. In 1941, the rate lor man and wife was increased to 30/-.
In 1942 there have been further general increases, the present rate for a man and wife
being 35/- and for a man or woman living alone 20/-. The present rates for children range
from 4/9 for children under 5 to 7/9 for children aged 14 to 16.

(v) Workmen’s Compensation

The 1897 Act provided, for total incapacity, a weekly payment subject to a maximum
of £1 and not exceeding 50 per cent, of the workmen's average weekly earnings during
the previous twelve months or shorter period under the same employer. For partial
incapacity a weekly payment was provided, taking account of the difference between the
pre-accident earnings and amount which the workman was earning or able to earn after
the accident. ’ The Workmen’s Compensation (War Addition) Act, 1917, provided for
an addition of 25 per cent, to the amount of the weekly payment during total incapacity

;

this was raised to 75 per cent, in 1919. These Acte, which were temporary, were repealed
in 1923, but the maximum weekly payment was ^en raised to 30/- per week and pro-
vision was made, in the case of workmen earning less than 50/- a week, for the payment
of a higher percentage of his earnings fixed with a sliding scale ranging from 50 per cent.
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to 75 per cent. From the 19th A.ugust, 1940, the weekly compensation lor total incapacity
for cases occurring on or alter 1st January, 1924, was increased by a supplementary
allowance of 5/-- a week plus, in the cases of male workmen, a children's allowance of 4/—
for each of the first two children, and 3/— a week for each additional child. Cases of partial
incapacity received proportionate additional allowances. In cases of death the 1897
Act provided, where total dependants were left,'for three years' earnings of the workman
under the employer (maximum ^00, minimum ]£150), but subject to deductions for
weekly payments of compensation made during the workman's lifetime ; where only
partial dependants were left, a reasonable and proportionate sum ; where no dependants,
medical and burial expenses up to 00. The Act of 1923, while retaining the maximum
of ^00, raised the minimum to ;£200 and provided that weekly payments made during
the workman's lifetime could be deducted but not so as to reduce the amount below £200.
The 1923 Act also provided, where the dependants included a child or children under the
age of 15 as well as a totally or partially dependant widow or some other member of the
family over the age of 15, for an additional allowance in respect of each child, varying
according to the child's age so, however, that the total compensation payable to the
dependants, including the children's allowance, should not exceed £600.

Changes in Rates of Contkibvtions

19. Along with these increased rates of benefit have gone increased contributions
for Health and Unemployment.

The original and present rates of contributions for adults are as follows ;

—

Contributions fixed

by 1911 Act
Present rate of

Contributions

1

Man Woman Man Woman

Health : Employer 3d. 3d. 5}d. 5}d.

Employee 4d. 3d. 5}d. Sd.

Total 7d. lid. 10}d.

Unemployment ; Employer 2}d. 1 lOd. 9d.

Employee
.

2}d. M lOd. 9d.

Total Sd. 5d. 1/8 1/6

—

•

— ——

The joint contribution from employer and employee for widows, orphans and old age
pensions has risen from 9d. for men and 4|d. for women under the original (1925) Act
to 1/1 for men and Sjjd. for women at the present time ; the employee's share being now
BJd. in the case of men and 5d. in the case of women.

In total, therefore, taking a person, e.g. an engineer, who came under both the Health
and Unemployment sections of the National Insurance Act, 1911, his total weekly con-

tributions for all schemes has risen from 6^. in 1912 to 1/10 at the present time. The
corresponding figures for a woman are from 5)d. to 1/7 a week.

Put another way, employees and employers together contributed £18} million in 1914,

£56} million in 1921, £79} million in 1928, and nearly £108 million in 1938.

Poor Reuef

20. Notwithstanding the big increase in State insurances, the numbers in receipt of

poor reUef are not materially different from what they were before these important new
schemes of insurance and assistance were put into operation. The numbers on domiciliary
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and institutional relief in Great Britain in various years are given in the foUovdng

Tabu XIX.

—

Nuuber of Pbrsons (imcludikq Defendants) Reubved in Great
Britain

Domiciliary .

OOO’s
Institutional

OOO’s

Per 10,000
Population

1900 584 158 227 61
628 155 304 75
369 88 195 46

1,064 243 229 52
' SmTBHH m 1,018 228 233 52
1939 1,156 249 169 36
1942 462 98 143 30

21.

The number on domiciliary relief in 1942, was abnormally low owing to the war
having caused a greatly increased demand for labour of all kinds. If allowance is made
for this factor, it is probable that the number in 1942 would be higher than the number
relieved in 1900. The institutional figure for 1942 is also afiected by the war, but since

the Local Government Act, 1929, under which many poor law hospit^s and their inmates
were transferred to the Public Heaith service, the number on institutional relief has been
falling. The number of cases of institutional relief is thus substantially lower than at the
beginning of this century.

22.

It is interesting to ask why, notwithstanding the great increase in insurance and
other forma of cash assistance, outdoor relief continues at such a comparatively high
level. At the beginning of 1942 there were the following numbers receiving other forms
of State benefit or assistance :

—

Unemployment Benefit and Assistance
Natio^ Health: Sickr."^ and Disablement Benefit
Pensions : Old Age ... ^

Widows' (u" !or 60)
Workmen’s Compens? ion

Approximate
numbers
140.000
800.000

... 3,620,000
440.000
100.000

5,100,000

The number in receipt of unemployment benefit or assistance at the beginning of

1942 was exceptionally low ov ing to the war.

23. To a small extent the classes overlap, for it is possible, for example, to receive

both unemployment benefit and workmen's compensation. The number of supplementary
pensioners has been excluded because the recipientsmust already be included in thenumbtf
of contributory or non-contributory pensioners.

24. Again, it is estimated that some 90,000 or about 40 per cent, of the cases in receipt

of outdoor relief were receiving it in supplementation of some form of State benefit or

workmen's compensation. It is probable, ^erefoie, that, if double counting were excluded,

the number of recipients of all forms of bmiefit and assistance wo^d be around
5 million.

25. It must be pointed out that the receipt of benefit or pension does not mean that

these people would otherwise be destitute as is the case of the recipient of outdoor relief.

About } million contributory old age pensioners are also employed, and the number of

workmen's compensation cases includes workmen who are only partially incapacitated and
are at work.

26. An analysis of Public Assistance cases for March, 1942, is given in the last section

of this Appendix, and it is interesting to attempt a contrast with a year in the early part

of the century. The Royal Commission on the Poor Laws obtained for Bngland and
Wales a detailed census of outdoor relief at 31st Mandi, 1906.* Unfortunately, the

classification was not on the same basis as the analysis made for the Inter-departmental

Committee, but by a broad grouping it is possible to attempt some comparison. Table XX
shows an analysis for 1906 and 1942.

• Appendix, Volume XXV, Cd. 5077.
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Tablb XX.—Analysis of Oot-relief in England and Wales—1906 and 1942

1906
Change
since

1906
Type of Case Number

of
Cases

Percen-
tage of

Total

Number
of

Cases

Percen-
tage of

Total

Able-bodied unemployed :

—

Men 3,200 10 1,000

1

0*6 - 2,200
Women 2,700 0-8 600 - 2,100

Temporary, permanent, or chronic
sickness or disablement, or men-
tally handicapped 51,400 15-5 107,600 59-9 + 56,200

Widows, separated and deserted
wives 40,200 12-1 36,500 20-3 - 3,700

Old persons (men 65 and over,
women 60 and over) 219,800 66-2 26,000 14-5 - 193,800

Others 14,800 4-4 7,800 4-4 -7,000

Total out-relief cases 179,500 100-0 - 152,600

27. The comparison must be treated with some caution because of possible difierences

between the two years in the compilation of the statistics. Furthermore because of the
war 1942 was a time of very low unemployment, a fact which considerably reduces the
number of all types of poor relief cases. But, broadly speaking, the comparison shows
the following results :

—

(i) The various Old Age Pensions Acts, induding supplementary pensions, have removed
the main cause of outdoor relief. The number of old persons remaining on outdoor
relief is accounted for by the gap between 65 (60 for women) and the qualifying

age of 70 for the non-contributory pension. This gap accounted for 12 per cent,

of all cases of outdoor relief in 1942.

(ii) The number of widows on outdoor rdief has been decreased by the provision of

widows’ pensions, but there are still 18,000 widow pensioners under 60 who also

receive out-relief. In addition, there are now a large number of deserted wives
in receipt of out-relief.

(m) Asa result of the war few, if any, able-bodied men ai e unemployed, and thosewho are

now receive either unemployment insurance or assistance. The few still remaining
on outdoor relief are those out of scope of the insurance Acts, e.g. persons formerly
working on own account.

,

(iv) There has been an increase in the number of cases of temporary and chronic sickness

in receipt of out-relief notwithstanding the introduction of health insurance. The
majority of these 1942 cases was also receiving sickness or disablement benefit.

28. One important general factor which afiects the contrast is the increase in number
of old persons. In 1901 there were in England and Wales about 2 million men aged over
65 and women aged over 60, or about 1 in 16 of the total population. In 1941 the number
was nearly 5 million or nearly 1 in 8 of tte total population. When it is remembered that

in 1906 half the pauperism was due to old age and that nearly 1 in 3 of the people aged over

70 were in receipt of poor relief, it can be seen that had it not been for the introduction of

pension schemes there would have been a very big increase in the number of paupers.

29. But probably the most important general factor has been the more generous and
sympathetic administration of poor relief. In 1906, according to evidence available to

the Royal Commission, few Boards of Guardians had defined scales of relief. In some
Unions only completely destitute people were eligible for assistance, in others out-relief

was only given if the applicant was already receiving sick pay from a Friendly Society,

or had " shown signs of mrift," or was earning some minimum amount. In some Unions
relief wm not paid to persons living " in cottages rented above the average rent of the

neighbourhood," or paying rent above a certain amount, while in other districts out-relief

was not given unless there was already sufficient income to pay rent. These were no doubt
extreme cases, but in most Unions nothing at all was allowed to an able-bodied widow in

respect of herself and her first child, relief being paid only for children after the first.

Where there were defined scales of benefit the Royal Commission found that one Union
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granted an adult only 1/- a week and 5 Ib. of flour or its equivalent in bread. The more
usual scale was 2/6 a week for an adult though in a few Unions it might be as high as 4/-
or 5/- a week, lire usual rate for a child was 1 /- a week and one or loaves. In most
Unions nothing was allowed for a widow in respect of herself and her first child, relief

being paid only in respect of the second child. To quote two cases from one Union, in 1906
a woman aged 73 earning 2/6 a week received 1/6 in relief ; and a widow—^blind, with no
income, living with a daughter who was a charwoman—received 2/6 a week relief.

30. Since 1906 and particularly in recent years Public Assistance scales have been
made increasingly generous, and, though they vary from area to area, in general they tend
to be fixed around subsistence level. As a result they are generally much higher than
sickness and disablement benefit and the widow's pension. Furthermore, a large number
of people with small earnings, who at the beginning of the century would have been
refused poor relief, now have their income supplemented from this source. In general
the poor law is no longer administered in the same deterrent manner as it was in the earlier

part of the century.

31. Finally, it must be borne in mind that though there have been big extensions
of State insurance the schemes do not cover either all the gainfully occupied or all

classes of risk. Small shopkeepers, hawkers, middle-aged spinsters, and separated or
deserted wives generally must have recourse to the Poor Law if they lose their source of

income. Public Assistance Authorities are still responsible on the one hand for giving
relief in cases of sudden and urgent necessity and on the other for meeting the needs of

everybody who does not qualify for benefit under any other scheme.
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Scope of Unemployment, Health and Contributory Pi NbioNS Schemes

Compulsory Contributors

A All persons engaged under a contract of service or as apprentices receiving a money
payment are compulsorily insurable under the Unemployment, Health and Contributory
Pensions Insurance Schemes

The general exceptions to this rule are —
(1) Men aged 65 or over and women aged 60 or o\er (a)

(2) Non-manual workers whose rate of remuneration exceeds ;£420 a year

(3) Husbands employed by their wives and wives employed by their husbands

(4) Persons who receive no money payment and are the children of or maintained by
their employers

(5) Agents paid by commission fees or share in profits or partly one or the other who
are —

(a) Mainly dependent upon earmugs from some other occupation or
{b) employed as an agent by more than one employer and are not mainly

dependent on the earnings from any one agency

(6) Persons casually employed (otherwise than for the purpose of the employer s trade
or business or for the purposes of any game or recreation where the employees are
engaged or paid through a club)

(7) Teachers who are in contributory service within the meaning of the Teachers
(Superannuation) Act, 1925 (or Education (Scotland) (Superannuation) Acts
1919-25)

(8) Pupil and student teachers in a pubhc elementary school (or a State aided school
in Scotland)

(9) Persons engaged in occupations specified by Special Order as being of a subsidiary
character and not as the principal means of livelihood

(10) Masters and seamen who are neither domiciled nor have a place of residence m the
Umted Kingdom (6)

(11) Persons engaged in certain employments undei local authoiities specified m a
Special Order

B The following classes of employment are mthvn the scope ot Compulsory Health
and Pensions Insurance, but not of Unemployment Insurance —

(1) Certain classes of employment which although not under contract of service is

akin to employment under such a contract and is performed for a recognisable
employer

These classes of employment are —
(i) Outworkers (i e persons who take out work to be done in their own homes

and not under the control or supervision of the employer) (but in the rare

case where the outworker can be shown to be under contract of service with
the employer who gives out the work he is insurable under Unemployment
Insurance)

(u) Cab dnvers and others plying for hire with a vehicle or vessel obtained under
a contract of bailment

(m) Employment by way of manual labour undei a contract for the performance
of such labour for &e purposes of any trade or busmess but which is not
employment under a contract of Service

(iv) Crews of fishing vessels wholly remunerated by shares of profits or gross

earnings

(2) Employment m private mdoor domestic service

(3) Certain part-time cleaners who are employed wholly outside the business hours of
their employer or for a comparatively ^ort time inside those hours

(4) Certain domestic servants in umversities, schools colleges and certain other
residential educational establishments

(5) Employment as a female professional nurse for the sick and female probationers
undergoing training

(6) Certain kinds of employment by Government Departments, local authonties,
railway compames etc , which are excluded from unemployment insurance either

specifically or by certificates of exception from such insurance but are not excluded
by corresponding certificates for health insurance (c)



(7) Employment in work provided by a Local Authority in consequence oi an arrange-
ment made between that Authority and a Poor Law Authority, if the latter makes
a contribution towards remuneration, except where the person employed has
previously been in receipt of unemployment benefit and is empioyed in full time
work provided by the Local Authority.

(8) Employed persons in receipt of a Blind Person's pension

(9) Persons employed in agriculture who are not domiciled in, and ordinarily resident
outside, the United Kingdom (but may be excluded from health insurance by the
operation of the Subsidiary Employments Order (d)).

(10) Employment in agriculture, horticulture or forestry where the persons employed
bear certain relationships to the employer, e.g., son, parent, grandparent.

(11) Persons employed in inconsiderable employment, i.e., persons not under the age
of 16, employed (except as dockers), less than 4 hours in any week by any
individual employer ; or employed only on a Sunday or Monday in certain
circumstances ; or employed as a snow clearer on not more than 4 days in the week.

(12) Persons serving in the Naval, Military or Air services of the Crown. On discharge,

however, a credit of Unemployment contributions is given .subject to certain

conditions to all such persons.

(13) Persons employed ordinarily for not more than 30 hours a week whose employment
began since 3rd September, 1939, and whose services are not o'diuanly performed
by persons rendering not more than 30 hours a week or would not be so performed
but for circumstances arising out of the war.

C. The following classes of employment are within the scope of Compulsory Employment
Insurance, but not of HeaUh and Pensions Insurances :—

(1) Certain employment excluded from health insurance by certificates of exception,

but not from unemployment insurance either by certificates of exception, or

specifically.

(2) Persons engaged under certain conditions for employment outside the United
Kingdom by persons resident in or having their principal place of business in Great
Britain.

(3) Employment on an agricultural holding, where there is no money payments and
the employer is the occupier of the holding.

(4) Employment in the United Kingdom as a master or a member of the crew of a
British ship registered outside Great Britain, not being a ship engaged in regular

trade with ports outside the British Isles.

(5) Employment for the purpose of any business of which, within a period of two
years immediately preceding the date on which the employment began, the

employed person was the owner or part owner, being employment of that person
either by a relative or by a company in the case of which the majority of the
voting power or shares is in the hands of the employed person or his relatives or oi

nominees of the employed person or his relatives.

D. The following classes are within the scope of Pensions Insurance, but not of

Unemployment Insurance or HeaUh Insutance :—
(1) Certain kinds of employment, in general, pensionable by Government Departments,

local authorities, railway companies, etc., which arc excluded from unemployment
insurance either specifically or by certificates of exception, and are also excluded
from Health Insurance by a certificate of exception.

(2) Certain persons though engaged in insurable employment are entitled, if they so

desire, to claim exemption from the payment of the employee's share of the

contributions payable in respect of unemployment, health(e) and old age pensions,

but men who obtain exemption in this way are compulsorily insurable for widows'
and orphans’ pensions.

The condition subject to which such exemption may be granted is lhat the

person must be

(a) in receipt of a pension or independent income of not less than a yeu, or

(&)

dependent, ordinarily and mainly, upon some other person for his liveli-

hood, or
(e) in in3urable(/) employment for less than 18 weeks in a contribution year, or

{d) ordinarily and mainly dependent upon some non-insurable employment for

his livelihood.

Noxs.—^During the war no exemption can be granted otherwise than by way of renewal

of a certificate of exem^ition issued before 3rd September, 1939.
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PERSiONS BxTITI.CD TO BB VOLU>iTARY CONTRIBUTORS

Theie is no provision for tUp lolunlary jwyineut <»{ Uni'niplnyBicnt Instirai’ii'p

Contributions.

b’or persons becoming voluntaiy coutiibutois alter 2nil January, 1938, healcli insurance
and pensions insurance are distinct trom and independent of each other, and contributions
under one scheme are payable separately from contributions under the other.

Persons who have been compulsorily insured for health insurance and peusions or for
pensions alone and have ceased to be so insured by reason of having ceased to be employed,
or having become subject to a change in the conditions of their employment (o.g., by
having their late of remuneration for non-manual employment increased above the rate
of ;£420 a year), or having entered excepted employment, which may or may not be
insurable for pensions, or having become exempt persons, may become voluntary
contributors for the benefits for which they weie compulsorily insured and have ceased
to be so insuied, if they were employed in the employment in respect of which they were
insured for those benefits for at least 104 weeks since last entry into insurance. The only
exception to this rule is that a married woman caupot become a voluntarv contributor
for health insurance.

Thus ;

—

(1) Employed contributors compulsorily insured for health insurance and pensions
on ceasing to be so insured may, if they satisfy the employment condition, become
voluntary contributors for health insurance and/or pensions insurance.

A person who becomes a voluntary contributor for health insurance remains a
member of the Approved Society (if any) to which he belonged as an employed
contributor, but voluntary insurance for pensions is administered by the Central
Departments.

(2) Persons excepted from health insuiance but compulsorily insurable for all pensions
may in the circumstances stated above become voluntary contributors for all

pensions.

(3) Married women previously compulsorily insurable for health insurance and pension
may become voluntary contributors for pensions.

(4) Men excepted from compulsory health and old age pensions insurance and men
holding exemption certificates, all of whom are compulsorily insurable for widows'
and orphans' pensions, may, on ceasing to be compulsorily insurable, become
voluntary contributors only for widows’ and oiphans’ pensions.

Special Voluntary Contributors for Pensions

These are persons, not entitled to become voluntary contributors by virtue of the
qualification of previous compulsory insurance, who at date of application

(i) are under age 40.

(ii) have been resident in Great Britain for the last lU years,

(iii) are, in the case of men, in receipt of total incomes not exceeding ;£400 a year of

which not more than .£200 a year is unearned and in the case of women in receipt

of total incomes of not more than ;£250 a year of which not more than £125 a year
is unearned.

Men.—May insure either for Widows. Orphans and Old Age Pensions or Widows and
Orphans pensions only.

Women.—May insure for Orphans and Old Age Pensions only.

Certain classes of men, o.g ,
teachers in recognised or coalribufory service, are entitled

to become special voluntary contributors but only for widows a nd orphans pensions.

Scope op Employmenp covered by Workmen’s Compensaiton

In general any person who has entered into or works under a contract of service or
apprenticeship with an employer is within the scope of Workmen’s Compensation.' The
specific exceptions to this general rule are :

—

(1) Non-manual workers whose remuneration exceeds £420 a year. (.\lso excluded
^ from Unemployment, Health and Peusions Insurance.)

(2) Person whose employment is of a casual nature and who is employed otherwise
than for the purposes of the employer’s trade or business, not being a x^erson

engaged for the purposes of any game or recreation or paid through a club. (Also

excluded from Unemployment, Health and Pensions Insurance.)

(3) Outworkers. (Also excluded from Unemployment Insurance except where under
contract of service with employer who gives out the work, but not from Health
and Peusions Insurance

)
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f4) Member of emplo^er ! f^mih dwelling in his liou c (Compare items A {i) and (41

and Item B (10

(>) Meiiib I of a Police jl i < i. \ nmallt cxccptcd Iroiii in urance foi 1 leniploMnent
Health and Pen ions

)

^o) Pi,rsons in the fsaval I'llitary or tii Service of the C rown (See item B (12;

n) 1 1 htrmen who are lemnntrated wholly or mainlj bj shares n the profits or gross
c irniugs of the vessel except so far as piovided bj Order No such Order has been
made (Iishermen remunerated b/ shares in the profits or gross earnings of the
ve'^sel ire not ocepted from Hcaltib and Pensions Insuiaiicc

)

Scoi-U or EmPLOXHENT covered BV tlNEMPLOYMENT AsSIj /SiCE

Noiinal occupation of applicant for Unemployment Assistance must be employment
in respect of Ahich contiibutions aie payable under the Widows, Orphans and Old Age
Contributory Pensions 'Is A person who has nr> normally been engaged in lemunera
tive emp'osnnent since the age Oi Iti nay be admitted if he might reasonably have expected
that he would have qualified is uove but for the industrial circumstances of the district

in w Inch he resides

bcupi OI AuL V IHI R SCHLV I S

Not confined to paiticular (v^cs of employment but available to all who satisfy the
genera' conditions e g bhnaness m toe case of Blind Peisous Pensions

(a) Hie employer a al aie of the contiibutiona is pa^i ble by tne employer m leapect of these
persona

(b) Contnbjtioua I'e payable at the employer a into for the nmno'ioe oi Health and Un
employment Inaurance but not for putposes of Pensions Insurance

(c) The eriterion for ext eption fiom Health Insnranoo is that the terms of service must be such
as to secure provision m respwt of siokness and disablement on the whole not less favourable than
that made in the Healtii Inauiance Act. For exclusion fiom XJnemploymeut Insurance the
emplov ment must be permanent m ohaiaoter , the employed person must have compleied 3 yoars
service m the employment and the other oiroumstanccs of the employment must mnlce it uu
necessary for it to be uiauied for unemployment purposes

(d) Bmplos er s contnbution la payable for TJnemplovmr nt Insurance

(e) Such persons aie eutit ed to mrdiosl benefit subjeot to ceitsin conditions

(/) The employment must be seasonal m the cose oi Unemployment Insurance
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Theso
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WEEKLY RATES OF BENEFIT (ro>itfr,urd.)

War Pemion-; (SerWces, Slercaniile -Maruie and Civilians)

1 >IhA J3l Timent( ) 00 %r>!,tes) («J|

Man ... ... ...
I

I

Woman ...

Additional allowancc.s (n)

Wil(»

Isi child
-nd child...

Hrd child and others
(each)

Wiiioivs’ Pensions and
Allowances

Over 40 years of age ')

All ages with children
^

eligible for allowances!
Under 40 without \

eligible children /
Separated wives...

Unmarried Defendants
LIVING AS Wives

Children's Allowances
1st Child
2nd Child
.3rd Child

Total Orphans
1st Child
2nd Child

each ...

DependANTS
Parents ...

Other Dependant-.

and others

1
Mercantile Civil Defence Personnel

Services jWaririe and gainfully occupied
civilians

Gr-iat Present l^resent

.Present lX*arWar War War

40/- (h) 37/6 (6)

1

.17/6(6)
/IS and over 37/6

\Under 18 18/9
I / IS and over 27/6

Under 18 li>/-
— 27/6 (6) 27/6(6)

j

10/-
1

9/2
I

f)/2

i

1
-0,2

7/6 M 7/1(0
1

5/5 (c)

7/1 (c)
I

7/1 (r)

6;-(c) 5/5 (c) 5/5 (r)

6/- (r) 5/5 (0 SISicj 5/5 (r)

26/8 (6) 25/- (i) 25/- (6) 25/-

20/- (6) 17/6 (6) (d) 17/6 (6) (d) 17/6 (d)

3/6-13/9 up to 17/6 Up to 17/6 up to 17/6

12/- 11/- 11/-

10/- 9/6 9/6 9/6
7/6 7/- . 7/- 71-
6/- 5/6 . 5/6 5/6

12/- ll/- n/- 11/-

ll/-(s) 11/- 11/- ' ll/-(&)

a/- to 20/-
j

5/- to 10/- for 1

!
5/- to 12/6 for 2

;
Up to 20'-

(Plu.s an addition not exceeding 6 '6 in special

circumstances)

Up to .3/- for 1

Up to 10/- for more than one

() For lower percentages of disablement, rates are correspondingly less.

() Rate! applicable to the private soldier, etc., subject to increases in the form of

allow.ances for higher ranks.

(c) If no wife's allowance, the rate for the first child is that of the wife, for the second

child that applicable to the first, and .so on.

(rf) If physically or mentally incaiiable of self-support, widow is eligible for " over 40
"

rate.

(e) If each orphan is in a difierent household, each is granted the rate applicable to the
first child.
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Man or Woman

Additional
Allowances

Workmen’s Compensation (f)

During Total Disablement During Partial Disablement

(i) Average weekly earnings from
50/— upwards—a weekly payment
not exceeding 50% of earnings with
maximum of 30/

(ii) Average weekly earnings
below SO/— proportion varies from
50% to 75%.

In addition to the weekly pay-
ments as above, a supplementary
allowance of 5/— a week is payable
making the maximum 35/—.
Male workmen tvith children

under 15 years of a^e are also
entitled to allowances for such
children as follows :

—

First and second child, 4/- a
week each.

Third child and others. 3/- a
week each.

One half (or such other pro-
portion as under (li) opposite) of
the difference between the pre-
accident earnings and what the
workman is earning or is able to
earn in some suitable trade or
business after the accident,
subject to the maximum of 30/-

In addition, the same propor-
tion of the supplementary
allowances as his weekly pay-
ment bears to the weekly pay-
ment payable in case of total
incapacity.

Maximum
Benefit

The weekly payment and supple-
mentary allowances together not
to exceed seven-eighths of average
weekly earnings.

Widows or
OTHER TOTALLY
Dependent
Persons

Where injury results in death and
the workman leaves dependants
wholly dependent on his earnings,
the compensation is £200 or three
.j’ears' earnings, whichever is the
larger, up to a maximum of£300 (g)
Where a workman leaves a child or
children under the age of 15, as
well as a widow or other members
of his family over the age of 15,

wholly or partially dependent on
bis earnings, there is payable in
addition an allowance in respect
of each child varying according
to the child's age and the work-
man’s earnings. The total com-
pensation not to exceed £600 (A).

The weekly payment and
allowances together not to ex-
ceed seven-eighths of the differ-

ence between pre-accident and
post-accident earnings.

Partial
Dependants

Where the workman leaves per-
sons partially dependent on him
lor the ordinary necessaries of life,

suitable for persons in his class or
position, the compensation is such
sum not exceeding £300 as is

reasonable and proportionate to
the loss sustained by such de-
pendants.

No
Dependants

Reasonable expenses of medical
attendance and burial, up to a
maximum of £1 5.

(/) The rates apply in every case, irrespective of age, but where the workman was,
at the date of the accident, under 21 years of age he can. after six months, have
the compensation reviewed on the basis of what he would probably have been
earning at the date of review if he had remained uninjured ;

but application

must be made before or within six months after the workman attains the age of 21

.

(g) Any weekly payments (excluding supplementary allowances) paid to the workman
in the interval between the accident and death have to be deducted, but not so

as to reduce the amount below £200. If the workman has been paid a lump sum
in redemption of the weekly payments, the whole amount so paid is deducted.

(A) Deductions cannot be made from the children's allowances except where a lump
sum has been paid in redemption of the weekly payments.
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'-t'l rmN .'i VNAfASIh OK PUBLIC ASSISXANCK l AShS Mip.cn 1942

BA'rt-. OK THE Statistics

1 A detailed return of the number of peisons in receipt of Public Assistance in
their area during the first week of March has been obtained from 20 Local Authorities
The 15 Local Authorities in England and Wales were the County Councils of Breconshire,
Derbyshire, Glamorgan, Kent, Lancashire, London, Middlesex, Somerset and the West
Riding of Yorkshire, and the Coiintj- Borough Councils of Bristol, Leicester, Manchester,
Rotherham and Sheffield.

In Scotland the Local Authoiities were the Burghs of Aberdeen, Dundee, Glasgow
and Edinburgh, and the County Council of Lanark.

2. The proportion of the total* number of persons in receipt of out relief, covered
by these 20 returns, was about 38 per cent in the case of England and Wales, and 59 per
cent, for Scotland The corresponding figure! for institutional relief were 33 and 37 per
cent.

3. The selected areas in England and Wales may be regarded as a fair sample of the
whole country, and the percentages used may be taken as affording a reasonably accurate
indication of the total numbers in each category. The selected areas in Scotland include
Glasgow, which is a preponderating influence not only in relation to these areas but also
to the country as a whole, but any distortion of the total figures due to the inclusion of
Glasgow in the .sample is unlikely to be of material importance.

4. These percentages have, therefore, been used to rate up the numbers shown under
ihe various headings Included in the questionnaire for the selected areas in order to
obtain estimated numbers under the corresponding heads for the whole of Great Britain.
The results are gi\en in Table XXIV ; they are, of course, approximations subject 1o
a margin ot erior.

Akacysis of D0MICU.IAKY Keuef

5.

The distribution of persons in the main categories of outdoor relief in March,
1942, was as follows :

—
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England
& Wales Scotland

Great
Britain

I. Receiving relief in sup-
plementation of benefit or
pension (including work-
men’s compensation) 42-3 31-8

i

40-0 51-6 40-6 49-2
2. Chronic sickne.ss, crip-

ples, physically and mentally
handicapped (excluding cases
in receipt of disablement
benefit 21-3 21-0 21-3 15-2 17-7 15-8

3. Widows (not in receipt
of pension) ; separated and
deserted wives ... ... 9-7 11-8 10-0 12-4 10-5

4. Old Persons (men
65-70, women 60-70) 13-4 12-1 7-8 4-4 7-1

5. Cases relieved pending
settlement of claims for other
forms of benefit 2*2 2-3 2-7 4-1 3-0

6. All other cases (includ-

ing able-bodied unemployed,
old persons over 70, etc.) ... 111 25-1 14-2 12-7 20-8 14-4

'

100 0
,

1

100-0 100 -0 100-0 100-0 100-0

(*) The total figures for England and Wales are for the 28th February. 1942, and for
Scotland are for the 15th January, 1942.
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6 There are difierences in the law of Public Assistance between England and Wales
and Scotland and this may account for some of the differences revealed by the analysis of
the two areas. The Scottish relief system has always been predominantly an outdooi
relief system and has not depended to nearly the same extent as in England on the use
of institutions such as workhouses. The ratio of out-relief cases to institutional cases in
Scotland was about 5J to 1, whereas it was less than 1^ to 1 in England and Wales. This,
no doubt, goes some ivay to explain the higher percentage of cases in category 6 in Scotland.

Supplementation of Insurance Benefit
7. The analysis of persons who. though in receipt of one or other insurance benefits,

had to have recourse to the Poor Eaw can be examined from two rdeiTpoints :
-

(i) By how much was their insurance benefit supplemented ?

(ii) What proportion of insured persons in receipt of benefit had to have their incomes
supplemented by Public Assistance 7

(i) Degree of Supplementation

8. The average amount of supplementation per case (to the nearest 6d.) during the
week in question and the average number of dependants covered were as follows ;

—

Average
amount of

relief

granted
per case

Average number of
dependants per case

Adults Children

Sickness benefit—Men ... ... 28/- 0-90 1-63
Women 18/6 0 03 0-22

Disablement benefit—Men 28/6 0-73 0-70
Women 18/- 0 04 0 05

Widows* pension ... 14/- 0-04 103
Workmen’s compensation 15/6 100 1-77

9. It is not possible without a great deal of further investigation to make a reliable

estimate of the total income received by an average family relieved under one of the
above headings. Public Assistance scales and the assessment of any resources the
applicant may possess vary from area to area. The following points can. however, be
made :

—

(a) The amount of supplementation for disablement benefit cases is practically the
same as that for siclmess benefit cases though the insurance benefit is 7/6 per week
lower for a man and 6/- per week lower for a single woman. The explanation lies

in the greater number of dependants possessed by the sickness benefit cases.

Assuming (i) the adult dependant in the case of a man to be his wife
;

(ii) the
difference between the number of cases and the number of adult dependants to
be the number of single men ; and (iii) a wife and a child respectively to receive
one-half and one-quarter of the man's share, the following estimates can be
made ;

—

Sickness Disablement

Public
Assist-
ance

Insur-
ance

benefit

Total
benefit

and
Assist-
ance

Public
Assist-
ance

Insur-
ance

benefit

Total
benefit
and

Assist-
ance

Single men 33/- 18/6 10/6 29/-

Married man with
one child 44/6 32/6 10/6 43/-

(6) The average family receiving both a tvidow's pension and outdoor relief is

composed of a w’idow and one dependent child receiving 14/- a week in rdief.

This with a pension of 10/- and a child’s allowance of 5/- would give 29/- per week
as the total income received from these two sources.

(e) It is impossible to estimate the average income of persons in receipt of workmen's
compensation and Public Assistance, as there is no fixed weekly amount of com-
pensation. The average family recei\-ing compensation and public assistance

consists of a man, wife and 1-77 dependent children rereiving in assistance an
average of 15/6 a week.
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M) The cost to Local Authorities of snpplementiiig benefit (includin'^ uorkmen’s com-
pensation) was about £109,000 per week or, if the first week in March was an
average week, about £5J millions per annum.

ill) Xmnbers receiving benefit and assistance
10 The following table shoivs the proportion of benefit cases receiving Public

Assistance .

—

Beucut

Pstimated
number in
receipt of

benefit

Estimated
number m
receipt of
Public

Assistance

Percentage o£
cases of

benefit la
receipt of
Assistance

bickitoss—Men ... 250,000 9-6
Women 175.000 1-4

Disablement—Men 225.000 31,000 13-8
Women ... 150,000 9,700 6-5

Widow pensioners (under 60 1 440.000 23,300 5-3
W’oTkmen's compensation 100,000 1,500 1-5

In addition there were •

—

(n) About 370,000 undoirs under 60 not in receipt of a widow's pension of whom 9 .SOO

or 21 per cent, were on Public A.ssistance (out relief) ;

(7j) About 650,000 persons in receipt of Great War wounds or disability pensions,
including widows and dependants of men who have died, of whom 5,000 or ahout

J per cent, were on Public A.ssislance (out relief) ;

(c) About 240,000 men aged 65—70 not in receipt of an old age pension of whom 9 SOO
or 4 per cent were on Public Assistance (out relief) ;

(d) About 1,100,000 women aged 60-70 not in receipt of an old age pension of whom
18,000 or about IJ per cent, ivere on Public Assistance (out relief).

It must be remembered that persons eligible for or in receipt of unomploymen*’
as'istancc or supplementary pension cannot receive outdoor relief except in cases of

sudden and urgent necessity and for medical needs.

INSTITOTIONAL ReLIKF

11. Altogether about 70,000 old persons (men 65 and over, women 60 and over) were
receiving institutional relief.

The number of old persons receiving institutional relief in relation to the total number
of old persons was as follows '

—

Category
EXstimated
number in
category

Estimated
number
receiving

institutional

relief*

Percentage
of category

in
institutions

(rr) Recetvivg Old Age Pension
Men 65-70 580,000 2,600 0 5
Men 70 and over 800,000 11,000 1-4

vyomen 60-70 (including widows) 1.100,000 2,700 0-2
Women 70 and over ... 1,140,000 13,500 1-2

Total 3.620,000 29,800 n-s

1

(6) iVo/ 7Ctrwing Old Age Pension
Men 65-70 240,000 7,700 3-2

Men 70 and over 220,000 5-8
M'omcn 60-70 (including widows) 1,100,000 7,800 0-7

Women 70 and over 330,000 11,400 3-5

Total 1.890,000 39,600 21

These figures do not include old persons in mental ,ssyliims.
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\PPL>.DIX C

I iir OF Orgvni'suions \nd Individuals (orHSR ihan Governmsnt Dspartments)
SuBAimiNG Writien or Oral Evidencf

‘Accident Oftices Association
Assistance Board Departmental \Vhitlex Council (StaS Side)
‘Association ot Approved Societies
‘Association of Counties of Cities in Scotland (Aberdeen Dundee Edinburgh and Glasgow)
‘ Association of County Councils in Scotland
Association of Deposit Societies

‘Association of Municipal Corporations
Association of Superannuation and Pension Funds

* Association of Trade Mutual Insurance Sometiea
Banking Unemployment Insurance Board
Bolton and District Old Age Pensioners Association
Bristol Council of Social Service
British Dental Association

‘British Employers Confederation
British Federation of Social Workers

‘British Iron and Steel Federation
Central Council for the Care of Cripples
Cnarity Organisation Society (in conjunchon with the Inshtute of Sociology)
College of Teachers of the Blind (Scottish Branch)
‘Convention of Royal Burghs m Scotland
‘Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers Associahon
‘County Councils Association
Cowdenbeath Town Council
Dagenham Borougn Council (and certain othei Local Authorities in the London area)
Dame Georgiana Butler
Diabehc Association
Dr Frank Elba (Sheffield Radium Centre)
East Ham Insurance Committee
Educational Institute of Scotland
Electrical Industnes Benevolent Association

‘Engineering and Allied Employers Kational Federation
Edinburgh Women Citizens Associahon
‘Fabian Society
Family Endowment Society
Federation Committee of English Scottish and Welsh Associations of Insurance
Committees

‘Federation of Master Cotton Spinners Associations Ltd
Friendly Societies Medical Alliance

Sir Ian Fraser M P
Gardner b Irust for the Blind
Guild of British Dispensing Opticians
Guild of Public Pharmacists
Incorporated Dental Society

‘Industrial Life Offices Association
Insurance Unemployment Board
Insurance Unions Congress
Insurance Unions Joint Consultative Committee

‘International Group of Non-Surplus Approved Sociehes
Internahonal Labour Office

Joint Umversity Council for Social Studies and Public Adnunistrahon
‘Joint Committee of Approved Sociehes and Nahonal Umon of Holloway Friendly

Societies (Mr Percy Rocklifi)

Leicestershire Insurance Committee
Lever Brothers and Umlever, Ltd

‘Liberal Parliamentary Party
Life Offices Association and Associated Scottish Life Offices

‘Lloyd s
Local Government Clerks’ Associahon
‘London County Council
London Old Age Pensions Committee
Mamed Women s Association
Middle^Cw Insurance Committee
Midland Employers Mutual Assurance Ltd
‘Mimng Associahon of Great Bntain
‘Mutual Insurance Companies Associahon
Nahonal Associahon of Administrators of Local Government Establishments
Nahonal Association of Local Goveniraent Officers
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Kational Absociation of Maternity and Child Welfare Centres and for the Prevention of
ihfant Mortedity.

Xational Association of Relieving Ofiicers.

National Association of Workshops for the Blind Incorporated.
•National Conference of Friendly Societies.

"National Conference of Industrial Assurance Approved Societias.
.National Council of Social Service.

•National Council of Women of Great Britain.

National Cripples Reform League.
National Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs of Great Britain and

Ireland.
•‘National Federation of Employees' Approved Societies.

"National Federation of Old Age Pensions Associations.
National. Federation of Professional Workers.
National Federation of Provident Associations of Clerks and Warehousemen

"National Federation of Rural Approved Societies.

National Federation of Women’s Institutes.
National Institute for the Blind (Mr. W. McG. Eagar).
National Institute for the Deaf.

"National Labour Organisation.
National League of the Blind.
National Spinsters' Pension Association.
National Special Schools Union (Incorporated).
National Union of Railwaymen.
National Union of Seamen.
National Union of Teachers.
National Union of Women Teachers.
National Welfare Association.
Northern Counties, Southern Regional and Western Counties Associations for the Blind
Nutfield College Social Reconstruction Survey.
Ophthalmic Benefit Approved Committee.

"Parliamentary Committee of the Co-operative Congress.
Pedestrians' Association.

"P.E.P. (Political and Economic Plaiming).
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain and 'the National Pharmaceutical Union.
"Prudential Assurance Company. Ltd.
Prudential Staff Union.
Public Dental Service Association of Great Britain, Ltd.
Queen'.s Institute of District Nursing,
ibiilway Clerks' Association.
Railwav Companies Association
Royal College of Nursing.

, Royal Seamen's Pensions Fund.
"Scottish Association of Friendly and Approved Societies.

Scotti.sh Association of Home 'Teachers of the Blind.
Scotti.sh Federation for the Welfare of the Blind.
Scottish Midwives’ Association.

"Scottish Miners' Federation Approved Society
Scottish Rural Workers' Approved Society.

•Sliipbuilding Employers' Federation.
"Shipping Federation, Ltd., and the Liverpool Steam Ship Owners' Association (and

National Council of Port Labour Employers).
Sight-Testing Opticians—Organisations on List of Ophthalmic Benefit Approved Com-

mittee, viz. :

—

The Spectacle Makers Company, The British Optical Association, The National
Association of Opticians, The Scottish Association of Opticians, The Joint
Council of Qualified Opticians, and The Society of Opticians. The Institute of
Chemist Opticians. The Institute of Ophthalmic Opticians.

Six Point Group.
Societ}' of Public Assistance Officials of Scotland.
South Metropolitan Gas Co.
South Wales and Monmouthshire Clerks’ Association.
Surrey Insurance Committee.

"Trades- Union Congress, Scottish Trade Union Congress, and National Association of
Trade Union Approved Societies.

"United Women’s Insurance Society.
Wales and Monmouthshire Regional Council for the Blind.
Women’s Co-operative Guild.
Women’s Freedom League.
Women's Pension League (Scotland).

"Mernoranda submitted by these organisations have been printed ns Appendix G to
Sir William Beveridge's Report and ore published in a separate volume (Cmd. 6405,
price 2s. Od.).
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APPENDIX D
THE PKOBLEM OF INDUSTRIAL ASSURANCE

1. Genkkal Features
1 . Life assurance means paying agreed premiums at regular intervals to au insurance

office ill order to obtain, when the person whose life is insured dies or attains an agreed
age, payment by the office of an agreed sum. The person whose life is insured is described
as the ' life assured ”

; the person who undertakes to pay the premiums is described
below as the " proposer.” Industrial as.sorance is that class of life assurance in which
the premiums are payable at intervals of less than two months and are received by means
of co'leclors who make house to house visits lor that purpose. This class of life assurance
can be carried on either by an assurance compain' within the meaning of the Assurance
Companies Act, 1909, or by a Friendly Society registered unoer the Friendly Societies
Act of 1896. A company which carries on this business is termed " an industrial assurance
company ”

; it must tie registered under the Companies Acts or the Industrial and
Provident Societies Acts or be incorporated by special Act. A Friendly Society which
carries on this business is termed a ” collecting society.” There are at the present time
14 companies and 146 societies conducting industrial assurance.

2. The primary distinction betv/een industrial assurance and other classes of life

assurance is in the method by which the premiums are paid. There is also a distinction

in the purposes for which insurance may legally be undertaken. In all forms of life

assurance, every person may legally insure his or her own life or that of a wife or husband
without restriction on the sum insured. Beyond that, in ordinary life assurance, direct
pecuniary interest must exist in each case at the time when the insurance is effected,

and the sum insured may not be greater than the pecuniary interest. In industrial

assurance, by Section 3 of the Indu.strial Assurance Act, 1923 among the purpo.ses for

which societies and companies entitled to conduct that business may issue policies there

is included " insuring money to be paid for the funeral expenses of a parent, child, grand-
parent, grandchild, brother or sister.” This Section reproduces in substance Section 36 (1

)

of the Assurance Companies Act, 1909 Before 1909, in the absence of direct pecuniary
interest to be proved in each case, the only permitted insurance on the life of another
was that of a child by its parents under the Friendly Societies Act of 1S96 for funeral

expeuses, restricted in amount so long as the child was under ten. Industrial a.s.surance

began as insurance for funeral expenses by persons \Vhosc means were so limited that
the}’ could not feel sure of meeting them out of current resources when need arose. As
it was put by the Royal Commission on Friendly Societies which reported in 1874, ” the

great bulk of collecting .societies are burial .societies, the great bulk of burial societies are

collecting societies ” The function of industrial assurance, in meeting this need among
persons of limited means to provide in advance for funeral expenses, has been recognised,

by legalising for insurance effected through collectors, policies which would not be legal

under ordinary insurance, that is to say, without collectors. The circumstances under
which the powers of industrial assurance offices were extended in 1909 and the nature

of that extension are discussed in paras. 54-57 below in dealing with insurance of life-of-

another. Under the Industrial Assurance and Friendly Societies Act of 1929 the powers
of industrial life offices were extended further by permitting the same range of relations

as those authorised to insure for funeral expenses under the .\ct of 1923 to take out
endowment policies for their own benefit on each other’s lives.

3.

In addition to the legal distinctions between ordinary and industrial life assurance,

in respect of methods of collecting premiums and permitted purpo.se of insurance, there

are important practical differences in the treatment of proposals for insurance ;

(a) There is in general no medical examination of the person whose life is to be assorerl

under an industrial policy. The proposer is required by all offices to give an absolute

waiTanty of good health in a policy on his own life
;
by most offices, with a few

except ions of which the Prudential Company is the mosf important (accepting a
warranty of knowledge and belief), he is required to give an absolute warranty of

good health in assurance on the life of another. By section 20 (4) of the Industrial

.‘Assurance Act, 1923, where, as is commonly the ca.se, the proposal form is wholly

or partly filled in by tlie agent of the assurance office, in the absence of fraud on
the part of the proposer, the validity of the policy cannot be questioned on the

ground of any mis-statement in the proposal relating to the state of health of the life

assured, unless the question is raised within two years from the date of the issue

of the policy, and during these two years the policy can only be questioned on the

ground of a mis-statement in the proposal, relating to the slate of health at the

date of the proposal.

(b) The consent of the person whose life is to be assured in au industrial policy is not

required. In ordinarj’ life assurance this consent is normally involved in the

holding of a medical examination or in the measures necessary to establish insurable

interest.
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(c) Industi'ial policies carry no right to a share of profits disclosed on a valuation
that is to say the with-profit policies which form so large a part of ordinary life
assurance do not exist in industrial assurance. But in the case of collecting societies
surpluses belong to the members, and it is the practice to distribute some portion
as bonus to the members. The largest of the companies moreover—the Prudential—since 1907 has, by an arrangement now embodied in its articles of association,
assigned a share of the profits—now 75 per cent, of what remains after providing
a specified sum free of tax for dividends—to the policy-holders. The other companies
also as a rule allocate part of their profits to the policy-holders, though in most
cases a smaller proportion than with the Prudential.

4. The practice of collecting premiums for burial insurance is more than 100 years
old, the oldest of the surviving societies, the Preston Shelley, having been founded in
1831 and the largest of che companies—the Prudential—having been established in 1854.
The business has attained its present stature ouly in recent times; in 1910 the total
premium income of all industrial assurance offices was barely a quarter of what it was m
1939. Today the business is immense. In 1939 there were 103,000,000 policies of industrial
assurance in force, more than two-and-a-quarter policies for every man, .woman and
child in Britain. The sums assured amounted to ;£1,668,000,000, and toe Assurance
funds to ;£453,000,000. The amount paid in claims on death was ;£24,0C0,000 and the
amount paid in claims on maturity was nearly £11,500,000. The premiums received
were over £74,000,000 and too expenses of management were nearly £24,000,000, exclusive
of dividends to shareholders amounting to over £1,750,000 after payment of £1,600,000
as income tax. In addition to premiums, the companies and societies received in 1939
nearly £20,000,000 as interest on investments.

5. The premium income £74,000,000 in 1939 is built up of pennies, sixpences and
shillings, collected for the most part week by week from a large proportion of all toe
households of Britain. The tables issued by the offices show toe sums that can be assured
for so many pence a week at each age : Id. a week for £15 in toe case of children under 10 ;

4d. a week for entry at age 30 for £31 8s. Od. ; 9d. a week at 50 for £31 Is. Od. ; 1/2 a
week at 60 for £30 2s. Od.. and so on. Such rates relate to whole-life policies, about 85 per
cent, of toe whole number of paying policies ; the average premium on such policies in

1940 in 19 of the largest offices was about 3d. a week and toe average sum assured,
including bonus, was just under £1.5. Most of the remaining policies are endowment
assurances, with an average premium In 1940 of about 8d. a week and an average sum
assured, including bonus, of just under £23. The large total number of policies in relation
to the population is accounted for partly by toe fact that many people take out successive
policies on their own or the'r spouse's life, as their resources increase, partly by toe fact
that under toe powers for insurance on life of another it is common for more than one
relative to insure for the funeral expenses of the same person.

Companies and Societies

6. Of the total business, about four-fifths is done by toe 14 companies, and oue-fifto

by the 146 collecting societies. This proportion applies almost exactly to the premiums,
to the sums assured and to the claims on death. The companies pay a larger proportion

—

seven-eighths—of toe claims on maturity, indicating their greater development of endow-
ment insurance ; they have a smaller proportion—about three-quarters—of the number
of policies, indicating that on the average their policies are for slightly larger amounts.
The collecting societies are subject to restrictions not applying to companies

; they cannot
issue any policy, even an own life policy, for more than £300, or allow a person to insure
even a spouse for more than reasonable funeral expenses. Each collecting society is

subject to its rules, pays no shareholders' profits and is exempt from income-tax.
These societies are registered under the Friendly Societies Acts and most of them use toe
term " friendly " in their title, as well as toe term “ collecting " which is required by
statute. To avoid confusion, they are described here simply as collecting societies and
the term Friendly Society is reserN'ed for societies which do not collect and in the main
are concerned with provision for sickness as well as for funerals.

7. One of toe companies, the Prudential Assurance Co., Ltd., is much larger than
any of the others, having a third of the total premiums paid for industrial assurance.
The business of this company differs in important respects from that of the others. Of
toe remaining two-thirds of industrial assurance business, the great bulk is conducted by
25 companies and tocieties associated in the Industrial Life Offices Association. These
offices and the Prudential between them employed in September, 1939, a field staff of

nearly 60,000 full-time agents (16,249 in the I^dential and 43,300 in toe Industrial
Life Offices Association) ; the f^dential had in addition about 120 part-time staff and
toe Industrial Life Offices Association had 5,949 spare-time and part-time staff. The
remaining offices between them had about 5,000 full-time agents, of whom about 3,500
were employed by the company described as the Co-operative Insurance Society, Ltd.
The total number of full-time agents at toe outbreak of war may be put at 65,000.
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8. ilost of the companies and larger collecting societies, in addition to industrial
assurance, do ordinapr life assurance, which to a large extent is business with persons who
already hold industrial policies, is for relatively small amounts and is undertaken through
the collectors. It ranks as ordinary business because the premiums arc payable at quarterly
or longer intervals ; it differs from the business of companies not doing industi'ial assurance
because the sums assured are normally much less and because the premiums are often
collected in place of being sent through the post. In the Prudential more than three-
quarters of the ordinary branch policies are for sums of less than ;£300 ; the ordinary
branch premiums have grown from ;^4.812.268 in 1911 to /14,598,391 in 1941, and are
thus nearly 60 per cent, of the industrial assurance premiums. In the Industrial Life
Offices Association a veiy large proportion of the ordinary business is on policies for

;£200 or less ; the ordinary branch premiums have grown in the past 30 years at twice the
rate of the industrial branch premiums, and at the figure of ;fl3,I67,112 reached in 1941
are about 40 per cent, of the latter. The Prudential and the Industrial Life Offices
Association between them do about one-third of the ordinary life assurance in the country.
Some of the companies undertake other classes of insurance bu.siness on a large scale,

at home and abroad. ‘

9. Most of the principal companies and societies, during the last thirty years of their
most rapid growth, have been associated closely with the administration of National-
Health Insurance under the Act of 1911. That is to say, they have formed Approved
Societies which are administered in connection with their main business and through the
same staff of collectors. Approved Societies of this t3rpc now include nearly h^ the
whole number of persons covered by health insurance.

10. In addition to earlier investigations by commissions such as that which examined
Friendly and Benefit Building Societies in 1872-74, and by a Select Committee of the
House of Commons in 1889, the business of industrial assurance has been the subject of
two official enquiries specially devoted to it within the past quarter of a century. One
enquiry’ was made by a Departmental Committee on Indusbial Assurance Companies
and Collecting Societies, under the chairmanship of Lord Parmoor, which reported in

1920 [Cmd. 614], The second enquiry was made by a Departmental Committee on
Industrial Assurance and Assurance on the Lives of Children under ten years of age, under
the chairmanship of Sir Benjamin Cohen, which reported in 1933 [Cmd. 4376],

2. The Collectors a.ni) their Terms or Service

1 1 . The distinguishing mark of industrial assurance is the use of collectors to receive
premiums by house to house visits. These collectors are also the principal, though not
the sole, agents for extending the business. Their remuneration is a large pan of the total

administrative cost and the terms of their remuneration affect matcii^y the conduct of

the business.

12. In considering the agents and their terms of service, a distinction may be made
between the Prudential, other companies and collecting societies

13. The Prudential operates on a iSlock system, that is to say for each block of streets

it has only one agent. These agents are remunerated in every case by a fixed salary, by
a payment for work done in connection with the Approved Societies under national health

insurance, by commission on ordinary branch and general branch business and by a
share of profits. The make up of the average weeldy remuneration of all agents in the
income-tax year 1938/39 is shown in the following table :

—

Fixed salary . ... £3 15 3
Approved Society . 11 11

Ordinary branch commission . 4 8
General branch commission . 5 4

£4 17 2
Share of profits (1938) 16 2

£5 13 4
The share of profits allotted to each agent is related to the amount of business done by
him, and to this extent, as well as in his hopes of promotion, his financial position depends
on his results in respect of industrial assurance, as well as in respect of other work. But
in the main his work for industrial assurance is done for a fixed salary in a defined area.

This statement descijbes the position just before the war ; recently, as a war measure, the
terms of remuneration have been modified in some respects.

14.

In the other companies methods of remuneration vary. A common arrangement
in the larger offices is for the agent to receive both a salary, rising and falling with the

amount of his ‘‘ debit," that is to say with the amount of premiums which he is due to

collect, and a payment of 18 to 24 times the premium on new business sustained, that

is to say on new policies written in excess of lapses. One at least of the other companies

—

the Refuge—operates a block system.
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15. In the collecting societies, a. special form of remuneration exiscs. Ihe gciLCial
practice of the five largest collecting societies as described by the Cohen Committee “ is

to pay the agents 25 per cent, of the premiums on whole-lilo policie.^ cairying weeklv
premiums which have passed through the ‘ new busines.s ’ stage. On new business the
agents take as fees the whole of the first 13 to 16 weeks' premiums and in certain cases
bonuses are also paid periodically on the ‘ increase ’ of prcroiiinis collected. Further
the agents are paid for re-writing their collecting books halt-yearly (a custom which
also obtains in the case of some of the companies) .” The present Committee were informed
by the Industrial Life Offices Association that this description by the Cohen Comiuittcc
holds true today. To complete it, however, reference is required to a distinction between
payment for new business by " times down " and payment for new business by " times as
collected." The former means that as soon as a poUcy has been taken up a payment of

so many times (perhaps twelve lime.s) the agreed weekly premium is made to the agent,
even if no further premiums are paid. The latter means that the agent takes the whole of

so many weeks of premiums, but takes them only if and as they are paid. The former is

a simple procuration fee. I'he latter is a procuration lee which is not paid unless the
premiums at least equal to the fee are paid. There are difiereuces of practice between the
societies in the choice of these two methods, and difiereuces ofview as regards them between
the management and the staff.

Booh Intertsl

16. Another vital element in the finance and management of collecting societies is
" book interest." This means the right conferred by the rules of the society on the agent,
or in the event of his.death on his legal personal representative, to nominate his successor.

The society may reject any particular nominee as unsuitable, but the right of nomination
in effect puts the agent in a position to sell his book, and books are advertised for .sale

m tradejoumals at prices commonly of about thirty times the rvcekly premiums represented
by it. That is to say a book representing premiums of £15 a week, and worth to the agent
holding it a remuneration of all kinds of something under SS a week, would be saleable

for £430 ; exceptionally a book may sell for as much as £1,000. interest exists

not only in all the large societies but in companies like the Foyal London Mutual and the
Blackburn Philanthropic, which were formerly societies, and in the Co-operative Insurance

Society Limited. It was estimated by the representatives of the Industrial Life Offices

Association that book interest applies now to slightly more than oiie-third of the total

premium income of industrial assurance and represents a capital value of upwards of

£12,000,000 in the hands of the agents. In connection with each of the three largest

mutual offices—Liverpool Victoria, Royal London Mutual and Royal Liver—there are

associations, now registered as companies, for the purpose of financing the purchase of

books. These associations, confined to past or present members of the staff of each Office,

lend money for the purchase of books, usually at 7 or 8 per cent., and obtain this money,
either as share capital on which usually something in the neightbourhood of 8 per cent,

is paid, or by borrowing.

17. Book interest is a matter on which strongly difiering views liave been expressed
by reasonable men, both outside the business of industrial assurance and within it. In
the view of the Cohen Committee, book interest represents " the capitalized value of the
excess of the agents' commission over the market v^ue of the services he renders " (Cohen
Committee, para. 38). The Parmoor Committee said practically the same thing in a few
more words. On the other hand, book interest can with equal plausibility be compared
to the power of a doctor to sell his practice, whether he has built it up himself or has
bought it from a predecessor, or it can be compared to the goodwill of an insurance broker's

business. From within the business Sir Joseph Bum, as general manager of the Prudential,

giving evidence to the Cohen Committee, described the system as " bad " on the ground
that with it " there is considerably less opportunity of improving the conditions of

industrial assurance " (Cohen Committee Rvidence, Qu. 2971-72). The same point had
been made to the Parmoor Committee by the representative of the Refuge in saying that

book interest " rather eliminates the power of the company to control the staff " ;
the

Refuge at that time had just initiated a block system and, as is shown below, has been
able to reduce its expense ratio almost as much as the Prudential. On the other hand, the
Co-operative Insurance Society, in entering the industrial -assurance field seriously about
25 years ago, adopted book interest as a means of securing good responsible agents.

18. The various organisations of agents generally favour the system of book interest

;

apart from giving them greater independence in relation to their emj>1oyers, they claim
for it that it gives the agent an interest in building up business that is sound and likely to

last ; the agent has his own motive for increasing his business and is at the same time in a
better position to resist pressure from his employers to get business at all costs. The
issue in some ways is like that between the multiple shop and the small shopkeeper ; each
form of organisation has its advantages and its disadvantages. From the point of view of

the policy-holder, the significance of book interest lies in its making practically unchange-
able tte terms of service of the agent and by consequence the administrative cost of
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insiuraacc. Many of the present agents have invested their savings in buying booh-^ ;

all of them look forward to selling or bequeathing their books when they retire. Kecognition
of book interest turns the right to collect into a properly with a market value, which
depends on the conditions of seiA'ice of the agent. These conditions cannot in practice be
changed without his consent except on payment of compensation, and the societies have
no funds from which compensation could Ire paid.

19. The methods of remuneration now in force show a considerable though unequal
move from former methods. At the time of the Parmoor Report, agents in nearly all

cases were paid partly’ by a percentage on the amount collected each week, varying from
25 per cent in the societies to 1 5 or 20 per cent, in the companies, and partly by payments
for " new business.” Sometimes the agent took the whole of the premiums during an
agreed period following the issue of new policies, say the first 13.weeks ; sometimes lapses
were set ofii against fresh policies so that “ new business ” pay depended on net increase.
Thus the Prudential at that time paid ten times the weekly premium on each new policy,
provided it were kept in force for 13 weeks, and 18 times the net increase in the weekly
debit ; this payment for new business represented more than a quarter of the total
remuneration of the Prudential agents. The whole system, while varying in detail, gave
the strongest passible incentive to agents to push their business at all costs ; in many'
cases theyr could not live without doing so. The Parmoor Committee found that for
collecting a ^10 book a Prudential agent would be paid 32/6 a week. " If a man with
such a book is to obtain a wage on which he can maintain himself and his family it is clear
that he must secure and keep securing a large number of new customers." The Committee
flatly recommended " the prohibition of the payment to agents of procuration fees for new
business, and the substitution of a minimum weekly wage, based on a fixed collection
per week, with a commission on all sums collected above that amount." (Parmoor
Commitice, paras, 14 and 42.)

20. This recommendation found no place in the Industrial Assurance Act of 1923
which followed the Parmoor Report, so that it is surprising that Lord Parmoor in speaking
in the House of Lords of that measure should have declared himself unable " to find a
single instance in which a reform we suggested has not found its place in the present
Bill."* But, as appears above, the recommendation has lieen adopted very fully by the
Prudential Company. It has been adopted in part by other companies, in so far as new
business payment has come to mean pavmont for increase after deduction of lapses. In
the principal societies, which still allow the agent to retain the premiums of the first weeks,
irrespective of lapses, it has not been adopted at all. The history of these societies, with
their barely changed systems of remuneration, confirms the view expressed successively
by the Parmoor Committee (para. 21) and the Cohen Committee (para. 37) that the
control of the organisation in all the large societies has been secured by the agents.

21. The collecting societies are, in theory’, mutual associations controlled by those
who insure through them as members. Collectors, both in societies and in companies,
are debarred by' Section 33 of the Industrial Assurance Act from membership of the
Committee of Management or Board of Directors ; they may’ hold no other office in the
society or company except that of superintending collector within a specified area ; they'

may not be present at any’ meeting of the society or company. The methods by which,
nevertheless, control of societies by their staff has been achieved, through the influence

exercised on their clientele by the collectors, were described frankly to the Cohen
Committee by a representative of the National Amalgamated Union of Life Assurance
Workers, a-heu under examination by Sir Alfred Watson (Cohen Committee Evidence,
Qu. 555.5-5506). If the matter is looked at realistically, there is nothing surprising in

this. Both the Parmoor Committee and the Cohen Committee admitted that there was
no evidence of any desire on the part of the members to govern themselves or take an
interest in Ihe affairs of their society ; ordinary citizens have not the time to be positively

democratic .about their burial insurance. It was inevitable that the democracy of the
collecling societies should become a syndicalist organisation of agents, an association

of the sellers of insurance rather than of its buyers This was bound 'to happen
irrespeclive nf book interest and to make difficult any laige changes in the organisation

of those societies. In practice, in all the larger societies, book interest enters as a further

obstacle to change, and these societies, in spite of the recommendations of the Parmoor
Committee, have maintained their methods of remuneration with little change. The
agent .still keeps in whole or in part the first premiums on new policies, even though the

new policies lapse almost as soon as they have been effected.

Pressure for Increase

22 In the Prudential aud to a less extent in the other companies, the methods of

remuneration have been changed, so as to have less direct relation to the amount of new
business procured This has not meant that the procuring of new business has ceased

Cited in fiidustnal Assurance by Sir ^mQ^d Wilson and Professor H Levy’, p. 92
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in any of tl<e offices to be an inujortant—indeed an essential—part of the agent’s duties
The National Amalgamated Union of Life Assurance Workers, whose evidence has been
mentioned above, emphasised " pressure for ina'ease " of business as the predominant
feature of the agent’s life, pressure coming upon him from his office and trmsmitted to
the public. They gave instances of what they regarded as undue pressure as much in
companies like the Prudential and the Pearl, which had rationalised their business and
altered their terms of remuneration, as in other offices. The greater part of the staff

of the Industrial Life Offices arc organised not in this union, but in stafi unions confined
to particular offices which are associated in the Insurance Unions Congress. The
representatives of this Congress, when before the Cohen Committee, were not so out-
spoken as the representatives of the National /Amalgamated Union, but did not deny that
there was " severe pressure by the offices upon agents to obtain new business " (Cohen
Committee, Qu. 5897). " While the general administratiou of the Insurance Industry
will compare favourably with that of other industries touching the industrial population,
there are certain defects inherent in the intensive competitive methods prevalent, which
we know from practical experience are operating to the prejudice of the public and
collecting staffs." (Memorandum of Insurance Unions Congress to Cohen Committee, p. 3.)

Industrial assurance has always been and remains a highly competitive industry primarily
dependent on salesmanship. Kven if the agent gains nothing by writing new business
which does not stick, he loses, if he does not get new business in one way or another, for
that is what he is appointed to do. As it was put to the Cohen Committee by the
representative of the Industrial Life Offices Association, " I consider what is alleged to be
‘ undue pressure ' is nothing more than ordinary business methods of conducting a
business successfully." (Cohen Committee Evidence, Qu. 8572.)

23. The collectors arc not the sole agents for extending the business. At the time -

of the Cohen report, the industrial offices engaged 2,675 persons other than agents, district

managers or superintendents in canvassing. The activity of tliese special canvassers was
emphasised by the representatives of the National Amalgamated Union as a main factor

in w'hat they regarded as over-selling of insurance.

3. Abministr.mivk Costs

24. During the four years 1937-40, the industrial assurance companies and collecting

societies paid on an average £23,809,000 each year as commission and management
expenses. The proprietary companies paid £1,805,000 a year under a heading described

in the reports of the Industrial Assurance Commissioner as " Shareholders' dividends,

etc." They paid also £1,535,000 a year as income-tax. This tax in the case of life assurance
companies is based on their inve^ment interest less tbeir expenses of management, with
the proviso that the income-tax paid must not be less than the tax on their trading profits.

In the case of industrial assurance, the management expenses are so high that the proviso
nearly always comes into operation, that is to say the income-tax paid is in effect a tax
on trading profits. In one company only, the Prudential, in the last few years before the
war was interest so high in relation to management expenses and trading profits that

tax was charged upon the interest less expenses and not under the proviso.

Cost Ratio and Expanse Ratio

25. Prom the point of view of the companies neither dividends nor income tax are
an expense of management ;

profits to be distributed as dividends are one of the objects
for which expense is incurred and income tax is an unavoidable incident in making profits.

From the point of view of the industrial policy-holder, both dividends and income tax
are jjart of the administrative cost of securing the protection of insurapee ; if there were
no i>rofits or tax. he could get the same protection for lower premiums. Both dividends
and income tax, accordingly, miist be brought into account in comparing industrial

assurance with other forms of insurance, or in comparing the co-sts of collecting societies

which do not pay dividends or tax with companies which do pay them. The heading
used by the Industrial Assurance Commissioner of " shareholders’ dividends, etc.," is

not, of course, identical with ’' dividends.” It is described as including " all appro-
priations from the Industrial Assurance Fund to shareholders’ dividends and any
amounts transferred from that 1 und to the Profit and Loss Account which are not ear-

marked for other purposes, e.g , for investment reserves. All transfers which are so

earmarked are included under ' miscellaneous expenditure.’ ’’ This heading therefore

does not necessarily include all dividends paid to shareholders in proprietary companies
undertaking industrial assurance, because they may receive dividends from business

other than industrial assurance. It may, on the other hand, occasionally include sums
which, though not earmarked for investment reserves when made, are used later either

for that purpose or in some other way which directly or indirectly benefits the policy-

holders. In the main, however, this heading represents sums which go elsewhere than
to the advantage of the policy-holders, and sums entered under it, together with income
tax, must bs added to the management expenses, in order to obtain the totaJ administra-

f co«t of industri.nl assurance from the point of view of the policy-holder. This total
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in 1937-40 was accordingly £27,149,000 a year, that is to say 37-2 per cent, of the preminm
income of ;£72,995,000. The " expense ratio " in 1;he Industrial Life Offices, as it is

estimated by them omitting dividends and income tax is materially less. The “ cost

ratio " for the policy-holder as estimated above is 37-2 per cent., or nearly 7/6 in the £
or 4|d. in the shilling of the premiums received.

26. This is an average figure for all the offices taken together in 1937-40. It is

important to consider the principal offices and types of offices separately and also to
compare the present costs with those of earlier periods. Material for both these com-
parisons is given in Table XXV, showing for each of the eleven companies in existence
both in 1912-17 and in 1937-40 and for the four chief collecting societies, the average
annual premiums, management expenses, dividends to shareholders, sum of these last

two as administrative costs, and the proportion borne by administrative costs to premiums.
The few companies excluded as not in existence at both epochs and the numerous smaller
collecting societies are statistically unimportant. The offices directly compared in Table
XXV have 98 per cent, of the total premium income in 1937-40, and had 95 per cent,

of the total number of full-time agents in 1937. The figures for the earlier period-derived
from a table printed in the Report of the Parmoor Committee—do not include income
tax ; complete cost-ratios including tax where it is paid are given, for the later period
only, in a final column and the offices are arranged in the order of these ratios,

beginning with the Prudential as the lowest. For comparing 1912-17 with 1937-40 the
costs without tax must be used.

27. This comparison shows i^t in about twenty-four years the administrative cost

(exclusive of tax) of industrial assurance has fallen from 44 per cent, of the premiums
to 35 per cent., from 8/10 in every £ paid by the insured persons to 7/- in the £. The
reduction of the total cost ratio, including tax, would be somewhat less than this, since the
rate of tax was higher in the later period. The most interesting feature, however, of

the comparison between 1912-17 and the years just before this war, lies not in the totals,

but in the contrasted histories of difierent types of office. This feature is brought out by
Table XXVI summarising the results for the Prudential, the Co-operative, the Refuge,
the six other large proprietary companies, and five large mutual offices of which four

are collecting societies. Leaving the Co-operative for consideration later as an'

interesting special case, it will be seen that the Prudential in 1912-17 had administrative
costs (excluding tax) just above the average at 44-4 per cent, of the premiums

; it has
now reduced this percentage by a third to 29-1, well below that of any other office.

The Refuge in 1912-17 had administrative costs (excluding tax) well above the average
at 46-5 per cent, of the premiums ; it has now reduced this percentage by a quarter to
34-4 per cent. The six other proprietary companies had an administrative cost, excluding
tax, of 43-6 per cent., this has fallen by about an eighth to 37-9 per cent. The five mutuid
offices in 1912-17 had a cost ratio below that of the offices at 42-4 per cent. ; in twenty-four
years this has hardly fallen at all and remains at 40-1 per cent. These mutual offices

used to take 8/6 in the £ of their members' contributions to pay their staJS ; they now
take 8/- out of each of nearly four times as many £'s as before.

Growth of Different Types of Office

28. This last fact calls attention to one of the most striking features in Table XXVI.
The Prudential has for long given better terms than almost any other office in respect
of forfeiture ; it does not demand an absolute warranty of he^th in proposals for life

of another policies, as most of the other offices do ; it can work at about three-quarters
of the administrative expense of the societies and more cheaply than any other company ;

it alone of all the large companies guarantees to its policy-holders, by its articles of
association, a share of profits. It might have been expected that the Prudential would
tend to drive its rivals from the field, and would certainly grow more rapidly than they.
Column 3 of the table shows the opposite tendency. Between the two epochs compared,
the office which can do best for its policy-holders has increased its premium income less
than three times ; that of the six other proprietary companies which are combined in the
table has increased nearly three and a half times ; the business of the collecting societies,

who have failed to any great extent either to change their method of remuneration with
its direct incentive to get new business or to reduce their ratio of expenses, has grown nearly
four times. The experience of the Refuge gives a second illustration of the same paradox

—

of a large reduction of administrative costs and a specially favourable treatment of
policy-holders in sharing profits, combined with a slower expansion of business. Rapid
expansion and high cost of administration in the collecting societies have a mutual relation
of cause and effect. The terms of remuneration giving procuration fees for new business
stimulate expansion ; if expansion follows, new business forms a larger proportion of the
whole business and, being more expensive, raises the expense ratio of the society.

29. In addition to the Prudential and the Refuge, the Co-operative Insurance
Society, Ltd., is shown separately in Table XXVI. This company is unusual in several
ways ; as the only industrial assurance company registered under the Industrial and
Provident Societies Acts, as having next to the Prudential the lowest expense ratio of
any industrial office, and as showing spectacular growth. Yet another exceptional feature
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about this company is that in £ngland it is no longer associated with the administration
of health insurance, that is to say its agents in £ngland do not combine industrial
assurance with work for an Approved Society. The company was registered so long
ago as 1867 but so late as 1918 its premium income was about ;£20,000. The Co-operative
Movement with which it is connected decided then to develop industrial assurance, and
co-operative societies throughout the country have given to it special facilities for
approaching their members. The company has a nominal capital of ;£105,000 held by the
two Co-operative Wholesale Societies as shareholders. Of this nominal capita] one-quarter
or about ;^26,000 has been called up, but the dividend of S per cent, on this capital is paid,
not from the industrial assurance branch, but from other branches of the company’s
business. The surpluses of the industrial assurance branch are divided among the policy-
holders after certain superannuation provision for the staff. The company employs now
about 3,600 agents, remunerated on specially favourable terms including 50 per cent, of the
premiums for the first 40 weeks, and entitled to book interest. The low expense ratio
achieved is presumably due, among other things, to its having a selected clientele and
exceptionally easy means of canvassing. Its progress may fairly be attributed to com-
bination of three factors : appeal to co-operative sentiment, favourable terms to the
policy-holders, and the strong incentive given to the agents by their terms of remun-
eration and by book interest to develop their business.

30. Correct comparison of different types of offices, from the point of view of the
policy-holder, requires that account should be taken of the trading profits of companies
which make profits, and the sums which have to be paid away as income-tax. This
comparison is presented in the final columns of Tables XXV and XXVI. Inclusion of
income tax brings the total cost ratio of the Prudential practically to the same level
as that of the Co-operative which makes no profit for shareholders from its industrial
branch and pays no tax

; the total cost in each is nearly one-third of the premiums ;

what the Prudential saves on expenses as compared with the Co-operative goes in dividends
and tax. The Refuge, with a relatively small allocation to dividends comes next, with
a ratio of 35-7—^materially below any other office. Except for three relatively small
companies with higher costs, the ratios for all the other large offices range only from
39-1 to 42-5, with no important difference between the six proprietary companies, tlte

mutual companies and the societies. Taken together the six proprietary companies
grouped together in Table XXVI have substantially lower expense ratios than the five

mutual offices, but they make up for this and a little more by what they spend on dividends
and tax.

Comparison with 1887

31 . It is possible and interesting to carry the history of the cost ratio back to an even
earlier period than 1912-17. This is done in Table XXVII below, giving figures for 1887
from information obtained by the Select Committee of the House of Commons which in
1889 examined the working of industrial assurance. Table XXVII shows the cost ratio
of the principal mutual offices falling in fifty years from 44-2 to 40-0 while the premium
income rises from less than £1,000,000 to nearly £18,000,000 ; this can hardly represent
more than the spreading of central office expenses over a business expanded eighteen
times. It shows the cost ratio of the proprietary companies at first stationary and higher
than that of the mutual offices, then falling rapidly, with the dividend ratio rising through-
out ; in the fifty years premium income has multiplied between eleven and twelve times
(i.e., less than with the mutual offices), management expenses have multiplied between
seven and eight times, and shareholders’ profits have multiplied nearly thirty times.

Table XXVII.—Industrial Assurance ; Proprietary Companies and Mutual
Offices in 1887, 1912-17 and 1937-40 (Annual Means)

Tj'pe of Office

i
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£000
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Proprietary Cos.

—

1

1887 1773-4 44-0 60-9 1-5 1834-3 45-5

1912-17 6524-6 41-0 563-4 3-5 7088-0 44-6

1937-^0 13283-7 29-0 1779-0 3-9 15062-7 32-9

Mutual Offices

—

1887 984-4 435-0 44-2 — 435-0 44-2

1912-17 4615-8 1949-6 42-2 — 1949-6 42-2

1937-40 17815-4 7131-1 ““ 7131-1 40-0
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Note.—^The Proprietary Companies in 1937-40 are the Britannic, London and
Manchester, Pearl, Pioneer, Prudential, Refuge and Salvation Army. In 1912-17
they are the Scime with the addition of ^e British Legal (absorbed later in the
Britannic) and the British Widows and London General (whose business was
transferred later to the Prudential). The seven companies named first are the only
companies undertaking industrial assurance in both periods which paid a dividend
in either period, except the Blackburn Philanthropic which had been a collecting
society and became a company in 1913. The Proprietary Companies in 1887 are
British Workman's and British Legal (both subsequently merged in Britannic)

;

London and Manchester ; London, Edinburgh and Glasgow (subsequently absorbed
by Pearl) ; Pearl, Prudential, Refuge and United Kingdom (which was absorbed by
the London, Edinburgh and Glasgow in 1889 so that later it became part of the
Pearl). These are the only companies other than the Wesleyan with premiums

' above ;£10,000. Most of the remaining companies were moribund in 1887.
The Mutual Offices are three large societies—^Liverpool Victoria, Royal Liver

and Scottish Legal—and the Royal London Mutual wWch was a society till 1908
when it became a company paying no dividend. The four offices including the
Royal London Mutual had 86-6 per cent, of the premium income of all societies

in 1887, and 92-S per cent, of the premium income of all societies plus the Royal
London Mutual in 1937—40. They are thus fully representative of mutual business.

The year 1887 happened to be the year in which the Prudential declared the results

of its quinquennial valuation and allocated to shareholders ;£249,600 and to the
ordinary branch jf35,400 ; one-fifth of the sum of these two amounts (£37,000)
is reckoned as the dividends of the Prudential in 1887. For the other companies
the actual dividends of 1887 are taken.

Dividends in Proprietary Companies

32. Table XXVII shows the persistence of methods and costs in the collecting societies.

It shows also the rising tide of dividends to shareholders in the proprietary companies as
their success became established, from being about £61,000 a year or 1-5 per cent, of the
premiums in 1887, to being £1,779,000 a year or 3-9 per cent, of the premiums in 1937-40.
In making any comparison between 1912-17 and 1937-40 regard must be had to the fact

that the earlier period includes 2^ years before war and 31- years of war with reduced
dividends, while the later period includes 2| years before war and IJ ^rears of war. If

comparison is limited to the pre-war years, say 1912-13 and 1937-38, it is found that the
amount devoted to dividends rose about as much as the premiums and kept the same
proportion to the premiums.

33. The Parmoor Committee gave special attention to the question of dividends in

industrial assurance. They stated it as " evident that the share capital of industrial

assurance companies exercises much less important functions than that of commerciM
or manufacturing undertakings " and declar^ that " in these circumstances the case for

high dividends appears ... to rest upon somewhat slender foundations." Their
examination of witnesses, following up an earlier investigation by the Select Committee
of 1889, established the fact that the hard cash subscribed as share capital to the
Prudential had been £5,839* ; aU the rest of its paid-up capital, then put at £1,000,000,
represented bonuses distributed to shareholders out < I Uie profits of the business ; many
of the existing shareholders might have paid high prices for their shares in the market,
but their money went to those from whom they bought, not to strengthen the capital

resources of the company. At the time of the Parmoor Committee the Prudential had a
premium income of over £8,000,000 a year and was distributing £400,000 a year to share-

holders after paying income tax. Obviously no additional capital has been needed since

then. An issue of capital was made in 1929 under circumstances described and criticised

by the Cohen Committee (Report, para. 43), while the premium income has grown to
£23,000,000, with over £800,000 a year going as dividends after more than £900,000 a
year has been paid as tax. The view of ffie Parmoor Committee as to the small function
of capital in industrial assurance cannot well be disputed ; the view of the Parmoor
Committee has been confirmed amply since their Report by the spectacular growth of the
Co-operative from an aimual premium income of less than £20,000 to one of over £5,000,000
in twenty years, without need to pay any dividends at all on this business.

34. In judging the cost of industrial assurance to the policy-holder it is necessa^
to adopt the procedure of the preceding paragraphs and look at the total cost ratio

including dividends and income-tax. To the Industrial Life Offices themselves their costs

are something different ; their interest is in their expenses of management and their aim
is to reduce these expenses. Led by the Prudential, most of the larger companies in the
last twenty-five years have made vigorous efforts to rationalise their work and to bring

• Evidence of Mr. T. C. Dewey (General Manager of the Prudential) to Select Committee
of 1889 (particularly Qu. 4769-70, 4942-45, 4960-75) and of Sir George May (Secretary

of the Prudential) to the Parmoor Committee (particularly Qu. 3512-14, 3522-24).
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about economies of stafi. The results are shown in Table XXVIII, which gives for each of
the fifteen offices the expenses of management shown in Table XXV as percentages of the
premium income ; the offices are arranged in the order of success in reducing their expense
ratios. The figures for the Co-operative have no great significance, since the high figure
for 1912-17 relates to a very sm^l permium income, and the Pioneer Life is a small office
with extremely high expenses in 1912—17. Among the other offices, the expense ratio
of the Prudential has fallen by about one-third

; that of the Refuge, Pearl and Salvation
Army by about one-quarter ; that of the Royal Co-operative and Britannic by about a
fifth. In the mutual offices at the foot of the table, from Liverpool Victoria to Royal
Liver, the expense ratio is the same as the cost ratio ; the reduction between 1912-17 and
1937—40 is markedly less than with the principal proprietary companies. This is true
also of the London and Manchester, which is a proprietary company.

Table XXVIII.—Industrial .\ssurance—^Expenses of M.\n.\cement as Percent.'ige
OF Premiums, 1912-17 and 1937-40

Co-operative
1912-17
49-7

1937-40
33-

1

Pioneer Life 53-5 38-3
Prudential 39-1 25-6
Refuge 45-0 .33-3

Pearl '.. 41-6 30-1

Salvation Army 45-1 34-4

Royal Co-operative 52-2 42-3
Britannic 40-4 32-7

Blackburn Philanthropic 42-9 37-6

Wesleyan & General 45-6 40-5

Liverpool Victoria 44-0 40-2

London & Manchester , ,

,

42-4 39-8

Roval London Mutual . ,

,

42-8 40-3

Scottish Legal ... 41-1 40-4

Royal Liver 39-5 39-3

15 Offices ... ... ... ... ... 41-4 32-4

AH Offices 41-5

Premium Income (£000)
Exoenses of Manaeement 1/0001

21,963
9.117

32-6

72,995
23.809

• 35. The high proportion of the premiums paid by the poorest classes that became
absorbed in the expenses and profits of industrial assurance has been the subject of adverse
comment by every independent body that has investigated the subject, from the Royal
Commission on Friendly Societies which reported in 1874 to the Cohen Committee which
r^Kjrted in 1933. As is shown in paragraph 34, since the date of the Parmoor Report
a vigorous and successful attempt has been made by most of the proprietary companies
to iMuce their expenses, but from the point of view of the policy-holder this has been
ofiset to some extent by increases in the amounts paid as dividend and tax. It has left

the total cost ratio of all the proprietary companies taken together at 36-3 per cent, of

a premium income three times as large as at the beginning of this attempt. The mutual
companies and the chief collecting societies have made no similar attempt and no
significant change of methods ; on a premium income expanded more than three and a-
half times, they have reduced their cost ratio only from 42 -4 in 1912-17 to 40*1 in 1937-40 ;

fifty years ago, at the time of the Select Committee of 1889, these offices had practically

the same ratio.

Comparison with Other Forms of Insurance

36. It is urged sometimes in defence of the cost ratio of industrial assurance that it

is not higher tlmn is found in many other classes of insurance. As appears from the
comparison of administrative costs of various forms of insurance made in Appendix E,

this is true of insurance against fire, accidents, mbtor risks-and employers’ liability ; the

cost ratio for such classes of insurance, calculated so far as possible in the same way, is

actually higher than in industrial assurance. But these classes of business are not in any
way comparable : they involve administrative work in adjusting premiums, determining
liability and assessing damage more complicated than arises in any form of life assurance ;

some of this work, such as the imposition of safety precautions against fire, though it

swells the administrative cost, is a direct benefit to the policy-holder. Industrial assurance

is the life assurance of the man of limited means ; ordinary life assurance, in spite of

growing charges for commission, costs the policy-holder not 7/6 in the £ of premiums
but about 3/2 in the £.
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37 The industrial offices themselves do a large and growing \olume of ordinary life

assurance Just before the present war, they had a piemium income in their ordinary
branches of over £30 000 000 a year—more than a third of all the premiums paid for
ordinary life assurance in Britain To a large extent this business is done with the same
persons as hold industrial policies a large proportion of the ordinary policies being for
sums of £200 or less It is undertaken also in the mam by tlie same staff of agents and
the premiums are often collected by the agents though at intervals of more than two
months Table XXIX compares for the year 1937 the industrial and ordinary branches
of each of the companies which have anv substantial volume of ordinary business and of
the collecting societies as a whole Ordinary life assurance is in the mam a function of
the companies rather than of the societies The principal features ot the comparison aie
as follows —

() The cost ratio (exclusive of tax) for the ordinary business of industrial life offices

(16 2 per cent in 1937) is less than half the correspondmg ratio for their industrial
business (35 7 per cent

)
and is comparable to that of ordinary life assurance as

a whole {see \ppendix E, para 10)

() Ihe dividends to shareholders m the proprietary compames are a materially
larger proportion of the premiums m the industrial branch—4 2 per cent—than
they are in the ordinary branch

—

2 6 per cent This arises presumably from the
fact that in ordinary kfe assurance holders of with-profit policies are normally
entitled to 90 per cent of the valuation surplus, while industrial policies carry no
such rights

(c) On the ordinary’, as on the industrial side, the mutual companies and collecting
societies have expenses of management exceeding the expenses plus dividends ot

the companies What is saved by them m dividends goes not to policy-holders
but to staff in ordinary life assurance as it does in industrial assurance.

4 The Peobiem or Lapses

38 One-of the features of industrial assurance is the large number of policies which
fad to reach maturity The Parmoor Committee reported in 1920 that “ Under the system
of industrial assurance as it is practised, the great majority of the policies effected lapse
vatlun a short time ” and gave as typical the experience of one office—the Refuge—^yvhich

m the ten years 1909-18 had issn^ 9,322,336 policies and had 6,426,313 lapses They
made two distinct proposals lor dealing with this evil The first and fundamental remedy
was to abolish procuration fees lor new busmess “ the Committee are satisfied that
so long as procuration fees are paid for new business, it will be to the interest of agents to
attach undue importance to this side of their activities, looking only to the amount of the
new business they can get instead of to its value to the assured and the likelihood of its

permanence and the present waste and loss will continue ’ This remedy as stated above,
has been tried fully by the Prudential, partly by most of the other proprietaiv companies
and not at all by the large collecting societies The second proposal yvas to provide for

the compulsoiv grant of free policies of reduced amount or of surrender values, after

premiums had been paid for a certain number of years This measure yvas embodied in the
Industrial Assurance Act of 1923, and most of the larger offices have gone beyond their

statutory obligations granting free policies or surrender values after much shorter periods

than those required by the Act The Prudential and the Liverpool Victoria now grant free

paid-up policies of reduced amount after premiums have been paid for one year , a hke
concession is made by most of the other large offices after premiums have been paid for two
years As a consequence of these concessions a large number of policies w hich would have
appeared among the lapses before 1920 appear now among those surrendered or replaced

by free policies for reduced sums

39 Nevertheless the number of lapses, that is to say outright forfeitures, remains

formidable The Cohen Committee obtained a special return from all companies and
societies as to the numerical movement of assurances in the year 1929 and tabulated the

results in their Appendix A They' summaiised the table in the folloyving terms " The
figures indicate that as against neaily 10 million pohcies issued in that year (excluding
' not taken up ’ cases) the number discontinued was somewhat over 6 million in the case of

IJ millions of which however, free policies or surrender values were granted, leaving the

number of ‘ lapsed ’ policies as 42 millions
”

40 The present Committee obtamed information as to the numerical movement of

assurances in a number of years subsequent to 1929, from six of the largest offices—the

Prudential, Britannic, Liverpool Victoria, Pearl, Refuge, and Royal London This

mformation is summarised below in Tabic XXX with corresponding information for 1929

from the Cohtn Repoit and so far as possible for 1909-18 from the Parmoor Report
The practice of different offices in regard to the issue of policies differs , some do not

regard policies as issued till a premium has been paid upon them some regard pohcies

as issued as soon as the proposal has been accepted and record those on which no premium
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is paid as
" not taken up." The Cohen Committee in the passage quoted above disregarded

policies " not taken up, " and this appears to be the best procedure ; it confines examination
S lapses to i«licies on which a premium has been paid. But the Parmoor Committee
included policies issued but not taken up as having lapsed ; there is some justification for

this procedure, in so far as administrative expenditure will have been incurred on these
policies. With a view to getting figures so far as possible comparable with those of the
Parmoor Committee, their method has been adopted in Table XXX, though the numbers
of policies not taken up are also given separately. The broad results would not be very
different whatever the method adopted.

Lapse Proportions at Various Dates

41. Table XXX shows a fall in the proportion of lapses to policies issued from 190d-
18 to 1929 and again to 1937-39, combined with a rise in the proportion of policies ended
prematurely in other ways—by being made free for a reduced sum or being surrendered
for cash. This reflects the operation of the concessions progressively made by the offices

since the Parmoor Report. Taking all causes of premature ending together the proportion
so ended is a little higher in each of the years 1937 to 1939 than in 1929—68 per cent, as
compared with 64 percent. Complete comparison cannot be made with 1909-18 as in-
formation as to the number of surrenders is lacking, but from information as to the amounts
paid out on surrenders it is possible to estimate the numbers and reach an approximate
figure for the total of premature ending^ from all causes. This estimate suggests that
for 1909-18 the policies issued and ended otherwise than by claim on maturity were about
72 per cent, of the total numbers issued as compared with the 68 per cent, twenty or more
years later.

42. The figures for 1941 show a marked decline in the proportion of lapses and of

surrenders on a smaller total of policies issued. This reflects both the diminution of
unemployment and the arrangements made to help members of the Forces to meet their
commitments for rent and insurance by war grants administered through the Ministry of

Pensions. These arrangements are very extensive and cover a substantial proportion of

the whole of the armed forces. Under these arrangements all premiums in respect of life,

endowment or educational insurance policies taken out not less than six months before

call-up or enlistment are normally accepted as commitments, provided that they are
not considered unreasonable in relation to his pre-service earnings, and grants
are made to meet these premiums, so far as this is necessary to maintain a net weeldy
income of not less than 16/- a week for each adult and 8/- a week for each child under
14 years of age. This is the minimum .standard to which the net income of the serving
man's household must be brought, even in cases where the standard of living prior to his

service iras lower. Where, however, the pre-service standard represented more than
16/- lor each adult the grant is related to a proportionately higher standard. These
arrangements must clearly have a very considerable effect in preventing lapses during
the present war. The corresponding arrangements for dealing with the liabilities of

servicemen during the war of 1914-18 were not nearly so extensive. The commitments
for rent and rates were dealt with as from the beginning of the war by the National Relief

Fund and later by a War Pensions Statutory Committee and a Special Grants Committee,
but till March 1918 these bodies took no account of insurance premiums. From May
1916 omiards the Civil Liabilities Committee was prepared to deal with liabilities of aU
kinds, but sitting centrally confined its activities in the main to liabilities larger than
those involved in industrial assurance. Extensive maintenance of industrial assurance
policies in the last w'ar does not appear to have begun till March 1918. It is probable,
nevertheless, that for other ca.uses lapsing tended to diminish during the last war, though
not .so much as in the present war and that, therefore, the fall from 72 per cent, as the
average rate of abortive insurance in 1909-18 to 68 per cent, in 1937-39 understates
slightly the extent of improvement.

43. Industrial assurance, however, must be judged, not by its working in

the abnormal conditions of the war, but by its working in peace. The significant

comparison is between the figures obtained by the Cohen Committee for 1929 and those

obtained by the present Committee for 1937-39. The last line of the table giving compre-
hensive figures for 1929 shows that the proportion of premature endings was much the same
in all the offices taken together as in the six large offices and that these had nearly three-

quarters of the whole business. It may be estimated accordingly that in the last years

before the present war. about 10 million policies on an average were issued each year,

and about 6J lillion policies were ended prematurely each year. Of these i of a million

were policies not taken up ; about 3^ million represented outright forfeitures after the

policy had been taken up, and premiums paid upon it ; and about 2J million were converted

into free policies for reduced .sums or surrendered for cash. These are the figures for

1937-39, for comparison with those for 1929 given by the Cohen Committee and cited in

para. 39 above.
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44 The Pannoor Committee showed that the bulk of lapses occurred within the
first few months ,

about 80 per cent occurred within two years of the issue of the policy
This also holds true to-day An analysis of lapses in one of the important offices in 1941
showed that 44 9 per cent of the forfeited policies had been issued in 1941 and 39 5 per
cent in 1940 that is to say at least 84 4 per cent were less than two years old

45 Both the Parmoor Committee and the Cohen Committee discussed at some
length whether lapsing of policies was profitable or the reverse to the industrial offices

and were sceptical of the claim that the offices made no gain by lapses It is unneces
sary to renew that discussion to-day It can be accepted that the offices as they stated
in evidence to the present Committee dislike lapses and would gladly see them diminished
It remains true as the Parmoor Committee put it in para 4 1 of their Report that who
ever gets the benefit of the premiums paid whether the companies or their agents it is

certain that the public loses heavily by lapses

46 The general result of the comparison is that up to the outbreak of the present
war the proportion of policies issued which failed before maturity showed no substantial
change The palliative proposed oy the Parmoor Committee df grant of free policies
or surrender \alues had been applied The fundamental improvement of restricting

the issue of policies to those with a good chance of survival has not been achieved As
the Cohen Committee pointed out the practical value of a fiee policy perhaps for a few
shillings or a pound or two payable thirty years hence is not veiy great All such
policies and all surrendered policies have borne their share of the heavy costs of issue and
of collection of premiums

Overselling as Cause of Lapsing

47 It IS argued on behalf of the industrial offices that life assurance is a form of
instalment buying and that some failures to maintain instalments are inevitable incidents
of such a business particularly in a society subject to unemployment Ihis is true
The question remains whether it is socially desirable that instalment business in the
form of life assurance should be pushed to an extent producing failure to complete the
purchase in two-thirds of the cases and outright forfeiture after some payments have been
made in half of this two-thirds The Parmoor Committee had no doubt that the business
was being pushed too far and would continue to be pushed while procuration fees remained,
as they remain in all the large collecting societies today In giving evidence to the Cohen
Committee a dozen years later the National Amalgamated Union of Life Assurance
Workers declared that much lapsing is due to over-selling Some years later still, at
the outbreak of the present war the scale of abortive insurance was as large as ever,

though its form bad altered

48 In some offices there seems to have been not even a change of form Nearly
eighty years ago in 18h4 Mr Gladstone in urging the bill for Post Office Insurance,
tried to shock the House of Commons by giving to th m what he regarded as almost
incredible figures Ihe Royal 1 i\er Society he said issued Hs OOH policies last

year and had in the same time 70 000 lapsed policies That is a lapse proportion of

52 per cent in 1863 In 1929 the Koya' I iver Society—oni of the large collecting

societies which have preserved their methods of remuiiLrition and pavment for procuring
new business in spite of the Parmoor Report—issued 81 1 a4T policies and had 444,829
lapses excluding in each case policies not taken up another 4b OM) policies were made
free for reduced sums or surrendered for ctisli 1 hat is a lapse proportion of 5s per cent
in 1929 with another 6 per cent of insurance abortive in other wa>s hat Mr Gladstone
regarded as an incredible scandal in 1864 was reproduced in 1929 six times greater in

sc^e and slightly worse in degree

5 Insurance on Life-of-Another

49 Industrial assurance began as burial insurance as the method by which men of

scanty means might provide for the inevitable expensi of burial and avoid for themselves
and their dependants the indignity of a pauper grave It has developed into the
general life assurance of men of limited incomes giving the oiiportunity of saving for all

purposes in a great variety of forms It is siilficient here to distinguish tlirie main
classes—endowment assurance whole life assurance on thi proposers own life or that
of a spouse and insurance on the lilc-of another Lndowment assurance as the way of

combining provision for the proposers later years with jirovision for earlier death is now
the most rapidly growing class of business In the 19 offices ol the Industrial bile Offices

Association the premiums for endowment assiiranie anil eii lownieiits were over a
quarter of the total premiums in 1940 and had increased about 124 per cent in ten years
while whole life premiums had increased only 21 per cent In the Pruilential in 1941

62 per cent of the premiums for new business were for endownit nt assurances elTected

either by adults on their own lives or on behalf of children on their own lives Whole
life insurance on own life or that of a spouse may provide both funeral expenses—the
onginal object of industrial assurance—and something lor the needs of dependants , this
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class ^o£ insurance accounted for a little more than 22 per* cent, of the new industrial
premiums of the Prudential in 1941. Insurance on life-of-another, i.e. of a person
other than the proposer or a spouse, is. in industrial assurance, insurance for funeral
expenses ; including infantile assurance, it accounted for less than 16 per cent, of the
new premiums of the Prudential in 1941.

Relative Importance of Funeral Expense Insurance

50. It might be thought that insurance for funeral expenses was by now a relatively
unimportant part of industrial assurance. But this view would be wrong for several
reasons. First, the Prudential for which these percentages have been given, is not
typical : it has a larger proportion both of endowment and of own life policies than the
other offices. Second, the percentages relate to new business only ; in the whole body
of assurances effected over many years in the past the proportion of endowment assurance,
in the Prudential, as elsewhere, is much less. Third, the importance to the offices of
insurance for funeral expenses is not measured by the statistical relation between the
preimums paid specifically for that purpose and the premiums paid for other purposes.
Provision for funeral expenses as a requirement whose need is recognised by all is the
natural starting point from which the agent can lead his clients to saving and insurance
for other less urgent purposes. In this respect insurance for funeral expenses still forms
the foundation of industrial assurance. A policy intended to cover such expenses may be
taken out by the proposer to provide for his own funeral or that of a spouse under the
common law covering insurance in all forms. A policy to provide the funeral expenses
of any other person is a policy on the life-of-another, valid only by statute and only for
the special form of insurance described as industrial assurance, with premiums collected
at the door.

51. Issue of policies on life-of-another, that is to say, of some person other than the
proposer or spouse, to specified relatives for funeral expenses, is a feature peculiar to
industrial assurance, in derogation of the law governing insurance generally. The extent
to which industrial assurance depends on the power given by Section 36 (1) of the Assurance
Companies Act, 1909, now Section 3 of the Act of 1923, for insurance on life-of-another,
is shown by the following table. This gives the distribution of premium income on
policies of whole life assurance effected on lives over ten years of age by groups of important
companies in two weeks of August, 1931, and two weeks of March, 1942, respectively,
with corresponding figures for the Co-operative Insurance Society, Ltd., in February,
1932, and August, 1942,

Tablb XXXI.

—

Distribution ot new Industrial Assurance
Business by Relationship of Proposer

Relationship of

Proposer to Life
Assured

(1)

Premiums in two or three Weeks' new Whole-Life
Assurance on lives over 10 expressed as per-

centages of premiums on all such policies

Average
sum

assured

27 offices

Aug., 1931

(2)

1 9 offices

Mar., 1942

(3)

Co-ope
Feb., 1932

(4)

native

Aug., 1942

(3)

Co-operative
Aug., 1942

(6)

Self, husband or wife ... 45-3 42-8 48-5 54-9
i

21-36
Son or daughter 41-8 44-3 2 .5.3 33-8 10-50

Parent 5-8 5-2 23-4 5-6 17-87

Brother or sister ^1 M 5*4 19 2-7 12-83

Grandchild 2-2 0-9 1-0 8-16

Grandparent 01 0-1 0 0 — 14-26

1000 100 0 100-0 100-0

52.

The offices are not precisely the same in August 1931 and March 1942 (numbering
twenty-seven including the Prudential and .Co-operative at the earlier date, and nineteen
excluding the Prudential and Co-operative at the later date) ; the distribution of the
Co-operative's business in 1932 is materially different from the general average. For this

and for other reasons, such as the growth of endowment insurance on own life, differences

between the two sets of percentages in cols 2 and 3 are of no great significance. The
main result is to show that at each date about half the new premiums were in respect of

life-of-another policies, that is to say were valid only under the special powers given by
Section 3 of the Act of 1923 for policies to provide funeral expenses.
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53. These expenses are of two kinds. There is the direct cost of the funeral, whicli
must be borne by someone and which need not vary greatly from one death to another
There are the personal expenditures which relatives and friends of the dead person mdv
wish to incur in shoiving their respect, by mourning garments, by attendance at the
funeral involving perhaps travelling costs and loss of wages, by sending of flowers, and m
other ways. These expenditures depend' both on the numbers and on the feelings of those
who feel bound to incur them. The first kind may, for convenience, be described as dire> x

funeral expenses ; the second kind as indirect expenses on death.

Illegal Pohaes and the Act of 1909

54. Industrial assurance began as a means of meeting direct funeral expenses ;

in the words already quoted from the Royal Commission of 1 874 the bulk of the collecting

societies were burial societies. Much of this insurance took the form of own life policies

needing no special legal authority
; beyond this, friendly societies, whether using collectors

or not, were authorised by statute to provide money for the funeral expenses of the husband,
wife or child of a member and companies could issue policies for the same purpose to the
parents of children under ten years of age. These powers, the only ones existing before
1909, did not cover direct funeral expenses in all cases, and they made no provision at
all for the indirect expenses on death which might be incurred by relatives other than a
parent or spouse. But both companies and societies before 1909 had become accustomed
to issue policies, some of r\hich, while on the face of them they might appear to be own-
life policies, were, in fact, taken out by persons who had no insurable interest, with a view
to receiving a payment on the death of the life assured. Such policies were illegal under the
Act of 1774. In introducing in 1909 the Bill which became the Assurance Companies
Act, the President of the Board of Trade (Mr. Winston Churchill) estimated that of

35,000,000 industrial assurance policies then in existence, about 10,000,000 were illegal.

55. A situation had been created by the Industrial Life Offices with which Parliament
was forced to deal. Parliament deilt with it in two stages under sub-sections (1) and (2)

of Section 36 of the Assurance Companies Act of 1909 as set out below :

—

(1) Amongst the purposes for which collecting societies and industrial assurance
companies may issue policies of assurance there shall be included insuring money to
be p>aid for the funeral expenses of a parent, grandparent, grandchild, brother, or
sister.

(2) No policy effected before the passing of this Act with a collecting society or industrial

assurance company shall be deemed to be void by reason only that the person
effecting the policy had not, at the time the policy was effected, an insurable interest

in the life of the person insured, or that the name of the person interested, or for

whose benefit or on whose account the policy was effected, was not inserted in the
policy, or that the insurance was not one authorised by the Acts relating to friendly
societies, if the policy was effected by or on account of a person who bad at the time
a bona fide expectation that he would incur expenses in connection with the death
or funeral of the assured, and if the sum assured is not unreasonable for the purpose
of covering those expenses, and any such policy shall enure for the benefit of the
person for whose benefit it was effected or his assigns.

(3) Any collecting society or industrial assurance company which, after the passing
of this Act, issues policies of assurance which are not within the legal powers of
such society or company shall be held to have made default in complying with
the requriements of this Act ; and the provisions of this Act with respect to such
default shall apply to collecting societies, industrial assurance companies and their

officers, in like manner as they apply to assurance companies and their officers.

The first of these sub-sections dealt with the future ; it recognised the need for extended
powers of insurance by named relatives for funeral expenses ; this sub-section was repro-
duced in substance by Section 3 of the Act of 1923, which by adding " child " to the list

of permitted relationships consolidated therewith powers of insurance on children given
under earlier Acts of 1896. The second sub-section dealt with the past; it validated
insurances made with a bona fide expectation of incurring expenses in connection with the
death or funeral of the assured, but only if such insurances had been made before 3rd
December. 1909 ; this whitewashing .sub-section was reproduced in substance by Section
31 of the Act of 1923. What was the intention and what has been the effect of this legisla-

tion ? There has been much legal argument as to the precise meaning and effect of sub-
section (1), but three propositions may be laid down as beyond dispute by reasonable
men.

56. First, " the funeral expenses " for which continuing insurance is permitted under
sub-section (1) are something different from and narrower than the bona fide expectation
of incurring expenses in connection with a death or funeral, insurance which in the pa.-,t

is validated by sub-section (2). I’arliamcnt does not use entirely different words in the
same Act to mean the same thing. A supporting argument for strict interpretation of sub-
section (1) is that no condition is imposed there as to the amount assured being

" not
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unreasonable " as it is imposed in sub-section (2). One way of making the necessary
distinction between the two sub-sections is to interpret " the funeral expenses ” of a
deceased person as meaning the direct cost of the funeral, exclusive of personal expenditures
occasioned by a death, on mourning or attendance at the funeral. This is the most natural
sense of the term " funeral expenses,” and the sense in which the term is used lor purposes
of estate duty excluding such expenditures as the provision of a tombstone or mourning.
That for the purpose of industrial a.ssurance funeral expenses do not include mourning
expenses was made clear by the Court of Appeal in 1915 ; they held that it was a fraud for
an agent to describe a policy for funeral expenses as covering mourning expenses (Tofts v.
Pearl Assurance Co. [1915] 1 K.B. 189). Another way of distinction is to treat policies

for funeral expenses as policies of indemnity, that is as policies in which the insured
person may recover only the amount actually spent by him, with the sum assured as
maximum. This is the view favoured by some of the judges in two cases decided soon
after the Act of 1909 (Woletiberg v. Royal Co-operative Collecting Society [1916] W.C. and
Ins. R. 346, and Goldstein v. Salvation Army Assurance Society [1917] 2 K.B. 291). The
view that policies under Section 36 (1) of the Act of 1909 were contracts of indemnity
was not necessary to the decision in either case and is therefore still open to argument

;

an elaborate legal argument against regarding such policies as contracts ol indemnity was
submitted by the Prudential to the Cohen Committee. What is not open to argument is

that, either in this way or another way. Parliament intended in 1§09 to distinguish sharply
between the business that it authorised for the future under sub-section (1) and that which
it whitewashed in the past under sub-section (2).

57.

Second, the industrial assurance companies and collecting societies have
conducted their business since 1909 in such a way as to ignore the distinction drawn
by Parliament. They have treated Section 36 (1) as authorising the issue of a life-of-

another policy to any of the named relatives up to a limit fixed by them<-el v'cs, in most
cases now about £30, without taking any steps to discover at the lime that the proposer
has any liability for the funeial expenses for which he is insuring, or to ensure later that
he devotes money paid on the policy to that purpose. They now in all cases require a
proposer to declare whether he has any’ policies on the same life in another office, but they
take no responsibility for checking the correctness of this declaration when death occurs.

They resist the interpretation of funeral expense policies under Section 36 (1) either as
policies of indemnity or as policies for direct funeral expenses. In other words they
interpret " funeral expenses ” in sub-section (1) as meaning any " expenses in connection
with the death or funeral of the assured " which the relative insuring may expect or

desire to incur up to an amount of £30. More accurately they treat it as meaning any
money up to that limit which the proposer may wish to get when his relative dies. In
giving evidence to the Cohen Committee the representatives of the Co-operative Insurance
Society Ltd. agreed frankly that the)' ignored any di.stinction between the wording of the
two sub-sections

;
they stated also that this was common throughout the business

and that in practice the Act has not been obeyed (Cohen Committee, Qu. 3667-72). The
evidence of the other offices—including the Prudential and rhe Industrial Life Offices

Association—as well as of the Insurance Unions Congress, if lc.ss frank, was just as revealing.

It took the form of suggesting an amendment of the law by substituting " expenses in

connection with the death or funeral " for the funeral expenses "
; no doubt was left

that this would merely give legal cover to the established practice of all the offices and their

agents. '
,

Direct and Indirect Expenses on Death

58. Third, provision for direct funeral expenses and provision for personal e.xpenditure

in connection with a deatlr or funeral are in fact distinct purposes and need different kinds
of insurance. No person can have more than one funeral. On every death, therefore, a
sum of money sufficient for the funeral expenses of that person should be available for

the person who pays the funeral expenses, but only one sum of money should be available

for this purpose. Money for direct funeral expenses should not on any death be paid to

more than one person. On the other hand, the number of persons who on the occasion of a
death may desire to incur personal expenditure in buying mourning, in sending flowers

or other tokens of respect, in travelling to the funeral and perhaps losing earnings for that
purpose, is uncertain and variable. But such expenditure can only be incurred by those

particular persons ; since it depends on their personal relation to the deceaised, policies

intended to cover it should not be transferable to others.

59. Insurance for " the funeral expenses " of a dead person and insurance for personal

expenses which a living person may expect or desire to incur " in connection with the
death or funeral " are distinct purposes. They are combined in practice, only because
the companies and collecting societies in issuing and dealing with fnneral expense policies

issue those policies and pay on them without making any attempt to ensure that the
person receiving the money ivill have any fnneral expenses to meet. The companies and
societies limit the amount of any insurance tliat A can put upon the life of B both by
declining themselves to issue policies for more than a certain amount and by requiring
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disclosure of similar policies with other companies. But this does not, and cannot,
prevent many persons from taking out policies with the same company or with different
companies on the same life, nor does it prevent many policies on tire same life accumulating
ultimately in the hands of one person, since such policies are treated as transferable and
not terminating in any case on the death of the person who took out the policy.

60. The result is that on the occurrence of a death money may be paid, and un-
doubtedly is in a large number of cases paid, for which there is no obvious need either in

meeting direct funeral expenses (since these may be covered several times over by different

policies taken out by different persons), or in meeting personal expenditure of relatives

(since one surviving relative may have accumulated policies which would have covered
the personal expenditure of many relatives). Insurance money for funeral expenses
may fall due at a death in such amounts that there is no choice betiveen extravagant
spending and making a profit out of insurance on the life-of-another, that is to sai' turning
insurance into gambling. Insurance money may be paid to one relative but the actual
cost of the funeral may fall on another who is not insured at aU Money for funeral
expenses may be spent in other ways, having the funeral unpaid for.

61 . It is clear that to make the distinction intended by Parliament in 1 909 betii een
" the funeral expenses ” and personal expenditure " in connection with the death or
funeral ” of the life assured would have b^n troublesome to the Industrial Life Offices,

They would either have had to make enquiries at the time of a proposal as to other funeral
expense policies held by any person on the life assured, or to have treated such policies

at the time of claim as policies of indemnity ; they would have had to apply to policies

on the life-of-another something of the care that is applied to such policies in ordinary
insurance. It can be argued, and is argued by the offices, that this would have prevented
them from meeting a real demand for the means of defraying personal expenditure in

mourning or attending funerals. It can be claimed finally that if the offices were doing
wrong it was for the public authorities charged witli their supervision to bring them to

book. The Act of 1909, in Section 36 (3) quoted above, had penal provisions expressly

directed against the issue of illegal policies ; the Board of Trade with whom the enforce-

ment of those provisions rested never questioned the proceedings of the industrial offices.

The Act of 1923, repeating in substance the whole of Section 36 from the Act of 1909, set

up an Industrial Assurance Commissioner with new powers of inspection for discovering

just what the offices were doing and ample means for challenging any doubtful procedure ;

the Industrial Assurance Commissioner took no action, though when the Cohen Com-
mittee came he stated expressly that in his view many of the industrial policies being
issued were illegal. The Cohen Committee agreed with this view ; they a^eed also with
the Industrial Assurance Commissioner of that time that some modification of the law
was desirable. They made recommendations described in the following paragraphs,
which would have legalised some but not all things which the Industrial Life Offices were
doing but would have legalised them on conditions which the offices rejected. The
Government took no action on the Report of the Cohen Committee and the offices went
on just as before ; they have now been left unchallenged for more than thirtj'- years

All this can be claimed by them with force and justice ; it is an illustration of the fact

that in face of a powerful economic motive incomplete remedies are dangerous. There
should be no lack of completeness in what is proposed for idle future. This calls for further

consideration of the recommendations of the Cohen Committee.

Recommendations of ‘Cohen Committee

62. That Committee, while emphasising the disregard of law involved in the practice

of the Industrial Life Offices since 1909 and before that date, accepted the argument of the

offices that there was a genuine demand by the public for policies to cover not direct

funeral expenses merely but person2il expenditure on mourning, attendance at the funeral

and the like. They proposed that any person should be allowed to insure the life of any
of his relatives named in Section 3 of the Act of 1923 up to a maximum of £20, without
specifying the purpose of the policy ; that is to say, within a certain range of relationship

ihere should be a statutory insurable interest. They made this suggestion subject to two
conditions :

—

(1) That insurance should require the consent of the person whose life was bfing

insured

;

(2) Tliat if the proposer died before the life assured, the policy should become tlie

property of any permit!' d relation provided the transferred policy would not bring
his total assurances on 1 .m life over Uie permitted limit of £20. If it did or there was
no permitted relation who desired to take over the policy, a surrender value would
be paid.

63. The industrial offices and their agents objected to the suggested limit oti;20

and proposed ;£50 instead. As regards the first of the two conditions proposed by the

Cohen Committee, the offices argued that to require the consent of the life assured would
prevent many assurances from being effected, since consent would be refused and that this
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^^'ould le2>d to deaths \^lthoul provision for the cost of the funeral. It is not easy to believs
that any appreciable proportion of people would object to co-operate in steps to ensure
them a decent funeral

; it may well be that those who already had this ensured would
object to assisting relatives to secure the chance of a new outht of clothes or a jaunt on the
occssion of their deaths. The objection of the oflices has some validity in respect of
personal expenditure insurancp

, it has little or none in respect of provision for direct
fiincral costs, « serious purpose lor which people starve and stint themselves Undoubtedly
to require tlie consent ol the life assured would diminish the amount of industrial
assurance, by checking multiple and therefore excessive insurance on the same life by
several different relatives. From the point of view of public policy it would probably
be worth while to secure that check, even at the risk of some genuine funeial expense
going unprovided. But as is suggested in para. 65 below there is no need to take this risk.

64. As regards the second condition the offices appear not to have expressed a
definite \^iew but they objected to restricting the transfoiabiiity of policies, on the
ground that the proposer might die when the person assured was so old that no fresh
insurance could be taken out on him by another proposer

,
there might thus be no

provision at all for hi ^ i neral. This argument has validity in respect of insurance for
direct funeral expenses ; it has none in respect of personal expenditure insurance.

65. Examination ol the proposals made by the Cohen Committee and of the objections
raised to these proposals by the industrial offices illustrates from another angle the
undesirability of combining, as the Industrial Life Offices, in defiance of the clear intention
of Parliament have combined, the necessary and important business of providing lor
decent burial with the secondary business of providing for personal expenditure occasioned
by a death. The first is a fit subject for compulsory social insurance and can be done
through that agency for a tenth or a twentieth of the administrative cost involved in doing
it through industrial assurance. The second is a fit subject for voluntary insurance
conducted with a rigid adherence to the rules which separate insurance from gambling.

66. The Chairman of the Departmental Committee, Sir Benjamin Cohen, described
the right of insuring for funeral expenses conferred by Section 3 of the Industrial Assurance
Act of 1923 as ' a right given to ^e poor man and not to the rich. The rich man cannot
assure for the funeral expenses of his relatives, the working class can assure lives in which
they have no insurable interest," (Cohen Committee, Qu. 3361.) It is true that
insurances may be effected through industrial assurance which are not permissible in any
other way, but this is hardly a right given to poor men and denied to rich men. There is

notliing to prevent a rich man from taking out a policy for funeral expenses with an
Industrial Life Office, that is to say he can assure provided he pays for collection. The
true state of affairs is that liberty to insure for funeral expenses—something needed by the
poor man thousfh not by the rich man—is now given to rich and poor alike only on condition
of insuring through collectors, that is to say of insuring in a way which absorbs in

administration 7/6 out of every £ paid as premiums.

6. Results of Earlier Enquiries

67. All the three iiidepoudent committees which in the course of about forty years

investigated the business ot industrial assurance, w'hile recognising the need for tlie service

rendered by it in providing for burial expenses, made strong criticisms both on the conduct
of the business and as to the cost of the service.

68. The House of Commons Select Committee of 1889 were concerned largely with
cases of what at tliis interval of time may without impropriety be described as sharp

practice or even Iraud. On industrial assurance in general they expressed a carefully

balanced judgment in the following terms : "It must be regarded as a means, for which
at present there is no effective substitute, of inducing very large numbers of the working
classes to make some provision for burial or for benefit to survivors at death, who would
otherwise make none ; and so far these societies and companies may be regarded, when

managed, as commendable institutions, always subject to the consideration that,

owing to the commission charged by collectors (from 20 to 25 per cent.), added to the

ordinary cost of management, it often happens that nearly half the premium income
never goes to the benefit fund." They expressed also the opinion that the method of

collecting societies was " of no value whatever towards education in thrift," and called

attention to the " very acute " competition between these societies as a source of danger.

69. The Departmental Committee of 1919-20 under the chairmanship of Lord Parmoor
described the industrial as-surance system as one which " lends itself to abuse in many
directions." In using these words they had in mind gross abuses of adventure and extrava-

gance and harsh contracts, and they made recommendations for dealing with these ^buses,

most of which were embodied in the Industrial Assurance Act of 1923. The more general

subjects of their criticism were the high administrative cost, the high rates of dividend

or remuneration of directors in fhe proprietary companies and the excessive proportion

«E lapses
; among these three they laid special emphasis on the last, attributing it in the

main to the i)ressurc to increase business involved in the terms of remuneration to agents.
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70. The Departmental Committee of 1931-33 under the chairmanship of Sir Benjamin
Cohen, among many criticisms of detail, repeated much of what had been said by the
Parmoor Committee as to the high cost of administration and lapse.s. They were severe
perhaps unduly severe—in what they said of the institution of book interest. But in the
main, they attributed what they regarded as the principal defects of the business, not as
the Parmoor Committee had done to the precise methods of remuneration, but to excessive
competition among the offices. “ Our survey of the business of industrial assurance has
led 113 to the conclusion that excessive competition with its almost feverish pressure for
increase,' firstly by the offices upon their staffs, and secondly by the latter upon the

working class population, is responsible for the principal defects of the business. To this
competition and pressure must be ascribed the masses of unijconoraicai contracts (many
of them of doubtful legality) into which people are induced to enter and the inordinate
number of lapses which ensue, with tlie heavy losses resulting fiom them.”

71. Criticisms of this character repealed by one independent body of investigators
after another are weighty.* Naturally they have had their weight and have led to changes.
Many of these change.s have been embodied in legislation. At least as important are tho
steps which have been taken by the Industrial Life Offices them..elves to deal with matters
not touched by legislation.

First, during the past twenty-live or thirty years there has been a determined
and successful attempt by the principal companies, through re-organisation of their
.staffs and otherwise, to reduce their expenses of management. The leader in this

has been tlic Prudential, but other companies, like the Refuge and the Pearl, havs
not been far behind.

Second, practically all the important companies and societies have gone far

beyond Lhcir statutory obligations for the issue of free paid-up policies or grant of

surrender values as an alternative to lapsing completely where the premium ceased
to be paid.

Third, all or nearly all the companies' have followed the lead of the Prudential in

ilistributing part of the profits, to which legally only the shareholders were cntilled,

to policy-holders, or have in other ways given to tile policy-holders more than they
wore entitled to by their contracts.

72. These changes to meet criticisms arc important and must be put on rerord. There
must be added to the record recognition of the positive achievements of industrial a.ssur-

ance. ft has met an essential need of the British iieople of provision for direct funeral

expenses and needs less essential, but real, for persona) expenditure in connection v/ith

death and for insurance and saving for a great variety of purposes. It has developed the
desirable habit of putting money away for a rainy day, that is to s-ay. in .spile of the

contrary judgment of the Select Committee of 1S89, it iias encouraged thrift. Finally,

the agents as knowledgeable, hard working citizens have become in many cases the friends

of the families with which they deal and have rendered them raan\' informal services.

73. To deny the good that there is in the development of life assurance by persons

of limited means would be absurd. The question remains whether the defects of the
busines.s, a.s they have been pointed out by ouc independent enquiry after another, have
now been remedied as completely as is possible or are likely to be remedied in time if the
business continues on its pres-ont lines. The answer to that question, in view of the facts

submitted above, must be negative, in relation both to cost of administration and
to the extent of abortive insurance.

Need for Further Reforms

74. The cost ratio of industrial assurance from the point of view of the policy-holder,

that is to say the proportion of the premiums diverted to purposes other than his benefit,

at the time of the Select Committee of 1889 was just over 45 per cent. In 1931 it was
nearly 40 per cent. In 1937-40 it was over 37 per cent. This is a fall in 50 years from a

The Select Committee of 1889 consisted of twenty-one members of the House of

Commons under the Chairmanship of Sir Herbert Maxwell. The Parmoor Committee
consisted of Lord Parmoor, K.C.V.O. (Chairman), Mr.W. T. Carr, M.P., Mr. H. S. Cautley,

K.C., M.P. (now Lord Cautley), Major Evan Hayward, M.P-., The Rt. Hon. John Hodge,
M.P., Mr. H. A. Payne, C.B., Mr. G. Stuart Robertson (now Sir George Robertson), Sir

Alfred W. Watson.
'

The Cohen Committee consisted of Sir Benjamin Cohen. K.C. (Chairman), Mr. John G.
Archibald, Miss Dorothy Evans, M.A., Mr. Fred Kershaw, O.B.E., J.P., Mr. Stewart
Macnaghten, Sir Alfred Watson, K.C.B., Mr. J. J. Wills. Sir John Fischer Williams,
C.B.E., K.C.

The Reports both of the l^armoor Committee and of the Cohen Committee were
unanimous, signed by all the members.
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charge of about 9/- in the £ of premium to nearly 7/6 in the £, while the number of £s
on which the charge falls has multiplied more than twelve times. Such reduction of costs,
moreover, as has been achieved is largely the work of a few companies ; in the mutual
offices there has been little change and there is little prospect of change in the future.
Even at its present level life assurance through collectors still costs more than twice as
much in administration as ordinary life assurance. It is not sufficient, however, to dwell
on the high administrative cost of industrial assurance. It is necessary to show if possible
that the cost could be less. > The cost comes in the main through tiio use of collectors.
Could the same needs be met more cheaply ? The answer to that ipicstion can be given
in stages.

_
75. First, the essential universal need for direct funeral exjicnses, which is the starting-

point of industrial assurance, can be met at a very small fraction of the cost of industrial
assurance by compulsory social insurance. This is the ground for the proposal made as
Change 18 in Part II, to include a universal funeral grant in the .social insurance scheme.
It is hard to see how the administrative cost of this could amount to more than about 6d.
in the /, 2J per cent, as compared with more than 37 per cent.

76. Second, the other needs—for personal expenditure in connection with death, for
life assurance and for saving generally, being less uniform and less universal, are subjects
for voluntary action rather than for compulsion. Voluntary insurance is necessarily and
reasonably more costly in administration than compulsory insurance Hut at least three
great voluntary organisations now at work in Britain show the possibility of encouraging
voluntary insurance or saving on a large scale among persons of limited means at a cost
ratio far below that of industrial assurance. As is shown in Appendix H, the centialised
Friendly Societies, with a membership of nearly 4,000,000, obtain contributions and
administer a far more complicated system of benefits than that of industrial assurance
at not much more than a quarter of the administrative cost of industrial assurance, 10 per
cent., or 2/- in the £ of contributions. The Hospital Contributory Schemes, covering
before the present war about 10,000,000 wage-earners, were obtaining about ^6,500,000
a year from them mainly in weekly subscriptions at an administrative cost of about 6 per
cent. The War Savings Committee, in peace as in war, has proved its ability to collect

amaU savings from all classes at an insignificant cost. Neither of the two organisations
last named performs the same function as industrial assurance, with contracts for whole
life or many years. And none of the three covers so large a proportion of the whole popula-
tion. But, as is .suggested below, there is little doubt that some of the existing industrial

assurance is socially undesirable, because made at the cost of more essential needs. And
the success of all three of these organisations makes it hard to accept an argument that
the naturally thrifty British people cannot be persuaded to save except at the present
administrative cost of industrial assurance.

77. Third, even assuming the need for weekly collection of premiums, the contrast
between the Prudential and the other Industrial Life Offices show's that the work could be
done more cheaply than at present. ' No one can suggest that the Prudential renders less

efficient service to its policy-holders than do its rivals. But for its actual expenses of

management the Prudential needs little more than a quarter of its premiums ; only
the profit which it distributes to shareholders and the inepme-tax which it pays brings

its total cost ratio up to nearly one-third of the premiums. Even assuming weeldy collec-

tion just as at present, the cost of industrial assurance could be materially less if it were
conducted on the lines of the Prudential by a monopoly corporation.

78. In the light of these considerations it is not possible either to accept what has
been accomplished in reducing the cost of administration as adequate or to look forward
to.any substantial change in the future.

79. In regard to abortive assurance, the position is much the same as in regard to

cost of administration. There has been an improvement, but the improvement still leaves

serious evils without remedj'. There has been an improvement, m so far as outright lapses

have been replaced to a substantial extent by grant of free policies for reduced sums or of

surrender values when premiums cease to be paid, but that is nearly the whole of the

improvement. In relation to the number of policies issued each year the number failing

before maturity right up to the beginning of the present war was nearly as liigh as in the
days of the Parmoor Committee and higher Ilian in 1929. During the w'ar the proportion

of failures lias fallen markedly but this is the result of special circum.stances. Judgment
must rest on what was accomplished up to the war. It is doubtful if in this respec^there

has been any large improvement since long before tliat time. A form of insurance in

which the number of policies failing before matunty each year is two-thirds of the policies

issued each year, while more than half of that two-thirds lapsed completely, cannot be
regarded as satisfactory. It is clear evidence of over-selling, of a bu3iiie.ss so organised

that more policies are taken out than is desiraole in the public interest or in the interests

of those who take them.
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Diavn on Limited Incomes

80 The same thing la shown m another way by the evidence as to the laige pro
portion of the incomes of the pooicst classes th it is devoted to industrial assuiance Some
of the money which goes to build the immense funds and premium in>-ome of inaustriol
life offices has come and still continues to come from people w ith less than the means ot

bare subsistence AIi Rowntree m 1936 in a. special study ot 267 poor families in Tork
found tliat out of an av erage weekly income of 34/9—^far below the pov eitj line—^thei

were contributing or an average 2/1 a week per family foi death insurance 30 of these

families weie devoting up to one fifth or more of their whole income to this purpose *

Ihe Lnemplovment \ssistancc Board in 1938 found that piemiums foi life burial and
endowment iiisuiancc weie being paid by moie than three quarters of all their applicants
more than three quarters of this th ee quaiteis were nay mg 1 oi more each week Ihcii

total payments for this purpose amounted to about -fl 7o0 000 a year Ihe smaller tht

income the larger in geneial is the proportion of the whole that is speir on biiial
insurance in the iinguage of economists bunal insur nice behaves like a necessity—
bread oi lent— not a luvury Table VI in para 209 shows voluntary insurance pavment
which lie piactiealh all industiial assurance premiums of 2/J a week oi 7J per cent ol

the total income pail fiom incomes of less than 40/ a week while those with £i to ;f5

of income pav 2/10 a week or only 3 per cent of then income Y table given by Dis
McOonigle and Kirbv for Stockton on Tees f shows families with an income of 25/ to

35 / a week paying on an average 1 /6J oi 4 9 per cent of their net income for snch
insurance while families with 70 or 80/ i week pay on in average 2/9J a week oi

3 6 pel cent contributions on this scale are of course far moie tlian could be needed
to cover reasonable funeral expenses Hundreds of thousands of families wtli less than
enoug*! ^o live < n contribute substantial proportions of their incomes to industrial

insuiance trom 10 per cent to 40 pei cent or more of what they conti bute goes m
administrative expenses and profits

81 Both the extent of aboitive assurance and the evidence of the socal surveys
shoyv the amount of industrial assurance today as excessive lhat excess follows from the

fact that it IS a business yyith a strong internal pressure to dey lop m the interests of the
staff or the interests of shareholders Some amount of aboitivc insurance is inevitable in

the life assurance of persons of limited means exposed to eeo ion ic insecurity That fact

IS a leason for keeping the amount of life assurance within the npai itv oi the buyers o
insurance and removing th„ pressure to overinsurance y\h th comes from the n-tural

desire of the sellers of insurance for business gam
82 The criticisms made upon industrial assurance in the p ist have not been met

and cannot be met while the system remains as at present a competitive buemess The
best hope of mt<-tiiig them lies in following out some of the ideas which were present to

the minds of the Cohen Committee That Committee while luling out nationalisation of

industrial assurance as it now exists as not a practical proposition added Some ot

ns, howcvei corsidei that the possibility of widening the scope of the present State
Insurance Schemes so as to cover the contingencies now met by mdustiial assurance
should be fully explored The Committee added as a final sentence to the mam body
of their Report yve aie convinced that if the changes which the due piotection of the
assuring public demands cannot be effected bv less drastic measures the difficulties m the
transference of the business to a single orgamzation to which we hayc leleired at length

will ultimately have to be laced

7 Proposal for av Industrial Assurvxcl. Board
83 Ihe exploration suggested by ' some of tlie Cohen Committee has been eoiiicd

out m the course of the piesent enquirv that exploration leads to the proposal as Change
18 in Part II tliat the main purpose foi which mdustiial assuiance came into being oi

providing for direct burial expenses should be included m the unified scheme of com
pulsory insurance This is the effective substitute which the Select Committee of 1889
could not find but clearly desired to find for bunal insurance through collectors as they
saw it m action In the course of the exploration leading to this proposal the%eneial
problem of industrial assurance has been reviewed m the light of the eailiei enqmries
«md of events since the date of the Cohen Committee This review leads to the suggestion
that the only satisfactorv solution of the problem of mdustiial assurance letaining the
good yhile cuiing the defects of the present system yvill he ir following out the fii al hint
of the Cohen Committee and converting industnal assuiance fiom being a competitive
seller|| business to being a monopoly consumeis service

84 This suggestion involves no general conviction m fivoiii of public monopolies
or against private competition Today it is recognised among reasonable men that there
IS ? place for eacli of these methods m its appiopriate sphere and the choice between

* Poverty and Progress (1941), p 213

f 1 overly and Public Hfaltn (1936) pp 222 4
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the two methods should depcud upon the character of the work to be done. The proposal
that life assurance among persons of limited means should be a public service rather than
a competitive private business is based upon the special character of industrial assurance,
as a business in which competition leads to over-selling and as a business in which the
seller's interest presents special danger to the consumer. Life insurance is not like other
commodities, because those who insure make their choice once for all when they take out a
policy. They cannot buy less insurance or another form of insurance next day or change
their assurance company without loss, as next day they can substitute bacon for beef or
change their grocer without loss. Industrial assurance, that is to say life assurance among
people of limited means, is so dilleieut from most ulhei commodities that it cannot safely

be treated as an article of commerce. Industrial assurance is different from ordinary
life assurance, because those who undertake the latter have hoth, as a rule, less limited
means and the possibility of recourse to independent advice. The consumers’of industrial

assurance have not this recourse
; they should be guided in their choice of insurance by

advice that is wholly disinterested.

SS. From these geneial arguments, the case for following to its logical conclusion of
public monopoly the tendency of thought apparent in the Report of the Cohen Committee
IS strong in itself. The case is reinforced on practical grounds by consideration of two
proposals made on other grounds, for changing the present system of Approved Societies
(Report, paras. 48-7S) and for providing a funeral grant for every death as part of com'
pulsory insurance (Report, paras. 157—160). Both these proposals arc an essential part
of the Plan for Social Security. In theory, on the introduction of these measures, the
Industrial Life Offices might be left in their present form to cover the large and growing
field that remains for voluntary insurance by persons of limited means. This includes
insurance on own life or that of a spouse under whole life or endowment policies, insurance
for meeting reasonable personal expenditure involved in the death or funeral of another,
and insurance against general risks, such as fire or theft, or for education of children.
For the second of those purposes—insurance against indirect personal expenses on a
death—^the Industrial Life Offices, in substitution for Section 3 of the Act of 1923, might
be authorised to issue policies on life-of-another witliin the prescribed relationship, up to
a maximum of say £\Q or £\5, terminating on the previous death of the proposer or
transferable subject to the conditions suggested by the Cohen Committee (see para 62
above).

86. Such a solution o^ the problem of industrial assurance i» possible. It would, it

is suggested, be unsatisfactory for several reasons. First, it breaks the connection
between industrial assurance and health insurance. There is no escape from breaking this

connection, it industrial assurance remains a competitive business for gain, but if

it becomes a public service it can bo kept as part of the general organisation of social

security. All that there is of permanent value in the " homo service ” rendered by the
collectors on the side of health insurance can be continued. Second, it would not be fair

to the life offices and tlieir staffs without compensation for the inlerlorcnco w'ith their

business. But, omng to the partial nature of the interference, assessment would present
extremely difficult problems. Third, it would leave the present defcots ol industrial

assurance—of over-selling and excessive cost—in a narrower sphere, indeed, but
unremedied. The wav to economy in the use of collectors lies in rationalisation and
monopoly, not in competition. But a monopoly cannot be allowed to work for profits

without control. The way to replacing the costly system of collectors gradually by more
economical forms of insurance and saving is blocked so long as .so many livelihoods depend
on collection. Fourth, voluntary insurance enabling the individual to make provision

above the minimum for his special needs is an integral part of social security. The work
ol the Industrial Life Offices, though marred by serious delects, though representing today
an excessive drain on the limited resources of nuge-eamers, has made a contribution of

great value in u.sing and stimulating the spirit of thrift throughout the people. It has
brought into being an army of collectors who in thousands of cases have become the
friends of their clients. They can be u.sed and should bo used to better purpose than is the
case today, to encourage fruitful saving, to play their part in bringing security to all.

87. In the field ol sickness insurance the Friendly Societies should be used to

administer the subsistence benefits of compulsory insurance to their members, because
in doing so they will have the occasion to develop voluntary insurance beyond that
minimum. The Friendly Societies can be used as they stand, because and in so far as they
are mutual associations serving only their members In the field covered by industrial

assurance, particularly though not exclusively in its later developments of endowment
assurance, there is aniple room and need for continuing voluntary insurance ;

there are

other problems of supplementary insurance against unemployment and against economic
insecurity of independent workers. The Industrial Life Offices cannot be used just as

they stand for dealing with such problems ; they cannot be used while they are businesses

working for shareholders, or are associations of agents investing capital in books. But
the men in these offices, their energies, abilities and experience should be used, for what
they can do is needed
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88. These consideralions lead to the proposal for setting up an Industrial Assurance
Board with a statutory monopoly of the use of collectors. The Board would take over
all the existing policies of industrial assurance and honour them. It would employ or
compensate the staff It would compensate the shareholders. It would take over all
or part of the ordinary life assurance business of the Industrial Life Offices, as might be
found most convenient in each case. It would be authorised for the future to undertake
new life assurance, whether with or without collection of premiums, subject to a limit of
the amount assured, designed to restrict its clientele to persons of limited means

; some-
thing like the present limit of jJSOO imposed on collecting societies would probably fit the
case. The Board would work steadily to substitute direct payment of premiums for
collection, to encourage socially desirable forms of insurance and thrift, to provide ways
of insurance ifee from serious risk of lapsing. It would work under the general supervision
of the Minister of Social Security but with a large measure of practical independence. It
would use to the utmost the skill and energy which have gone to build up the Industrial
Life-Offices. It would be not a Government department but a public service run on
business lines.

89. This proposal is put forward, not as an essential part of the Plan for Social Security,

but as one of the bracketed proposals It is not the only possible solution of the problem
of industrial assurance and it is not free from difficulties. But it is put forward as the
best solution in the interests alike of the public and of the staff—as the solution which,
while giving better results than any other, vrill probably in the end present fewer and less

intractable difficulties. That is to say it will probably be found easier to take over
industrial assurance, and such part of the other work of the offices undertaking it as goes
conveniently with it, than to divorce these offices themselves from health and burial

insurance.

90. The working out of this proposal would be an immense practical task to be
confined to a special body with adequate powers and experience. It will be necessary
and relatively easy—to settle terms of compensation to shareholders. It will be necessary

to settle terms for the staff, including fair compensation for book interest, and the steps

to be taken gradually to reduce the number of collectors without hardship. It will be
necessary to settle terms for the policy-holders, including such matters as claims to bonus.

It will be necessary to frame measures not only for the taking over of the large offices

of national scope, but for dealing with the numerous local societies. The practical

problems are numerous and intricate. But it cannot seriously be suggested that they are

insoluble. Companies have been taken over by other companies in the past. Today
88 per cent, of industrial assurance is concentrated in 8 out of the 160 Industrial Life
Offices ; 98 per cent, is concentrated in 15 of them. This is the time for solution of

problems, for turning the business of industrial assurance, with its chequered history of

good and bad, into one of the great social services of the future.
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APPENDIX E

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS OF VARIOUS FORAIS OF INSURANCE

] . In this Appendix the information available as to the administrative cost of five
different types of insurance, in relation to the premiums or contributions paid by or on
behalf of the insured persons, is summarised. The five types of insurance compared are :

—

() Ordinary commercial insurance, that is to say voluntary insurance through business
undertakings of various kinds outside the direct scope of the Inter-departmental
Committee, including fire, accident and general (excluding employers’ liability
insurance business within the United Kingdom;, motor and ordinary life assurance.

() Industrial assurance.

{c) Employers' liability insurance, that is to say insurance against liabilities for indus-
trial accident and disease within the United Kingdom, both under the Workmen's
Compensation Acts and apart from these Acts.

(d) Voluntary insurance through Friendly Societies.

(e) Compulsory .State insurance against unemployment, sickness and old age and
widowhood.

2 . The question of what should be included in administrative costs must be answered
differently according to the point of view from which it is regarded. From the point of
view of an office conducting insurance the costs are the expense of getting business (usually
entered under the head of commission) and the expense of management ; income tax and
other taxes are elements of which account must be taken to the extent that they are not
recovered out of dividends to shareholders. Profits distributed to shareholders are
not part of the cost, but one of the objects for which expenses are incurred. From
the point of view of the insured person profits are not an object of insurance, but
part of its cost, and in making comparisons for him between insurance conducted
for profit and insurance on a mutual basis whether voluntary or compulsory, what
goes to the shareholders should be included as part of the costs. But the practice

of different forms of insurance and of different companies in reckoning profits and in the
source from which they take profits differs, so that an attempt to bring into account
shareholders' profits on a uniform basis for all forms of insurance presents difficulties.

The comparisons made below must be read subject to this caution.

3. The treatment of legal and medical expenses incurred by companies or mutual
associations which insure employers against liability for accidents or disease among their

employees raises a similar question. The insurance companies and associations normally
and naturally treat medical, and legal expenses in handling claims to compensation as
part of the service rendered by them to their clients, that is to say the employers, and not
as expenses of management. From the point of view of the person claiming compensation,
however, they are, in the case of legal expenses wholly, and in the case of medical

expenses mainly, costs of administration and not money expended for that person's

benefit. They have been treated as costs accordingly in this Comparison. The extent
of possible error in respect of medical expenses which are of direct benefit to the injured

employee is discussed in the paragraphs dealing with this subject. The employer's
liability costs shown are exclusive of those borne by the claimant or his trade union or

other society in enforcing a claim. Strictly these should be included, but no estimate

of them can be made.

4. In calculating the cost of State insurance against unemployment, sickness and
old age and widowhood, an estimate of the costs incurred by employere in dealing with
insurance documents, affixing insurance stamps, and making deductions from wages,

has been added to the costs incurred by the Government Departments in administering

these schemes. Costs are incurred by employers also in relation to workmen's compensa-
tion, but no estimate of these is possible.

5. In all cases the administrative costs have been shown as proportions of the sums
paid by or on behalf of insured persons as premiums or contributions. In some forms

of insurance there are substantial receipts also as interests on investments. These receipts

are shown in relation to premiums or contributions in para. 31.

6. Most of the figures relate to a year or years just preceding the war or to 1939.

In one case, for special reasons, 1940 has been included. In nearly all cases, both of

voluntary and of State insurance, administrative costs in relation to contributions or

premiums have fallen during the war, partly through increase of contribution rates, and
partly through other causes. Thus in unemployment insurance the administrative cost

in 1941 was about 4-8 per cent, of the contributions in place of 10 per cent, in 1938
;

this

reflects both the raising of rates of contribution and benefit and the decline of unemploy-
ment. Changes in respect of some of the other types of insurance are noted in the appro-

priate places. For all types ol insurance war conditions are abnormal though to differing

degrees, and make iair comparisons impossible.
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7. A difference between two types of insurance in the administrative cost per
cent, of premiums does not mean iiiat the one with higher percentage cost is less
efficiently managed. The work involved in different forms of insurance differs, both
on the side of obtaining the premiums and on the side of paying claims. In the obtaining
of premiums, compulsory insurance by the State has an outstanding advantage over any
form of voluntary insurance. It can dispense with cotumission and collectors. On the
side of meeting claims, compulsory insurance for most of the purposes for which it has
been introduced up to the present has a more complicated task to perform than that of
most, though not all, forms of voluntary insurance. Life insurance, for instance, whether
in its ordinary form or in the form of industrial assurance, involves in general one claim
only on each policy to be paid on an event which can be established without difficulty.

In other forms of commercial insurance such as those dealing with fire, accidents or motor
risks, not only is the settlement of claims more difficult, but in some at least of these,
notably fire insurance, some of the expenses are of a character beneficial to the policy-
holder, being designed for the prevention of fires. In the different forms of compulsory
insurance there are equally marked differences in the complexity of the work involved.
Administration of unemployment insurance, for instance, involves a large number of
claims in relation to the number of policies—in normal times before the war something
like thirty claims each year for every hundred insured persons. On each of these numerous
claims the facts as to unemployment, as to fitness and availability for work, and as to
cause of leaving employment have to be established, possibly with considerable dispute.
When they have been established payments on the claim have to be made week by week in
small sums. Sickness insurance has comparable, though different, complexities of adminis-
tration. Pensions insurance is relatively simple.

8. Comparison of unemployment and of healtli insurance illustrates another point
which must be borne in mind in comparing administrative costs, namely, the sciUe of
benefits. It costs as much to pay out 15/- a week as to pay out 30/- or 40/-. It costs
as much to collect a contribution of 3d. as to collect a contribution two or three times as
great. This point is relevant to comparisons between ordinary and industrial life

assurance and also to comparisons between the administrative costs of workmen's com-
pensation in different industries. Apart from all other factors, a high risk of accident
as in mining, and a consequent large expenditure on compensation, tends to make the
cost of administration a smaller part of ^e whole cost of insurance.

A. Ordinary Commercial Insurance

9. The following table shows the main classes of commercial insurance, other than
industrial assurance, employers' liability insurance (dealt with below) ordinary life

assurance and marine insurance (where premiums are commonly stated after deducting
commission). 'The figures are taken from Policy Holder Journal Tables published by the
Policy Holder Journal Company, Ltd. They relate to 1937 and represent ;f'000.

Table XXXII.

—

Fire, Accident and Motor Insurance, 1937

% of Premiums

Class of Business and
Xfi of Companies

Prem-
iums

Inter-
est

(net)

Com-
mission

Manage-
ment

Under-
writing
Profit

Com-
mission
and

Manage-
ment

Under-
writing
Profit

Fire—71 tariff ... 48,749 1,771 9,954 13,336 4,957 47-8 10-2

Fire—32 non-tariff 2,769 13 553 710 462 45-6 16-7

Accident and General

—

66 tariff: 56,150 1,549 9,620 12,436 3,060 39-3 5-4

35 non-tariff ... 19,275 407 3,363 3,756 136 36-9 0-7

Motor

—

54 tariff 24,420 410 4,432 280 40-3 M
25 non-tariff ... 12,429 157 2,417 2,478 -68 39-4 -0-5

Total 163,792 38,121 8,827 41-8 5-4

The underwriting profit in most cases of commercial insurance other than ordinary
life assurance is not in general distributed to the proprietors, but is put into the business
and so adds to the security of the policy-holders. Moreover, estimates of the amount of

underwriting profit depend on the assumptions made as to the provision required in respect
Oi unexpired risks and unsettled claims. It does not seem right accordingly to add it to

the commission .ind maiia<;emcnt as part of the administrative cost and it is shown
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separately. As is seen from the foot of the table, if the hgures for fire, accident and motor
business are added together they yield a percentage of commissions and management in
relation to premiums of 41 '8 per cent. The interest described as "net" is interest
after deduction of income tax.

10.

For ordina^ life assurance the following figures are taken from page 664 of the
Assurance Companies Return for 1938 published by the Board of Trade. The figures
relate to *1937 and represent £'000 :

—

Premiums
and

Payments
for

Annuities

Interest Commis-
sion

Manage-
ment

Shareholders'
surplus and
Transfers to

Profit and Loss
Account

1

% ot Prt^miums

Commission
and

Management

Commission,
Management
and Profit

99,739 38,903 4,680 8,295 1,574 130
1

14-6 -

The total in the first column, covering business both within and without the United
Kingdom, includes about £87-9 million of premiums and about £1 1 -8 million as payments
for annuities which, coming in large sums, are easy to administer. The cost ratio (expenses
of management plus dividends) of the ordinary branches of companies transacting industrial

assui-ance as given in Appendix D, para. 37, is 16-2 per cent. It would probably be reason-
able to put the cost ratio for ordinary life assurance apart from annuity payments at
about 16 per cent.

B. Industsial Assurance

11.

The cost ratio for industrial assurance is discussed fully in Appendix D.
Here only the general figures for all companies and societies engaged in this business is

given. The figures are the mean of the four years 1937-40 ;
a mean over a period of years

is taken in order to smooth out the efiects of bonus distribution to staff, which in some of

the offices takes place only every third year or so. If the figures were limited to years

before the war the percentage cost of adimnistration would be slightly higher :

—

IifDUSTRiAi. Assurance—Mean of 1937-40.

Premiums

^000

Expenses

^000

Dividends to
Shareholders, etc.

liOOO

Total Adininistiation
(excluding tax)

;£000

%o£
Premiums

72,995 23,809 1,805

1

25,614

1

35-1

Dividends to shareholders include all transfers out of the Industrial Assurance Fund
to profit and loss account other than items earmarked for specific purposes. Expenses
include commission to agents on introduction of new business. These figures give the

administrative cost exclusive of tax, which, as is explained in Appendix D. should be

included to give the total cost from the policy-holder's point of view.

C. Employers' Liability

12.

Provision for the liability of employers to compensate their employees for the

results of accident or industrial disease takes two principal forms :

—

(1) Insurance with commercial companies working for profit.

(2) Insurance through mutual insurance companies or associations.

The second form includes both mutual companies doing a mixed type of business

covering different industries and companies or associations confined wholly or mainly

to particular industries such as mining, shipping or textiles. In mining, where the risk of

accident is much higher than in other industries, the great bulk, though not all the

insurance is done through mutual indemnity companies on somewhat special lines. This

industry is dealt "with separately below. In addition, some large employers, including

railway companies and dock companies, carry their own risks and a number of small
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employers, chiefly in non-hazardous occupations, do not insure. This may be described
as a third form—^elf-insurance.

13 Figures representative of each of the first two methods are given below, based on
the mean of the two years 1938-39. One set covers all the offices in the Accident Offices

Association other than the Iron Trades Mutual which has now left the Association and
joined the Mutual Insurance Companies Association. The other set relates to fifteen of
the principal companies, which are now combined in the Mutual Insurance Companies
Association, including the Iron Trades Mutual.

Table XXXIII.

—

Employers’ Liability Insurance—Mean of 1938-39

Pre-
miums

£000

Com-
mission

£000

Legal
and

1

Medical
Ex-

penses
£000

Profit

£000

Total
Administration

£000

%of
Pre-

miums

Accident Offices .Asso-

ciation 4,600 399 1,235 214 290 2,138 46-5
Mutual Insurance
Companies Associa-
tion 7,182 316 824 383 25 1,.S50 21-6

14. In each case the legal and medical expenses are included in the total administra-
tive costs, but are shown separately. The legal expenses are wholly and the medical
expenses are mainly part of the cost of determining whether compensation should be paid.
But the medical expenses include in some cases payments which are really in the nature of

benefit. Thus in the Federation of Master Cotton Spinners’ Associations in 1941 more
than a quarter of the medical expenses, equivalent to about one-twentieth of the total

administrative cost and 1 per cent, of the whole expenditure on compensation and adminis-
tration, was incurred in the provision of treatment or surgical appliances and might be
described as a form of benefit to the employee, though it is also a means of reducing the
liabilities of the association. Provision of treatment or appliances, however, is not normally
undertaken either by commercial companies or by mutual insurance companies. Error
due to the inclusion of the whole of the medical expenses as part of the administrative cost

cannot be large. The legal and medical expenses attributed to the Accident Offices

Association represent the proportion of those expenses to premiums in 1938, viz., 4-66 per
cent.

15. The percentage of costs to premiums in the two years named appears to have
been slightly higher for the Accident Offices Association than in the years immediately
preceding, owing to the larger allocation to profit. The members of the Accident Offices

Association work under a tariff. Employers' liability insurance is undertaken also by
independent non-tariff companies. But an analysis of the accounts of a number of these
companies in 1937 suggests that there is no substantial difference in the cost ratio of tariff

and non-tarifi companies. There is little doubt that, as compared with most if not all of

the mutual companies, the commercial companies are less localised in their operations
and undertake a greater variety of small risks in non-hazardous employments where the
amount of comx>ensation is small and the premiums by consequence relatively low. Both
the scattering of the risks and the relatively low premiums would tend to raise the
cost ratio in these offices. It seems clear that the more costly part of the business falls

upon them.

.Mutual Indemnity in Mining

16.

In coal mining, insurance has generally, though not universally, been effected,

almost from the beginning of workmen's compensation, through mutual indemnity com-
panies which now cover 80 per cent, of the colliery undertakings and probably a larger
proportion of the total output. Insurance by employers against their workmen's com-
pensation liabilities, except in respect of the first 26 weeks of disablement, is now com-
pulsory in this industry under an Act of 1934. The administrative costs of the companic%
covering the principal mining districts are set out in the following table distinguishing
management expenses and legal and medical expenses. The percentages vary considerably
from one dLstiict to another. The weighted average, according to the numbers employed
in each district in 1935, is about 7 per cent., divided as 3i per cent, for management and
3J per cent, for legal and medical expenses.
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Table XXXIV.

—

Colliery Mutual Ikdemnity Companies

Administrative Costs percent, of Compensation Plus Administrative Cosis—1938

Company
Management expenses
including staffs, direc-

tors’ lees and office

expenses

Legal and
Medical
ei^enses

Total

% % %
Northumberland ... 2-71 3-01 V 5-72

Durham 2-47 2-26 4-73

Cumberland 4-87 4-94 9-81

Northern Employers 1-75 3-65 5-40

South West Lancashire 2-40 5-90 8-30

Yorkshire 283 3-38 6-21

Midland Mutual 2-85 3-97 6-82

North StafEordshire... 2-82 4 00 6-82

Forest of Dean 3-62 1-11 4-73

South Wales... 3-41 3-63 7 04

North Wales 3-51 416 7-67

Ayrshire 5-99 1-40 7-39

Scottish Mine Owners 602 6-02 12-04

Weighted Average 3-23 3-73 6-96

17. These figures do not in alT cases cover the whole of the administrative costs
involved. Except in Scotland, South Wales and Cumberland, where the cost of com-
pensation is shared from the date of the accident, the compensation payable for the first

26 weeks of'disability is charged to the individual employer. In one or two areas, including
Yorkshire, this means that the indemnity company does not handle claims at all unless

disability lasts 26 weeks ; that is to say, the administrative cost is that of long disability

cases only. This, however, is exceptional. In most districts, the company handles claims
from the outset, even though the individual employer, and not the common fund, will

be charged by it with the compensation paid for the first 26 weeks.

18. In another respect the figures may include items which are of the nature of

benefits to the injured employee rather than administrative cost such as supply of protective

clothing, hospital treatment or treatment in rehabilitation centres. Supply of protective

clothing is a large item in Durham, equivalent to ^ per cent, of the amount paid as com-
pensation and is excluded from the figures shavTi in the table ; elsewhere it is presumably
included, but is not nearly so important. Substantial expenditure on treatment before

the war appears to have been incurred only in one or two areas.

19.
’ The mutual indemnity companies as stated do not include the whole of the mining

industry. Those excluded are insured with a commercial or a mutual insurance company
except in the few cases where a " compensation trust ’’ has been set up under the Act
of 1934.

Self-tiisurance

20. Employers who do not insure at all include, on the one hand, certain large under-
takings, notably railways, docks and public utilities, which carry their own risks. They
include, on the other hand, a number of small employers in non-hazardous industries, who
do not think it necessary to insure. The average administrative costs over the nine years
1930-38 of three large undertakings carrying their own risks are given below as percentages

of the amounts paid in compensation and administration together.
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Table XXXV.

—

Self Insuilance for Employers’ Liability

Administrative Costs per Cent, of Compensation Plus Administrative Costs
Mean of 1930-38

Management
Expenses

Legal and medical
Expenses

Total

Gas company 13-62 1-44 15-06

Elec Li leal engineering firm 6-34 2-69 9-03
Iron and steel firm 6-05 4-89 10-94

Average Cost Ratio

2 1 The cost ratios oi the various forms of provision for employers’ liability, as given
above, vary from over 45 per cent, for commercial insurance to 7 per cent, for mutual
indemnity in mining. The average administrative cost of workmen’s compensation as
a whole depends on the relative importance of the different forms. Employers insured

in a mutual association or with a mutual company comprise the great bulk of those in

industries with heavy accident risks such as mining, shipping, iron and steel and ship-

building and account probably for nearly 70 per cent, of the total compensation. 30 per
cent, out of this 70 per cent, is paid in coal mining and 40 per cent, in other industries.

As some collieries insure not through colliery indemnity companies but through other

mutual companies, it is probably fair to assume that, say, 25 per cent, of the total com-
pensation is paid through indemnity companies in mining with an average cost ratio

of 7. and that some 5 per cent, in mining is paid through general mutual companies for

which a cost ratio of 22 per cent, has been assumed. Some of the 40 per cent, in other
industries dealt with on mutual lines may have a cost ratio materially below this 22 per
cent. ’I^s is certainly the case in shipping, where the administrative charge is put at

10 per cent, of the compensation. But no figures are available for most industries. The
30 per cent, of compensation which is not dealt with on mutual lines is probably divided

fairly equally between employers insured with commercial companies and those carrying

their own risks. That is to say, IS per cent, of the total compensation is paid by commercial
companies at a cost ratio of about 45 per cent. For the 15 per cent, paid by employers
carrying their own risks it seems reasonable to take a cost ratio of 10 per cent.

22. The foregoing information, which is the best that is available at present, is not
sufficient to make possible any close estimate of the average cost ratio of workmen’s
compensation in all industries. For the purpose of arriving at the best average which
can be got of the existing data, it seems reasonable to say that about 15 per cent, of the
compensation is paid at a cost ratio of 45 per cent, by commercial companies ; that

35 per cent, is paid at a cost ratio of 22 per cent, by mutual companies mainly doing a
mixed business

;
that about 10 per cent, is paid by mutual companies in industries other

than mining at a cost ratio of, say, 10 per cent. ; that 15 per cent, is paid by employers
carrying their own risks at a cost ratio of 10 per cent. ; and, finally, that 25 per cent,

is paid by mutual companies in mining at a cost ratio of 7 percent. Of these figures the
average for all compensation works out at a little less than 19 per cent. The sums
treated as administrative cost in this calculation include certain expenditures which are

not administrative, such as that part of medical expenses which is really benefit to the
employee and includes other expenditure which is concerned not with workmen’s com-
pensation but with common law liabilities. On the other hand, they do not include

expenses incurred by the injured employee or his trade union or association in pressing a
claim. These expenses are sometimes substantial and may fairly be set against any error

due to inclusion of all medical expenses as administrative and of expenses through common
law liabilities. That is to say, the administrative cost of workmen’s compensation as a
whole may be put at about 19 per cent, of the premiums, though it must be realised that

this is an estimate with a considerable margin for error, owing to the lack of comprehensive
statistics. The high cost of commercial insurance is offset by the low cost of mutual
insurance in coal mining and in other industries with specialised mutual indemnity
arrangements.

D. Voluntary Insurance Through Friendly Societies

23. The term " friendly societies ” is restricted here and elsewhere in the Report
to those societies which do not receive premiums through collectors [see Appendix D,
para. 6). The societies dealt with here are of two main types, those without branches and
those with branches ; the latter are described officially as " Orders.” Comprehensive
figures are available for the first type in 1935, enabling expenses of management to be
compared with contributions. Similar information can be given for the same year for

the largest society of the second type—the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows—but not for

any others of this type. The siclmess and death benefits paid by the Manchester Unity
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are about two-fifths of the total of these benefits for all societies with branches. The
relevant figures are as follows :

—

Table XXXVI.

—

Friendly Societies’ Contributions .\nd M.anagement Expenses
IN 1935

1

Contri-
butions

. fiOOO

Interest

£000

Total
benefits

£000

Management Expenses

% of

Contribu-

,

tions

£000 1 £000

Friendly Societies without
branches 9,738 3,627 7,954

1

978 10-0
Manchester Unity 1,103 976 1,568 282 (25-6)

24 . In considering these figures regard must be had to certain important differences
between the two types of society.

First, the Manchester Unity has a very large income from investments and current
benefits exceed the current contribution income. Since administration is concerned
mainly with benefits, costs of administration cannot be compared with contributions
only and the figure of 25-6 per cent..is shown in brackets.

Second, the kind of work done by the two types is different. The total expenditure
on benefits in 1935 is distributed between different purposes in the following proportions :

—

Table XXXVII.—Friendly Societies’ Benefit Expenditure, 1935

1

Societies without branches Manchester Unity

£000 % of all

benefits
1

% of all

' benefits

Sickness ... 2575-4 32-4 1126-7 ' 71-8

Medical Aid 592-6 7-4 37-8 2-4

Death 830-2 10-4 218-6
1

13-9

Superannuation
Endowment, divided, and de-

1055-7
I

13-3 18-6
1

1-2

posits wi^drawn 2259-1 28-4 43-3
1

2-8

Other benefits 641-0 8-1 123-3
1

7-9

7954-0 100-0 1568-3
i

100-0

1

A much larger proportion of the work of the Manchester Unity than of the centralised

societies consists of the administration of siclmess benefit—a relatively troublesome task

The societies witliout branches pay out large proportions in much simpler ways—on
endowments, dividing and withdrawal of deposits ; they do much more also by way of

superannuation.

25. Comprehensive figures for both types of society are available for some earlier

years and give the following results :

—

Table XXXVIII.

—

Friendly Societies’ Contributions and Management Expenses,
1910 to 1935

i
Contributions

(£000)
.1910 1926 1935

Management
Expenses
(£000)

1910 1926 1935

Expenses as %
of Contributions
1910 1926 1935

Societies without branches
Societies with branches...

3,456
3,510

6,886 9,738
3,435

400 780 978
533 728

11-6 11-3 10-0

(15-2) (21-2)

The contribution income of the societies without branches has risen nearly three times

from 1910 to 1935 and the expense ratio has fallen slightly. The contribution income of

societies with branches fell slightly from 1910 to 1926 ; the rise in expense ratio may repre-
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sent nothing but greater dependence on interest from investments. The expense ratio
is shown in brackets accordingly as with the case of the Manchester Unity ratio in
para 23.

26.

The societies without brandies are of several descriptions with dificrent cost
ratios. A special analysis of a number ol relatively large societies in 1935 gives the
the following results :

—

Table XXXIX.—Centralised Friendly Societies’ Contributions and
Expenses, 1035

Number and Description
of Societies

Contributions

;£000

Expenses
of

Management
;£000

Expenses
as % of

Contributions

5 Sickness and Death
(Accumulating) 195-7 36-1 18-6

13 Sickness and Death
(Accumulating and Deposit) 2742-1 345-9 12-6

4 Sickness and Death
(Deposit) 1981-5 204-4 10-3

6 Sickness and Death
(Dividing) 174-7 13-9 8-0

5 Death ...* 15-5 3-3 21-3

33—Total ! 5109-5 603-7 11-8

The cost ratio decreases as provision for return of deposixs and division replaces accu-
mulation. The five societies giving death benefit only are small. The cost ratio for the
33 societies is higher than that for all the societies without branches in para. 23 because
it excludes some sodeties whose cost ratio is reduced by exceptional factors, such as
employment in a particular industry or firm.

E. Compulsory State Insurance

27.

The table below gives the official costs of administration of the^ three State
schemes of compulsory insurance, with an estimate of the employers' costs in exchanging
and stamping insurance documents and making deductions from wages. The contributions
are those of the three parties—employee, employer and State. The official costs cover
the expenditure of all the Government departments concerned in each case. The
unemployment figures cover both the general and the agricultural schemes of insurance.

Table XL.

—

Compulsory State Insurance—Administrative Cost, ;f000

Contribu-
tions Interest

Official

Costs
Employ-

ers’

Costs

Total
Costs

Costs % of

Contribu-
tions

Unemployment MMn(1938) 66,247 1,475

(1939) 67,521 1,351 9-3

Health (1939) 37,637 6,464 16-9

Contributory 1 iiHPensions (1939) 53.382
1

942 350 2,055 (3-9)

28.

Estimates of tlie employer’s costs are necessarily rough. Statements obtained
from individual employers of the derical w'ork mvolved, yielded figures ranging from 0-17d.
per employee per week to 0-33d. ; one or two figures were lower, but these apparently took
no account of the work of exchanging unemployment books and health cards. Most of

the establishments from which statements were obtained were large. The smallest of
them, with 2,200 employees, yielded the highest figure given above, namely 0'33d. per
employee. The cost per employee dearly rises as the size of the establishment decreases.

Where there are only a few employees, the employer presumably does the work himself
and there is no recorded expense ; but the employer’s expenditure of time in such cases
must be reckoned as part of the administrative cost of State insurance. If it is assumed
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that the cost per employee rises gradually from 0'17d. per Aveek in establishments of 5,000
and upwards to 0'33d. between 1,000 and 2,500 employees to 0*50d. where the numbers are
below 500, including all the employers of one or two men, an average of something like
0'33d. per employee over all is reached. If half of this is attributed to unemployment
insurance and one-quarter each to health and pensions insurance, the estimates given
in the table are reached, namely about ;£S(W,000 for unemployment and about ;£350,000
a year each for health and pensions. These estimates assume 15,000,000 persons insured
gainst unemployment, and 21,500,000 insured for health and pensions, with 10 per cent,
in each case unemployed or sick so that no stamp is required. The statements furnished
by employers suggest that use of a single insurance document and stamp for all State
insurances would reduce their costs by from 30 to 40 per cent., that is to say, on the
estimates given above, by about ;i400,000 a year.

29.

The administration of healtli insurance is divided between Approved Societies
and insurance committies on the one hand and central departments on the other hand.
The proportion of the total cost incurred by the former has tended to rise, having been
77-2 per cent, of the whole in 1914 and 82-0 per cent, of the whole in 1939. The following
table shows that in relation to contributions the administrative cost .of the central
departments has remained nearly stationary while that of the Approved Societies and
insurance committees has risen from 10-3 per cent, in 1914 to 13'1 per cent, in 1939. The
figure of 16-0 per cent., shown as the total excludes the employers’ costs and is thus lower
than the 16-9 per cent, shown in para. 27. The higher cost ratio of health insurance as
compared with unemployment insurance is clearly due, in part, at least, to the lower
general ra.te of benefit. An increase of the benefit rates, and by consequence of the con-
toibutions required to pay them, would automatically decrease the administrative cost ratio

.

Table XLI.

—

National Health Insurance

Cost of Administration, 1914-1939

1914 1920 1925 1930 1935 1939

Contributions (including Ex-
chequer contributions) iOOO 22,534 32,894 35,794 33,374 33,948 37,637

Benefits ^000 14,447 21,190 27,511 32,931 31,089 34,535
Administration :

—

Approved Societies and In-

stance Committees ^000 2,316 3,666 3,867 4,594 4,559 4.934

% of Contributions ... 10-3 11-1 10-8 13-8 13-4 13-1

% of Benefits 16-0 17-3 14-1 140 14-7 14-3

Central Departments £000 686 1,313 1,041 1,066 1,045 1,084

% of (^ntributions ... 30 4-0 2-9 3-2 3-1 2-9

% of Benefits 4-8 6-2 3-8 3-2 3-4 3-1

Total Administration £000 3,002 4,979 5,660 6,018

% of Contributions ... 13-3 15-1 17-0 16-0

% of Benefits ... 20-8 23-5 17-2 raw 17-4

30.

The administrative cost for contributory pensions shown in brackets in the

table in para. 27 is to some extent artificial, in so far as the pension scheme by using a
joint contribution card with health, has ite contributions collected practically free of

charge. But the percentage of 3 -9 shown above, while in this respect it slightly understates

the administrative cost of contributory pensions, in a more important respect overstates

the cost. The sum of £53-4 million shown as the contributions for pensions relates only
to pensions under the age of 70, while the pensions over the age of 70, which are given
" by virtue ” of contributions, are treated as a direct charge on the Customs vote. They
amounted in the year in question to £33-9 million and the additional expense of their

administration as shown in the I^rliamentary estimates amounted to £0-1 million. Making
this and certain other minor adjustments, the revised percentage cost of administration

of contributory pensions should be put not at 3-9 per cent, but at about 2-5 per cent.

Receipts by way of Interest

31.

Most insurance undertakings, in addition to premiums or contributions, receive

income as interest on investments. This interest is an important part of the total income
in the case of life assurance mid sickness insurance. The following table shows for each

of these cases the proportion borne by interest to the premiums or contributions.
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Table XLII,

—

Premiums, Couiributions and Interest in Various Forms.
or Insurance

j

Premiums or
Contributions

i£m

Interest

less Tax

1

(£000)

Interest

1 % of

Contributions

Ordinary Life Assurance (1937) 99,739 1

j

1 38,903
1

39-0
1

Industrial Assurance (1937) 69,235
;

1

1
17,420

i

25-2

Friendly Societies without
branches (1935)

1

9,738
*

1

1

1 3,627
1

37-3

Manchester Unity (1935)
}

1,103
j

976 88-5

Kational Health Insurance (1939)
j

37,637 6,464 17'2

Conclusion

32. The broad results of the comparisoii made between the five forms of insurance

just before the present war may be summarised as follows :

—

(1) Commercial insurance against fire, accidents and motor risks uses nearly -12 per

cent, or about 8/5 in every ^ of premiums for commission and management. The
actual figures range from 36-9 per cent, for accident and general insurance through
non-tarifi companies to 47-8 per cent, for fire insurance through tariff companies.

These figures exclude underwriting profit. Commercial insurance against employers’

liability uses about 40 per cent, of the premiums, or 8/- in the £, for commission,

management and legal and medical expenses, and another 6 per cent, for profit,

making a total of something over 45 per cent., or 9/- in the The part represented

by commission is substantially less than in other forms of commercial insurance.

(2) Ordinary life assurance, the resource of men of substantial means, uses about

16 per cent, of the premiums or 3/2 in the £ for administration, while industrial

assurance, for men of limited means, uses 35 per cent, or 7/- in the i, exclusive of

tax in each case. With tax, the total administrative cost of industrial assurance

,
is 37-2 per cent, or 7/6 in the (See Appendix D, para. 25.)

(3) Mutual insurance against employers' liability otherwise than in mining, shipping,

and perhaps one or two other industries, uses a little more than 20 per cent, of

the contributions or 4/- in the for administration. Mutual insurance in mining

uses in this way about 7 per cent, of the total cost of compensation and administra-

tion, that is to say 1/5 in the In this industry compensation is heavy. For

workmen's compensation as a whole, the most reasonable estimate that can now
be made would put the administrative cost at about 19 per cent, of the premiums.

(4) Voluntary insurance against sickness, death, old age and for endowment or saving

through centralised friendly societies uses just over 10 per cent, of the contribution

or 2 /- in the £ for adminisiration.

(5) In compulsory State insurance, administration of health insurance costs 17 per

cent, or 3/5 in the £ of contributions, of unemployment insurance costs 10 per cent,

or 2/- in the £, and of contributory pensions costs 2} per cent, or 6d. in the £.

These figures include the estimated cost of administration by employers, which is

paid not ^m the contributions but in addition thereto.

(6) These comparisons are not comparisons of the relative efficiency of administration

in the Afferent forms of insurance, since the work to be done, and the conditions

under which it has to be done, differ from one form of insurance to another. The
markedly lower cost of administiation in most forms of State insurance, as compared
with most forms of voluntary insurance, arises essentially from the economies

possible in the obtaining of premiums. If a risk is of such a kind that it can fitly

be dealt with by compulsory social insurance, that is as a rule administratively

cheapest way of meeting that risk. But many risks are too -varied for compulsion

and must be left to voluntary insurance. In that case the cost of admini^ation
-will normally be higher.
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APPENDIX F
SOME COMPARISONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES

] The difficulties at the present time of making any detailed comparison between the
existing and the proposed schemes of social insurance in Britain and the practice of other
countries are obvious. Social and other institutions all over the world are in process of
change : price levels are fluid ; the obtaining of accurate information direct from the
source is in many cases impossible. But, since social security is a common interest of all
peoples in the world and since in the past fifty years or so this interest has led nearly
ever3Avhere to the development of national institutions of various kinds for the solution
ol common problems, some of the principal points of similarity or difierence between the
schemes of different countries are noted briefly here.

2 Tables XLIII, XLIV, and XLV, provided by the International Labour Office,

'

show, in general terms, the extent to which the main risks of social insecurity are
covered in countries other than Britain. The first two of these tables relate to 10
countries which appear to be most relevant for purposes of direct comparison with Britain :

for these selected countries the cash benefits for temporary and permanent incapacity,
old age and unemployment respectively m 1938 are shown in Table XLIII for a single
person, and in Table XLIV for a man with family responsibilities, as percentages of
the weekly wage with family allowances where these are given. Table XLV gives
information for 20 other countries showing which of them have made provision for
sickness, pension insurance, unemployment and non-contributory pensions respectively,
without attempting to indicate the scale of this provision in relation to wages. All

three tables must be read subject to the comments in the notes upon them. In the
Soviet Union, social insurance, like the economic and social system as a whole, is organised
on lines so different from those of most other countries that direct comparisons are
difficult. Some of the special features are noted in para. 14.

3. Risks Covered in Selected Countries. Looking first at the selected countries and
considering, not the amount of cash benefits, but the question whether or not any provision
is made for the various risks, the following main results emerge :

—

(il Provision for occupational incapacity, that is to say, for incapacity arising out of

employment (workmen’s compensation in Britain), is found in all ten countries.

(ii) Provision for non-occupational incapacity, that is to say, compulsory sickness

insurance, exists in lour only out of the ten selected countries, namely, Germany,
New Zealand, Roumania and Denmark.

(iiil Compulsory unemployment insurance is found in five of the selected countries,

namely, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, the United States and Queensland
from among the Australian States. In Denmark unemployment insurance on a
voluntary assisted basis is widespread.

(iv'i All ten countries provide old age pensions of some kind, but the pensions are wholly

or partially confadbutory in six cases only—Belpum, Germany, New Zealand,

Roumania, Sweden and the United States of America. Non-contributory pensions

subject to means test, and representing assistance rather than insurance, are found
in Australia. Canada, Denmark, South Africa, and, combined with contributory

pensions, the United States of America. The New Zealand pensions plan is dealt

with more fully in the Report itself (para. 241) since in its main principle of

introducing adequate pensions without means test only at the end of a lengthy

transition period, during which needs are met by non-contributory age benefite

subject to a means test, it follows a line very similar to that of the plan of the

Report for Britain.

4. Other Countries. Among the 20 other countries, 16 have compulsory sickness

insurance, 18 have some form of contributory pensions and bnly three have unemploy-
ment insurance.

0 . All Countries. Taking all the 30 countries together, 20 have compulsory sickness

insurance, 24 have some form of contributory pension, 8 have unemployment insurance.

Three countries only in the 30—New Zealand, Bulgaria and Poland—make provision agaiust

all the three risks of sickness, old age and unemployment. That is to say, three countries

only aim at covering all the principal forms of social insecurity as fully as Britain. The
United States has no sickness insurance ; Germany has now' no unemployment insurance.

6. Benefits Generally Related to Earnings. Though in Tables XLIII and XLIV
an indication is given of the amount of the cash benefits in relation to wages or family

income, it is not easy from this to make comparisons betw'een the real value of the cash

benefits being paid in Britain or proposed under the plan, and those of other countries.

These tables are of interest mainly as illustrating one outstanding difference between the
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General Note on Tables XLIII and XLIV
The benefits are expressed as percentages of a basic wage. The figure selected for

the basic wage is not an average for the insured group (except in the case of Roumania,
for which no other figure was available) but is intended to represent the typical full-

time earnings of a moderately skilled male industrial tvorker (e.g. a fitter m the
engineering trade) in 1938. This wage is, of course, somewhat higher than that of

the unskilled worker and considerably higher than that of the agricultural worker or
female worker. Moreover, because the maximum statutory basic wage fixed by certain
workmen’s compensation laws is less than the basic wage adopted for these tables, the
compensation is shown as less than the nominal percentage of wages prescribed by
the laws in question. Where a family allowance is added to wages, as in Australia,
Belgium, New Zealand, the benefits in respect of families are expressed as percentages
of the basic wage plus the family allowance. Nevertheless, in the case of old age
pensions for a marned couple, the pensions are related to the basic wage without
family allowances.

Detailed Notes

(fl) -\s limited by absolute maximum weekly payment

(b) Non-contributory benefit.

(c) Lump sum payment.

(d) Voluntary insurance ; rate depends on each individual.

(e) Non-occupational accident.

if) -\fter qualifying period of 8 years.

( “) Contributory for persons with means.

(/i) Contributory component plus non-contributory component for persons with means
not exceeding 100 kr. a year.

(i) Since the preparation of this Table, family allowances in New Zealand have been
increased from 4/- per head to 6/- per head. The figure of 108/- used in the Table
and the percentages based on it do not take account of this increase.

practice of other countries and the practice of Britain both in the past and in the plan
proposed. Difficulty of direct comparison of amounts of benefit is due not merely to

difficulties in determining the money rates of wages and the rc'ii value of wages, but to the
difierence of principle in fixing the amounts of benefit or pension. In Britain these
amounts are flat rates irrespective of earnings, and so are the same for all classes of persons,

though with a differentiation for sex in some cases and a differentiation between various

forms of interruption of earnings. In most other countries the benefits are percentages

of the wages, a nd vary, therefore, from one man to another. There is no general rate with
which the British flat rate can be compared. Looking at it from the other side, the British

flat rate cannot be expressed as a percentage of wages
; the percentage would vary, being

higher for unskilled men with relatively low wages than for skilled men tsith higher wages.
The methods of relating benefit to wages in other countries vary. In Germany the insured

population is graded by income classes and this plan has been widely followed. In the

United States the amount paid for unemployment and pensions is related to the earnings

of each individual insured person. In the Soviet Union the percentage itself varies from
man to man with the same wages. In one way or another, in nearly all countries other
than Britain, Eire and New Zealand, the man of low earnings, when sick or unemployed
or pensioned, normally gets through compulsory insurance a lower payment than a man
of higher earnings. He pays, or his employer pays, a lower contribution, also propor-
tionate to his earnings.

7. Flat Rale in Britain, Eire and New Zealand. The principle adopted in Britain

in the past and proposed to be retained for the future is of a flat rate of State insurance
benefit for all. The difference between existing schemes in Britain and the proposals
for the future is that the rates of benefit proposed for the future are all materially higher
than the present ones and aim at full subsistence. Social insurance in Eire began as

part of the British system, and though it has developed on its own lines in some ways,
particularly in relation to medical treatment, it retains the flat rate principle for cash
benefits. New Zealand, like Britain, differs from the other countries in providing benefits

without relation to previous earnings. It differs from Britain in two important respects :

—

() that apart from the contributory pensions which are to reach their full rate in

1968, all the benefits in New Zealand are subject to a means test

;

() that nearly all the money required for the security scheme in New Zealand is

raised by an income tax, adjusted to capacity to pay. In contrast to this, the

British systems, both present and proposed, raise funds partly by flat contributions

irrespective of earnings and partly by taxation adjusted to capacity to pay.
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Table XLV.—Other Countries* having Compulsory Sickness, Pensipn or
Unemployment Insurance, or raving Non-Contributory Pensions with

Means Test

Country

.

Sickness
Pension
Insurance

Unemploy-
ment

Non-
contnbutory
Pensions

Belgium X
Brazil ... X X — -r-

Bulgaria X ' X X —
Chile X X —
Costa Rica X X —
Czechoslovakia X X
Ecuador • X X — —
Finland — X — —
France X X — X
Greece X X — —
Hungary ... , X X — —
Italy — X X —
Japan X — — —
Netherlands X X —
Norwav X t

—
t

Panama X X —
Peru X X — —
Poland X X X —
Spain ... — X — —
Sweden — X — —
Uruguay — X — X
Yugoslavia X X —

* The list covers most countries other than those in the earlier tables which have
social insurance schemes, but is not exhaustive. It omits the Soviet Union and Eire,

which are dealt with specially in paragraphs 7 and 14.

t In Norway there is a universal old age tax, and the pension is subject to means test.

S. Scope. In most countries most schemes of social insurance are limited in efiect

to employed persons, as at present in Britain. The outstanding exceptions are New
Zealand, the Soviet Union and, less completely, Denmark. For pensions only, Finland

and Norway have schemes for all citizens rather than for employed persons.

9. luduiirtol Accident and Disease. The provision made for industrial accident and
disease is described in a detailed Memorandum submitted by the International Labour
Office to the Royal Commission on Workmen’s Compensation which has been published.

An extract from this, comparing the rates of compensation in relation to wages with thal

of Britain, is given in para. 99 of the Report. The general practice of most countries

is to place the cost of compensation solely on the emploj'er and thus, through the employer,

upon the particular industry in which the workman is engaged. A partial exception to

this is found in Denmark and in Germany, where the cost of compensation is borne by
the sickness funds for the first 13 weeks and the first six weeks respectively. In tJiese

two countries also there is a difference between the scales of benefit at the beginning ol

incapacity and later. In Denmark victims of industrial accident and disease receive

benefit at sickness insurance rates which vary with the different insurance funds for

13 weeks ; after that they receive a pension of three-fifths of the wages lost. In Germany
sickness benefit at 50 per cent, of the wages is paid for a minimum of 13 weeks and a
maximum of 26 weeks ; the 50 per cent, may be increased after six weeks up to 60 per cent.,

according to the financial position of the particular sick fund to which the beneficiary

belongs. After 26 weeks of wage loss in any case, or earlier, if the need for medical care

ceases, sickness benefit is replaced by accident pension equal to two-thirds of the wages
lost. There arc children’s allowances in addition. Nearly all countries include medical
treatment for woricmen injured by industrial accident or disease as part of the provision

' for them. Most countries, moreover, as appears from Table XLIII, give marketUy higher

benefits for occupational than for non-occupational incapacity. To this the Soviet Union
is an exception in making no distinction of benefit rates betw'een the two forms of

incapacity.

TO. Maternity. In countries other than Britain, provision lor inatemity normally
includes (o) for female wage-earners periodical cash benefits and medical care, and (b) for

wives of wage-earners medical care without cash benefit. For group (a) the international
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standard of maternity cash benefit adopted by the Childbirth Convention of 1919 is full

and healthy maintemince for the mother and child for six weeks before and six weeks
after childUrth, and most Continental and South American countries grant SO per cent,

of the wages for the 12 weeks. These percentages are usually the same as those given for

ordinary sickness. The pre.sent scheme in Britain falls short of this in providing only a
small lump sum for the maternity of female wage-earners. The proposals of the Report
go beyond it in providing a benefit 50 per cent, higher than sickness benefit for 13 weeks.
For group (&), that is mothers who are not wage-earners, a cash benefit (such as the £2
given in Brit^) is not generally found in other countries, but medical care is provided
free for the wives of insured men.

11. Widows. In respect of widows only one country other than Britain—Belgium

—

40W gives unconditional widows' pensions. All others require a widow, before receiving

a pension, either to prove invalidity or to have attained a pensionable age—60 or 65 in

most cases, 55 in the Soviet Union. None of the countries appears to provide anything
to correspond to the temporary widows' benefit at the specially high rate proposed in the

Report as a means of readjustment.

12. Funerals. Almost all countries other than Britain which have schemes of com-
pulsory sickness insurance provide as part of their scheme payment of a funeral benefit

at the death of the insured person ; New Zealand is an exception. Funeral benefit for

dependants of insured persons is given in relatively few countries : in Czechoslovakia,

Norway and Poland as a statutory benefit, and in Germany and Hungary as additional or

optional benefit.

13. Health Service. Nearly all the countries which have a sickness insurance scheme
provide medical treatment not only for the insured person, but for his wife and children,

including in most cases both general and specialist medical attendance at home, and
hospital treatment. Countries which are listed by the International Labour Office as

giving a medical service which is materially more e^ensive than that provided in Britain

under national health insurance include Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary,
Roumania, Norway, New Zealand and the Soviet Union.

14. Soviet Union. The following notes deal only with a few of the salient differences

between the practice of the Soviet Union and that of other countries ;

—

(i) All contributions are collected exclusively from the various undertakings, i.e.,

there are no contributions by insured persons.

(ii) All benefits are fixed as percentages of wages, but the percentages vary with the

importance and arduousness of the work, length of service of the beneficiary and
generally with what might be regarded as his value to the community.

(iii) Occupational incapacity is compensated at the same rate as non-occupational
incapacity though under easier conditions. Different rates are fixed for temporary
incapacity, permanent incapacity and old age respectively. No benefit has been
provided for unemplo3rment since 1930, on the ground that there is no unemployment.

'(iv) Old age pensions are paid in' proportion to wages to men at 60 after 25 years'

service (or at 50 in unhealthy occupations) and to women at 55 after 20 years'

service. Retirement from work is not a condition of pension.

i(v) In respect of disability, three groups are distinguished :

—

(a) workers who have completely lost their ability to work and are in need of

constant attendance

;

(i) workers who have completely lost their ability to work but are not in need
of outside care ; and

(c) workers who have lost their capacity to work in their former occupation, but
retain sufficient capacity to engage in casual work, part-time work or

definitely less skilled work in another occupation.

These groups are treated alike in dealing with non-occupational and occupational
incapacity. In the former case, but not in the latter, a qualifying period is imposed
before benefit can be received. In each case the pension is equal to full wages for

workers in group {a), to 75 per cent, of wages in group (b) and to 50 per cent, of

wages in group (c).

(vi) In sickness, benefits are payable from the first day of incapacity, without a waiting
time.

i(vii) The main features of the maternity service are described as follows in an officially

recommended handbook :
“ The care of the child begins well before it is bom.

In every city, in every collective or state farm, there are women's medical consulta-
tion centres linked up with hospitals, maternity homes, and the Institute of Mother
and Child in the big cities. Here the woman who becomes pregnant is encouraged
to come for advice Here she will be examined and given attention. A place will

be reserved for her in the nearest maternity hospital. If she is working, her manager
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will infoimed. From time to time she is examined, and if the doctor considers
that her work is too heavy for her, she must be put on a lighter job at the same
P^-y- receive 8 weeks' pregnancy leave with full pay, and be taken back
at her original job. She will receive a layette and an allowance for the extra need
during that period. When she returns to the factory she will leave her baby
in the factory cr&ches and she will be allowed 30 minutes off from work every
4 hours to feed the baby. If the mother is unable to feed it, there are milk kitchens
where she can obtain cheaply the proper milk."

(viii) The health service is based on the following principles ;

—

\a) livery Kind of medical benefit is provided free of charge.

(6) The families and dependants of insured persons are included.
(c) Specialist services are included, e.g., dental, ophthalmic, surgical ; drugs,

medicines and appliances
; orthopsedic treatment and aitificial limbs

;

hospital and convalescent treatment and maintenance in sanatoria and
rest-homes.

(d) Medicine is designed to be preventive as well as curative by establishment of
a network of clinics and polyclinics in towns and villages, and factory and
rural health centres, and by the special attention that is paid to the health of
children, from infancy upwards, and to ensuring continuitv of treatment.

1 5. Merits of Present British Schemes. The existing schemes of social insurance in
Britain, in common with the schemes of most other countries, are schemes for employees
rather than for all citizens. 'They make less provision than is made in a good many other
countries for medical treatment of others than the insured persons and of the insured
persons themselves, for maternity of women who are gainfully occupied and for funerals.
On the other band their total range is greater than that of nearly all other countries.
British social insurance, with its allied services, has merits which arc summarised
by the International Labour Office in the following terms :

—

The existing British system " excels in point of (1) its scheme of unemployment
insurance, embracing practically the entire employed population, including agricultural
workers

; (2) its contributory pensions, comparatively adequate as basic pensions,
and granted after a comparatively short qualifying period, at comparatively small
cost to insured person or employer ; (3) its unemployment and old age assistance,

nationally financed, guaranteeing a tolerable standard of subsistence, and adjusted
to the needs of each individual

; (4) the continuity of its medical benefit, granted,
fram the first day of insurance, during employment, sickness, unemployment, disable-

ment and old age."

16. Proposals for Britain. The Plan for Social Security in the Report develops the
existing British schemes in four directions : it unifies them while providing for variety
of ben^t and administration where difference is justified ; it extends the scope of insurance
to all citizens ; it raises benefits to subsistence level and makes them adequate in time ;

it gives new benefits. While doing this, the plan preserves the main feature of the British

system which distinguishes both it and the New Zealand system from the systems of

nearly all other countries. This feature is tiie preservation of a flat rate of benefit not
varying with the earnings which have been lo^. In planning for social security each
country, while it may with advantage learn from the experience of others, needs a scheme
adapted to its special condilions and its dominant political ideas. The principle adopted
by most other countries of making State insurance benefits proportionate to the earnings

which have been lost has advantages and disadvantages. Apart from the greater

administrative difficulties, the view taken here is that a system on this principle would
not achieve the purposes which for the British people are most important. The reasons

for this view may be summarised briefly as follows :

—

(1) Tile flat rate of benefit treating all alike is in accord with British sentiment for

equal treatment of all in soci^ insurance—irrespective both of their previous

earnings and of the degree of their risk of unemployment or sickness.

<2) A flat rate of benefit, if raised, as it is raised in the proposals of the Report, to

subsistence level, is a direct contribution to a policy of a national minimum.
Benefits which are proportions of wages do not guarantee subsistence, and are

liable in the case of the lower paid workers to be below subsistence level.

(3) Provision by compulsory insurance of a flat rate of benefit up to subsistence level

leaves untouched the freedom and the responsibility of the individual citizen in

making supplementary provision for himself above that level. 'This accords both

with the conditions of Britain, where voluntary insurance, particularly against

sickness, is highly developed, and with British sentiment. But to give the fullest

possible encouragement to voluntary insurance and saving, it is important to

reduce to a minimum the cases in which assistance has to be given subject to

consideration of means. To do this is a central feature of the plan for Britain as

set out in 1 he Report.
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